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Abstract

This thesis examines relationships between science and technology and development,
as defined and manifested by non-governmental organisations (NGOs) in Kenya
whose work involves agricultural biotechnologies. Non-governmental engagements
with agricultural biotechnology in Kenya span technology production, promotion and
resistance. The argument of this thesis is that through these engagements, and the
ways that relationships between technology and development are manifested in these
engagements, technological and political orders are merging in civil society.

When technologies enter the spaces of civil society, spaces carved out by develop-
ment practices, the agency of NGOs is contingent and contested. But at some scales, in
some places, NGOs are performing functions usually reserved for states, markets and
communities. Through push and pull between NGOs, biotechnologies are becoming
ordered in Kenya: technologies are approved for research, capacity for research and
biosafety is built, scientific knowledge is generated and transferred, plant material
is distributed to farmers. At the same time, social and political orders are formed
in civil society that are intertwined with this technological ordering: organisations
set up competing structures of representation for farmers; they build social networks
for technology delivery and technology resistance; they set and protest the terms of
collective decision-making by acting as de facto regulators. Patterns of legitimacy and
authority are set and the ability to steer biotechnologies is at issue. Attempts to more
democratically guide technologies, when seen as a case of public action more generally,
have implications for the ability of Kenyans, as farmers and citizens, to shape the
decisions that affect their lives.

By examining biotechnology through civil society, the thesis makes three contri-
butions to knowledge. It proposes that the current development practices supporting
NGOs engagements with technologies are creating an increased prominence, or rise, of
technological NGOs in development. It provides empirical evidence of this rise in the
form of an ethnographic exploration of NGOs in Kenya. Finally, it provides a way to
examine the agency of NGOs by building on the new ethnography of NGOs and the
co-production of knowledge and social order.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Prelude from the field

7 Dec. 2004, Kenyan Parliament
Surprising government regulators and scientists conducting research on agricultural
biotechnologies, Member of Parliament (MP) Davis Nakitare puts forward a motion
to ban all genetically modified food in Kenya. A floor debate is scheduled. The
ban could lead to an effective moratorium on the research and development of
genetically modified organisms that has been occurring in Kenya for nearly a decade.
Meanwhile the Kenyan Biosafety Bill, drafted in 2003, has not been presented or
debated in Parliament.

7 Dec. 2004, International Livestock Research Institute, Uthiru, near Nairobi
I am meeting with a research participant to discuss how non-governmental
organisations in Kenya planned and participated in workshops about biosafety.
She is a field manager for the African branch of an international development
non-governmental organisation that since 1999 has partnered with the Monsanto
Company to research and test genetically modified sweet potatoes in Kenya.
Uncharacteristically, our meeting is cut short. She must turn her attention to
investigating and combating the motion put forward by Mr. Nakitare. She does
not know why Mr. Nakitare, a new and little known MP, would put forward such a
motion. The motion is unexpected and is a threat to her work. I leave so she can call
her contacts at partnering non-governmental organisations and in the Government.

9 Dec. 2004, Nairobi
A coalition of non-governmental organisations and outspoken critics of genetically
modified organisms releases a statement to the media in support of Mr. Nakitare
while lambasting a national newspaper for not covering the motion. A central figure
in this still incipient coalition later reveals to me that their support is coming purely
after the fact. Like the field manager I spoke with two days earlier, this coalition
did not know the MP was going to put forward the motion; the coalition did not
work with the MP or encourage him in anyway. Five days later, one of the coalition
members, the African arm of a German non-governmental organisation, circulates
the press release globally via an email distribution list.

9 Dec. 2004, Kenya Agricultural Research Institute, Kabete, near Nairobi
I observe a facilities tour and ‘Stakeholders Meeting’ run by the Insect Resistant
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Maize for Africa initiative, a project that also utilises genetic modification. Outside
of the new ‘Level Two’ biosafety greenhouse, a journalist, the science editor from the
same newspaper denounced by the coalition of NGOs, poses critical and technical
questions to the scientists giving the tour. Later, we are told that the project—a
partnership between the Kenya Agricultural Research Institute, international public
research institutes and the charitable arm of the Syngenta corporation—recently
received support from a new international donor, the Rockefeller Foundation. We
are also told the project is committed to being a model of biosafety and to being
transparent with stakeholders. The meeting is filled with scientists and a few
farmers, but no representatives from the coalition of non-governmental organisations
that are critical of genetically modified organisms. There is no mention of the recent
parliamentary motion by anyone present.

Week of 13 Dec. 2004
The same maize project receives approval from an Institutional Biosafety Com-
mittee to conduct open field testing of genetically modified maize. The request
is later approved by the National Biosafety Committee, an event that leads to
Kenya becoming the second African country (after South Africa) to plant genetically
modified maize in an open field.

It was a busy week for my research, and one that represents the world of agricultural
biotechnology (ag-biotech) and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) in Kenya that
this thesis explores. Some aspects of this world are typical of the broader international
aid and development system. For instance, through the so-called ‘rise of NGOs’
in the 1980s (Edwards & Hulme, 1992), NGOs have become more prominent in
development. They have become key actors in planning participatory exercises and
workshops (Cornwall, 2002a), like the biosafety workshops that I discussed with the
field manager. NGOs are seen as representatives of ‘civil society’ by donors (McIlwaine,
1998). NGOs are situated between the state and communities—in this case situated
between state agencies and parastatals such as the National Biosafety Committee, or
the Kenya Agricultural Research Institute and farmers. The perceived job of NGOs is
to keep the state in check, to scrutinise its actions in light of the needs of communities
and to ensure that those actions are democratic (Diamond, 1994).

Parts of this world, though, highlight the many new roles that NGOs are playing, in
Kenya and beyond, when they engage with biotechnologies. As seen above, these roles
span technology production and resistance. In the eyes of activists, campaigning against
genetic-modification, like the media and email strategies of the coalition above or those
of many NGOs in the European Union (EU) (Schurman, 2004; Thomas, 2001), has made
NGOs representatives of ‘global civil society’ whose job it is to resist the production,
importation and consumption of agricultural biotechnologies (Osgood, 2001). While
some NGOs in Kenya prominently proclaim that biotechnology provides no benefits
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for Africa (Action Aid, 2003), other NGOs have for a longer time been loudly touting
biotechnology as Africa’s answer to poverty (Wambugu, 2000).

Moreover, in conjunction with advocacy, NGOs are facilitating biotechnological
research and production. As ‘nodes’ in systems of innovation (Clark et al., 2003,
2002; Hall et al., 2001) or as hubs in socio-technical networks (Shrum, 2000), NGOs
produce and transfer scientific knowledge. They are linking actors, bridging public and
private sectors (BIOEARN, 2005). Funded by donors like the Rockefeller Foundation,
they bring together researchers from Monsanto and Syngenta with those in the Kenya
Agricultural Research Institute and Kenyan universities. Through attempts to connect
scientists and farmers, such as at the Stakeholder Workshop for the maize project,
NGOs act as potential conduits of public engagement with science (Leach et al., 2005),
where they marshal expertise and mediate expectations (cf. Borup et al., 2006). The
scale of all these interactions is broad. NGOs work at the international level, within
global activist, donor and scientific networks, but also with local communities. At the
same time, the geographical proximity of events and actors in Kenya is striking. All
the above events took place within 15 kilometres of each other.

Yet, disconnections and surprises still exist. The world of biotechnology in Kenya,
despite its close-packed nature, defies neatness. It is frequently a reactionary and
inconsistent world where ignorance still persists. An MP acts on his own and
different NGOs scramble to respond and build and strengthen their respective networks.
Arguably, this is the first time the topic of genetic-modification has entered the
Kenyan Parliament1 and it hardly came in a way that any of the NGOs had planned.
Despite all the innovative knowledge linkages and connections that have been made,
lack of consistent information is common. Actors find out about legal and technical
events at the last minute, or not at all, and this clearly influences where and how
they can act. The NGOs critical of genetic modification never found out about the
Stakeholder Meeting; they never had a chance to become stakeholders. Proximity of
events starkly juxtaposes the connections with the disconnections. Projects, like the
maize partnership, go onward. The stream of regulatory approvals that started with
the NGO-run sweet potato project continues, even at the very time a moratorium is put
forward in Parliament. The same Parliament has not voted on or debated the Biosafety
Bill, calling into question the legal legitimacy of the biosafety system (Odame et al.,
2003a; Traynor & Macharia, 2003).

All of the connections and disconnections, all of the ways that NGOs are engaging
with biotechnology, assume different roles for nature, for capital and for people (cf.
Peet & Watts, 1996). Work with biotechnologies, is work that fundamentally engages

1One possible exception could be when the Seeds and Plants Variety Act of 1972 was amended in 2002
to accommodate biotechnology. The statute now includes the phrase “occurring as a genetic variant,
whether artificially induced or not” (Republic of Kenya, 2002). It is doubtful that this sparked any
significant debates about genetic modification.
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with ideas about how people should ‘develop’ and live; in this way, biotechnologies
are living technologies or ‘technologies of life’ (Jasanoff, 2005c). In other words,
embodied in the work of these NGOs are different conceptions of and values about
biotechnology, about development and about how they are related. Through their
work, NGOs engaging with agricultural biotechnology in Kenya are living technology
and development relationships everyday. It is these relationships that this thesis
investigates.

1.2 Aims and contributions

The main objectives of the research are to describe, understand and assess2 relationships
between science and technology and development3 as manifested in the everyday work
of non-governmental organisations engaging with agricultural biotechnology4 in Kenya.

The following are the explicit research questions that the thesis addresses:

Object 1: Describe

• What relationships between science and technology (S&T) and development are
manifested in the everyday work of non-governmental organisations engaging with
agricultural biotechnology in Kenya?

• In what ways are these relationships manifested?

Objective 2: Understand

• Why do non-governmental organisations manifest particular relationships be-
tween science and technology and development?

• Why do they manifest them in particular ways?

Objective 3: Assess

• What are the individual and social consequences of the manifested relationships
between science and technology and development?

2These three general research objectives—describe, understand, and assess—and how they relate to
the types of research questions are from the framework presented in Blaikie (1999).
3This research does not define science and technology or development at the outset. It leaves the
defining of these terms to the research participants. I do this because the scientific knowledge and
technologies that participants produce and discuss are embedded in social and cultural contexts of the
participants (see for example Pinch & Bijker, 1984). Similarly development will mean different things
to different actors (Crewe & Harrison, 1998; Long, 2001). Chapter 2 expands upon these points and
frames them within literatures from Science and Technology Studies and Development Studies.
4I use the term agricultural biotechnology to include technologies that involve genetic modification and
those that do not, such as tissue culture and molecular marker technologies. I specifically state when I
am referring to genetically modified technologies. See Chapter 3 for more on the specific technologies
and projects discussed in this thesis.
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The main argument of this thesis is that through NGO engagements with agricultural
biotechnology in Kenya, and the ways which relationships between technology and
development are manifested in these engagements, technological and political orders
are merging in civil society.5

When technologies enter the spaces of civil society, spaces carved out by develop-
ment practices, the agency of NGOs is contingent and contested. But at some scales, in
some places, NGOs are performing functions usually reserved for states, markets and
communities. Through push and pull between NGOs, biotechnologies are becoming
ordered in Kenya: technologies are approved for research, ’capacity’ for research and
biosafety is built, scientific knowledge is generated and transferred, plant material
is distributed to farmers. At the same time, social and political orders are formed
in civil society that are intertwined with this technological ordering: organisations
set up competing structures of representation for farmers; they build social networks
for technology delivery and technology resistance; they set and protest the terms of
collective decision-making by acting as de facto regulators. Patterns of legitimacy and
authority are set and the ability to steer biotechnologies is at issue. Attempts to more
democratically guide technologies, when seen as a case of public action more generally,
have implications for the ability of Kenyans, as farmers and citizens, to shape the
decisions that affect their lives.

In making this argument, this thesis contributes to knowledge in three ways.
The first is to show how complimentary trends and neglected areas in Science and
Technology Studies (STS) and Development Studies literatures point to this merger
of technological and political orders in civil society. STS somewhat neglects NGOs
in developing countries as sites of scientific knowledge production, and thus possible
sites of public engagement or democratisation of technology. When Development
Studies discusses the nature of NGOs in participation and development, analysing
the rise of NGOs and the push for democratisation through civil society, it somewhat
neglects science and technology. When these trends are brought to bear on practices
of NGO engagement with biotechnology, I argue that this decade is witnessing a rise of
technological NGOs in development and a push for techno-civil society. This is similar
to the rise of NGOs in the 1980s and 90s, but I argue that recent scholarship in STS
and Development Studies makes us theoretically better equipped to critically analyse
these trends.

The second contribution to knowledge is an ethnographic exploration of NGOs
engaging with agricultural biotechnology in Kenya, offering Kenyan case studies as
empirical evidence of this rise of technological NGOs. I examine two networks of NGOs:

5I use the term civil society broadly and empirically here as the social spaces in which the NGOs that
I examine are working. See Chapter 2 for a more detailed treatment of how I use the concept of civil
society.
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one promoting and producing biotechnologies centred on the International Service for
the Acquisition and Agri-biotech Applications, and the Agricultural Biotechnology
Stakeholders Forum; and one opposing the production of these technologies, the Kenya
genetically modified organisms Concern coalition. I show how relationships between
technology and development are manifested in the networks. Each network exhibits
surprisingly similar values6 about technology and development that generally fall under
three categories: technological determinism, rights to knowledge, and participation.7

It is how these values are used and combined, and how conflicts between the values
are managed that creates two different ways that the NGOs are living technology
and development relationships through their everyday work: one where technology
effectively equals development and one where technology is antithetical to development.

In connecting the theoretical and empirical arguments, I make the third contribution
to knowledge by building on new ethnography of NGOs (see Opoku-Mensah & Lewis,
2006) and the co-production of knowledge and social order (Jasanoff, 2004). I
examine the same processes of value assembling and management within a broader
political economic arena to understand the contingent agency of the technological
NGOs in Kenya, and the implications of the relationships between technology and
development manifested by the NGOs. Through mobilising values about technology
and development, the NGOs both yield and take agency; they are both influenced
by and constitutive of the political-economic arena of civil society. The ways NGOs
construct science and technology influence when and where NGOs have agency. It
is usually in national to sub-national spaces that NGOs are able to capture agency,
constitute themselves as civil society, and where technical and political orders merge.
Furthermore, the strategies that the NGOs use to manage conflicts between values
about technology and development prevent any debates about these value conflicts.
This leads to a scarcity of opportunities to strategically guide or steer biotechnologies
in Kenya and often a connected scarcity of opportunities for farmers to influence their
own livelihoods.

These contributions come from reorienting relationships between technology and
development, and examining them through NGOs and civil society. Although I
have primarily introduced this reorientation through the perspective of NGOs in the
field, it is important to acknowledge at the outset the broader policy framing of
this research. Through many recent international initiatives, commissions and review
boards, ‘technology’ and ‘development’ have become words that are now increasingly
common in international political dialogue and in popular media. Furthermore,
current trends in development policy and practice often explicitly focus on agricultural

6I refer to values here in terms of a perception, conviction or strategic belief that an organisation or
individual holds (see Harsh, 2005c). I use the term value instead of the term perception to imply that
a value is a more strongly held conviction. See section on Data Analysis below.
7These values are explained more below.
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biotechnology. Box 1.1 introduces some of these global trends that are referred to
throughout the thesis.

Reorienting relationships between technology and development through civil society
presents many significant methodological and theoretical opportunities and challenges.
I now begin to identify and address these challenge by presenting the research design.

Box 1.1: Global trends in technology and development

The last few years have seen an international prioritisation of aid and development. In 2005,
the G8 Summit (G8, 2005), the UK’s Commission for Africa (CFA, 2005) and the review of
the Millennium Development Goals by the United Nations (UN, 2005) all put development aid
and how it is used into the international spotlight, particularly in Africa. Celebrities, such as
Bono and Bob Geldorf, along with the Make Poverty History Campaign (Make Poverty History,
2007) have made development rise on popular agendas as well as political agendas (Economist,
2004b).

Science and technology, and their many roles in development, have a significant place
on these agendas. The Commission for Africa report emphasises that building “capacity” for
science and technology is “imperative” for development (Dickson, 2005:1). Similar sentiments
are voiced in several other major recent reports and initiatives of agencies such as the UK
Department for International Development, the World Bank and the United Nations (See DFID,
2004; Juma & Yee-Cheong, 2005; Sarbib & Wolfensohn, 2004). The meetings of the African
Ministerial Conference on Science and Technology in 2003 and 2005 saw the adoption and
development of a Consolidated Plan of Action for science and technology in Africa (Dia, 2005).
These efforts culminated at the recent African Union summit in January of 2007 where African
heads of state designated 2007 as ‘Africa’s year for innovations’ (Abwao, 2007).

Biotechnology is a specific and prominent focus area for policy makers and donors. Advances
in the life sciences have led to increased trade, research and development of biotechnologies
across the developing world (FAO, 2005). Agricultural and health biotechnologies have potential
to increase food security and fuel economic growth in the developing world (UTJCB, 2004). Also
strongly acknowledging this potential, the recent strategy for biotechnology of the African Union
and the New Partnership for Africa’s Development emphasises the need for the ‘Freedom to
Innovate’ (Juma & Serageldin, 2007). Development donors, such as the Gates and Rockefeller
Foundations have also recently begun prominent and large scale biotechnology development
programmes (Gates Foundation, 2005; Rockefeller Foundation, 2006).

The production and exchange of agricultural biotechnologies that involve genetic
modification have especially drawn international attention to Africa, most prominently
evidenced by the rejection of genetically modified food aid by Zambia, Zimbabwe and Malawi in
2002/3 (Zerbe, 2004). Recently this same situation regarding food aid was replayed when food
bound for the Darfur region of Sudan was held up by the Sudanese Government, who alleged
that it contained sorghum that was genetically modified (Aloisi, 2007). Debates and discussions
about relationships between science and technology and development are thus particularly
reinvigorated regarding genetically modified biotechnologies in agriculture.

1.3 Research design

The aims of this thesis (see §1.2) require a research design that is rooted in the
perspectives of NGO staff, in order to obtain everyday manifestations of relationships
between S&T and development. At the same time, in order to understand and assess
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relationships between S&T and development, the research must be able to keep sight
of structural and political economic concerns inherent in the scientific, governance, and
donor networks within which NGO staff are embedded. The tension between insider
and more macro-structural perspectives is the key issue for the research design.8 This
tension has bearings on all aspects of research design: epistemology and ontology;
the role of theory in the research; and data selection, collection, and analysis.9 The
research has been designed to address this issue directly and I present the resultant
research design in three sections. The first section addresses epistemology, ontology
and the role of theory in the research, or what Blaikie calls the ‘logic of the enquiry’
(Blaikie, 1999:8). The next describes data selection, collection, and analysis. The final
section briefly addresses ethics. Throughout all the sections, I discuss how the research
should be judged by presenting the definitions of reliability and validity inherent in the
research design.

Logic of the inquiry

An ‘insider’ view is consistent with a ‘constructivist’ logic of enquiry (Crotty, 1998)
and with what Blaikie more generally refers to as ‘interpretivism’ where “the aim is to
discover why people do what they do by uncovering the largely tacit, mutual knowledge,
[and] the symbolic meanings, motives and rules, which provide the orientations for their
actions” (Blaikie, 1999:115). The choice of a constructivist epistemology and goal of
the research seeking an insider perspective go hand in hand – the epistemology and
ontology adopted must focus on meanings and interpretations of social actors if inside
knowledge is to be known.

As this research engages with science and technology, I draw on sociology of scientific
knowledge (SSK), and the Strong Programme of SSK in particular, for the specific
constructivist ontology and epistemology used in this research (Barnes et al., 1996;
Bloor, 1976, 1999).10 For SSK, all knowledge claims, be they scientific knowledge
claims or otherwise, have both natural and social components. In this way, there
is a role for both a ‘non-social nature’ and ‘society’ in all knowledge claims (Bloor,
1999:88). The ontology adopted is thus naturalistic and realistic in that nature plays
a roles in knowledge claims. The ontology is not idealistic; it does not claim that
nature has no role in knowledge. The epistemology is relativist, in that the social

8Burawoy (1991, 1998) and Hess (1997, 2001) are particularly helpful for addressing how to deal with
this tension as seen below.
9There are varying opinions about the core constitutive components of a research design (for instance
see Crotty, 1998; Denzin & Lincoln, 2003). The aspects listed here follow most closely with (Blaikie,
1999)
10There are also institutional reasons for what amounts to an initial commitment to social
constructivism, namely previous background in Science and Technology Studies at Edinburgh. I follow
Burawoy (1998) in that I believe epistemological commitments usually shape research problems more
than research problems create epistemological commitments.
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components of knowledge claims make them relevant to their context of creation.11

An SSK ontology and epistemology, then, support the general constructivist argument
there may be “multiple and changing social realities” for actors (Blaikie, 1999:116)
and that knowledge is “derived from everyday concepts and meanings, from socially
constructed mutual knowledge” (Blaikie, 1999:116).

It is also important to note that insider constructivist, or actor-oriented, approaches
are common in studying development (see Long, 2001). For example, Pieterse’s
constructivist framework for development argues that “just as perception not merely
registers but shapes reality, knowledge does not simply reflect but constructs reality”
(Pieterse, 2001:2). This strongly resonates with the SSK approach described above.

Reflexivity is a common aspect of a constructivist mentality and this research is
explicitly reflexive. In other words, ‘an adequate conceptualisation of the social world
has to include the activity of researching it; the researcher is not simply observing
from a position of detachment’ (Cooper, 2001:11). A reflexive stance resonates with
both SSK and Development Studies. Reflexivity is a specific principle of the Strong
Programme. The programme demands that the same treatment of knowledge claims
being studied must be applied to the knowledge claims produced by the analyst (Bloor,
1976). Burawoy’s ‘extended case method’, pioneered in the development context, is
based on ‘reflexive science’ that strongly roots research in participants’ understandings
and focus on the role of the researcher in obtaining those understandings (Burawoy,
1998).

Constructivism and reflexivity do not “imply that the theoretical system is not
guiding analysis in various ways” (Potter, 1996:129). In terms of the role of theory in the
research, this research is similar to ‘abduction’ (Blaikie, 1999). Here, the meanings and
interpretations of social actors become the main focus of the enquiry and a technical or
theoretical social scientific account is created from, and rooted within, the lay account
(Blaikie, 1999). Theory and research are ‘intimately intertwined’ and the process of
moving between theory and research is iterative and reflexive (Blaikie, 1999:181).

The research is also similar to grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), in that
there is “continuity between everyday and scientific thought” (Jenner & Titscher,
2000:75). While this research is ‘grounded’ in the understandings of respondents, I do
not adopt other specific analytical commitments of grounded theory. For instance the
original conception of grounded theory was positivistic, ‘discovering’ theory from data
(Pidgeon, 1996:81). This research is closer to the constructivist revision of grounded
theory (Pidgeon, 1996:82) which focuses on theory generation, not discovery and the
enquiry moves towards “everyday understandings and human subjectivity” (Pidgeon,

11It is important to note that a social relativist is not necessarily an idealist, as the critics of relativism
often purport. See (Bloor, 2003) for an excellent defence against the conflation of relativism with
idealism. Similarly, the Strong Programme cannot be considered a totally subjective approach (cf.
Guba, 1990:27)
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1996:76)
One point of contention within grounded theory is the specific extent that theory is

used before the investigation begins. It is of course impossible to be free of all theoretical
influences at the beginning of the research, but the original conception of grounded
theory was close to this stance (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). I follow the revision of Strauss
& Corbin (1990) who state that “rather, one begins with an area of study and what
is relevant to that area is allowed to emerge” (quoted in Jenner & Titscher, 2000:75).
This involves intensive study of literature before the investigation while maintaining
an ‘openness in social science terminology’ (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Strauss and
Corbin’s revision of grounded theory brings it close to Layder’s concept of ‘adaptive
theory’ (Layder, 1998). This approach views all observation and interpretation as
theory-laden. Therefore one should be explicit about what sensitising concepts or
‘orienting devices’ from the literature frame the collection of data. These concepts are
then used as ‘kick-starting devices’ for constructing a social scientific account from a
lay account (Layder, 1998). Adaptive theory is also similar to Burawoy’s extended case
method which argues that researchers start research with their ‘favourite theories’ in
mind and should be explicit about this (Burawoy, 1991, 1998).

The logic of my enquiry was thus set before I entered the field, as was an initial
reading of broad theories from STS and Development Studies. Throughout the research
process, theoretical understandings, research questions and fieldwork all co-evolved to
produce this study.

Data: Selection, collection, analysis

With a constructivist logic to the enquiry, the research is well-equipped to provide
an insider perspective. It is in data selection, collection and analysis—in the core of
research design (Bryman, 2001)—that the tension between insider and macro-structural
perspectives is addressed.

Selection

Chapter 3 provides the bulk of the specific empirical arguments about data selection
and why Kenya is a reasonable national context for this study. It is sufficient to say
here that in Kenya the nature of the post-colonial state (Branch & Cheeseman, 2006)
and a sustained high donor investment in agricultural research (Beintema et al., 2003)
has made non-governmental engagement with biotechnologies particularly abundant
and contested.

As mentioned above, two specific networks of NGOs engaging with agricultural
biotechnology in Kenya have been selected as the focus of this research. The first
network is centred on the International Service for the Acquisition of Agri-biotech
Applications, Afri-Centre (ISAAA) and the Agricultural Biotechnology Stakeholders
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Forum (ABSF). The second network is centred on the Kenya Genetically Modified
Organisms Concern coalition (KEGCO). The NGO networks were chosen because they
span the various roles that NGOs are playing regarding ag-biotech in Kenya, from
production and promotion to resistance. Furthermore, the networks include the various
kinds of connections and disconnections between actors as described in the vignette
from the field presented above. Chapter 3 provides more detail about the organisations
in these networks and the specific reasons for these organisations and not others.

Data sources selected were from multiple sites and multiple levels of data following
Hess’s approach to the study of science and technology (Hess, 2001). In addition
to the NGO staff of the key organisations, multiple other types of actors provided
data. Actors include: staff at other NGOs that work with the main NGOs, national
and international public sector scientists, university scientists, government regulators,
international donors, and farmers. These additional actors are thus above, below and
at the same level as the main NGOs in terms of scale. This strategy of data selection
was done to facilitate the acquisition of detailed data, to find out as much as possible
about the groups studied (Toren, 1996).

Each of the NGO networks represents a case study. Case study methods provide
intensive study on the selected cases, highlighting the complexity and uniqueness of
the case (Yin, 2002). Furthermore, the cases will be strongly comparable because the
groups work on similar projects (Hakim, 2000). However, using case studies can create
difficulty in terms of the representativeness and generalisability of the study (Bryman,
2001). The cases in this study are not meant to be representative of all NGOs in Kenya
or of Kenyan civil society. Generalisability to all types of NGOs is not a goal. Cases
are therefore not statistically generalisable, only ‘analytically generalisable’ (Bechhofer
& Paterson, 2000), in the sense that they will be used to develop theory as discussed
more below.

Collection

The research began with a one month exploratory trip to Kenya in April of 2004, to
obtain some general sense of NGOs in Kenya, and the different types of interactions they
have with biotechnologies.12 I conducted the main phase of research while working as a
Research Fellow with the African Center for Technology Studies (ACTS) on a related
project.13 ACTS is a well-known academic institution in Kenya and helped me contact

12This initial research trip used the same methods of data collection described below. A ‘snowballing’
sampling technique was performed to obtain a broad variety of actors. The ‘seeds’, or first research
participants, were provided by existing contacts from colleagues at the ESRC Innogen Centre. (See
Salganik & Heckathorn, 2004:5 for more on snowball sampling).
13This project was titled ‘Governance of Modern Biotechnology in sub-Saharan Africa’ and was
sponsored by the MacArthur Foundation (see Clark et al., 2005a).
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relevant actors for my research. Furthermore, my affiliation with ACTS provided
research participants with an institution with which my work could be associated.14

Including the initial research trip, the research period lasted just under one year
(April 2004 to March 2005). Because the NGOs are relatively young, some less
than a year old, the data collection period represents a significant portion of their
organisational life-spans. The research thus has longitudinal aspects to its strategy for
data collection. Ruspini (2002) argues that longitudinal data collection is ‘essential’ to
research that is examining social change.

The data collection proceeded in a way that draws on ethnography, or “the
comparative, descriptive analysis of the everyday, of what is taken for granted” (Toren,
1996:102).15 An ethnographic approach is consistent with the logic of this research in
that a core tenet of ethnography is its ‘fundamental reflexivity’ (Jenner & Titscher,
2000:90). The role of the researcher in the field is of critical importance, and the
researcher as an actor should be present in the resultant account (Toren, 1996:103).
The process of how one acquires the data is vital to the process of understanding
(Rachel, 1996:114). Ethnography is also consistent with the logic of this research in
that ethnography is not ‘theory free’ at the outset of the research. With an ethnographic
approach, one strives to be “free of predetermined hypotheses” at the outset, but is
reflexive about what theory is framing the research (Toren, 1996:103). Furthermore,
ethnography is iterative. It involves “dialectic interplay” between collection and
analysis (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995:205).

An ethnographic way of being in the field is one that focuses on the “‘processual’
nature of life” (Toren, 1996:111). It is an approach that is “self-consciously historical
and comparative” (Toren, 1996:103). Ethnography treats processes as ‘strange’ to ‘turn
familiar into unfamiliar’ (Rachel, 1996:122). Ethnography is thus an “excellent means
of arriving at an understanding of the processes whereby people come to be enchanted
by ideas that they themselves brought into being” (Toren, 1996:112). Similar to SSK
then, the context of claims is key, especially cultural context; “ethnography analyses
language and text in the context of culture” (Jenner & Titscher, 2000:91).

Ethnography comes with inherent strengths and weaknesses. The detailed insider
perspective can introduce bias or obscure the data (Toren, 1996). Hess (2001) addresses
this issue by embracing bias and goes further to say that ethnographers often have new
relationships with participants, where participants are reviewers, colleagues and friends.
In measuring ‘good’ versus ‘bad’ ethnography of this kind, Hess shies away from validity
and representativeness and instead states that good ethnography should: “reveal

14This was not always a positive institutional framing in the eyes of some of my research participants.
Many of the NGOs that are critical of biotechnology were hostile towards me because they felt ACTS
was too ‘pro-GM’.
15I say that the research ‘draws on’ ethnography here because, although I did observe interactions and
make field notes, the main method of data collection was to conduct semi-structured interviews and
not participant observation. See below for more on these interviews.
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competence, interpret complexity, interrogate the taken for granted, and make an
explicit empirical or theoretical contribution to literature” (Hess, 2001:239). Similarly,
Burawoy argues that ethnography should not be judged by traditional positivistic
definitions of validity and representativeness (Burawoy, 1998). Rather it should
be judged on how it is ‘reconstructs’ theories that are then theoretically valid and
representative (Burawoy, 1998).

The main method of data collection was ethnographic qualitative interviewing,
which followed a semi-standardised/non-standardised format (Fielding & Thomas,
2001:124). Semi-structured qualitative interviews give the flexibility to explore themes,
and the relationship between them, through interacting with respondents (Burgess,
1984). These types of interviews

elicit rich, detailed materials that can be used in qualitative analysis. The
object is to find out what kinds of things are happening rather than to
determine the frequency of predetermined kinds of things that the researcher
already believes happen (Lofland & Lofland, 1995:76)

Interviewing thus involves getting past the ‘public transcript’ and into the ‘hidden
transcript’ (Scott, 1992).

In a qualitative interview, data is not something that comes purely from the
respondent. Rather data comes from the interaction between respondent and
interviewer and the context in which that interaction takes place (Kvale, 1996).
Establishing a rapport with the research participant is therefore crucial. Interviews
were conducted in semi-natural settings, namely NGO and research centre offices, in
laboratories, or on farms. Semi-natural settings familiar to the respondents can help
build rapport.

Two general principles of communication in interviewing were followed. First,
questions were as open-ended as possible. Second, ‘underlying attitudes, beliefs and
values’ not ‘glib’ responses were sought (Fielding & Thomas, 2001:126). Interviews
therefore started with broad questions and then ‘probe’ questions were to ask for more
detail and uncover beliefs and values (Rubin & Rubin, 2005:148).

The interviews began with an introduction. I was straightforward about why I
wanted to speak with a given participant. This was important for rapport, and by
explaining my background, I was also giving participants a sense of any unavoidable
biases that I was bringing to the interview (Reinharz, 1997). My introduction generally
went as follows: I explained that I was a PhD student from the University of Edinburgh,
and that I was in Nairobi working with African Centre of Technology Studies on my
thesis and a related project about the Governance of Modern Biotechnology in sub-
Saharan Africa. I explained that my particular interest was the non-governmental
sector (seen very broadly) and how NGOs were interacting with the development of
biotechnologies and the biosafety system in Kenya.
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After the introduction, the interview guide was based on this template:

• Organisational background: Mission, vision, history of the organisation

• Organisational projects: History of projects, project motivations, methods of
project evaluation, methods of determining project success. How projects are
connected to wider success as an organisation

• Personal: Individual motivations and history

• Request for other contacts

Through this flexible guide, I tried to obtain stories about how the NGOs came
to be founded. These are effectively histories of organisational genesis, told from
the perspectives of staff of the organisations. Questions for this component of
data collection centred on the organisation’s mission, the impetus for founding the
organisation, and how the organisation has grown/and or changed. The stories I
obtained largely describe networking (i.e. how actors such as scientists, other NGOs,
donors, etc. worked together to found the organisation being studied). This provided a
list of ‘third-party’ actors to interview to triangulate and corroborate the stories told by
the NGO staff (See Chapter 3 for an introduction to these actors). It should be noted
that the interviews were not specifically focused on any individual projects; they were
generally organisation-wide, looking across the portfolios of projects and activities of
the organisations. When data collection addressed the projects of the NGOs, I asked
about three specific themes, namely ‘motivations’, ‘evaluation’ and ‘success’. I also
explored personal motivations that led individuals to work for the organisation. In all,
over 40 interviews were conducted. See the Appendix for a list of interviews and major
events and meetings observed.

Analysis

Data analysis was conducted concurrently with data collection as much as possible.
Field notes and notes made during interviews were read and reflected upon at a time
as close as possible to the completion of an interview or observation. This allowed me
to contact the other actors mentioned to schedule future interviews as well as allowing
me to focus the questions for those interviews, taking into account information and
themes that emerged from previous interviews.

The interviews were recorded with a digital audio recorder whenever possible and
whenever permission was given (see the section on Ethics below). The recordings were
transcribed fully by two professional transcription services and by staff at the ESRC
Innogen Centre. Upon receiving the transcribed interviews, I examined the transcripts
for errors while listening to the original recordings and examining field notes. Notes
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about relevant non-verbal interactions were added to the transcripts. For unrecorded
interviews, field note were typed in full and treated in the same manner as transcripts.

All of the transcripts and typed notes were then input into a software data analysis
programme called TAMS Analyzer.16 Software can help to organise, code, retrieve
and explore data and create visible indicators, advanced queries, and memos (Lewins,
2001). TAMS is a very simple system that is not designed for any specific kind of
textual analysis. Nonetheless, one needs to clearly understand ones own method of
analysis first and then bring that method into a software package so that the software
is not forcing a method onto the researcher (Lewins, 2001:303). The method of analysis
used here draws on discourse analysis.

Just as ethnography was used as a resource in data collection to keep the context
of data in mind, discourse analysis was a resource to keep the context of data in mind
during analysis. All the interview transcripts and field notes were treated as discourses.
Discourse analysis refers “to detailed analysis of language-in-use, whether this takes the
form of speech or text” (Hammersley, 2002:2).

This research particularly draws on the constructivist version of discourse analysis
of Potter (1996). A central tenet of discourse analysis is “a rejection of the idea
that language is simply a neutral means of reflecting or describing the world and
a conviction of the central importance of discourse in constructing social life” (Gill,
1996:141). Discourses, serve specific purposes for social actors; discourse analysis thus
“focuses on talk and texts as social practices and on the resources that are drawn on
to enable those practices” (Potter, 1996:129). A key purpose that discourses serve
is legitimisation of actions. The analyst must be “concerned with the way in which
descriptions are marshalled in particular contexts to legitimate [particular practices or
acts]” (Potter, 1996:129).

While the way an actor uses a discourse to serve a purpose will be unique in many
ways, discourses are not isolated. Discourses can often be broken down into constituent
parts that have been used by other actors in similar contexts. In this way, discourse
analysis sees “language as a tool box, and [the discourse analyst must] focus on the
way that people use these tools” (Wooffitt, 2001:325).

These language tools drawn upon by actors are often referred to as ‘interpretive
resources’ or ‘interpretive repertoires’. Interpretive repertoires are “systematically
related sets of terms often used with stylistic..coherence and often organised around
one or more central metaphors” (Potter, 1996:131). Interpretive repertoires “develop
historically” and “make up an important part of the ‘common sense’ of a culture”
(Potter, 1996:131). Interpretive repertoires are flexible; they can “be selectively drawn

16This software application is an open source data analysis assistant program that utilises a mark-up
language similar to that used on web pages called the Text Analysis Mark-up Language (see TAMS,
2004). I discovered this application via the Computer-Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software
Networking Initiative (CAQDAS, 2007).
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upon and reworked, according to the setting and used for a range of ‘particular tasks’
(Potter, 1996:131). Actors make choices based on their orientation (Gill, 1996:142) and

participants will often draw upon a number of different repertoires, flitting
between them, as they construct the sense of a particular phenomenon or
as they perform different actions (Potter, 1996:131).

A classic example of this approach is the study by Gilbert & Mulkay (1984) where
they identify repertoires of scientific discourse. For instance, the repertoires scientists
use when justifying their own science or criticising the work of others are different when
used in a journal versus those repertoires used in informal talk. A major contribution
of Gilbert and Mulkay’s work is to show that one must attend specifically to the
variability between accounts and that one account should not be privileged over the
other prima facie, or because one account is privileged over the other by the participants
themselves. There will be multiple meanings and accounts of any ‘state of affairs’
(Wooffitt, 2001:325).

It is in exploring competing claims about a state of affairs that discourse analysis
is most useful. Discourses provide a way of examining social reality through claims-
making (Benford & Snow, 2000) where “language may be used to provide accounts of
events or opinions in such a way as to make them resistant to sceptical responses or
alternative versions” (Potter, 1996 in Wooffitt, 2001:326). Discourse establishes “one
version of the world in the face of competing versions” (Gill, 1996:143). Furthermore
it often makes an account resistant to alternatives via strategic apportioning of blame.

Like ethnography, discourse analysis has been critiqued in terms of reliability
and validity. Positivisitic and quantitative definitions of reliability (test and retest)
and validity (triangulation) are ‘unworkable’ in discourse analysis (Potter, 1996:138).
Discourse analysis can test for validity, though, in that through interactive analysis
and research, participants’ understandings and responses provides one check of the
analytical interpretations. Analysis can also be measured and judged in terms of
‘coherence’ or the cumulative aspect of discursive work that builds on other similar
interaction focused work. Finally there is the “readers’ evaluation”; discourse analysis
provides original material alongside interpretations so readers can check interpretations
for themselves (Potter, 1996:139).

The analytical techniques used closely follow discourse analysis. At the heart of
this research lies a search for values. I use the term values to refer to the explicit or
implicit meanings and perceptions within discourses.17 The first step of data analysis
was therefore to uncover values from within the data pertaining to the main concepts

17My use of values is similar to that used by Giddens, who argues that “through their everyday
practices, an actor becomes encultured within a particular world of values and meanings and becomes
part of a ‘constitutive relationship’ with the institutions of this world” (Seckinelgin, 2006:717 citing
Giddens, 1984:17).
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in the research – science and technology and development. The approach problematises
these concepts together. I began coding and classifying the data by mining the data
to identify values about biotechnology (and S&T more generally) and values about
development that lay underneath responses and actions of the participants. I uncovered
what values and perceptions underpin organisational and personal motivations and
notions of success. I explored how these values differ between organisations and
individuals. For instance, a story of the founding of an NGO might involve a value such
as ‘technology development move down a pre-set path’. A value in a story about the
motivation for a planning workshop might be ‘development should be participatory’.
The various values uncovered are the keys to discovering relationships between science
and technology and development.

Unfortunately, even with the keys in hand, it is difficult to unlock relationships
between technology and development. The values revealed are often contradictory,
complex and overlapping. The values are flexible language tools that can be combined
into discourses or interpretive repertoires.18 Therefore, in order to move from these
values to relationships between science and technology and development, I group values
by identifying patterns, or discursive processes, used by the participants whereby these
values surface and are used or ‘mobilised’ in the everyday work of non-governmental
organisations. I use the term discursive process instead of interpretive repertoire to
emphasise the role that actions and underlying events (processes) play in the data. I
also specifically focus on certain process characteristics of discourses. First, I focus on
the ‘scale’, or locality, on which the discourse is operating. These scales range from
the community level to the national and global levels, and discursive processes often
span scales. I also examine the contexts of discourses: the circumstances and specific
combinations of people, capital and nature that frame the discourse. Finally, I flag
the results of the discourses. Discursive processes generally help to create or resist
technologies by generating advocacy, and working as defences against critics.

In the empirical chapters, the discursive processes are generally laid out chrono-
logically to maintain the integrity and flow of the empirical narratives (cf. Fielding &
Thomas, 2001:137). For each network of NGOs, I discuss discourses used in three stages
of organisational progression: founding, growth and institutionalisation.19 Discourses
discussed in the founding section of the narratives are those discourses used when the
actors reflect on the mission and vision of the organisation. Discourses discussed in
the growth section of the narratives are those discourses used when the actors discuss
the first projects and early work of the NGOs. Lastly, discourses discussed in the
institutionalisation section of the narratives, are those discourses used when the NGOs

18Values are thus explicitly not used in the functionalist sense.
19It is important to note that organisational progression is continuous and these three stages of
progression are overlapping. I therefore do not distinguish between the phases of organisational
progression in terms of discrete moments in time.
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consciously reflect on their own organisational progression and work, and how they
have evaluated the impact or success of their work. It is through the accumulation
of all these discourses as whole that arguments are made about relationships between
technology and development.

However, analysis does not end here. The next step is to explicitly address why
these relationships exist and to assess the impact of technology and development
relationships. These questions will certainly entail macro-structural considerations.
Another way to phrase this question is to ask how we can insure that the analysis that
emerged from ethnographic collection and discursive analysis is relevant outside of the
specific networks studied. It is a common criticism of a constructivist ethnographic
study that the final analysis is often relevant and valid only for the specific field site,
and not generalisable beyond that site.

Burawoy’s ‘extended case method’ and Hess’s second generation of STS ethnog-
raphy are of great help here (Burawoy, 1991, 1998; Hess, 1997, 2001). The extended
case method is extended in that it specifically focuses on how ‘extra-local’ forces are
co-shaped along with the everyday ethnographic understandings.20 A similar focus on
higher-level forces is made by Hess who notes that “macro-structural interests (that)
shape the technical content of science and technology have largely disappeared from the
SSK agenda” (Hess, 1997:148). Hess asserts that second generation STS ethnography
moves beyond social construction and co-construction of S&T to ‘how cultural meanings
or legitimating power relations are embedded in science and technology’ (Hess,
2001:237).

If analysis is successful, then keeping the question of ‘extra-local’ and of ‘cultural
meanings or legitimating power relations’ in mind will lead to a contribution to theory
(Hess, 2001) or reconstruction of theory (Burawoy, 1998). I follow more closely with
Hess than Burawoy because ‘contribution’ is more inline with the modest goals of this
research regarding theory than ‘reconstruction’. Although Burawoy distances himself
from grounded theory, his focus on reconstruction takes him too close to grounded
theory where the goal is clearly an explicit desire to build theory (Jenner & Titscher,
2000:83).

Figure 1.1 below summarises the overall data collection and analysis processes
resulting in a description of relationships between technology and development
manifested in the everyday work of the NGOs, and an understanding and assessment
of these relationships.

An analysis that steps out of the field site via these approaches brings the question
of intervention, or stepping back into the field, into the discussion. Good ethnography

20Burawoy does not use the co-shaping terminology which I borrow here from MacKenzie & Wajcman
(1999) because of its two-way analytical flexibility. Rather Burawoy employs what I see as a more
essentialist version of Gidden’s structuration analysis (Giddens, 1984). Either set of terminology,
however, helps ethnography escape the ‘just-so’ criticism.
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can be made even better via conscious reconstruction of the social world (Hess, 2001).
Rather than ‘sacrificing explanatory or interpretive rigour at the alter of politics’
prescriptive recommendations often strengthen descriptive and theoretical work (Hess,
2001:240).21 I see intervention in terms of policy intervention, and adopt a broad view
of policy, from actions of NGOs being analysed up to policies of the state and beyond.
Policy intervention is obviously not the main goal of an academic thesis. Thus, policy
recommendations are not explicitly discussed in this thesis. However, the process of
keeping policy in mind, is an analytical tenant that influenced and hopefully made the
theoretical and academic analysis stronger.22 Discussion of intervening in the social
world leads to the final topic in the research design: ethics.

Ethics

As a basic ethical baseline, social research must meet at least three minimum ethical
considerations. Firstly, the researcher must be honest with the participants about the
purpose, methodology, and planned dissemination routes of the research. The present
research meets this consideration. As stated above, the goals and processes of the
research are explained to respondents at the beginning of every interview. Mechanisms
for dissemination of results (PhD thesis, peer-reviewed journal articles and possible
policy briefs) are also explained to the participants. Discussion on these matters were
generally brief, but did continue until it was clear that informed consent is given by the
respondent. Secondly, confidentiality of information and anonymity of the respondent
must be offered and guaranteed where requested. This was offered to respondents, but
was largely waived by most participants.23

There are times, however, that respondents ask for their comments to be ‘off the
record’ or have even insisted on the researcher ‘swearing secrecy’ before answering some
questions. Biotechnology is a hotly political topic in Kenya and there is a genuine risk
of harm to the respondents in some cases. This made the content of the interview
“personally threatening” (Lee, 1993:98). For instance, respondents could lose their
jobs if their responses were publicly attributed to them. In other cases, the professional
goals of the respondent could be at risk if information was made public. In these cases
it is clear that the respondents are asking for anonymity. This creates two issues for the
research. The first is about using the data in the thesis. This type of information is often
the most interesting to the research questions and cannot be excluded from the data
entirely. Upon discussion with supervisors, it was decided that in these cases, the data

21Similarly, Finch argues that it is not possible to undertake social research that is not somehow policy
oriented (Finch, 1986 in Clarke, 2001).
22This approach is consistent with Young (2003) in that the policy audiences and potential impact of
the research have been planned from the outset.
23To be clear, where the data in this thesis is not anonymous, it is so with the informed consent of the
participants.
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would be used in the thesis, but the data would also be completely disassociated from
the respondent. The respondents name, initials and title are not used at all and the data
is attributed to an anonymous general title, like ‘anonymous regulator’. The second
issue is about how much information to reveal to other respondents. It is often useful to
get a comment from a second respondent about insider information given by a previous
respondent. This, however, could change the status of debate. In these situations,
it is acknowledged that “there are degrees of openness and concealment possible in
social research” (Bulmer, 2001:52). The research stance has been not to reveal any
information directly and wait until the second respondent finds the information out on
her own before seeking comment.

The third ethical consideration is that the researcher be independent and impartial
with respect to the subject of the research. This can also be an issue for the present
research project. The researcher has often been asked his position regarding debates
about biotechnology in developing countries. Because the research is founded on a
premise of reflexivity, the researcher’s general opinions are sometimes given after an
interview and relevant field notes are made where this affected the dynamics in an
interview.

1.4 Structure of the thesis

The thesis is divided into three parts. Part I sets out the methodological and theoretical
framework of the research and consists of this introductory chapter and two additional
chapters. This chapter has introduced the topic and the main objectives of the thesis:
to describe, understand and assess relationships between technology and development
manifested in the everyday work of NGOs engaging with agricultural biotechnology in
Kenya. The way the research has been designed to meet these objectives—through
a constructivist study drawing on ethnography and discourse analysis—has also been
laid out.

Chapter 2 reviews select literatures from Science and Technology Studies (STS)
and Development Studies to provide the theoretical vocabulary used in the rest of
the thesis. The literature review is also partly methodological, framing the thesis
within specific calls for research found in the literature. The first half of the chapter
examines civil society and NGOs as social spaces. I review the theoretical roots of civil
society and how civil society has found its way into development theory and practice,
and then frame these trends within other practices in development, regarding NGOs
and the uses of ‘participation’. Recent critiques from the ethnography of NGOs, of
civil society, and of development practice conclude the first half of the chapter. The
chapter then turns to perspectives on relationships between agricultural technology and
development, and specifically how new biotechnologies are shaping these relationships.
It examines literature that has, to varying extents, been applied to NGOs working with
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agricultural (bio)technology in developing countries. The roles of NGOs as articulated
by systems of innovation and social network theories are explored first. Then NGOs
are presented as potential mediators of public engagement, expertise and expectations.
Finally, NGOs are explored as possible sites of co-production of science and social order
and as sites of democratisation of science and technology. The conclusion compares
trends within STS and Development Studies and argues that the literature points
towards a rise of technological NGOs in development. All the literature presented
equips us well to analyse and critique this rise.

Chapter 3 situates agricultural biotechnology in Kenya within layers of context. It
provides the context needed to answer the research questions, particularly questions
about the assessment of relationships between technology and development. The
chapter takes the main theoretical themes from the literature review and applies them
to Kenya specifically. It is thus a bridge into the empirical investigation, drawing on
more literature and also on collected data. The chapter moves from general to specific.
It first covers the general political economy of Kenya. It then looks at agricultural
research and development and biotechnology and biosafety. Finally, it lays out the
types of interactions that NGOs have with biotechnology in Kenya and looks at specific
non-governmental actors in this thesis and their projects. In presenting the NGOs that
participated in the research, the chapter provides the final part of methodology: data
selection.

Part II is the empirical heart of the thesis. It presents the data collected in
the investigation and consists of two chapters. Chapter 4 is an empirical narrative
about the founding, growth and institutionalisation of a network centred on two
NGOs: the International Service for the Acquisition and Application of Agri-biotech,
AfriCenter (ISAAA) and the Agricultural Biotechnology Stakeholders Forum (ABSF).
This network promotes, produces and disseminates biotechnologies. Chapter 5 is
an empirical narrative about a coalition of NGOs called the Kenya GMO Concern
Coalition. This network resists and campaigns against the research, development and
use of genetically modified biotechnologies in Kenya.

In both Chapters 4 and 5, I uncover values about technology and development
from within everyday discourses and actions of the NGOs. As mentioned in §1.2
both NGO networks utilise discourses that draw on similar values about technology
and development which generally fall into three categories: technological determinism,
rights to knowledge, and participation. Both networks also mobilise these values via
similar patterns: technological progression, lack of participation, spreading awareness,
and partitioning and classifying actors. When examining each set of values as a whole,
however, many values conflict, and the conflict management strategies within the two
networks are quite different. ISAAA and ABSF hide conflict using development and
technoscientific practices as tools to create momentum, encouraging institutionalisation
and manifesting overall relationships where technology effectively equals development.
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Conversely, KEGCO emphasise and multiply conflict using ideology as a tool, resisting
institutionalisation, and manifesting relationships where technology represents the
antithesis of development.

The findings are presented in the words of the actors and thus represent a lay
account. However, in order to address the first research objective, and describe
relationships between technology and development manifested in the everyday work
of the NGOs, the two chapters also present a first analysis. This analysis draws on
the theory presented in the literature review in three ways. The first use of theory is
to understand the three categories of values about technology and development that
lie underneath the discourses of the NGOs.24 Secondly, theory is needed to understand
the instances of patterns of the way discourses mobilise and combine these values.25

Finally, theory is drawn to describe how conflict between values about technology and
development are managed and how this relates to the progression of the networks
within which the NGOs are embedded.26 At the end of Part II, I briefly summarise and
compare Chapters 4 and 5.

Part III is a discussion of the investigation and consists of two chapters. Whereas
Chapters 4 and 5 largely addressed the first research objective, to describe relationships
between technology and development in the everyday work of NGOs engaging with
biotechnology in Kenya, Chapter 6 expands the previous analysis to explicitly address
the second and third research objectives: to explain and assess relationships between
technology and development.

To accomplish this expansion of the analysis, the chapter draws on theory in two
additional ways. Firstly, I expand upon how the discursive processes drive and constrain
the NGO networks as argued in Chapters 4 and 5. I draw on theories that view
civil society and NGOs as social spaces (as presented in the first half of Chapter 2,
particularly the new ethnography of NGOs and civil society) to examine the NGOs in
this study in terms of agency. Civil society, viewed as the spaces where these NGOs
work, is a political economic arena. NGOs are social interfaces where communities,
markets and governance act on and through actors. I examine how NGO discourses
facilitate the capturing and yielding of agency. Each type of discourse allows NGOs to
be constrained and bolstered by, as well as to constitute, the political economic arena
of civil society at different scales. I argue that NGOs generally capture agency and

24Here I draw on theory about typical roles of civil society and NGOs in development (specifically
the associational view of civil society and the related comparative advantage view of NGOs, and
ideas about participation in development) as well as broad constructivist critiques of technology
(including innovation systems and the public understanding of science). These topics are all presented
in Chapter 2.
25I connect NGO discourses with previous similar theoretical arguments from both STS and
Development Studies including: the deficit model, sociology of expectations, boundary working, de-
politicisation of development, and critical anti-neoliberal critiques of development. Again, these topics
are all presented in Chapter 2.
26I mainly draw on Mosse (2004, 2005a) and Shrum (2000) here.
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constitute the arena of civil society at the national and sub-national level, where they
construct science and technology as either a close ally (ISAAA/ABSF) or a detrimental
roadblock to development (KEGCO).

The second use of theory is to draw on the co-production of knowledge and
social order (Jasanoff, 2004) and the democratisation of S&T to assess relationships
between S&T and development. I argue that at these sub-national scales, technical
and political orders are merging in civil society space. Through their engagements
with biotechnology, NGOs are doing jobs usually reserved for states, markets and
communities. I look at the implications of the merger of technical and political
orders in Kenyan civil society space by expanding upon how NGOs manage conflicting
values about technology and development (as presented in Chapters 4 and 5). The
conflict management strategies used by both ISAAA/ABSF and KEGCO do not
allow for debates about the conflicting values inherent in the production and use of
biotechnologies in a developing country such as Kenya. Drawing on the democratisation
of S&T (Kinchy & Kleinman, 2005; Pielke Jr., 2004; Sarewitz, 2004) I argue that science
and technology are closing off options for debates, instead of opening up options.
Consequently, the work of the NGOs, which is intimately tied to opportunities to
steer or guide biotechnologies in Kenya, does not steer or guide technologies at all.
Furthermore, in light of the merger of technological and political ordering, the lack of
the ability to steer technologies has larger implications. Farmers are missing out on
an opportunity to make decisions that affect their livelihoods, opportunities that are
also scarce given Kenya’s dysfunctional extension system and weak local networks of
farmers organisations.

The final chapter (Chapter 7) concludes the thesis by reviewing the argument and
how the thesis has contributed to knowledge.
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As stated in the introduction, this PhD explores relationships between science and
technology and development through civil society. The purpose of this chapter is to
explain what that means with reference to the literature in the fields of Science and
Technology Studies (STS) and Development Studies (DS).1 Through this process, the
chapter provides the theoretical vocabulary used in the chapters ahead and frames the
investigation within specific calls for research from STS and DS.

The chapter has three sections. The first investigates the nature of the social
spaces that are of interest to this thesis—civil and non-governmental spaces. It asks
how previous research addresses and defines these spaces. I present the dangers and
opportunities of civil society provided by social and political theory, and then discuss
how the idea of civil society has travelled into development theory and practice.
Practices related to civil society are then framed—as they must be—within other
practices in development regarding non-governmental organisations and participation.
I end the section by discussing recent critiques calling for new research on NGOs, civil
society and development policy and practice more generally.

The second section investigates the social relationships of interest to this thesis—
those between technology and development. It focuses on how previous research
addresses relationships between agricultural technology and development, specifically
pertaining to the roles of civil society and NGOs, and how new biotechnologies are
affecting these relationships. A dominant model on how technology interacts with
development broadly writ can be seen in the Green Revolution. New biotechnologies
are emerging in different global contexts and involve new practices. Developing
alongside these new practices, systems and network approaches, sharing a rejection of
technological determinism, present alternatives to the dominant approach of the Green
Revolution and articulate technological meditation roles for NGOs. To varying extents,
these roles have been examined as public engagement with science and technology,
as marshalling technological expectations and expertise, and as co-production of
knowledge and social order.

In the concluding section, I examine trends within STS and DS that surface in

1There are of course boundary issues about what counts as STS literature or DS literature. Each
field is dynamic and broad. Furthermore, how does one classify the still infrequent, but important
explicit crossovers between STS and DS? (See for example Leach et al., 2005). To be clear, my intent
is certainly not to map all the crossovers between STS and DS. I try to get over these boundary issues
when they occur by being specific about which authors claim which literature falls into which camp.
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the first two sections. Literature from DS on the nature of civil society and NGOs
starts by looking at development practice related to social and political order and is
moving towards seeing NGOs as technical agents in situated contexts. Technology is
still somewhat neglected in these literatures. STS, in conjunction with development
literature about agricultural research, strongly identifies the situated technical practices
of NGOs and is moving towards larger and deeper implications of these practices for
social and political order. Putting these trends together, I argue that the literature
points towards a merger of technological and political orders in civil society space. In
terms of development practice, I put forward that this decade is witnessing a ‘rise’,
or increased prominence, of ‘technological NGOs’ (cf. Edwards & Hulme, 1992) and a
related donor ‘push’ to create a techno-civil society. I emphasise how all the literature
shows the need to critically examine this ‘push’ and ‘rise’. The theory presented here
makes us well equipped to do just that in the case studies that follow.

2.1 Civil and non-governmental social space

The literature on civil society and NGOs is immense. I focus here on literature that
aims to problematise and understand civil society as entities, rather than starting with
a sector (e.g. agriculture or health), or with some particular job or role and then asking
how NGOs or civil society have operated in that sector or perform that job or role.
Furthermore, my goal is to problematise civil society and NGOs as entities in developing
countries. However, I begin with the theoretical roots of the concepts.

Civil society

Civil society is a contested and contentious concept that has been part of at least two
and half centuries of political economic debate. I explain how I understand and use the
concept through discussing an often underemphasised aspect of the debate, one that
has been present almost since the genesis of the concept—the conflation of the empirical
and analytical dimensions of civil society. I then present a brief overview of how the
historical debates about civil society have moved into contemporary development theory
and practice.

Dangers and opportunities

Expressing a common definition of civil society, Carroll and Carroll state: “there is a
general agreement in the literature that civil society is an area of social life bounded
on one side by the state and on the other by families and kinship networks” (Carroll
& Carroll, 2004:6). From this definition, it is clear that civil society is a social space.
Civil society provides a means for people to interact. This definition also implies
that the means of interaction provided by civil society is distinct from those means of
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interaction provided by families and by government. Already this definition is running
into trouble. What about the means of interaction that comes from producing and
distributing goods and capital; what about the market? Are these means distinct from
state and household and are they part of civil society?

The definition is therefore often revised so that civil society is “the triangular space
between the family, state, and the market” (Habib and Kotze, 2003:3 in Habib, 2005).
However, this definition can also be problematic because of boundaries. The boundary
between civil society and the state is particularly contentious, and even untenable
according to Fierlbeck (1998). How are we to classify state actors who, in addition
to working at government jobs, are members of community or political associations
(Fierlbeck, 1998)? What about parastatals or independent but state-funded agencies
and universities? The boundary between civil society and the market is also an issue.
Does civil society include chambers of commerce or industry organisations? Civil
society becomes an amorphous empirical space, with blurry boundaries.

Given this blurriness it is surprising then, that civil society is often readily
objectified. It is often referred to as a contained empirical object. Furthermore, it
is an object that is constituted by or represented by specific empirical associations or
clubs, for example the bowling clubs and choirs discussed by Putnam (see Putnam,
2000; Putnam et al., 1993). Civil society becomes like any other social institution,
which makes it ‘amenable’ to social scientific analysis and policy prescriptions (Broman,
2002:4). At the same time that civil society becomes an object, then, it also often
becomes an objective. Civil society is an entity that needs to be nurtured in modern
societies.2

There is something more going on here than just making a social space that is
dynamic and imprecise seem more static and contained. Such a move is certainly
dangerous to the critical power of an analyst, limiting the complexity of possible
explanations. But this is not nearly as dangerous as what else can happen when one
makes prescriptions for stronger civil society with reference to specific empirical and
organisational representations of civil society. These prescriptions draw us, knowingly
or unknowingly, into the analytical dimensions of civil society.

The key analytical aspect of civil society is that the nature of civil society is somehow
related to the nature of political power or authority, to the nature of democratic order
or a lack of democratic order. To be sure, there are many different proposed relations,
or many theories about how civil society relates to the nature of political power, but it is
presumed that there is some sort of relationship between civil society and polity. Often,
a ‘healthy’ civil society is seen as a “marker” of free, open and democratic societies, or

2Putnum’s work is again relevant here as it encourages the development of civil society and ‘social
capital’ (Putnam, 2000; Putnam et al., 1993). However there is a groundswell of work in this vein from
contemporary Europe, the United States, China, Iraq, and especially important for us, Africa (see note
7 in Broman, 2002:5).
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even a driver that creates such societies in nations across the globe (Broman, 2002:5).3

How different classical theories postulate the relationship between civil society and
democracy or progress is summarised in Box 2.1, and explored more below. The point
here is that all the dominant theories do postulate some kind of relationship and usually
it is a positive one. When a normative decree is made about the relationship between
the constitution of civil society and the constitution of political authority, civil society
turns from an analytical tool into a ‘doctrine’ or “an ideology masquerading as an
empirical category” (Broman, 2002:5).

Now the larger dangers of careless application of civil society become apparent.
By treating civil society as a stable empirical object and equating it to specific
organisations, institutions or groups of people, “we run the risk of subscribing,
unwittingly or deliberately, to civil society’s own ideological underpinnings” (Broman,
2002:4). We cannot wave an analytical wand and say that any group that we are
studying represents or embodies civil society. If we say group X is representative of
civil society, we can empirically cement the analytical prescriptions of civil society onto
that group. The resultant account can seem objective, but the ideology or normative
aspects of the doctrine of civil society have been concealed. Furthermore, we have lost
most of our powers of analysis. Our analyses become about how group X is fostering
democracy and an open society, or how something is preventing group X from doing so.
Our judgement will be tainted, and we might paint an overly optimistic picture of group
X. We can be prevented from seeing group X as possessing anti-democratic agency,
and more importantly, any other kinds of agency. When an apparently empirical
categorisation takes on unspoken analytical dimensions, when it frames what questions
the analyst can ask and even how those questions can be answered, the analysis is
paralysed.4 When we make specific groups constitutive of civil society, we are placing
groups into a specific political system, generally a liberal democratic political system,
and “handing them functions” within that system (Broman, 2002:5).

The slippage between the analytical and the empirical is what makes the ideology
of civil society powerful and is one reason why it has remained prevalent in political
discourses. Furthermore, civil society is seductive to policy makers and analysts alike
because we generally subscribe to some form of the democratic doctrine underwritten
in the ideology of civil society (Broman, 2002:5). How do we get out of this situation
and avoid the conflation of the empirical and analytical aspects of civil society? Do we
abandon the political-democratic aspects of the civil society doctrine?

3Importantly for our purposes here, civil society is also a marker and driver of development or “progress”
(Broman, 2002:5) especially in the global south. This connects civil society into modernisation and
makes it inherently tied to technology. This is explored more below.
4Conflation of this sort is a very real concern. Development analyst in general can be guilty of this
conflation and as we will see below, this is exactly what the latest ethnographers of NGOs accuse the
earlier literature of doing.
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I argue that we do not. After all, this is likely why we became interested in civil
society (cf. Broman, 2002:6). However, if we want to critically engage with the political
aspects of the doctrine, we must adopt a certain epistemological approach—in short we
must be relativists.5 An interrogation of the social roles of an ideology—be it science,
civil society or development6 —must involve setting aside beliefs and claims external
to the social context at hand (including our own beliefs) and being reflexive about this
process. Following the most influential tenets of the Strong Programme, we must treat
‘successful’ and ‘unsuccessful’ knowledge claims symmetrically (Bloor, 1976), whether
they are claims about science and technology,7 civil society or any other ideology.
Credit for a society successfully made more democratic and open cannot be given
solely to the inherent nature of civil society, while failure to create a more open society
is placed solely on the failure of something else external to the nature of civil society.8

We must examine the evidence available to the actors in the given social situation (a
given scientific controversy or civic organisation) to see how knowledge claims work to
sustain an ideology in that context.

How does one operationalise a relativist approach in this case? We choose
organisations or groups to study that facilitate some means of interaction distinct
from states, markets and households.9 Often these organisations are of the types that
have been historically associated with civil society (NGOs, voluntary groups, etc.).
However, we do not make the organisations out to be constitutive of civil society. We
do not assume anything about their relationship with democracy, situate them in any
sort of political system (Broman, 2002:5) or assume that they should be acting in any
other way postulated by a given theory of civil society. These judgements can only be
made by the actors themselves, though their claims and actions. To be clear, actors are
free to self-identify as representative or constitutive of civil society, or to identify other

5As mentioned in the research design, this is something that sociologists of scientific knowledge,
particularly those fluent in the Strong Programme of SSK, are already well-equipped to do.
6Development is similar to both civil society and S&T in that it is indeed a powerful ideology, and again
one which many of us subscribe to in one form or another. The moral authority supporting the ideology
of development dates back at least to the late 19th century (Storey, 2004). As I discuss more below,
the literature on ‘post-development’ best elaborates how development is an ideology (Escobar, 1995;
Ferguson, 1994; Sachs, 1992) and some of the critiques of this literature help us see how epistemological
relativism translates into development.
7Bloor’s statement of symmetry is that causation for a successful scientific theory cannot be attributed
solely to nature, while the causes of an unsuccessful theory are attributed solely to social factors (Bloor,
1976).
8I want to be clear that I do not ascribe that there is some natural internal force, like gravity, inherent
in civil society that necessarily encourages democracy. However, such an essentialist relationship may
not be as out of hand it sounds. As mentioned and explored more below, it is a common tendency
within the doctrine of civil society to assume that there is something in the nature of civil society that
somehow fosters democracy. Social theorists originally trying to articulate what those natural forces
or natural laws are, echo scientific exploration of forces of nature.
9No actor or organisation can facilitate only interactions distinct from market, state and household.
Some of the interactions that an organisation facilitates will explicitly or implicitly be with government,
economies and families. Furthermore, actors can have multiple and overlapping identities and roles,
like the government official and simultaneous voluntary group member above.
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actors as representative of civil society. Actors are free to deliberately incorporate the
ideology of civil society to promote a given political position or promote a given path
of modernisation (Broman, 2002:6). This is often done by actors on all sides of the
biotechnology debate in Kenya.

To summarise, civil society is a blurry and dynamic social space between markets,
states and households, but no normative assumptions are made about any given
organisation operating in this space. A relativist examination of the ideology of civil
society allows it to become an analytical tool to examine the relationship between the
nature of society and polity, and how authority is established in this space. Particularly,
it is a way to see how certain opinions about this relationship have persisted and others
have not (Tester, 1992). Taking this approach allows us to continue to use civil society
as an empirical space and analytical tool and turns all the debates presented in Box
2.1 and discussed in the next section into resources for an analysis of technology and
development in civil society.
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Box 2.1: Civil society and political theory

The treatises of John Locke (1632-1704), first published in 1690, are widely regarded as one
of the first systematic treatments of civil society. Through his analysis, Locke postulated a
society separate from political life for the first time. Following Hobbes, Locke saw individual
freedoms and rights as natural, derived from natural laws. State and society form together
and are linked by what Rousseau (1712-1778) later called a Social Contract between state and
civil society, with the contract usually taking the form of a mutually agreed upon constitutional
arrangement. The state restrains conflict in civil society, but not so much as to stifle natural
rights. Civil society is seen as voluntaristic; it is non-hierarchical encounters between equals.

For Thomas Paine (1737-1809), in the vein of Scottish enlightenment thinkers (e.g. Smith,
Ferguson, Hume), civil society is tied to capitalism and division of labour. Natural rights are
best exercised through the market; ‘commercial exchange’ is the means to transcend the ‘limits
of individual capacity to satisfy natural desires’ (Hyden, 1997:6). Paine has a very libertarian
and anti-statist view which is in favour of keeping the state out of civil society as much as
possible. However, his perspective misses the fact that the state can still be used by one part
of society to the detriment of another.

Alexis de Toqueville wrote after Paine and Locke (in 1835 and 1840) and moved towards a
more narrow organisational focus for his analysis of civil society. His conception of civil society
gets away from discussions of acquiring property that were present in the work of Locke and
Paine. Toqueville travelled around a young America and reflected on democracy as it was
actually occurring there. Writing in the aftermath of the French Revolution, Toqueville saw
associations as a bulwark against the state and against the tyranny of majority. Associations
provide citizens a way to participate in democracy and keep the state in check. Communication
and media are part of this associational sphere. Civil society is again voluntarist and non-
hierarchical. Although, an important an often overlooked detail is that Toqueville thought that
civil society could possibly be as tyrannical as the state (Fierlbeck, 1998 in Carroll & Carroll,
2004).

Georg Hegel (1770-1831) saw civil society as historically situated, a product of social and
economic processes and not a natural part of the relationship between state and society; civil
society is ‘organic’. For Hegel, the specific social and economic processes that produced civil
society are capitalist production and division of labour (Comaroff and Comaroff, 1999 in Lewis,
2001). Hegel is thus starkly different than Locke, Paine and Toqueville in that his version of
civil society is not naturalistic or normative. The form and structure of civil society is due to
the capitalist system. Civil society is stratified by different means of production. It is filled with
tension that a strong state has to mediate and alleviate by defining common interests (contra
Locke).

Karl Marx (1818-1863), whose analysis built on that of Hegel, argued that there is no
conceptual difference between the state and civil society, as both represent the interests of the
ruling social class (Markovitz, 1998 in Cohen & Arato, 1992; Mohan, 2002). Antonio Gramsci
(1891-1937), on the other hand, developed a ‘less-deterministic’ model of civil society. Gramsci,
similar to Marx, saw the state and civil society as ‘integral’ to each other, but unlike Marx, saw
the ruling class legitimating its position through civil society and not solely through economic
institutions (Mohan, 2002). This allows for potential ‘counter-hegemonic’ agency within civil
society.

Sources: This summary is based on Broman (2002) and Hyden (1997) except where specifically

attributed to another source.
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From theories to practices

Having explained the dangers and opportunities of civil society, I now turn to how
civil society has moved into development. The dominant story utilised about how civil
society found its way into development involves a timeline (Lewis, 2001, 2002). The
timeline usually proceeds like the following: The ‘founding fathers’ of civil society were
Enlightenment thinkers in 18th century western Europe. A few key theorists in the 19th
and 20th centuries then built on these Enlightenment ideas, drawing on experiences
from Europe and America. Then civil society ‘disappears’ until the 1980s. The re-
emergence of civil society occurred in Eastern Europe, in the context of countering
socialist regimes. The contemporary decline of the welfare state also drew attention
away from governments and towards civil society in the form of “those institutions that
structure social life outside of governments.”(Broman, 2002).10 With this, the idea of
civil society was once again firmly rooted in western Europe and North America. The
timeline for civil society then continues, with civil society being ‘exported’ to the global
south and to Africa explicitly in the late 1980s and 1990s. I want to examine each part
of this timeline briefly.

Box 2 summarises the ‘classical’ civil society thinkers and theories, stretching from
the Enlightenment thinkers to Gramsci. Hyden (1997) identifies two main theoretical
dimensions in these classical debates about civil society.11 The first is the political
question: the extent to which civil society is separate from the state or linked to the
state. The second is whether the debate should be sociological or economic; whether
civil society is comprised of self-governing associations or represents private economic
interests. The outer blue boxes in Figure 2.1 map Hyden’s placement of Locke, Hegel,
Paine and Tocqueville along these two dimensions.

Box 2 and Figure 2.1 thus depict different relationships between civil society and
state and between civil society and market. For Paine and Hegel the political and
economic are linked and create social stratification from division of labour (Hyden,
1997). This stratification is not at all problematic for Paine, but it is slightly
problematic for Hegel and is a mortal blow for civil society in the eyes of Marx.
Gramsci’s conception of civil society, allowing it to possibly contain counter-hegemonic
forces, somewhat resuscitates it from the Marxist tradition. For Toqueville and Locke,
on the other hand, civil society is about the autonomy of non-economic forces, a political
civil society separate from the market. The fact that people were associating outside
of the state was the key, not that they were doing it in an economic fashion. The

10Of course discussions of civil society did not disappear between Gramsci and the 1980s. For instance
civil society is discussed in social movements in Japan, and Latin America during its supposed hiatus
in the Northern and Western world. (Lewis, 2001).
11See Moen (2004) and Cohen & Arato (1992) for more detailed analyses of civil society and political
theory.
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Figure 2.1: Map of classical theories about civil society and their use in development

(adapted from Hyden, 1997)

economic realm was separate from constitutional contracts, which reflected the norms,
institutions, associations of a society (Hyden, 1997).

Moving forward in time from the classical thinkers to the re-emergence of civil
society in the 1980s, Figure 2.1 also maps the general differences between American
and the European conceptions of civil society. The American conception is naturalistic,
following Paine and Toqueville; civil society is fundamentally ‘good in and of itself’
because democratic norms are lodged within civil society (Hyden, 1997:8). The
European conception is more in line with Locke and Hegel. Civil society is organic
and instrumental. Its goal is to reform the state. Civil society is not just an end of its
own (Hyden, 1997:8).

Hyden’s schema is a useful presentation of these theories. However, it underempha-
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sises the normativity and ideology inherent in classical debates about civil soicety.12 It
underemphasises how civil society was conceived in a way that served social purposes.
It was a “device that might help explain the chances of free human action in a world
that was otherwise being structured by the state and atomized by the domestic sphere”
(Tester, 2005:378). The idea of civil society was an idea about a society that should
be made, and furthermore, about a society that was in the making. The idea of civil
society persisted (from Locke onward) because theorists “engaged with the doctrine of
civil society” to explain their own lives and aspirations, their own newly formed means
of interactions via associations like lodges, reading clubs et cetera, emerging in 18th
century Europe (Broman, 2002:12). Civil society has always been an idea and ideal put
onto an empirical reality, thus the empirical and analytical dimensions of civil society
have always been conflated. Toqueville is particularly important in this regard. He
was directly describing actually existing democracy (specifically associational life in
America) and conflating it with theoretical ideas about democracy and civil society
(Broman, 2002:12).

The ‘re-emergence’ of civil society in the west in the 1980s thus involves selective
remembering (Comaroff & Comaroff, 1999). Those doing the remembering disregarded
the baggage that comes with civil society as a modern concept. Not only was it certain
theorists that were remembered over others, the underlying ideology of civil society
was not recognised, and thus the conflation of empirical and analytical aspects of civil
society remained unquestioned and undiscussed.

Selective memory turned into selective exportation of civil society when the idea
travelled into the development context.13 It is important to acknowledge, though, that
there are various conceptions of civil society that have been applied to development.
The inner green boxes in Figure 2.1 map the four main ‘schools’ of civil society in
current development thinking which draw on the work of the classical thinker in the
same quadrant: the Associational School, Regime School, Neoliberal School and Post-
Marxist School. The boxes also give the respective generally favoured mechanism of
political reform favoured by each school: civic participation, good governance, judicial
and constitutional reform, social movements.14 At this point it can be seen how the idea
of civil society is one that spans disparate politics. It can be part of a ‘new-left’ post-
Marxist agenda, as well as a ‘new-right’ neoliberal or good governance agenda (Mohan
& Stokke, 2000; Peet & Watts, 1996). However, each school has its own discourses that
it puts forward (Hyden, 1997:26).

12This is likely because Hyden writes in the associationalist tradition that looks very favourably upon
civil society as we shall see below (Hyden, 1983 in Mohan, 2002). Hyden thus perhaps also underplays
the difference between Hegel (and the Marxist tradition) and the other theorists. This is taken up
more below.
13It was Bratton who first discussed civil society in development (Bratton, 1989 Allen, 1997).
14I mainly focus on the Associational School in what follows. For more on the use of civil society in
the aid industry in general see Keane (1998) and Van Rooy (1998).
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The Associational School is of particular interest because this school dominates
the discourses and practices of development donors (see for example Edwards, 2004).
Closely following Toqueville, this school views civil society as a free voluntaristic space
of associational memberships that is separate from the state. According to Diamond
(1994), the typical functions of civil society from an associational perspective involve:

containing the power of state through public scrutiny; stimulating political
participation by citizens; developing such democratic norms as tolerance
and compromise; creating ways of articulating, aggregating and representing
interests outside of political parties, especially at the local level; mitigating
conflict through cross-cutting, or overlapping, interest; recruiting and
training political leaders; questioning and reforming existing democratic
institutions and procedures; disseminating information (Diamond, 1994
quoted in Hyden, 1997:8)

These roles build ‘social capital’ and promote citizenship (Putnam et al., 1993).
Donor discourses on civil society are firmly in this vein. Civil society is not only
separate from the state, but ‘in conflict with it’. Civil society thus keeps the state
in-check, scrutinising its practices; civil society is at the heart of democratising move-
ments (Mohan, 2002:128). Furthermore, civil society is constituted by associations,
specifically by NGOs (McIlwaine, 1998).15

From this overview of how civil society has entered development, it is clear that
the concept of civil society in development cannot be seen independently of other
practices related to participation and NGOs. Therefore, to understand why and how
the Toquevillian version of civil society has become dominant in development discourses
and practices and to critique this position, we must first situate civil society within
broader development trends and practices.

Non-governmental and participatory trajectories

Non-governmental organisations and participation have been intertwined with civil
society since the idea entered development, but they have their own histories rooted
in various past development tendencies. Throughout their histories, the spaces and
activities intentionally created by development agencies for participation overlap with
improvised spaces created by those people being developed. Both kinds of spaces can
be used to serve a variety of ends. The overlapping traces left as old trends fade and
new trends emerge shaped the landscape that civil society encountered when it entered
development in the late 1980s.16

15It is unfair to discuss donors as one homogenous category. The Associational School is the most
prevalent perspective across a variety of donors, but see Mohan (2002) and Tvedt (2006) for detailed
comparison of how bilateral aid varies based on donor and recipient countries.
16Following Cornwall, I draw on spatial terminology when discussing participation as a way to make
sense of the multiplicity of overlapping historical trends that have shaped ‘participation’ in development
(Cornwall, 2002a,b).
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The uses (and abuses) of participatory or ‘rural’ development stretch back into
colonialism and beyond. Colonial regimes set up participatory community activities
through local rural authorities. These activities helped maintain political control by
making disparate communities ‘legible’ to the regime, making communities fit into the
regime’s scheme of development or betterment (Scott, 1999). Colonial governments
ruled rural areas indirectly, enforcing a conception of traditional custom that was placed
onto communities by the local authority (Mamdani, 1996, 1998).

In the post-colonial era, a different conception of participatory development rose up
as an alternative to top-down macro-approaches to development, which were prevalent
at the time (e.g. modernisation or dependency, see §2.2). This version of participation
is connected to an interest in ‘local knowledge’. Scoones & Leach (2003) point out
that an appreciation for local knowledge in Development Studies has been present
since the anthropological work in the early 20th century.17 Local or ‘lay’ knowledge
was intimately tied to local society and culture (e.g. Richards, 1939). From the 1970s
onwards, appreciation for local knowledge influenced a very logical interest for the
‘participation of the poor’ in their own development. Only the poor, it was viewed,
can really understand their own problems. ‘Community development’ became the key
phrase and inherent in this view of participation were ideas about empowerment and
self-reliance (Cornwall, 2002b). It is this vein that Robert Chambers published his
seminal work in the 1980s about a bottom-up development strategy centred on rural
poor people and their needs (Chambers, 1983, 1993).18 These trends represent what
can be called the participatory ‘turn’ in development.

The ensuing turns were many and in many directions. Whereas work of Chambers
could perhaps be seen as a ‘turn to the left’ towards self-reliance, the 1980s also
saw another sense of participation of the poor emerge. Conscious of community
development trends, major donors shaped their own sense of participation, that could
be seen as a ‘turn to the right’. Poor people became seen as ‘users and choosers’
of development aid (Cornwall & Gaventa, 2001). In line with structural adjustment,
liberalisation and decentralisation, poor people were seen as partners in development to
lower the costs and share the risks (both financial risks and the risk of blame for failure)
(Mohan & Stokke, 2000). In this sense of participatory development, empowerment was
far from the top of the agenda (Cornwall & Gaventa, 2001).

This spirit of liberalisation was a factor contributing to a rise of non-governmental
organisations in development in the late 1980s and linked NGOs with participation

17The work of Scoones and Leach is an explicit crossover between STS and DS and is explored more
in the next section.
18Schumacher’s intermediate technology also fits in this vein (Schumacher, 1974). It was a reaction to
the nature of technological development inherent in top-down macro-approaches to development that
are discussed more in the next section.
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(Clark, 1991; Edwards & Hulme, 1992). NGOs became main actors in development.19

They were seen as having a comparative advantage, because they were more efficient
vehicles for service provision than corrupt states (Fowler, 1988). Furthermore NGOs,
with their purported associational freedoms and separation from the state, also made
them comparatively more democratic than authoritarian or patrimonial states. NGOs
were seen as the ‘missing middle’ between citizens and states (Bank, 1997:114). It was
this “marriage of liberal democratic theory and neoliberal economic policy” (Cornwall,
2002a:13) that created the ‘associational revolution’ (Salamon, 1993).

Participation was part and parcel of this revolution, with NGOs taking the lead role
in putting people into development (Oakley, 1991). The late 1980s and early 1990s saw
a large growth of participatory projects and approaches in development in which NGOs
were key actors. Techniques and acronyms proliferated. For instance, Rapid Rural
Appraisal became morphed into ‘Relaxed’ Rural Appraisal (Chambers, 2004) and later
into Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA), with the related Participatory Learning and
Action (PLA) following. All of these efforts were mainly co-ordinated by NGOs, seen
as representing poor communities (Cornwall & Pratt, 2003). Many of these techniques
are still common development practices, used by those who study development, as
well as by those who practice it (Hayward et al., 2004). There are huge amounts
of variation in techniques like PRA or PLA and equally large variation in results.
For instance, participatory exercises can produce and reproduce power hierarchies
within communities (Cornwall & Pratt, 2003). Communities are also sometimes able
to leverage spaces created by participatory activities to create their own spaces for
participation (Pare et al. in Cornwall, 2002b). Overall, the history of participation
illustrates that broad participation is not always beneficial; non-participation does not
mean exclusion; and peripheral participation can also be significant (Hayward et al.,
2004).

Since the late 1990s, the state has stepped back onto the development stage.
Development has entered an era focused on stemming state corruption via the good
governance reform urged by the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund
(Bank, 1997). Approaches are moving away from projects and towards broader
partnerships and sector-wide initiatives (Foster & Mackintosh-Walker, 2001). For
instance, with the Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSP) approach, development
aid has become more ‘intrusive’ into states (Mosse, 2005b). The influence of New York
as well as Washington has brought the state back into development via the United

19Non-governmental organisations are diverse. Even the UN and World Bank are non-governmental.
Some NGOs are based in northern countries, with national and regional branches in developing
countries, others are based and work solely in developing countries. Of those operating in developing
countries, some are registered with a national government, others are not registered. Some refer to
themselves as community-based organisations or grassroots organisations. I use the term NGO in
this section to refer to NGOs operating in developing countries, whether or not they are based in a
developed country. Because of the diversity of NGOs, I do not classify the NGOs in this study into
categories (cf. Fisher, 1997). Rather I describe each one individually in Chapter 3
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Nations Millennium Development Goals20 and a focus on development as capability
and freedom Sen (1999). To meet goals and realise freedoms, a state that is striving
to be democratic and honest must be an active partner (Gaventa, 2002 in Cornwall,
2002a).

However, NGOs, civil society and participatory processes have not left the stage.
NGOs and civil society are still playing the same roles (e.g. service delivery and
campaigning) (Opoku-Mensah & Lewis, 2006), and to some extent these roles have
become almost fully mainstreamed into development (Pieterse, 1998). At the same
time, ‘new’ participatory functions for NGOs and civil society are emerging. The
involvement of NGOs and civil society is seen as legitimising for any programme.
In a PRSP process or governance reform initiative for example, NGOs act as
‘proxy representatives of the marginal’ and make initiatives seem inherently more
representative (Craig & Porter, 2003:53). General areas of work now more explicitly
open to NGOs and civil society include democracy building, conflict resolution,
policy analysis and research, and information provision (Opoku-Mensah & Lewis,
2006:666). Furthermore, good governance, in its efforts to reform representative liberal
democracy, and Sen’s capabilities approach, with its goal to foster freedoms, have
shifted participation towards citizenship and rights. Echoing the 1970s, the poor are
turned into citizens or ‘makers and shapers’ of development (Cornwall & Gaventa,
2001).

All of these participatory trends are overlapping. Participation is episodic (Cheers
& Luloff, 2001). It “intensif[ies] in response to particular issues, problems, interests and
challenges, especially perceived crises” (Hayward et al., 2004:105). Participation has
thus changed in parallel with the ebbs and flows of development paradigms, before and
after the development impasse.21 In a critical post-development view, participation
is seen as one of the latest trends that act to perpetuate the third world (Cooke &
Kothari, 2001).

Participation has persisted because it is resilient. Both planned and unplanned
spaces for participation can be used for control or for emancipation. Participation
should always be examined carefully; participation is “intuitively understood to be
a worthy objective, but it is frequently spelt out insufficiently to make it a realistic
policy objective” (Shorthall, 2000:2 in Hayward et al., 2004:97). We are left with few
accounts of actually who is participating (and importantly not participating) in what,
and more importantly, why participation is happening and what the consequences
are (Hayward et al., 2004). The “micro-politics of participation as a situated practice”

20See UNDP (2005) for details about the Millennium Development Goals, and specifically how they
are related to Kenya.
21The term was coined by Booth (1985) for the sense that people in poor countries were no better off
after decades of development, and furthermore, Development Studies has had an equal lack of success
in theorising about development. See Schuurman (2000).
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must be examined taking into account “actual social, cultural historical particularities”
(Cornwall, 2002b:iii). These kinds of critiques of participation and calls for research
are similar to those made by recent developments of ethnography of NGOs, of civil
society and of development policy and practice.

New directions, new critiques

Three overlapping strands of work contribute to new ways of examining participation,
NGOs and civil society: a new ethnography of NGOs;22 a closely related new
examination of civil society,23 and a more general new ethnography of development
policy and practice Mosse (2004, 2005a).24

What makes these approaches ‘new’? They all begin with an examination of what
is not new. They start with the object of study (NGOs, civil society, or any more
general development policies and practices) and with the widespread understandings
of these objects within a ‘prevailing orthodoxy’ of development (Tvedt, 2006). For
NGOs and civil society these are the understandings described above: a comparative
advantage view of NGOs and a connected Associational School view of civil society.
Stating this a different way, the prevailing position is the same as an affirmative answer
to the question of relevance. For instance, the development orthodoxy sees civil society
as relevant to Africa (Lewis, 2001, 2002). The mainstream positions about both civil
society and NGOs entail certain development policies that are seen to be implemented
through practices, such as the participatory approaches mentioned above.

After examination of the orthodoxy, the approaches then look at recent critiques
of the prevalent view. More or less explicitly, the approaches group these critiques
into two camps: instrumental perspectives and critical perspectives.25 An instrumental
view sees the object of study as not functioning as well as it should. Applying this
perspective to NGOs, one might ask how NGOs could better leverage comparative
advantage, be more effective representatives of the poor, or help provide them with
more capability (see Fowler, 2005; Brehm et al. 2004; Mawdsley et al. 2002 in Tvedt,
2006). A related instrumental view of civil society might ask how civil society could
better keep the state in check or encourage democracy. Using the terminology of
relevance, the question is, how could civil society be adapted so that it is relevant

22Recent special issues in both the journal Development and the Journal of International Development
have been dedicated to the study of NGOs (see Harcourt, 2006; Opoku-Mensah & Lewis, 2006). This
work in part builds on Igoe & Kelsall (2005) and (Hilhorst, 2003).
23The main contributors here are Lewis (2001, 2002) and Mohan (2002) building on Mamdani (1996,
1998)
24I am only addressing participation indirectly because NGOs and civil society are concepts that are
more critical in the research. But there is a critique of participation that fits here as alluded to above
in the work of Cornwall & Gaventa (2001); Gaventa (2002); Harrison (2002); Hayward et al. (2004);
Mohan & Stokke (2000).
25Mosse explicitly groups critiques into these camps. New approaches to NGOs and civil society
generally do not explicitly use these terms, but their arguments fit quite well with these categories.
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to Africa? (Lewis, 2002). Instrumental theorisation usually involves more elaborate
types of plans to answer these questions. For instance, new, more broadly-conceived
partnerships between NGOs or civil society and other actors, such as public-private
partnerships,26 are recommended (Mohan, 2002). In general, instrumental critiques
develop alongside evolving policy trends and practices. Instrumental critiques of NGOs
and civil society are instances of a more general ‘new managerialism’ which narrows
the ends of development via targets or goals (e.g. Millennium Development Goals) but
expands the means, via new partnerships and techniques (Mosse, 2004:642). When a
new revised managerial strategy and partnered revision of understanding does not lead
to planned results, some faith in the object of study might be lost. But with a further
instrumental revision, faith can be restored. The overall judgement of the object thus
remains ‘pro’: pro-NGO, pro-civil society, pro-development.

Critical perspectives, on the other hand, see the object of study as not functioning at
all, be it NGOs, civil society or development more generally. Development planning and
practices are seen to reproduce power relationships, ‘bureaucratic control’ and patterns
of authority between states, within society and between state and society. Development
interventions (unknowingly, or unintentionally) reproduce hierarchies (“scientific over
indigenous” knowledge, “developer over ‘to be developed”’) (Mosse, 2004:643). A chief
critic of development in this vein is James Ferguson. Through his study of Lesotho,
Ferguson argues that technocratic discourses and practices ‘depoliticise’ development,
or cover the politics of development under a veil of rationality (Ferguson, 1994). In the
critical view, development represents “domination to be resisted” (Mosse, 2004:643).
For instance, NGOs are seen not as representatives of the poor, but as part of a ‘new
colonialism’ a new way to affect control over communities (Opoku-Mensah & Lewis,
2006:670). Similarly, civil society is part of a normative, neoliberal hegemony and an
‘imagined process’ (Mohan, 2002:131). In terms of relevance, civil society will never
be relevant to Africa from a critical perspective (Lewis, 2002). Civil society should be
abandoned (Allen, 1997; Fierlbeck, 1998). This is a firmly anti-civil society judgement.
‘Post’ is perhaps a more common prefix than ‘anti’ in critical scholarship, especially
with regards to development in general (see Escobar, 1995), but no matter the prefix,
faith in the object of study is surely lost.

The instrumental perspective can always be accused of naivete. The evidence that
provided the foundation for the comparative advantage approach to NGOs, for example,
was weak at best (see Tendler, 1982 in Tvedt, 2006). Furthermore, instrumental
approaches can be criticised as simply being reactive to the whims of policy change.
On the other hand, the critical view destroys the object it is trying to study by
substituting that object (development, NGOs or civil society) for power relationships
and bureaucratic control (Mosse, 2005a). Neither of these approaches opens up the

26Public-Private partnerships are discussed in more detail below.
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‘black box’ of policy implementation to expose the complexities and contradictions that
lie within that box (Mosse, 2004). All these ‘new’ approaches thus share a desire to get
beyond dichotomies: pro-anti, domination-resistance, state-society, or state-NGO. The
relevance question is the wrong question to ask (cf. Lewis, 2002). These approaches are
not interested in passing judgement on the object; they are not interested in whether
development—or the subset of development involving NGOs and civil society—works,
but how it works (Mosse, 2004).

Examining why critiques tend to fall into these two camps begins to shed light
on ways to get beyond them. An important first step is to be reflexive about the
role of development scholars themselves. Development scholars have contributed
to the establishment of the prevalent view and not just to the critiques of this
view. For instance, Lewis, Tvedt and Seckinelgin all see weaknesses in the previous
research on NGOs resulting from methodological issues about the ‘positionality’ of
previous researchers (Opoku-Mensah & Lewis, 2006; Seckinelgin, 2006; Tvedt, 2006).
These researchers were working within the aid system, and thus intentionally or
unintentionally promoted the work of NGOs.27 Work produced so ‘close’ to NGOs was
consequently too organisation or case study-based and lacked consideration of broader
contexts. It therefore provided only a “weak theorisation of the NGO phenomenon”
(Opoku-Mensah & Lewis, 2006:669). Similarly, Mosse also reflexively acknowledges
that researchers who have worked on development projects for an extended period
of time shape and uphold the policy models which they study (Mosse, 2005a). We
therefore cannot simply just bridge the gaps between research and policy, and between
policy and practice, we must instead examine the way knowledge is produced and
travels within development projects and partnerships (Mosse, 2005a; Opoku-Mensah
& Lewis, 2006).

Positionality thus raises two connected themes that, when taken together, point
towards a new research agenda. The first is about broadening the contexts of study.
Research needs to get beyond normative, value-based studies—taking either pro or anti
stances that come from examining NGOs or civil society as an organisational category.28

Research must “both keep abreast of changing policy in relation to NGO practices and
do justice to the complexity and diversity of NGO forms and contexts” (Opoku-Mensah
& Lewis, 2006:670). Broadening contexts thus requires a stronger sense of history.
The second theme is about theorisation. A complex contextual examination of NGOs
requires a stronger grounding in social and political theory (Opoku-Mensah & Lewis,
2006; Seckinelgin, 2006; Tvedt, 2006). Similarly in terms of civil society, Schuurman

27Promotion of this sort was the result of a confluence of factors including a lack of funding in academia
which lead researchers to acquire funding from donors and from NGOs themselves, and a contemporary
moral imperative to promote NGOs as part of alternative means of development after the development
impasse (Opoku-Mensah & Lewis, 2006).
28Here we see the conflation of analytical and empirical realms of civil society mentioned above. NGOs
and civil society are examined as a category which frames the analytical questions which one can ask.
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notes, “the enthusiasm with which civil society has been embraced as a new paradigm
has not been matched by an elaboration of its theoretical dimensions” (Schuurman,
2000:18). The new ethnography of NGOs, of civil society and of development policy
and practice expand theory and contexts in similar ways in an attempt to elaborate
the agency of actors.

For NGOs, one evident way to get beyond an organisational, value-based study
is to explicitly bring structural concerns into the analysis.29 Tvedt proposes one way
of doing that is to examine NGOs as part of the ‘International Aid System’ (Tvedt,
2006). In such a system, normative authority of development and the international
politics of globalisation are analysed together, connecting moral and cultural flows
with monetary flows that are inherent in ideas such as the ‘gift economy’ (Tvedt,
2006:682). In part, this is an attempted corrective for the fact that donor dichotomising
of state-civil society also de-emphasises the role of the market in influencing NGO
actors (Urry, 1981). NGOs are imbedded within their own donor-funded political
economy which influences NGOs actions and discourses. Markets thus get underplayed
in the prevalent view of NGOs, particularly the ways they curtail human agency via
competition for funds. Tvedt (2006) explicitly examines relationships between donor
states and NGOs within the International Aid System. He argues that NGOs are
not necessarily degraded because they are ‘close’ to donor states, meaning dependent
on states for financial support (cf. Hulme & Edwards, 1997). There is no one-to-one
relationship between distance from the state or financial and political independence
and development potential (Tvedt, 2006:684). A theorisation that allows for more
systemic state-NGO interactions is necessary as NGOs are “living ever-changing and
non-sedentary phenomena” (Tvedt, 2006:684).

New ethnography of civil society also specifically calls for systemic theorisation of
state-society interactions. As a starting point, Mohan (2002) draws on Mamdani’s
work because its strength is to put both state and civil society into the historical
African context and get beyond a simple state-society and domination-resistance
relationship (Mamdani, 1996). Mamdani, however, substitutes new dualisms in his
bifurcated state model, where ‘urban=modernity=citizenship=civil society’ versus
‘rural=tribalism=custom’ (Mohan, 2002:133). Still Mamdani’s general commitment
to examine actually existing civil society is a step in the right direction towards
more contextual state-society interactions. Laclau and Mouffe, influenced by post-
structuralist theories of the state, take another step; they argue that the state-civil
society dichotomy is overly simplistic and, in reality, the state and civil society are
complex and overlapping political landscapes (Laclau and Mouffe, 1985 in Mohan,
2002). This could perhaps be construed as a step too far; not leaving enough agency

29Nelson (2006) reminds us that while advocating to bring structural concerns explicitly into the
analyses, we are not ignoring the value-based aspects of NGOs in our research, but adding to those
analyses.
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for states to affect control (which they obviously can, see Scott, 1999). But surely
there is no ‘trench’ between state and society. A more accurate picture is perhaps that
of ‘networks of interests’ in contexts where political struggles happen, such as in in
‘projects’ and ‘alliances’ (Pringle & Watson, 1992). This is similar to the ‘state-in-
society’ perspective of Migdal et al. (1994) where

there is a multiplicity of links between actors within the state and society.
These actors all have varying degrees of political autonomy and capacity to
define and implement an agenda within a political arena (quoted in Mohan
& Stokke, 2000:264).

Instead of domination and resistance then, “we must examine the shifting processes of
rule operating in the ‘hybrid’ interstices between [states and civil society]” (Mohan,
2002:135). The critical perspective focuses on ‘project of rule’ but misses the
negotiations, compromises, and contingencies in the ‘accomplishment of rule’ (Li,
1999:295 in Mosse, 2004). This makes development expressly political and not
apolitical, as Ferguson argues (Ferguson, 1994).

Hilhorst, in her study of NGOs operating in the Philippines, also contributes to
understanding the negotiational aspects of development work through her analysis of
NGOs as social interfaces. Drawing on the work of Long (Long, 1999 in Hilhorst, 2003),
Hilhorst argues that:

[s]ocial interfaces are real or imaginary meeting points of different dis-
courses, their analysis can show how goals, perceptions, interests and
relationships of the various parties may be reshaped as a result of their
interaction (Hilhorst, 2003:83).

Seeing NGOs as social interfaces is part of a general actor-focused approach which
“recognizes that people operate within the limitations of structural constraints, but
emphasizes that such constraints operate through people” (Hilhorst, 2003:5). Hyden’s
approach to civil society resonates with the work of Hilhorst (Hyden, 1997). For Hyden,
“civil society is both an arena in which associations compete for influence and, in its
interaction with the state or intergovernmental organizations, an agent in its own right”
(Hyden, 1997:27).

The capabilities, or agency, of NGOs are thus far from obvious when they are
embedded within more complex relationships and negotiations with the state, with
other actors in the broader political-economic aid system, and indeed with communities.
Whereas the conception of agency was quite obvious when the only context for the
growth of NGOs was that of ‘adaptive response’ to development problems (Tvedt,
2006). In this latter case, the agency of NGOs is assumed in that NGOs were meant to
carry out specific social functions. NGOs are actually embedded within many contexts,
contexts that multiply as partnership arrangements become more complex. Seckinelgin
argues that we must ask: Who is making claims that NGOs are ‘relevant actors’ and
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thus giving agency to NGOs, and for what purpose are these claims made (Seckinelgin,
2006)? In short because “NGOs exist in various social contexts. . . NGO agency will be
varied and contingent” (Seckinelgin, 2006:716).

Agency should therefore be viewed as capability to act in a given specific context,30

or ‘room to manoeuvre’ in Hilhorst’s terms (Hilhorst, 2003:106). Mosse’s work again
explicitly overlaps with the new ethnography of NGOs here. Both draw on Foucault’s
idea of ‘governmentality’ (Foucault, 2000) and actor-network theory (ANT) ideas
(Latour, 1986) to elaborate agency and connect agency to structure.31 Govermentality
implies ‘governing from a distance’ (Rose, 1996 in Seckinelgin, 2006) where tools or
‘channels of expert knowledge’ can be used to narrow the decisions which subjects
make and allow them to govern themselves (Seckinelgin, 2006:717). The ANT ideas of
enrolment and translation are explicit tools to examine channels and flows of knowledge,
or how knowledge claims are made and interact in a network.32 Based on ten years
of experience working on a UK-funded agricultural development project in India,
Mosse agues that policy claims are broad claims that actors with diverse interests
can translate in a way that is in line with their interests. In this way, actors become
enrolled in the network that constitutes the policy claim. The actions or practices
of an enrolled actor will be dependent on negotiations in the context of the actors;
“exigencies of organizations and the need to maintain relationships” drive projects
(Mosse, 2004:651). However, actions are then translated back into the language of the
policy. Policies legitimate practices and thus “projects work to maintain themselves
as coherent policy ideas” (Mosse, 2004:654). In this way, “the gap between policy and
practice is constantly negotiated away” and this limits learning from past experiences
(Mosse, 2004:664). It is important to note here that actors at all levels which enrol in
a project actively negotiate and translate policy, including those actors usually seen as
rulers and those as ruled.

All of this leads to an elaboration of the situated agency of development actors, and
of NGOs and civil society in particular. How is such agency relevant to a new research
agenda? I draw four main issues from the above discussion:

1. Scale is important in any analysis. Beneath the state, we must examine how
NGOs and civil society work in actual local places and how this is or is not
fractionalising political opposition, as it often does in Africa (Mamdani, 1998).33

30This definition is similar to that of Seckinelgin who builds on Giddens and Davidson (Giddens, 1984
and Davidson, 1980 in Seckinelgin, 2006).
31To the extent that (Seckinelgin, 2006) and (Mosse, 2004, 2005a) draw on ANT, this is an example of
DS work explicitly crossing over with STS.
32Actor network theory is explored in more detail in the next section.
33An instrumental critique largely essentialises the local as a homogenous space for citizenship etc.
ignoring how such ‘localism’ fragments opposition (Mohan & Stokke, 2000). In the critical view, the
local is another object of study destroyed by substituting bureaucratic control. Bebbington rescues
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Scale is also an issue above the state, it has become fashionable to ask about
global civil society (Keane, 2003). Multiple contexts will be relevant to any
conception, not just global ‘civic potential’ working against a dominant ‘global
state’ (Anheier et al., 2001). Most importantly, how are scales connected? How
does “local action. . . simultaneously address the non-local” (Mohan, 2002:150)?

2. One type of very real connection is through discourses. Discourses are still
important in a new ethnography of development, not so much as they affect
control (as in the critical perspective), but in terms of how they function to
frame projects in a similar way at different levels (Mosse, 2005a). Discourses
are thus broad ‘mobilising metaphors’ (Porter, 1995 in Mosse, 2004:650) or
‘system-speak’ that is a “language shared by all actors in the system irrespective
of traditional interests and values, be they donors, researchers, consultants or
NGO activists” (Tvedt, 2006:687). Discourses “help to manage and cover up
differences and conflicts” (Tvedt, 2006:687). Or, in the words of Mosse, through
development discourses a “[m]ultiplicity of rationality and values is overridden”
(Mosse, 2004:665).

3. Boundaries will be an issue in any subset of the international aid system (Tvedt,
2006) or any policy actor-network. Who is inside or outside of a system or
network and why? How can actors circulate between different roles within the
system (researcher, manager, bureaucrat) and back again? (Tvedt, 2006).

4. The dynamic nature of a network has implications for success and failure.
Claims about success are generally reactive, because policy changes faster than
programmes (Mosse, 2005a). In this way, “[p]rojects do not fail, they are
failed by wider networks” (Mosse, 2004:658). Furthermore, “success and failure
are policy-oriented judgements that obscure project effects” (Mosse, 2004:663).
Additionally, success of some policies or programmes can be held up as an ‘ideal-
type’ against which other programmes in other countries are gauged (Mohan,
2002:130). For example, Ghana is held up as ideal-type of successful good
governance reform (Mohan, 2002).

The critiques point towards an appreciation of the way knowledge is created in
development work, the way it travels between contexts, and what this has to do with
agency. Considerations such as these are the main focus when explicitly looking at
science and technology as objects of social analyses. This is where I now turn as
I shift the discussion away from civil and non-governmental spaces and towards the
relationships of interest within these spaces—relationships between technology and
development.

these two positions with an approach that takes into account places, but not as resistance (Bebbington,
2000 in Mohan, 2002). Instead he focuses on control (cf. Harsh & Smith, 2007).
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2.2 Science, technology and agricultural development

Technology and international development have a long and tumultuous history.
Investigating relationships between them is problematic because of complexity and
ambiguity of the concepts themselves (Shrum, 2001). I confine the discussion here
to technology and development relationships in agriculture. I further focus on how
relationships spell out roles for NGOs and civil society, and how these roles are changing
with the onset of modern agricultural biotechnologies.34 This section is therefore the
complement of the previous section. Whereas that section looked at the nature of
NGOs and civil society as entities, not starting with a sector or roles, this section
starts with views about research and technology in agricultural development and then
asks how civil society and NGOs have entered that picture. I begin by discussing ideas
about technological determinism and with an example that illustrates a dominant and
deterministic way that technology and development have been seen to interact—the
Green Revolution.35

Technological determinism and the Green Revolution

The Green Revolution refers to changes in agricultural practices in developing countries
(especially India) in the 1950s and 60s aimed at increasing food production (Pearse,
1980). Before discussing the Green Revolution in detail, one needs to understand
the model of technological change and ideas about technology and development that
supported the Green Revolution, particularly the linear model of innovation and
technological determinism.

In the linear model of innovation, the roots of which are widely attributed to
Vannevar Bush (Bush, 1945), science is seen as the disinterested curiosity driven pursuit
of knowledge. Technology is seen as the application of that knowledge. Social benefit,
here usually meaning economic benefit, then comes from that technological innovation.
The linear model is production oriented. Production of knowledge, leads to production
of technologies, and economic production.

Closely related to the linear model of innovation are ideas about technological
determinism. The tenets of technological determinism are that technology moves down
a pre-set path. Furthermore, the social consequences of technologies are set (Williams
& Edge, 1996). There is thus little or no room for social intervention in determining
the path or consequences of technology. A common slight revision of technological
determinism is that consequences are not firmly set, but technology is neutral, and

34I deal with definitions of biotechnology below and in the context chapter.
35Parts of this section draw on work from the author’s MSc in Science and Technology Studies (Harsh,
2003).
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therefore it is how a technology is used that determines the positive or negative social
consequences.36

The linear model of innovation and technological determinism are powerful ideas in
both developed and developing countries (Jasanoff, 2002). Applied to poor countries,
economic benefit resulting from innovation is part of the narrative of progress and often
seen as equivalent to development (Shrum & Shenhav, 1995). The Green Revolution
is an explicit example of this model in development (Hannigan, 1995 in Brooks, 2005).

The problem the Green Revolution set out to solve was based on a neo-Malthusian
argument: in the developing world, especially in India, the population expansion was
creating demand for food production that outstripped food supply (Pearse, 1980).
Economic progress, or development of any sort, could not occur without food. The
proposed solution to this problem involved science and technology to a large degree.
Plant scientists, led by the heroic inventor and Nobel laureate Norman Borlaug, were
to develop high-yielding hybrid plant rice and wheat varieties and distribute these
varieties to rural farmers.

An elaborate system of research, production and dissemination was established,
largely with the financial support of the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations. Agricultural
research and development were separated activities under this Green Revolution
scheme. Scientific knowledge production happened at international research centres,
mainly centres within the Consultative Group for International Agricultural Research
(CGIAR) consortium.37 The ‘context-free’ knowledge produced by CGIAR centres was
then received and ‘adapted’ by National Agricultural Research Systems in each recipient
country. Similarly, adapted technology was then ‘extended’ to local farmers by formal
state-run extension service organisations. Farmers then received the seeds and reaped
the benefits of higher yields, allowing development to happen.

This structure of technological production is not only important in terms of the vast
and elaborate infrastructure that was created and largely still exists today, it is also
significant in terms of the corresponding view of technological change that the structure
embodied. A linear, hierarchical view of technological change – where the source of
knowledge was far detached from its eventual practical use – was established as status
quo (Clark et al., 2002; Özgediz, 1993). Figure 2.2 depicts this view of technological
change.

Several features of the Green Revolution style of relationship between technology
and development and how it explicitly relates to the linear model of innovation and
technological determinism are worth highlighting. The conception and realisation
of science and technology, was international in character, large-scale, top-down, and

36I discuss work that challenges this model below.
37The CGIAR currently supports 15 research centres (CGIAR, 2007). The International Rice Research
Institute is the CGIAR centre that features prominently in histories of the Green Revolution. The
successful institutional model of this centre provided a CGIAR-wide blueprint for other centres.
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Figure 2.2: Linear view of agricultural innovation

supply-driven. The system therefore involves a related process of technology transfer
from international institutes to developing countries (see Reddy and Zhao 1990 in
Shrum & Shenhav, 1995). Also, it was not just ‘stand-alone’ technologies that were
transferred in this process. The high-yielding varieties were technological ‘packages’
that involved inputs (fertilisers, pesticides) and connected new techniques and practices
(Shrum & Shenhav, 1995). Finally, the system largely does not problematise
distribution of food, only supply.

Different ways of thinking about this model (transferring technological packages
to increase supply) lead to different conceptions of success or failure of the Green
Revolution. These are in turn related to different macro-theories of development.
From a perspective of modernisation, where development happens endogenously to a
country (by establishing the correct infrastructure, market institutions etc.), technology
transfer from outside the country is seen as a favourable and necessary exception
to endogenous development (see for example Dedijer, 1963). The Green Revolution
provided a necessary ‘technological fix’ (Goodman and Redclift, 1991:142 in Brooks,
2005:361) and can be considered a success. Science led to seed technologies that
reached farmers, food production did increase and some famine was certainly averted
in India.38 From the perspective of dependency, where underdevelopment is caused by
exogenous relationships with other nations, international institutions and corporations,
technological transfer is seen as one of the kinds of exogenous links that is detrimental
to development (Shrum & Shenhav, 1995:5). The Green Revolution therefore can seem
less successful.

Claims about the negative effects of the Green Revolution are still debated
(Jasanoff & Wynne, 1998). For instance, the production of inputs like fertilisers
and pesticides caused environmental harm. Monocultures were promoted, negatively
affecting biodiversity and cultural importance of crops. Higher yields were realised
more by larger scale farmers who were willing and able to change their farming
practices. Technological change, then, exacerbated social stratification and devalued
local practices and local knowledge. Vandana Shiva goes so far as to characterise the
promotion of scientific knowledge over indigenous knowledge as ‘epistemic violence’
(Shiva, 1991). A world systems theory view of development, similar to dependency
theory but focusing on international relations, might highlight the second meaning of
‘Green’ in Green Revolution. Here the United States saw hunger in countries like India

38Although the Green Revolution also focused on Africa, food production largely did not increase in
sub-Saharan Africa (Pearse, 1980).
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possibly turning these countries ‘Red’—turning them towards communism (Cullather,
2004 in Brooks, 2005). Development in this picture is clearly linked to a capitalist
system of production.

A final view of development, institutional theory, is more concerned with how
the institutions of development (including the institutions of S&T) proliferate in
development. This is the first time endogenous references to technology surface in
macro-theories of development (see Zucker 1987 and Scott, 1987 in Shrum & Shenhav,
1995). This perspective specifically highlights the institutions taking part in the Green
Revolution schema of science and technology, which were international and national
research institutes. An institutional outlook then is especially important here because
it specifically flags the fact that there is no room for NGOs or civil society to participate
in the Green Revolution style of technological production and change.

Biotechnology: New contexts and practices

Since the Green Revolution, agricultural research and technology in developing
countries has begun to take place in new contexts, related to new practices and new
technologies, particularly biotechnologies.39 By biotechnologies here, I refer to advanced
breeding techniques, ranging from tissue culture to molecular markers, recombinant
DNA techniques (i.e. genetic modification) and the use of bio-informatics to map
genomes (genomics).

How has the onset of biotechnology changed agricultural research and production?
Work predicting how biotechnology would change agro-food systems (mostly in
developed countries) goes back at least 15 years (e.g. Kloppenburg, 1988). Schurman
(2003) argues that it is time to add to these initial studies and re-energise research
on the social and political aspects of agricultural biotechnology for three reasons.
First, biotechnologies are now being commercially grown on a large scale (Clive, 2006).
Second, none of the early studies predicted the politicisation of biotechnology. For
example, an anti-biotechnology agenda was part of the World Trade Organisation
protests in Seattle. Trade politics are further exemplified in the US/EU World Trade
Organisation dispute over GM importation in EU (Levidow & Murphy, 2003). NGOs
clearly have had a role here, influencing consumer attitudes against GM in the EU
(Levidow & Murphy, 2002). This has expanded to NGOs becoming part of ‘global civil
society’ whose job it is to resist, or literally ‘dig up’ biotechnologies (Osgood, 2001).40

Thirdly, Schurman points to how biotechnology and its politicisation has “strained
existing social, economic, legal and political institutions” (Schurman, 2003:4). This

39Alongside these are new conceptions of technical change. I address the conceptions of technological
change and theories in the next section.
40A number of direct actions by NGOs against biotechnology research have occurred in the EU since
the 1990s. For instance, in 1999 vandals burned GM trees on a research plot in England (see Jasanoff,
2002:253-54).
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leads to new institutional questions, for example, about how to test and regulate
biotechnologies in a global environment (Schurman, 2003).

In terms of agricultural biotechnology in developing countries specifically, these
three considerations are still relevant, but slightly different. First, technologies are not
yet being commercially grown in African fields.41 However, the politics of biotechnology
are certainly present in the development context. For instance, food imports containing
GM maize were rejected and then accepted by Zambia, Zimbabwe and Malawi in 2002/3
(Zerbe, 2004) and a similar episode has recently been repeated in Sudan (Aloisi, 2007).
Again, NGOs are playing roles here. One of the biggest victories for activists was
when a Canadian NGO campaigned against Genetic Use Restriction Technologies,
dubbing them ‘Terminator’ seeds, and Monsanto agreed to stop developing such
technologies (Jasanoff, 2002). Institutional questions are certainly relevant in the
development context as well, but again slightly different, regarding both regulation
and development of biotechnologies. The Green Revolution, and the institutional
system which it established, is an important part of the institutional backdrop in
developing countries. Brooks (2005) usefully draws out the similarities and differences,
in terms of institutional contexts (again defined broadly as by Schurman), between the
Green Revolution and what can be called the Biotechnology Revolution or ‘Evergreen
Revolution’.42 These continuities and changes are listed in Table 2.1.

As pointed out by Brooks, there are many continuities between biotechnology
revolution and the Green Revolution, not least is the neo-malthusian motivation.
Furthermore, both the development biotechnology and the development of high yielding
plant varieties of the Green Revolution are predicated on technological deterministic
ideas about a ‘scientific revolution’ in agriculture and technological fixes (Brooks, 2005).
Both also involve intensification of production of monocultures, and focus on supply,
not distribution, as the root problem. Both potentially ‘squeeze out’ small farmers
because of the cost of inputs (Brooks, 2005).

There are of course many important changes. Biotechnology is associated with
higher risks to biodiversity, ecosystems, and human health. A new field of research
and regulation, biosafety, was created to address these risks.43 Also, under the
Green Revolution schema, research and technology were owned and controlled by
the public sector (cf. the big public sector research institutes of the CGIAR system).
Biotechnologies are largely proprietary technologies generated by private sector research
and development funds, and protected by intellectual property rights. In terms of

41With the exception of South Africa, that is. Importantly, GM technologies are not commercially
grown in Kenya. See Chapter 3.
42Here the biotechnology or Evergreen Revolution is the idea that biotechnology can do for Africa
what high yielding varieties did for India. The term evergreen revolution was used by an Indian plant
scientist, M.S. Swaminathan (quoted in Brooks, 2005:365). The Gates and Rockefeller Foundations are
current sponsors of this idea (see AGRA, 2007). More on donor policies below.
43Biosafety is covered more in Chapter 3.
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Table 2.1: Continuities and changes in contexts between the Green Revolution and the
development of modern biotechnology

Continuities

Promotion of scientific revolution in agriculture; a technological fix applied to complex
socio-economic realities

Promotion of monocultures to intensify production

Food shortage presented as a supply problem rather than a distribution problem

High barriers to entry tend to squeeze out smallholders and increase inequality

Legitimised by neo-Malthusian discourses

Changes

High levels of uncertainty and risk surrounding transgenic technologies, new issues such as
biosafety

Ownership and control: from public sector to private sector

International context: from Cold War and national food self-sufficiency to neo-liberal
globalisation and competitive exports

A wider range of actors influencing and contesting policy

From Brooks (2005)

international context, Brooks points out that Cold War ideology has been replaced by
the global spread of neoliberalism. The above-mentioned US/EU trade disputes are
an example of this neoliberal context (Brooks, 2005). The ascendancy of neoliberalism
context is, of course, of huge importance in development with structural adjustment.44

Finally, Brooks notes that more actors influence policy about biotechnology.
This change in context is directly related to new practices. New institutional and
organisational patterns of technological development have emerged alongside new
technologies. The frameworks of major development agencies like the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the UK’s Department for
International Development and the International Development Research Centre of
Canada, acknowledge a wider spectrum of actors involved in knowledge generation.
Another contemporary view held by development agencies is an acknowledgement that
the main actor in research is the private sector and not international research institutes
(DFID, 1997; OECD, 1996). Therefore agencies have favoured alternative mechanisms
and infrastructure, encouraging partnership between the public and private sectors,
public-private partnerships (PPPs). These partnerships are predicated on the principles
of participation, co-operation and democratic accountability. Some new partnerships
encourage a more networked approach to agricultural research and development. It is

44This same context of neoliberalism is a key driver of the NGO revolution, as discussed above.
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important to note, however, that new institutional patterns exist side by side with
older more linear and hierarchical patterns. International agricultural research is
dynamic and evolving. The national and international research institutes of the Green
Revolution infrastructure still exist and are prominent actors.

I now explore how theories of technological change have evolved alongside these
new practices and technologies.

Systems and networks

Theories about agricultural research in developing countries discussed since the Green
Revolution largely share one key feature with each other, and with theories of
technology in developed countries—the questioning of the linear model of technological
determinism. This is what Williams & Edge (1996) argue, in articulating a ‘social
shaping approach’ to technology, where economic and social factors shape technologies
and are in turn shaped by technologies (cf. MacKenzie & Wajcman, 1999). Williams
and Edge discuss four strands of work broadly in Science and Technology Studies (STS)
that question technological determinism and the linear model of innovation: sociology
of scientific knowledge (SSK) and the related social construction of technology; labour
process analysis; critical studies of technology policy; and economics of innovation. I
focus on two of these strands here, economics of innovation and SSK, as the backbone
of system of innovation and social network approaches. Both of these approaches
are from STS broadly writ.45 However in terms of their application in agriculture and
development, both approaches overlap and build on work in Development Studies about
agricultural systems. For both systems of innovation and social networks, I present the
following: the theoretical background; how the approach has been applied in developing
countries, how the approaches spell out roles for NGOs; and finally criticisms of the
approaches.

NGO nodes in innovation systems

Innovation systems has its roots in the evolutionary view of technological change
(Nelson & Winter, 1982) which was theorised in opposition to the linear view of
technological change implicit in neo-classical economics. In neo-classical analysis,
technology is exogenous to the economic system. Research institutes generate scientific
and technological knowledge. Firms unproblematically draw upon this knowledge when
market forces cause inputs to be transferred to outputs in a more efficient way.

When technological knowledge is seen as at least partly tacit (i.e. not able to
be codified), then the transfer of technological knowledge becomes problematic and
technology must become endogenous to the economic system (Coombs et al., 1987).

45There is a boundary issue here. Some classifications of STS do not include evolutionary economics
as part of the STS cannon such as (Sismondo, 2005).
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Organisational and behavioural characteristics of firms affect the way that knowledge
is transferred and thus affect the technological ‘variations’ that firms produce. In
addition, more than just market forces are at work in technological ‘selection.’
Institutional factors like government regulation also play an important role.

Innovation thus becomes a complicated process that involves the linking of many
diverse actors. In addition to firms and research institutes, suppliers, consumers and
governments all play important roles. As knowledge flows between these groups,
innovation happens at the interfaces between the processes of research, development,
regulation, production and use. The boundaries between these processes become
blurred. Innovation can thus be best analysed in systemic rather than linear terms.

One classic example of systemic analysis of innovation was developed by Freeman
(1987) in an effort to understand why some countries are more successful at building
up technological capabilities than others. In his study of Japan, Freeman found that
governmental institutional arrangements and firm inter-organisation – encouraged by
regulation – had to be innovative processes in their own right. Only when these
social processes were in tune with current technological development could the system
become mutually reinforcing, and technological capability or capacity be developed.
The concept of a national system of innovation (NSI) was born from this type of
national-level institutional and organisational analysis.

There has been varying interpretations of what exactly a NSI is and how it ‘behaves’
(see Edquist, 1997; Edquist & McKelvey, 2000). I use the definition of a NSI as given
by Clark: A NSI is a “system or network of private and public sector organisations
whose interactions produce, diffuse and use economically useful knowledge” (Clark
et al., 2003:1847).46 It is important to remember that every innovation system is unique
and NSI analysis does not suggest a catch-all normative ‘blueprint’ for institutional
organisation. Rather, NSI provides a framework through a set of ‘analytical principles’
for “mapping and evaluating channels of knowledge flows, identifying bottle-necks and
suggesting appropriate remedial action” (Clark et al., 2003:1847). Table 2.2 below lists
the typical principles used in an NSI analysis and introduces the vocabulary of the
framework.

Innovation systems conceptualises innovation as involving a wide range of actors
or ‘nodes’ connected by a system of multi-directional knowledge flows. In terms of
agriculture in developing countries, this translates into interconnections between diverse
actors such as: international donors, international research institutes and universities,
international governance institutions (e.g. New Partnership for Africa’s Development
(NEPAD) or the UN), national governance institutions, national research institutes
and universities, national extension services, NGOs, community-based organisations

46In its focus on the diffusion and use of knowledge and not just knowledge production, innovations
systems overlaps with Gibbons conception of mode 1 versus mode 2 knowledge (Gibbons, 2000).
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Table 2.2: Typical analytical principles of an innovation systems approach

Assessing the extent of interactions, partnerships and other forms of linkage

Assessing the impediments to flows of knowledge between organisations

Assessing the opportunities for the constraints to interactive learning and institutional innovation

Assessing policy and practices that can give rise to failures of the component parts working as a
system)

From (Clark et al., 2003:1847)

and farmers. As opposed to the linear, Green Revolution model (Figure 2.2), the
picture presented by innovations systems is more like that in Figure 2.3.

It is important to point out that systems of innovation draws on earlier work about
participation in agricultural technology that has lead to farming systems approaches
and farmer participatory research.47 This work goes back at least two decades (see the
chapters by Kesseba, Chambers and Farrington and Martin in Wellard, 1993). Building
on this work, a NSI approach has been applied to development and agriculture48 as a
way to critique the Green Revolution schema of technological change and examine new
practices and new technologies that have emerged (i.e. public-private partnerships to
develop biotechnologies and other practices mentioned above). Norman Clark, Andy
Hall and others have applied an innovation systems approach to post-harvest innovation
in India and Bangladesh (Clark et al., 2003; Hall et al., 2001), as well as to bovine
vaccines developed within the CGIAR system (Clark et al., 2005b).

Although many innovation systems authors frame their analysis in terms of eco-
nomic knowledge (e.g. the definition of NIS given above by Clark et al.), interconnection
of actors is recognised as an inherently social phenomenon. It is social knowledge
about the way that nodes are interconnected and managed that constitutes what
systems analysis refers to as ‘institutional innovation’ or ‘social innovation’ (Clark,
2002). Social learning is stressed by systems analysis. This means learning, not just
form technological successes, but from how social and technical considerations were
interacting to affect the whole innovation system.

Important for this thesis, the work of Clark, Hall and others significantly draws out
specific roles that NGOs can play in innovation. Again, NSI builds on Wellard (1993)
and Biggs (1990) who discuss NGOs as an innovative source as part of a multiple sources
of innovation model. In the terminology of NSI, NGOs can be nodes in a system of
innovation. They conduct research themselves, and connect actors in an innovative
system, often at different scales (Clark et al., 2002). For instance, NGOs can facilitate
two-way communication between local farmers and research scientists about local needs

47Social network analyses also draw on these bodies of work. See below.
48A NSI perspective has also been applied in health. See (Chataway et al., 2007).
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Figure 2.3: Systemic view of agricultural innovation

and preferences. In this way, NGOs can facilitate social learning. NGOs also work and
partner with the state to varying degrees, influencing and resisting the national research
strategies (Wellard, 1993). Some NSI analysis even discusses innovation within civil
society (Prasad, 2005).49

While innovation systems is a useful revision on the Green Revolution model, it
has been critiqued as a general approach to technological change on several fronts.
The first critiques are not about NSI in development specifically, but an innovation
systems framework more generally. These critiques argue that innovation systems does
not ‘open up the black box of technology’ (Bruun & Hukkinen, 2003; Weber, 2002).
NSI does not address mechanics of technology itself; ‘material objects are left aside’
and ‘products and technologies in the making’ are not conceptualised well (Jørgensen,
1999; Weber, 2002) Furthermore, innovation systems does not “consider the full range
of relevant social processes underlying technological change, but interprets innovation
and technological change within a wider systemic context”(Weber, 2002:327). In
other words, NSI focuses too much on ‘policy consequences’ (Jørgensen, 1999:202)
of structuring processes and not how structures are created, maintained and renewed
(Jørgensen, 1999). I would argue that some of the work of Clark, Hall very much does
engage with the materiality of technologies and the creation of the system.50

The second group of critiques are about the use of NSI in development contexts
specifically. Namely, Arocena and Sutz argue that innovation systems is taking on
normative weight in development (Arocena & Sutz, 2000, 2003). By this it is meant

49Although here Prasad simply equates civil society and NGOs, with no reference to classical or
contemporary debates about civil society in development.
50See for example the treadle pump case study where the authors engage with the flexibility and
‘closure’ in the design of the pump and the construction of connections and linkages in the creation of
the system of innovation (Hall et al., 2007).
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that systems analyses have begun to be turned into policy instruments and discourses.
Systems concepts can thus be co-opted by actors and become normative in just
the way that Clark’s work states that NSI inherently is not. Building a system of
innovation becomes the latest development discourse (cf. participation, and rights based
approaches above).

NGO hubs in social networks

As with evolutionary economics, social network analyses have their roots in analysing
the dynamics of scientific and technical knowledge. Social network analyses, though,
are concerned with the transfer of such knowledge from a different starting point. This
starting point is one of the fundamental principles of STS, namely the local nature
of knowledge. Several groups of literatures inform this approach. One theoretical
origin lies within the sociology of scientific knowledge (SSK) as discussed above in
the methodology (§1.3) (see, for example Barnes, 1975; Bloor, 1976). Rather than for
ontological and epistemological concerns, here I am more concerned with how network
analyses illuminate the ‘choice points’ in science and technology. SSK utilises studies
of scientific developments and conflicts to show points where alternative explanations
and ambiguities existed in science. By analysing which explanation was ‘chosen’
by scientists, SSK draws attention to the contingent and social nature of scientific
knowledge. This is salient to the present discussion because it reveals how scientific
knowledge is made relative to its local context of creation. Social network analyses
of various sorts have been developed to analyse how scientific knowledge moves from
community to community and becomes taken up and used by those communities.

It is useful to highlight a few specific theoretical concepts from Shrum (2000)
in his study of an agricultural NGO in Kenya. To analyse agricultural research in
developing countries, Shrum uses a framework of ‘stories’ moving through networks.
The idea of a story here draws on the Social Construction of Technology approach (see
Pinch, 1996), particularly, the concept of ‘socio-technical ensemble’ (Bijker, 1995). In
a social construction sense, a story is used to refer to the assembling and presenting
of a heterogeneous collection of intimately related social and technical knowledges –
‘socio-technical knowledge’.

Shrum draws on two types of network theories. First are structural network theories
(see Crane, 1972; Mullins, 1972). Structural network theories represent one of the
original forms of network analysis, used by earlier sociologists of scientific knowledge.
These approaches analyse scientific communities at different levels, such as laboratories,
research groups and institutions – and track how scientific knowledge moves between
these communities. The strength of social networks is being able to articulate the
differences between entities or levels in a network (Shrum, 2000).

Second is Actor Network Theory (ANT) pioneered by Latour, Callon and scholars
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at the Ecole des Mines in Paris (Callon, 1986a). In an ANT view, a technology or
technological project is constituted by an inter-linked network of actors. Importantly,
ANT includes both human and non-human actors (i.e. material objects) such as
electrons and sea scallops (Callon, 1986a,b). Throughout the development of a
technology or project, the intentions of actors must be somehow matched or ‘translated’
so that actors can become ‘enrolled’ in a network. For a technology to spread and a
network to grow, then, “intentions must be successfully combined with a whole set of
objects and/or processes” (Bruun & Hukkinen, 2003:104). On the other hand, “[i]f, for
instance, the material that was supposed to be used turns out to have properties that
are not compatible with the role it has been ascribed within the project, the project-
constituting network is weakened” (Bruun & Hukkinen, 2003:106). A strength of ANT
is how it describes the “interaction of forms of knowledge” as they move through a
network (Shrum, 2000:100). Diverse connections and ‘rhetorical ties among entities’
can be described (Shrum, 2000:100), making ANT a good framework for describing a
story in the socio-technical sense.

To summarise the social network approach used by Shrum (2000), his three
challenges for using insights from STS to analyse technology in developing countries
are given in Table 2.3. Conceptually and in terminology, they are very similar to
the analytical principles of NSI presented in Table 2.2. There is a similar social
broadening of the analytical space of innovation in network analyses. Structural
network theories draw their analytical strength in addressing power relationships
between different institutions and organisations (Shrum, 2000). When applied to
innovation in agriculture in developing countries, the relationships between the many
levels of research and development – from international to national and local – all
contribute to the process of innovation. The social construction of technology concept
of a story further expands this understanding of innovation. In the process of innovation
and development, social and technical knowledge become intimately tied in a socio-
technical ensemble embodied in relationships between actors and artefacts. Stories
in this sense are important for learning in much the same way as in systems analysis.
Both technical knowledge and the social knowledge and social arrangements that helped
develop it are transferred as stories spread through networks (Shrum, 2000).

Whereas systems analysis refers to two-way communication and learning, network
analysis refers to translation, enrolment and ‘story-matching’ (Shrum, 2000). In
Shrum’s Kenyan case study, the Kenyan NGO was able to receive more funding from
a Northern donor, and enroll in the donor’s network, because the NGO was developing
traditional agricultural practices. Traditional agriculture processes matched the donor’s
philosophy. The donor was already funding ‘Green’ organisations in the North and thus
valued similar, low input, natural methods of farming (Shrum, 2000). The NGO was
able to translate its intentions to match the intentions of the donor.

Social network analyses thus also explicitly illuminate technological roles for NGOs.
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Table 2.3: Three challenges for an STS study of technologies in developing countries

The role of knowledge: How do indigenous and scientific knowledge claims interact?

The role of linkages: How is a diverse and complex array of actors connected?

Technical change: How can technological change – much less ’progress’ – be characterised in
such a complicated sociotechnical field?

From (Shrum, 2000:97)

The NGO in Shrum’s case study was conducting research, linking with farmers and
interacting with research institutes in a similar way as described in systems analyses.
Freidberg and Horowitz also discuss NGOs as ‘story-matchers’ in their study of NGOs
engaging with debates about agricultural biotechnology at the World Summit for
Sustainable Development in 2002 (Freidberg & Horowitz, 2004). These authors argue
that

actors’ views of GMOs and of each other were very much shaped by their
membership in different kinds of transnational networks. Drawing on
different “stories” about the problems that GMOs might solve or create,
they did not always even agree on the basic terms of debate (Freidberg &
Horowitz, 2004:22)

For instance, AfricaBio, an NGO that claims to be a neutral forum for debating
biotechnology, was widely seen as representing the biotech industry, and thus was
barred from participating in debates and discussions by other NGOs. AfricaBio could
not translate its interests to match those of the other NGOs and enroll into their
network.

Social network approaches, particularly actor network theory, have also been
critiqued. A primary critique of ANT is that the underlying ontology is difficult to
understand at best, and perhaps even unworkable (Bloor, 1999; Bruun & Hukkinen,
2003; Shrum, 2000). I follow Shrum in asserting that the benefits of ANT come more
from its descriptive vocabulary than its ontology (Shrum, 2000). A further criticism of
ANT is that it is not strong on conceptualising competing networks (Jørgensen, 1999).
Jasanoff voices a similar, but perhaps more critical view in arguing that for ANT, the
nature of power in the network is only about the size of the network (Jasanoff, 2004).
She argues that ANT does not allow the analyst to ask important questions: Who
benefits from network stabilisation? Why do some networks stabilise more than others
(Jasanoff, 2004)?

Beyond research and innovation

System and network theories broaden linear and deterministic conceptions of science,
technology and development. Part of this broadening, as we have seen, includes
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new roles for NGOs. By examining these roles outside of the context of research
and innovation, NGO engagements with agricultural technologies connect to other
literatures about social and political interactions with technologies. In this section
I examine NGO work as public understanding and engagement with science and
technology and as mediation of expectations and expertise. I then move from mediation
to examine NGOs as possible sites of co-production of knowledge and social order and
democratisation of science and technology.

NGO mediators: Engagement, expectations, expertise

In developing countries, especially in agriculture where farmers engage in their own
experiments every season, science is perhaps more participatory ‘among ordinary
people’ (Shrum, 2001:13607) than in developed countries. This kind of argument
resonates with ideas about participation and local knowledge discussed above. But
when NGOs help farmers experiment with biotechnologies, their work also resonates
with participation in technology in another sense: participation surrounding public
understanding and public engagement with science and technology. Scholarship on
public understanding of science is rooted mostly in Northern (mainly European)
experiences and theories about the involvement of ‘publics’ in science and technology.
Here, a subset of Science and Technology Studies (STS) has been working on academic
theorisation. At the same time governments of Northern countries (especially the
UK) have been experimenting and institutionalising mechanisms to involve publics
in scientific and technological decision-making. The historical theoretical background
predates the current institutional developments, so it will be presented first.

As noted above, STS views the knowledge produced by science as relative to the
context in which it was created (Barnes, 1975; Bloor, 1976; Latour, 1986). This does
not imply that science is not a reflection of the physical world, but that science and
technology are also socially constructed or shaped (MacKenzie & Wajcman, 1999;
Pinch, 1996). For the STS community then, science does not have an epistemic
monopoly on knowledge production. Scientific knowledge is not automatically on the
top of any hierarchy of knowledge, as is the accepted view of many, not least many
policy makers.

One particular group of STS scholars in the UK, mainly led by the work of Brian
Wynne, Alan Irwin and others, has examined how publics understand and engage with
science. This work examines how the knowledge of publics is constructed and how
public and scientific knowledges interact in scientific controversies (Irwin, 2001; Irwin
& Wynne, 1996; Wynne, 1996). The classic case study was conducted by Brian Wynne
about how Cumbrian sheep farmers contributed key knowledge about local soils and
vegetation that led to an understanding about how radiation was making sheep and
people ill (Wynne, 1996). Irwin and Wynne note how the typical perception held by
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scientists and policy-makers is that ‘the public’ generally does not have enough scientific
training and information to understand policy decisions, they are in ‘information deficit’
(Irwin & Wynne, 1996). The deficit model assumes that with better education and
outreach the public would be able to gain more scientific knowledge and thus come to
the same conclusion as scientists about regulatory and safety decisions. Inherent in the
deficit model then, is a superiority of scientific knowledge. More and better science will
give the answer to any questions that science creates about risks and benefits. Thus
the deficit model ignores scientific uncertainty – areas where science cannot calculate
even approximate risk (Clark, 2002). As mentioned above, areas of uncertainty are
greater with biotechnology.

The deficit model implies that publics have nothing to contribute in terms of
relevant knowledge that might lead to less uncertainty about a scientific problem.
Wynne (2002) is thus highly critical of the deficit model.51 Wynne and Irwin argue
for a more contextual or critical theorisation of public understanding of science (Irwin
& Wynne, 1996). In this model, publics can have some meaningful ‘lay knowledge’
or ‘citizen science’ to contribute to a scientific controversy (Irwin, 2001). However,
publics are also rooted in their own social contexts. Their knowledge and the way that
they incorporate scientific knowledge will necessarily be affected by their own vested
interests.

How a critical or contextual public engagement with scientific decisions actually
works in practice is not clear and entails challenges. It surely involves two-way
communication between scientists and publics. Also, qualitative methods such as focus
groups, citizens juries or consensus conferences are replacing surveys as mechanisms of
engagement. These new methods are seen as better ways to bring social contexts and
interests of publics and scientists to the forefront (Andersen & Birgit, 1999).

It should be emphasised that theorisation about critical and contextual public
engagement is evolving at the same time as public engagement is becoming strongly
institutionalised in a Northern (mostly European) context.52 In the UK for instance,
participation was formalised as a priority with the 2000 House of Lords report ‘Science
in Society’ (House of Lords, 2000). Furthermore, it was principles of participation that
underscored the UK government-facilitated public ‘GM Nation?’ debates in summer
of 2003 (see Heller, 2003).

I have argued to this point that public engagement involves mediation of knowledge
and that NGOs could play a role in this kind of mediation. There are two additional

51For the same reasons, Wynne is also critical of Ulrich Beck’s ‘Risk Society’ thesis (Beck, 1992, 1999).
For Beck science also both produces risks and the ability to assess them. Thus risk becomes the de-
facto mode of operation for our society and, as an almost knee-jerk reaction, we are all forced to be
sceptical of science in what Beck calls ‘reflexivity’.
52Clarke argues that developed countries can perhaps learn from developing countries for their longer
history of engagement of users (i.e. farmers) with scientists (Clarke, 2003).
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ways to think about mediation and possible roles for NGOs: mediation of expectations
and mediation of expertise.

Engagement is not always about problems caused by a current technology or
environmental controversy. It can also be used to engage publics future technologies,
as is the case with GM crops in Africa. Engagement in this sense involves mediating
expectations.

A growing sub-field in STS addresses the social study of expectations (Borup et al.,
2006; Brown & Michael, 2003; Brown et al., 2000). Similar to the systems and network
perspectives above, expectations studies draw on evolutionary economics as well as
on SSK (Borup et al., 2006). For expectations studies, “technological expectations
can more specifically be described as real-time representations of future technological
situations and capabilities” (Borup et al., 2006:286). Expectations are useful for this
study as they are bridging or linking concept. Borup et al. perhaps grandiosely state
that expectations: bridge vertical scales (i.e. marco, meso, micro level analysis, or
the national sector, researcher level studies); bridge horizontally, connecting the inside
and outside worlds of S&T knowledge-making (i.e. connecting different kinds of actors
and groups, such as scientists and consumers); and lastly, provide for temporal co-
ordination of projects over time. Although expectation analysis has not been applied
much in development contexts, the concept fits well with development NGOs who are
seen as bridging actors (cf. system and network approaches above).

A few specific ideas about expectations are useful for this study. Firstly,
expectations are ‘generative’, they “guide, structure, legitimise and attract interest
and foster investment” (Borup et al., 2006:285-86). In this way expectations help to
set up a network or system of actors. Secondly, Brown & Michael (2003) in their study
of expectation of clinical biotechnology, argue that actors also retrospectively change
past expectations. Memories of past expectations are rationalised given the present.
‘Restrospecting’ expectations can “silence complexity and contingency” (Borup et al.,
2006:290). Technological ‘failures’ are isolated by revising expectations so that the
technology seems socially and technically different than present efforts. Furthermore,
bigger, more encompassing promises are made to protect the more specific promise
and create a ‘niche’. The ultimate promise or expectation is progress (Van Lente,
2000 in Borup et al., 2006), which can protect a host of sub-promises about specific
technologies. The promise of progress fits well in the development context (cf. the
discussion of technological determinism above).

Engagement also involves mediation in another sense. Collins and Evans (C&E)
point out that a contextual public engagement with science, although better than
the deficit model, still leaves us with a quandary (Collins & Evans, 2002). If critical
engagement with both scientific and lay knowledge is shown to be tied to social and
political interests, who do we listen to for guidance about whether or not to adopt a
certain technology, for instance, whether or not to produce and consume genetically
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modified crops? C&E therefore reframe the problem in terms of constructing expertise.
This expertise can come from both science and publics, but not all publics will be able
to gain appropriate expertise. In Irwin’s terms, not all publics can become scientific
citizens (Irwin, 2001). For C&E, there is thus a trade off when it come to expertise in
decision-making between having the widest possible democratic scrutiny or the most
relevant expertise for any given decision. C&E therefore argue that we need a normative
approach to expertise to decide which expertise will count in decision-making.

NGOs as sites for deomcratising technology and co-production

In this final section, I want to move from NGOs as possibly engaging publics and
mediating expectations and expertise, to NGOs as possible sites of co-production of
knowledge and social order (Jasanoff, 2004), or to sites of democratisation of science
and technology (Sarewitz, 2004; Sclove, 1995).

I begin with Jasanoff’s critique of C&E’s normative theory of expertise (Jasanoff,
2003). Jasanoff argues that C&E set up a ‘false dichotomy’. It is not that we either have
to pick between the widest possible democratic scrutiny or the most relevant expertise
in decision-making. A main reason for setting up this false dichotomy is a mis-reading
of STS literature by C&E (Jasanoff, 2003). C&E represent the STS literature as the
great relativiser, levelling the playing field of expertise so that scientists and publics are
on equal footing. For example, Jasanoff points out that for C&E, Wynne’s Cumbrian
sheep case is about sheep farmers and scientists possessing different complementary
knowledges.53 It is not ‘translational expertise’ that the farmers needed (part of C&E’s
normative schema). For Jasanoff, different expertise and different knowledges are part
of the story, but these come from the different “cognitively salient forms of life” of the
farmers and the scientists which entail different ideas about predictability, uncertainty
and control (Jasanoff, 2003:391-2). Relativisng expertise is not the right framework
(or not the only framework) that is needed here. We need to show the social nature
of expertise, but not by ‘relativising’ it or ‘deconstructing’ it. We need to show the
sticking power of scientific expertise, explaining “institutional authority of science in the
modern world” (Jasanoff, 2003:392).54 For Jasanoff, the better STS literature describes
how social order and natural knowledge are ‘co-produced’.

Co-production is a framework that should be illustrated more than defined55

(Jasanoff, 2004). Nonetheless, Jasanoff offers a few definitional statements. A co-
production framework implies that “in broad areas of both present and past human
activity, we gain explanatory power by thinking of natural and social orders as being

53Wynne has his own objections to C&E’s use of his scholarship (see Wynne, 2003).
54Jasanoff’s work on civic epistemologies shows how expertise is culturally rooted (Jasanoff, 2005a,b).
See also Miller’s work on public reasoning (Miller, 2006).
55Latour first introduced the term in we have never been modern (Latour, 1993).
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produced together” (Jasanoff, 2004:2). Furthermore, “co-production is shorthand for
the proposition that the ways in which we know and represent the world (both nature
and society) are inseparable from the ways we choose to live it” (Jasanoff, 2004:2).
From a co-production standpoint, “[k]nowledge and its material embodiments are at
once products of social work and constitutive of forms of social life’ (Jasanoff, 2004:2).

Co-production is discussed in terms of two varieties illustrated through a review of
the broad STS literature (much of which has been mentioned above). Jasanoff identifies
“two broad streams of thought” that run through STS literature. She refers to these
as the ‘constitutive’ and the ‘interactional’ strands of co-production that address the
“emergence of new socio-technical formations” and “conflicts in existing formations”
respectively (Jasanoff, 2004:15). The strands can be expressed in terms of the ‘social’
and the ‘natural’ (cf. Logic of the enquiry in §1.3 especially Bloor, 1999) or in terms
of science and politics. The constitutive strand is more about metaphysical concerns
inherent in our continual efforts to separate the natural from the social, to make science
and politics separate categories. The interactional strand acknowledges that science
and politics can exist as ‘demarcated domains’ at any given time, but new ideas and
technologies have to be mutually accommodated in each domain (Jasanoff, 2004:21).
New knowledge will affect society, changes in the social will affect new knowledge.56

Therefore, another important theoretical root to co-production is through the
politics of SSK (Richards & Ashmore, 1996). Debates here are about whether or not
the sociologist of science should side with the ‘underdog’ in a conflict she is studying.57

Or, are we doing normative thinking in the best way (cf. C&E’s normative approach to
expertise)?58 Collins, Ashmore, and Jasanoff all argue that taking sides in controversies
is flawed for several reasons (Ashmore, 1996; Collins, 1996; Jasanoff, 1996). We do
not always know who the underdog is at the beginning of a controversy (Collins,
1996). The underdog could change during the controversy. More generally, there is
contingency about how our involvement as research will shift and change a controversy
(see Ashmore, 1996 in Jasanoff, 1996). These same sorts of debates are still occurring.
For example, when the Bush Administration ‘stacks’ scientific panels, or exaggerates
scientific evidence, should we not, as social analysts of science, point out the social
and political components of the resultant science to benefit progressive social reform?
Kinchy and Kleinman argue that deconstructing ‘sound science’ can just as often be

56The co-production framework, especially the interactional strand, is an extension of the social-shaping
framework discussed above (Williams & Edge, 1996), though co-production conceives of the ‘social’
more deeply and broadly (Jasanoff, 1996). Simultaneity of the shaping of natural and social orders is
also more of a focus in co-production.
57The argument is that a social examination of a scientific controversy will end up benefiting the weaker
party who is often arguing for ‘progressive’ reform. So why not explicitly side with the weaker party?
(see Scott et al., 1990 in Jasanoff, 1996)
58Co-production does not skirt normatively, rather it is about “complicated interplay of the cognitive,
the institutional [social], the material and the normative dimensions of society” (Jasanoff, 1996:17).
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detrimental to a ‘left’ agenda, as to a ‘right’ agenda (Kinchy & Kleinman, 2005). Taking
sides is difficult because sound science is a ‘fickle friend’ (Kinchy & Kleinman, 2005).

Jasanoff suggests abandoning the controversy framework (with its inherent binary
of winners versus losers) (Jasanoff, 1996). We need a more “seamless integration of
scientific with the social” (Jasanoff, 1996:397). Scientists and social analysts of science
are both world-makers about worlds of science and society. SSK is inherently political,
but we shouldn’t focus on “artificially thinned description of politics” of controversies
(Jasanoff, 1996:409). Social analysts do not represent a side, but a world-view: “science
as a dynamic and integral part of society” (Jasanoff, 1996:409). Co-production, here
expressed as an extension of symmetry (cf. the Strong Programme of SSK discussed
above), is a better framework than controversy.

Extended across the full sweep of science in society, a symmetrical
methodological approach requires us to use the same resources in explicating
closure, stability and change in people’s knowledge of the world and their
organization of life in the world, for each is constitutive of the other. The
stories we tell about how order is achieved in science should not, under this
reading, draw upon different analytic tools and strategies from those we
tell about the durability of rules or institutions or culture, the ‘arti-facts’ of
the social world. A full-blown political analysis of science and technology
seeks to illuminate the ‘co-production’ of scientific and social order that is,
the production of mutually supporting forms of knowledge and forms of life
(Jasanoff, 1996:397)

The idea of symmetry here brings us back to the two strands of co-production.
The interactional strand has its roots in SSK. This strand is especially useful for this
thesis, particularly a few arguments made about a key text in the interactionist vein:
Shapin and Schaffer’s Leviathon and the air pump (Schaffer & Shapin, 1985). In their
case about of experimental culture in Restorian England, Hobbes is sceptical of Boyle’s
scientific experiment. Boyle then designs a complicated experiment to validate his
methods by making them independent of the experimenters. In a co-productionist
vein, Shapin and Schaffer argue that the experiment is not only about what types
of knowledge will be influential, but what kinds of people can possess and use this
knowledge (Jasanoff, 2004:29). But, as Jasanoff points out, the most important aspect
of this work for co-production is what is says about the development of the scientific
polity and wider political order.59

Shapin and Schaffer point out three important aspects, or sites, of co-production in
their study (Jasanoff, 2004:30). The first is about the creation of the scientific polity
(cf. Polanyi, 1962 Merton, 1973 in Jasanoff, 2004). The experimental validation of
Boyle as an example of STS work, such as that by Gieryn and Jasanoff, shows how

59These were closely intertwined in the time of Hobbes and Boyle. Both men engaged in moral and
natural philosophy.
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polity has to be socially created and maintained through ‘mundane’ work (Gieryn,
1983; Jasanoff, 1987, 1994). Discourses of scientists are particularly important here for
drawing boundaries between scientists or experts and non-scientist (Gieryn, 1983).

The second aspect or site of co-production is about the politics of science and
technologies, or when the products of a scientific polity (e.g. the air pump) becomes
political objects. This resonates with work in STS on the politics of technologies and
democratisation of science and technology (Sclove, 1995; Winner, 1986)60 where the
design of technologies can have specific social and political effects.61 Recent work on
science policy by Sarewitz and Pielke also fits with this site of co-production (Pielke Jr.,
2004; Sarewitz, 2004). Their work shows how science exacerbates environmental
controversies, such as that over climate change. Sarewitz argues that different scientific
disciplines see the world differently, and for complex interdisciplinary problems like
climate change or GM crops, science creates an ‘excess of objectivity’ (Sarewitz,
2004:388-90). More science will not solve controversies. In fact they argue that science
can support any side in a controversy and thus can serve to close down options in
a controversy, rather than to provide more options. Sarewitz and Pielke, along with
Kinchy and Kleinman, argue that in closing down options, politicisation of science
and scientisation of politics (Pielke Jr., 2004), is dangerous for democracy (Kinchy &
Kleinman, 2005; Sarewitz, 2004). Debates that should be about values and differing
views for the future, end up being cloaked in science.62 Their arguments about excess
of objectivity and the consequences for science and politics echo a co-production view
where: “[w]hose testimony should be trusted, and on what basis, become central issues
for people seeking reliable information about the state of a world in which all the
relevant facts can never be at any single person’s fingertips” and where “doing science
merges with doing politics” (Jasanoff, 2004:29).

The third and most important aspect of co-production drawn out in Leviathon
is about the conditional relationship between the scientific and wider polities. The
key work here is Ezrahi’s The descent of Icarus (Ezrahi, 1990). Ezrahi extends
the work of Shapin and Schaffer to argue that science is a model polity for liberal
democracy (cf. Polanyi, 1962 Merton, 1973 in Jasanoff, 2004) and that both polities
evolve together. Science and liberal democracy both depend on enlightenment culture
of public witnessing (Ezrahi, 1990). Through the Enlightenment, politics became
an extended “experimental space” (Jasanoff, 2004:32), where the state uses S&T,

60All the literature in Sismondo’s democratisation of technology, or ‘low church’ in STS fits here
(Sismondo, 2005).
61Winner’s study of a bridge whose specifications prevented buses from travelling over it, thus
preventing poorer people crossing the bridge. The empirical work was flawed, but the same principles
can be seen in Winner’s later work on the design of nuclear power plants (Winner, 1980).
62These authors thus uphold a distinction between science and politics (values and science) and
indeed are criticised for this by some constructivist scholars (Lovbrand & Oberg, 2005), despite that
interactional strand of co-production also upholds this distinction.
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with its transparent and non-hierarchical norms, as a model and a means to gain
consent of ‘attestive’ publics and justify public action. To return to the vocabulary
of expertise, “the project of looking at the place of expertise in the public domain
appears in this light as a project in political (more particularly democratic) theory, with
epistemological questions embedded in it, but not wholly reducible to epistemology”
(Jasanoff, 2003:394).

Co-production has not been applied to a great extent in the contemporary
development context.63 Work on the environment seems to be the overlap (for instance,
see Raynor and Malone, 1998 Jasanoff, 2002). Furthermore, NGOs in development,
have not been explored as sites where co-production or democratisation of science and
technology, except to identify NGOs as actors that can ‘span epistemologies’ (Jasanoff,
1997). NGOs could provide “new access points for democracy. . . in decision-making
contexts” needed in development (Jasanoff, 2002:272). For example, development
NGOs engaging with science combine two ways that states diffuse responsibilities
for decisions: making decentralised actors responsible and invoking apolitical science
(Jasanoff, 2002:272). But we can see the theoretical connections between new work on
development NGOs and civil society and co-production are much deeper. The chapter
has gone full circle in terms of themes: importance of discourse; connected importance
of boundaries between actors; a desire to get beyond a framework of dichotomies; and
importantly an overlap in science and civil society as attestive cultures. I now explore
the overlap in these themes explicitly in the conclusion.

2.3 A rise of technological NGOs?

The discussion of Ezrahi and attestive cultures resounds back to Toquevillian and
Associational School ideas of civil society as a transparent space where authority for
public action is negotiated.64 Both civil society and science allow citizens to attest to
the actions of states. Both come out of Enlightenment values, so perhaps there is no
surprise that there is a similarity. However, I am arguing that there is a merger of these
two attestive cultures in present-day development NGOs engaging with agricultural
(bio)technologies. Or perhaps put more softly, the merger of these two attestive cultures
is a metaphor for the overlapping trends in theory and practice discussed in Science
and Technology Studies and Development Studies literatures.

I began this review by presenting trends in development practices involving civil
society and NGOs. Ideas of civil society as an attestive culture, and NGOs as
the embodiment of civil society, though always evolving, are still alive and well in

63For exceptions, see (Jasanoff, 2002, 2005c). Storey’s work is also very much about agriculture and
development, but is historical (Storey, 2004).
64Edwards and Hulme (1997) even use the same metaphor of Icarus to discuss NGOs. When NGOs fly
too close to state “it melts the wax in their wings” (quoted in Tvedt, 2006:3).
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development. Literature that analyses these development practices—literature about
the nature of civil society and NGOs as social entities, mainly from Development
Studies—starts by looking at development practices related to social and political
orders and is moving towards seeing NGOs as technical agents in situated contexts.
Technology is still somewhat neglected in these literatures.65 In the second half of
the review, I discussed the new roles that NGOs are playing as they engage more
with technologies, specifically biotechnologies. Through new practices (such as the big
NGO-coordinated PPPs sponsored by the Gates and Rockefeller Foundations), science
and technology are more prominently entering non-governmental and civil spaces.
STS reflections on these practices, in conjunction with development literature about
agricultural research (e.g. farmer participatory and farmers systems research), strongly
identifies the situated technical practices of NGOs and is moving towards larger and
deeper implications of these practices for social and political order. Putting these
trends together, I argue that the literature points towards a merger of technological
and political orders in civil society space.

In terms of development practice, I put forward that this decade is witnessing a
‘rise’, or perhaps the beginning of a rise, of ‘technological NGOs’ (cf. Edwards & Hulme,
1992) and a related donor ‘push’ to create a techno-civil society. Juma phrases this
rise as a reinvention of the NGO movement:

What is critical is to find. . . a new partnership that emphasises the role
of technical competence in developing countries particularly in Africa, as
opposed to relief. . . What we now need to see is a reinvention of the NGO
movement, so that the NGOs start also focusing on building (technical)
competence. And they have done that in the area of political reform, there
is no reason why they can’t do it in the area of economic transformation,
but they cannot define it as relief, they have to define it as development
(Juma, 2005)

Taking into account the critiques of previous rise of NGOs from Development
Studies and previous studies of biotechnology in developed and developing countries
from STS, we are theoretically well equipped to critically engage with the reinvention
of NGOs as biotechnological actors in development. We cannot naively assume that the
biotechnological efforts of NGOs will work the way donors expect (as DS has taught us)
or that Kenya will be similar to US or EU in terms of the way its publics engage with and
reason about biotechnology (as STS has taught us). We know context and contingency
will be important (from both STS and DS). Although we are now theoretically ready
to explore values and relationships between technology and development in NGOs (see

65I am not arguing that technology is not part of these Development Studies literatures on NGOs.
Technology is part of a lot of case studies, in a lot of scholarship. I am just arguing that technology,
and its social and political components, are not a main focus of analysis. Furthermore, there are
important crossovers, such as the work of Mosse drawing on Actor-Network theory (Mosse, 2005a).
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the summary below), we must first explore the political and technological contexts of
Kenya.

The following summary of key points is important to keep in mind for the upcoming
empirical and theoretical arguments:

The associational view of civil society and the related comparative advantage view of
NGOs portray NGOs as representatives of the poor, who disseminate information,
facilitate participation and keep the state in check. New perspectives question this
straightforward assumption about NGO agency and seek to situate NGO discourses
and actions within political economic contexts. This will involve examining the scales
at which NGOs work, boundaries between actors, and the way NGOs construct success
and failure.

The deterministic and top-down conception of innovation inherent in the Green
Revolution is still dominant in development practice, and leaves no room for NGOs
to innovate. Systemic and network approaches show how NGOs are beginning
to open up spaces to innovate, conducting research and linking actors. Through
participatory efforts, NGOs could also become conduits of public engagement, and
mediate expectations and expertise. Furthermore, NGOs represent possible sites of the
democratisation of S&T and the co-production of knowledge and social order.



3 Kenyan contexts

Both the research design (§1.3) and recent calls for research from Science and
Technology Studies and Development Studies presented in the last chapter call
attention to the importance of the various social contexts in which actors, be they
NGOs, scientists or any other type of actor, are situated. This chapter seeks to
provide these contexts for the present study, situating the NGOs engaging with
agricultural biotechnology in Kenya within layers of context. In doing so, it prepares
us with the background needed to answer the research questions, particularly questions
about understanding and assessing relationships between science and technology and
development (§1.2). Throughout, the chapter draws on literature, but also begins to
draw on the data collected to provide information about specific actors. The chapter
thus generally serves as a bridge between the more theoretical literature review and
the more data-oriented empirical chapters. The chapter is also partly methodological,
providing further details about data selection concerning the specific actors that
participated in the study.

The chapter has four parts that move from general to specific. It first looks at non-
governmental and civil society social space in Kenya, briefly describing relevant themes
from Kenya’s general political economy. The non-governmental sector in Kenya has
provided impetus for social and political change in the past, but it is still very much
recovering from the authoritarian rule under the regime of former President Moi.

The next three sections together provide the background to examine relationships
between agricultural biotechnology and development in non-governmental space. To
begin this, Kenya’s large and donor-supported agricultural research and development
system is introduced. Many of the connections between actors in this system remain
linear and weak, particularly between extension and farmers. Next, agricultural
biotechnology development projects and the Kenyan biosafety system are specifically
discussed. Kenya has recently become a regional leader in terms of the amount and
extent of development of GM biotechnologies and has also had a significant amount of
support to develop its biosafety system.

The final section lays out the types of interactions that NGOs in Kenya have with
biotechnology, along with general trends regarding NGOs and biotechnology over the
last few years. It then introduces the specific non-governmental organisations and other
actors that play a role in the empirical narratives. It serves to map out the setting, or
scene, of NGOs and biotechnology in Kenya, discussing the projects and initiatives on
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which the NGOs work. The chapter therefore presents some larger questions to keep
in mind throughout the empirical narratives and subsequent analysis. Why has Kenya
become a regional leader in biotechnology development? What do NGOs have to do
with this?

3.1 Political economy

The recent literature from Development Studies presented above argues that political
economic context is necessary in any study of NGOs. Particularly important is the
context of the specific state. The NGOs in this study interact with the state through
ministries and departments (see below). These bodies answer to the executive. They
are influenced by, and must attend to current political economic priorities. The political
economic context of Kenya is therefore a key part of this study. We need to understand
this context historically (cf. Mamdani, 1998) so we can place the NGOs in this study
within the broader development of NGOs and civil society in Kenya.

The development of class and the political institutional landscape under colonial
rule have bearing on the nature of the postcolonial state institutions in Kenya. Under
colonial rule, there was a strong Native Authority that governed rural areas. As the
colonial period was nearing its end, sympathetic Kenyan elites were brought into the
Native Authority (Branch & Cheeseman, 2006:13). It was these elites that were placed
to benefit from independence from British rule in 1963. They became large farmers
and took up seats in Parliament and positions in Government. These same elites also
became tied to representatives of transnational capital that played a key role in export
of Kenyan agricultural commodities. Kenya became what Branch and Cheeseman refer
to as a ‘bureaucratic-executive’ state. The state was supported by a coalition or ‘pact of
domination’ between elites, transnational capital, and the executive. Kenya is unique
in that the bureaucracy of the Provincial Authority (the post-colonial name for the
Native Authority) was able to maintain the executive’s tight control over political space
in rural as well as urban areas, at the centre and the periphery (Branch & Cheeseman,
2006:12). Because the executive was supported by a populous, independence-minded
majority, the state was able to use charismatic leadership and nationalism, as well
as selective repression in rural areas via the provincial authority, to maintain control.
A pattern was established where civil society became linked via co-option into the
pact of domination (Cardoso, 1979 in Branch & Cheeseman, 2006) to maintain rule.
This becomes important for this study, as it shows the historical pattern whereby
‘formal political space’ is squeezed and controlled (Branch & Cheeseman, 2006:13) by
the executive, including the rural political space where farmers would be organising.

The powerful axis of executive and bureaucracy was maintained from independence
through the term of Kenya’s first president, Jomo Kenyatta. After Kenyatta’s death
in 1978, his successor, Daniel Arap Moi, was also well-served by the alliance of elites,
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transnational capital and executive. Kenya was a de facto one party state from 1969
until 1982. In 1982, the Kenya African Nationalist Union party (KANU), was officially
declared as the only legally recognised political party, making Kenya a de jure one
party state. The pact of domination arrangement was only questioned when Moi was
not willing to share power within the alliance (Branch & Cheeseman, 2006:13). Moi
reluctantly gave into political liberalisation in 1991, but the ties between the executive
and bureaucracy continued.

Thus, the 1990s started with promise for reform in Kenya. In addition to the first
multiparty elections, Kenya was closer to freedom of speech and press than it had ever
been, and Moi also agreed to a two-term limit on the Presidency. However, expectations
plunged as the decade continued. It is widely acknowledged that corruption was
rampant and democracy generally stifled under president Moi. Kenya entered into
a cycle of decline where

state ineffectiveness leads to economic decline and a further decay of state
institutions, which encourages more corruption and growing poverty. These,
in turn, create a climate of social unease and anger, prompting a decline in
investment, a further weakened economy and so on (Holmquist, 2001:202).

International aid was constantly being withheld by bilateral and multi-lateral donors
under grounds of corruption of governance. The International Monetary Fund (IMF)
withheld aid in 1997, resumed aid 2000, halted aid again in 2001. Whenever it is decided
that aid should flow again, the regime returned to its authoritarian and corrupt habits
(Holmquist, 2001). The conditions of civil society in both rural and urban areas were
constantly shaped by this corruption and authoritarianism. For instance, when IMF
decided to continue aid in 2000, the Moi regime cracked down on a coalition of civil
society actors who were working on constitutional reforms. Meetings were broken up
violently, as were meetings of KANU defectors (Holmquist, 2001:203).

In December of 2002, the National Rainbow Coalition party (NARC) succeeded
in taking control from KANU and the current president, Mwai Kibaki, was elected.
NARC brought together a diversity of ethnic groups and promised change, including a
new constitution. A draft of the constitution was prepared in 2003 which reduced
presidential powers and reduced powers for the Provincial Authority. During the
research period, debates about the constitution were the main political issue in Kenya.
As the country was gearing up for a referendum on the constitution, the Government
produced a new draft which largely maintained the powers of the presidency. The
constitution failed to receive enough support to be ratified in the referendum held in
November of 2005, the NARC coalition splintered, but both the Presidency and the
Provincial Authority maintained their constitutionally privileged power.

Therefore, although much reform was heralded with the election of Kibaki and
with the constitutional reform process, the reality of real governance reform is yet
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to be determined (Economist, 2004a). The Kenyan government is still characterised
by corruption, tribalism and in-fighting amongst ministers. The IMF and World
Bank have withheld aid again after scandal has brought Kenya prominently into
the international spotlight several times over the last few years. For instance, in a
recent controversial and exaggerated, but not inaccurate declaration, Edward Clay,
the UK High Commissioner to Kenya, “accused unnamed corrupt officials of behaving
‘like gluttons’ and ‘vomiting on the shoes’ of donors” (BBC, 2004).1 Following the
uncovering of this scandal, the European Union and United States threatened to
withheld international aid to the country. Timing of these aid negotiations was
very unfortunate, as they corresponded with a large-scale famine in Kenya caused by
drought.2 All this has lead one commentator to argue that the NARC acronym really
means ‘Nothing Actually Really Changed’ (Wolf, 2005:16 in Branch & Cheeseman,
2006:28).

Branch and Cheeseman argue that this is certainly true in terms of corruption
and unchecked presidential power; since the end of colonialism the Kenyan state
has been a bureaucratic authoritarian regime (Branch & Cheeseman, 2006). From
independence through to today, the Provincial Authority has been key in suppressing
political opposition and thus rural civil society (Ngunyi, 2001; Orvis, 2001, 2003). The
question of the strength of Kenyan civil society and the non-governmental sector is
thus at issue.

What is clear is that the number of NGOs registered in Kenya is growing. As of
2000, Kenya had at least 1441 NGOs registered with the NGO Co-ordination Bureau
(Kameri-Mbote, 2000), with an expenditure of over £100 million annually (Rees et al.,
2000). This is compared to only 250 registered NGOs in 1993 (Kameri-Mbote, 2000).
In the 1980s, most of these NGOs worked in social service provision (Kameri-Mbote,
2000).

Civil society has clearly played some role in political reform and civic education
in Kenya (Holmquist, 2003, 2005). For example, Ngunyi argues civil society played
a role in political liberalisation in 1991 (Ngunyi, 2001). Furthermore, Okuku (2003)
found that civil society organisation, especially church groups, played a significant role
in bringing about a more democratic election in 2002. Although, the exact extent of
the roles civil society played in these events are uncertain. Some commentators fear
that civil society has only weakened since 2002, with many civil society leaders leaving
their organisations to take up post in government (Wanyeki, 2004). On a more positive

1Clay was speaking of the ongoing corruption scandal concerning illegal importation of black taxis
which implicated many high-level government ministers.
2January 2006 was also a particularly bad month for corruption in Kenya. The so-called Anglo-Leasing
scandal was uncovered where the Kibaki Government was trying to raise money for failed constitutional
referendum campaign. Additionally, details were released about the investigation of another scandal
that took place under Moi (The Goldenberg affair). The former Vice-President and then-current
Education Minister was implicated in the scandal (Love et al., 2006).
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note, Orvis’s 2003 study found that civil society in Kenya does bridge the rural urban
gap for civic education (Orvis, 2003). Although, the gap is bridged primarily via what
are normally considered ‘un-civic’ networks, such as ethnic, clan and partisan networks
(cf. Orvis, 2001).

Outside of service provision and political reform, NGOs have diversified (Kameri-
Mbote, 2000). The Green Belt Movement, which has been active in Kenya since
the 1970s, has become more active in recent years (Ndegwa, 1996).3 NGOs active in
agriculture are on the rise, but these are mainly large-commodity-based organisations
or short-lived marketing coalitions (Holmquist, 2001). Certainly, farmers taking part
in this study expressed concern about recovery from the current state of weak non-
governmental representation (Interview 11). Farmers groups and other civil society
organisations affecting agriculture in Kenya are returned to below. These developments
are better understood in terms of agricultural research and development in developing
countries in general.

3.2 Agricultural research

The Kenyan agricultural research and development system is transitioning between
an older linear institutional pattern, and a new more systemic pattern (cf. §2.2 and
Figure 2.2, and Figure 2.3). This is evident in the interactions between research,
extension and farmers.

Kenyan agricultural research started under British colonial rule at the beginning
of the 20th century. As is typical with colonial agriculture in Africa, the agricultural
system was export-oriented and focused on cash crops, and the focus did not change
after independence (Beye, 2002; Ogot & Ochieng, 1995). The state remains the
largest actor in agricultural research, although funding is almost entirely dependent
on international donors (Beintema et al., 2003). The Kenyan Agricultural Research
Institute (KARI) is the parastatal organisation at the heart of the Kenyan Agricultural
Research system. It was founded in 1979 (KARI, 2005). KARI is a dominant research
actor in Kenya, with over 30 campuses nation-wide. KARI falls under the purview of the
Ministry of Agriculture. Additionally under the purview of the Ministry of Agriculture
are the Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute and the Kenya Trypanosomiasis
Research Institute, which both also conduct agricultural research. Two further
ministries are also responsible for overseeing agricultural research. The Ministry of
Environment and Natural Resources supervises the Kenya Forestry Research Institute
and the Ministry of Trade and Industry supervises the Kenya Industrial Research and
Development Institute.

3Wangari Mathai, the founder of the Green Belt Movement was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in
2004.
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Non-state actors in agricultural research are also plentiful in Kenya. Several
international agricultural research institutes are based in Kenya. Two Consultative
Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR) centres are headquartered in
Nairobi (the International Livestock Research Institute and the World Agroforestry
Centre), along with the International Centre of Insect Physiology and Ecology (ICIPE).
The Centro Internacional de Mejoramiento de Maz y Trigo (International Maize and
Wheat Improvement Centre or CIMMYT), the International Potato Center and many
other international research organisations have national or regional offices in Kenya.
Nationally and sub-nationally many NGOs and community-based organisations are
also carrying out research, such as some of the NGOs involved in this study (see §3.4
below).

The state extension service in Kenya is the formal intermediary between farmers
and research and also falls under purview of the Ministry of Agriculture. However,
especially since structural adjustment, formal extension has been extremely under-
funded. Extension has been characterised as focusing more on maintaining its own
existence than on facilitating linkages between research and farmers (Eponou, 1996;
Wuyts-Fivawo, 1996). There was an attempt to revitalise extension via the Training
and Visit system sponsored by the World Bank in the 1980s (Benor, 1984), but it was
largely unsuccessful.

At the user-end of agricultural research in Kenya are farmer organisations and
farmer groups. These groups have a history dating from the 1930s. Their mission is
generally to facilitate collective marketing or access to resources (Wuyts-Fivawo, 1996).
There are fewer farmer groups engaged in lobbying and advocacy. It is questionable to
what extent the groups that do lobby actually represent the needs of smaller farmers,
especially women. Most of these farmers groups are large export-oriented commodity-
based groups (like tea, and coffee growers associations). Some farmer groups are
dependent on government funds and thus are not in a position to effectively advocate.
Others are funded by international donors and are susceptible to time limitations on
their funding (Eponou, 1996).

Historically the interactions between research, extension and farmers have been
linear, rigid, hierarchical and generally weak (Eponou, 1996; Gautam, 2000). There has
been little cross-talk between the various national and international research networks
themselves (Chema et al., 2003). Coupled with weak extension – that often duplicates
and competes rather than working synergistically with other actors in the research
system – this has lead to the creation of copious amounts of agricultural research
that never creates benefits for farmers. Research relevant to specific contexts is rarely
transmitted to farmers (Rees et al., 2000). Farmers are often unwilling to work with
extension and research workers, or unaware of potential benefits of doing so (Eponou,
1996). However, there have been a few examples of broader more systemic agricultural
development initiatives that date back to over a decade ago, such as partnerships in
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agroforestry (Wellard, 1993:especially Chapter 11 in).
Recently, there has been a greater number of more constructive partnerships and

systemic interactions between research, extension and farmers. Many donor sponsored
projects are forming networks, and focusing on making linkages between actors and
institutes as an explicit part of their remit, such as the Biosciences for East and Central
Africa (BECA) initiative of NEPAD (ILRI, 2003). The international research institutes
in Nairobi, both CGIAR centres and ICIPE, are also trying to form more systemic
interactions with national research and farmers. At times however, these donor-driven
linkages have been resented by researchers (Eponou, 1996). For its part, KARI has
also been working to facilitate more systemic interactions in agricultural research by
engaging directly with farmers, citing weak extension services as the reason for doing
so (Interviews 37, 38, 41). Although not yet formalised and sporadic, their general
co-operation with farmers encourages more interactive learning and fosters knowledge-
sharing. It must be emphasised that all of these new, more systemic formations
are still only forming. Unfortunately, much agricultural research and development
remains linear and disconnected. It is this context which is shaping and is shaped by
biotechnology developments in Kenya.

3.3 Biotechnology and biosafety

The purpose of this section4 is to provide some detail and technical background
about biotechnology developments in Kenya, particularly developments that involve
genetic modification and describe how these developments have interacted with the
development of the Kenyan biosafety system and connected governmental decision-
making.

Biotechnologies

This research adopts a broad definition of biotechnologies to include those that involve
genetic-modification (GM), as well as those that do not involve genetic modification
(non-GM). I adopt this broad definition because Kenya has been engaging with many
non-GM biotechnologies, such as bio-fertilisers and tissue culture for several decades
(Odame et al., 2003b), and has only recently begun to develop GM technologies.
Furthermore, as I discuss below, NGOs are engaging with both GM and non-GM
technologies.

Tissue culture (TC) technologies specifically play an important role in the empirical
narratives ahead. TC has been used in Kenya since the 1980s and continues to be an
important technology in Kenya in the horticulture sector particularly in citrus and
pyrethrum. More recently there has been immense focus on tissue culture in bananas

4Parts of this section were previously published as Harsh (2005b).
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in Kenya and other Eastern and Southern African countries (see for instance Wambugu
& Kiome, 2001). There are many different TC banana projects, supported by a variety
of donors, that are currently operating in Kenya (Interview, 1).

It is helpful to understand the basic nature of banana farming to see the motivation
for TC bananas. To grow a new banana tree, one only needs to cut off and plant a
certain section from an existing tree, called a ‘sucker’. Suckers are usually shared and
traded between farmers. However, if the existing banana tree is infected with a disease
or infestation, the disease will be present in the sucker and will infect the new tree
that is grown from that sucker. The motivation behind TC banana projects, then, is
that a lack of clean, disease-free planting material is the main barrier to increasing
banana production and, moreover, increasing production will lead to better livelihoods
for farmers.5

Technologically speaking, tissue culture is relatively simple. The technology involves
micro-propagation of banana plantlets in a sterile laboratory which produces disease-
free plantlets. These clean plantlets can then be distributed to farmers. It should be
made clear that tissue culture is not a GM technology; no genetic material is being
modified or transplanted from another species in the laboratory. TC is, however, a
‘gateway’ technology to genetic modification, in that TC is a technique needed as part
of the process to produce GM bananas.6 Table 3.1 summarises these and other technical
advantages and disadvantages of using the tissue culture technique for bananas.

The first genetically modified biotechnology to be developed in Kenya was a virus-
resistant (VR) sweet potato. This project began in 1991 and was a public-private
partnership between the Unites States Agency for International Development (USAID),
the Kenyan Agricultural Research Institute (KARI) and the Monsanto Company
(ABSP, 2002). The International Service for the Acquisition and Application of
Agricultural Biotechnology (ISAAA) officially joined the project in 1999 (Interview
1). Recently, the Roodeplaat Vegetable and Ornamental Plant Institute of South
Africa, another public sector institute, became a member of the project along with
the Danforth Plant Science Center in the USA (Horsch & Montgomery, 2004). Much
has been written about this project in the academic literature and the international
media, as it was the first attempt to develop and cultivate a GM crop in East Africa
(New Scientist, 2004; Odame et al., 2003a,b; Qaim, 1999).

The main motivation for the project is that sweet potato represents an important
subsistence crop, mainly grown by poor families in Kenya (Qaim, 1999) and that viral

5The statistics used to support these motivations can be questioned. (Smith, 2004) critiques these
statistics for a specific TC project run by ISAAA (Wambugu & Kiome, 2001). The motivation for this
project from the perspective of the staff of ISAAA is explored in more detail in Chapter 4.
6Becaue banana plants do not reproduce through cross pollination, plants cannot be traditionally cross-
bred to produce new varieties with desired traits. The genetic diversity of banana species is therefore
limited. These facts create a motivation to create new banana varieties via genetic modification. Once
new GM banana varieties are created, they must be initially micro-propagated via tissue culture.
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Table 3.1: Advantages and disadvantages of tissue culture bananas

TC plantlets are free of most of the pests and
diseases that exist in Kenya, notably weevils,
nematodes and fungi

Tissue culture procedures remove most
pathogens, but not viruses

Yield performance of TC plantlets is superior to
clean conventional sucker material. According
to a South African study, yields are 20% higher
in the first year, then slightly decreasing, but
still measurable after the third year

TC plants require more care and improved
management. TC plants have no nutrient
reserves when planted and external stress is
particularly harmful. Fertilisation, weeding and
sufficient water supply are crucial to TC plants.

In vitro plantlets are uniform and this may
simplify orchard management compared to
conventional material. However, uniformity
decreases over time, meaning this is not a
long-term advantage.

TC planting material has a higher price than
conventional suckers. This implies a high cash
outlay for the adoption of the technology.

Experience with TC techniques and the
establishment of efficient germplasm
distribution channels are also preconditions for
progression to more advanced biotechnologies.
For example, transgenic banana varieties.

There is an increased risk of mutant with TC
bananas. Mutations such as dwarfing or other
undesired morphological features decrease
yields. Mutation rates can reach 50%.

From Harsh & Smith (2007) adapted from Wambugu & Kiome (2001)

diseases (particularly sweet potato feathery mottle virus and sweet potato cholortic
stunt virus) are the main barriers to production (Odame et al., 2003b). The goal
of the project is to develop genetically modified potatoes that are resistant to the
feathery mottle virus. By 1995, 195 lines of sweet potato were transformed in Monsanto
laboratories in the United States (Odame et al., 2003b). The sweet potatoes were
approved by Kenya for importation in 1998, but did not actually enter the country
until 2000 (see Biosafety regulations and decision-making below). Confined field trials
were then conducted in 2001 and were relatively successful (Cohen & Paarlberg, 2004).
It was hoped the VR sweet potato would be in the hands of local farmers by 2002.
However, the project moved more slowly than expected, and further trials in 2003
showed the failure of the VR potato to protect against viruses (Cohen & Paarlberg,
2004). According to a representative from KARI the trials failed because it was
engineered to be resistant to an American strain of the virus and not a Kenyan strain:
“the gene constructed was based on American strain of the virus which is not very
aggressive like the Kenyan strain” (Interview 41). Despite the general failure of these
trials, the project is still ongoing and new modifications of sweet potato are being
researched and developed (Horsch & Montgomery, 2004).

The sweet potato project, along with early use of GM animal vaccines, are outliers
in the trend of GM technological development in Kenya. Despite enthusiasm for
biotechnologies during the Moi regime, evidenced in an open letter where President
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Moi asked President Clinton for help developing biotechnology (Moi, 2000), Paarlberg
(2000) notes that GM technologies moved slowly in Kenya under Moi.7 Both the
keenness for biotechnology and the slow pace of development continued for the first two
years of the Kibaki government. However, recently there has been a relative ‘boom’ in
GM development in Kenya. In 2004, several other GM crops began to be developed in
Kenya via similar public-private partnership mechanisms as the sweet potato project.
KARI is a main public partner in all of these projects and most financial support comes
from the international private sector and international donors. Table 3.2 details current
modern biotechnology projects and partner organisations.

The main approvals for research since the sweet potato include virus-resistant (VR)
cassava, insect resistant (Bt) cotton and insect resistant (Bt) maize. VR cassava project
is very similar in motivations and in technological techniques to the VR sweet potato
project. Insect-resistant “Bt” technologies are slightly different. For these projects,
insect pests (namely stem boers or other insects in the lepidoptera order) not viruses
are the focus. It is these pests that are seen to damage crops, destroy productivity
and thus threaten livelihoods of farmers. Bt technologies work by transferring a gene
(or multiple genes) from a soil bacterium called Bacillus Thurengiensis (thus Bt), into
the genome of another crop (in these cases, cotton and maize). The gene(s) cause
the modified cotton or maize species to produce a protein that is toxic to lepidoptera
insects. The insects therefore do not attack the crop as severely and productivity can
increase.

It should be made clear that none of these projects have led to the commercial
cultivation of GM crops in Kenya. No GM crops have moved beyond contained trials.

Biosafety regulations and decision-making

Paarlberg refers to biosafety as one of the five “policy venues” that make up the broader
decision-making, or governance, of biotechnology, with the others policy venues being:
“intellectual property rights (IPR) policy; trade policy; food safety and consumer choice
policy; and public research policy” (Paarlberg, 2000:4). I focus here mainly on biosafety
policy, however, several of the initiatives to develop biosafety policy in Kenya overlap
with the other policy venues as well.

I follow Paarlberg and use biosafety as a broad term used to describe the processes
of identifying and attempting to control the hazards represented in introducing a
new species into the biological environment (Paarlberg, 2000). Biosafety concerns,
thus, are not specific to species created using genetically modified technology, or
even biotechnology. However, genetically modified technologies represent new possible

7Overly precautious regulations and lack of capacity to put the regulations into practice are cited as
the reason for this slow development (Paarlberg, 2000). See the next section.
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Table 3.2: Current GM agricultural biotechnology partnerships in Kenya

Product Year of approval(s) Main partners

Recombinant livestock
vaccines

1995 (ad-hoc) KARI, Pirbright (UK), University of
California, Davis

Virus-resistant sweet potato 1998 KARI, Monsanto, USAID, ISAAA,
Roodeplaat Vegetable and Ornamental
Plant Institute (South Africa),
Danforth Center (USA)

Insect-resistant (Bt) maize 2001 leaves

2003 seeds

KARI, CIMMYT , Syngenta
Foundation, Rockefeller Foundation

Insect-resistant (Bt) cotton 2003 KARI, Monsanto

Virus-resistant cassava 2003 KARI, Danforth Center (USA) USAID
(ABSP II)

From Harsh (2005b)

hazards to environments. This is seen in the following biosafety concerns identified by
Paarlberg, including:

harmful competition with or direct damage to desirable species, unwanted
gene flow (including transgene flow) into close relative species, unwanted
resistance to herbicides among weeds or unwanted resistance to insecticides
among pests, the creation of new strains of viral pathogens, and undesired
losses in biodiversity (Paarlberg, 2000:6)

Gene flow refers to genes being transferred from one species to another through
processes in the natural environment such as cross-pollination. Transgene flow occurs
when the genes flowing to a new species are the genetically modified genes, such as the
genes from the Bt bacteria that have been inserted into a maize or cotton genome as
described above. In this list of concerns, Paarlberg also flags how insects, such as the
stem boers referred to above, can become resistant over time to insecticides, such as a
Bt toxin, with the result being decreased insect resistance of the crop.

The processes that a government establishes in attempt to identify and address these
hazards make up a country’s biosafety system. In Kenya, the development of biosafety
system has been taking place concurrently with biotechnology development. Like the
development of specific biotechnologies discussed above, the development of biosafety
systems has mainly been sponsored by several major donor projects. The timeline
in Table 3.3 gives an overview of the interaction between technology and regulatory
developments and the donors that have sponsored each.

In 1990, the Kenyan Government appointed a National Committee on Biotechnol-
ogy Advances and their Applications which was the first evaluation of biotechnology



Table 3.3: Kenyan biotechnology and biosafety timeline

1960s — Kenya Farmers Association imports biological nitrogen fixation fertilisers (a
traditional biotechnology)

— Rinderpest vaccine produced by East African Veterinary Research Organisation

1970s — Systematic decision made to invest in ag-biotech at U. of Nairobi, to replace
chemical fertilisers

1980s — Tissue culture technologies begin in pyrethrum and citrus (KARI and U. of Nairobi)

1990 — Government appointed National Committee on Biotechnology Advances and their
Applications initiates evaluation of biotechnology

1991 T Virus-resistant sweet potato project starts. Partners include: USAID (ABSP),
Monsanto, KARI and later ISAAA

1993 S DGIS-Netherlands program starts and founds Kenyan Agricultural Biotechnology
Platform

1994 — ISAAA Afri-centre established in Harare and shortly thereafter moved to Nairobi

1995 T Ad hoc approval to import a recombinant animal vaccine

— Jomo Kenyatta University and KARI conduct research on tissue culture bananas

1996 — Tissue culture banana project with ISAAA begins

S Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate Service (KEPHIS) founded

1997 T 195 lines of sweet potato transformed

S UNEP-GEF first phase begins

S KARI forms its Institutional Biosafety Committee

1998 S Guidelines for biosafety published, coordinated by NCST (UNEP-GEF project, also
funded by USAID (ABSP)). Guidelines to harmonise with Convention on Biological
Diversity.

S Formation of National Biosafety Committee (NBC)

T NBC approves sweet potato

1999 T Insect-Resistant Maize for Africa (IRMA) launched (CIMMYT, KARI, Novartis)

T ISAAA joins the sweet potato project

S Biosafety framework established via UNEP-GEF project

S Environmental management law passed which creates NEMA

2000 — African Biotechnology Stakeholders Forum (ABSF) founded

T Actual transfer of sweet potato from Monsanto to KARI

S Kenya signs the Cartagena Protocol

2002 S Kenya ratifies the Cartagena Protocol

S Seeds and Plant Varieties Act of 1972 was amended to accommodate biotech

S UNEP-GEF second phase begins - three-year project to implement national
biosafety framework

— Kibaki elected president

2003 S Cartagena Protocol enters into force (over 50 countries have ratified it)

T NBC approves Bt cotton for research and contained trials

T NBC approves genetically modified cassava for research and contained trials

T AATF is founded begins work on at least five PPPs to develop ag-biotech

S Draft biosafety bill prepared

2004 T Report of sweet potato failure circulate around national and international media

T IRMA level II green house is opened by President Kibaki

S Biosafety bill awaiting Cabinet approval

— Biosciences East and Central Africa centre of excellence inaugurated in Nairobi

KEY

T = Event related to development of GM biotechnology

S = Event related to development of biosafety system of Kenya

— = Event not specifically related to either technology or biosafety developments

Timeline created by author based on the following sources (Odame et al., 2003b; Traynor &
Macharia, 2003; UNEP-GEF, 2002; Velho, 2004) and Interviews 1 and 21.
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and biosafety in Kenya (Odame et al., 2003a). However, the recommendations of the
this committee were never implemented because the Government lacked the resources
to do so (Frempong, 1999). It was from several international donors that Kenya began
to acquire such resources.

The first large-scale, donor-funded biosafety project started in 1993 and was
sponsored by the Netherlands Directorate-General for International Co-operation
(DGIS) (Odame et al., 2003a). Kenya was one for four partner countries selected for
this project. The DGIS project aimed to develop a biotechnology ‘platform’ for Kenya
targeted at poverty alleviation. It thus aimed to be more bottom-up than the previous
initiative run by Government-appointed National Committee (Frempong, 1999). The
DGIS project involved elements of both developing specific technologies, as well as
developing national regulatory and biosafety capacity. It set national priorities, stating
that tissue culture and other non-GM biotechnologies had great potential in Kenya, but
that Kenya should start to focus on developing GM biotechnologies as well (Olembo
et al., 1996).

The DGIS programme laid the groundwork for the next major donor-sponsored
project co-ordinated by United Nations Environment Program-Global Environmental
Facility (UNEP-GEF) in 1997. The Pilot Biosafety Enabling Activity Project of UNEP-
GEF was aimed specifically at helping Kenya (and eleven other countries) develop
biosafety systems. It also aimed to develop mechanisms for “cross boundary movement
of living modified organisms” (UNEP-GEF, 2003). Both the DGIS and UNEP-GEF
programmes co-ordinated with the Government of Kenya via the National Council
of Science and Technology (NCST). The NCST was created within the Ministry of
Education, Science and Technology by the Science and Technology Act (last amended
in 1980) (Republic of Kenya, 1980). The NCST is charged with advising all Government
departments on issues of science and technology.

Largely because of the support of these two programmes, the NCST produced
biosafety guidelines and a biosafety framework (Interview 30). The biosafety guidelines,
published in 1998, set up the initial governing structure to address issues of risk
assessment and safe handling of GM products. Primarily, these guidelines established
the procedures necessary for reviewing applications, and created the bodies necessary
to oversee these processes. The key body formed by the 1998 guidelines was the
National Biosafety Committee (NBC). Table 3.4 lists the organisations represented on
the NBC. The NBC, under the purview of the NCST, became the body charged with
co-ordinating all biosafety efforts and regulation, including approval of all applications
to import, develop and test biotechnologies in Kenya. According to the 1998 guidelines,
applications must first be approved by one of two institutional biosafety committees
(one located in the Kenya Agricultural Research Institute and one the International
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Table 3.4: Composition of the National Biosafety Committee in Kenya

Secretariat
National Council of Science and Technology

Ministries
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development Ministry of Trade and Industry

Ministry of Education Science and Technology Ministry of Health

Regulatory agencies
Kenya Plant Health Inspection Service Kenya Bureau of Standards

National Environment Management Authority Kenya Industrial Property Office

Research institutes
International Livestock Research Institute Kenya Medical Research Institute

Kenya Agricultural Research Institute

Government departments
Department of Research Development Kenya Wildlife Service

Universities
University of Nairobi Kenyatta University

Non-governmental organisations
Consumers Information Network Seed Trade Association of Kenya

African Biotechnology Stakeholders Forum Biotechnology Trust Africa

Kenya National Farmers Union

Adapted from Traynor & Macharia (2003)

Livestock Research Institute) before being presented to the NBC.8 The minutes of
the NBC are not made public (Traynor & Macharia, 2003) and currently there is no
opportunity for publics to comment on applications (Jaffe, 2006).9

The National Biosafety Framework for biotechnology regulation was developed in
1999, also mainly via the UNEP-GEF programme (UNEP-GEF, 2002). Moving beyond
application review, the framework established the broader institutional structure for
regulating biotechnology. It identified the role of Government ministries, agencies
and legislation that might be relevant to biotechnology. The Kenyan Ministries of
Environment, Trade and Industry, Agriculture, Health, and Livestock were all identified
as having some role in the broad decision-making on biotechnology. It thus served as the
first attempt to identify broader governmental decision-making about biotechnology (cf.
Paarlberg’s five components above), and connect this decision-making with the system
of approvals set out in the 1998 guidelines.

8See (Traynor & Macharia, 2003) for more detail on the application approval process. This process, is
discussed more in Chapter 5.
9The Biosafety Bill, discussed more below, requires the Government to publish recommendations of
the NBC in two national newspapers for public comment (Jaffe, 2006).
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It is important to specifically flag Kenya’s choices regarding two key dimensions
of regulating biotechnology that were established with the 1998 Guidelines and the
1999 Framework. The first dimension is whether biotechnology will be regulated via
a new law or via existing legislation (Jaffe, 2004). In the 1998 guidelines, Kenya
decided to use existing legislation, namely the S&T Act of 1980 (Republic of Kenya,
1980). The second dimension is whether to utilise centralised or dispersed regulatory
authority (Traynor & Macharia, 2003). With the 1999 Framework, Kenya chose
dispersed authority. Government agencies would have authority of their respective
working areas. For instance, the existing remit of the Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate
Services (KEPHIS), was to address risks from plant pests and pathogens resulting
from cross-border movement of plants, and to issue and enforce import permits in this
regard. With the introduction of GM technologies, KEPHIS, in conjunction with the
NBC, would continue this role and issue permits to import GM testing material and
to build facilities for GM research, and would enforce these permits.

The biosafety guidelines and framework were first written before the Cartagena
Protocol on biosafety was signed and ratified by Kenya (in 2000 and 2002 respectively)
(Odame et al., 2003a). Also, the guidelines only address contained research and trials
of genetically modified organisms (GMOs), not commercial release. These are issues
that the second, or ‘Implementation Phase’ of the UNEP-GEF project addressed. This
phase of the project (2002-2005) was charged with helping countries implement the
biosafety schemes developed in the first phase.

At the beginning of this phase (in 2002), Kenya decided to shift its strategy about
the first dimension of regulating biotechnology above; it decided that biotechnology
should be regulated under a new law, the Kenyan Biosafety Bill. Therefore, of the
many task forces formed as part of the implementation phase, the legal task force was
established to draw up the draft Biosafety Bill. The legal task force was also charged
with drawing up a joint biosafety/biotechnology policy, and a biosafety/biotechnology
strategy. These three documents (the policy, strategy and draft bill) can be said to
form a revised version of the broader governance of biotechnology set out in the 1999
Framework. The three documents are inter-related. The policy is a “statement of
intent” regarding biotechnology (Interview 31). The strategy and draft bill further lay
out the institutional structure (i.e. role and co-operation of ministries) and the legal
basis to realise this intent.

Throughout the development of Kenya’s biosafety system and related decision-
making structures, there have also been many less direct but significant contributions
from donors. For instance, the World Bank has provided support through National
Agricultural Research Project (Cohen & Paarlberg, 2004:1564). Additionally, the
Agricultural Biotechnology Support Program, Part I (ABSP I) centred at Michigan
State University and funded by USAID, trained scientists from Kenya via an internship
programme. The focus was on teaching the scientists to help develop a regulatory
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scheme so that products could be tested and exchanged internationally (ABSP, 2002).
In addition to the ABSP I scheme, Kenyan biosafety system is also currently obtaining
support from USAID via the Programme for Biosafety Systems, co-ordinated by
International Food Policy Research Institute. The Programme for Biosafety Systems
seeks to further supplement implementation of biosafety systems in those countries
that received UNEP-GEF funding (PBS, 2005). In addition to USAID involvement,
the Monsanto company also trained scientists, and taught them how to run mock trials
(Cohen & Paarlberg, 2004:1564).

The support of these multiple donors and over a decade of work has shaped the
current biosafety regulatory system and the broader governance of biotechnology. The
current governance system is a slightly updated adaptation of that set up by the 1998
guidelines and the 1999 framework. Updates mostly include adapting current laws and
agencies to conform to evolving international treaties and agreements to which Kenya
is a signatory or party. These include issues concerning the environment10 and issues
concerning intellectual property rights and plant breeders rights.11 Specific examples
of updated and new laws in Kenya include the Seeds and Plants Varieties Act that
was amended in 2002, and the Industrial Property Act that was passed in 2001.12

The resultant system is an amalgamation of many government ministries, agencies and
institutes based on various and complicated webs of existing legislation. Figure 3.1 lists
the ministries, agencies, and legislation.

10The main international environmental and biodiversity standards to which Kenya must comply are
set out by the Convention for Biological Diversity, and the related Cartagena Protocol and Biosafety
Clearing House Programme (see Jaffe, 2004).
11The main treaties that set out intellectual property rights and plant breeders rights are initiatives
of the World Intellectual Property Organisation and the World Trade Organisation including: the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights; the Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures; and the
Technical Barriers to Trade Agreement. Several other international standards-setting bodies are also
important including The International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants (see Jaffe,
2006; Odame et al., 2003a; Paarlberg, 2000; Wekundah & Kabere, 2002).
12The intellectual property Act created a semi-autonomous national patent office, the Kenya Intellectual
Property Institute. Before the act was passed, this organisation operated as a department under the
Ministry of Tourism, Trade and Industry and was called the Kenya Intellectual Property Organisation
(Odame et al., 2003a).
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Ministry of 
Environment

Ministry of Trade 
and Industry

Ministry of 
Agriculture Ministry of Health Ministry of 

Livestock

NEMA KBS
KIPI

KEPHIS
KARI PHD DVS

EMCA
1999

Standards Act
1974

FDCSA
1965

Industrial Property
Act

2001

PPA
1971

SPVA
2002

CPLA
1926

FDCSA
1965

Animal Disease Act
1965

Ministry of
Education, Science 

and Technology

NCST
NBC

Science and 
Technology Act

1980

Figure 3.1: Ministries, agencies and legislation relevant to governance of biotechnology in

Kenyaa

aAcronyms used in the figure: National Environment Management Authority (NEMA), Environmental
Management and Coordination Act (EMCA), Kenya Bureau of Standards (KBS), Food, Drugs and
Chemical Substances Act (FDCSA), Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate Service (KEPHIS), Plant
Protection Act (PPA), Seeds and Plant Varieties Act (SPVA), Crop Production and Livestock
Act (CPLA), Public Health Department (PHD), Department of Veterinary Services(DVS), National
Council of Science and Technology (NCST), National Biosafety Committee (NBC)

In summary, during the research period (and still today), the Kenyan biosafety
system and the broader governance of biotechnology is an interim system and one that
is in ‘limbo’, awaiting the passage of the Biosafety Bill and the approval of the joint
biosafety/biotechnology policy and strategy. At the time of research, the draft bill
was awaiting approval from the Cabinet.13 The significance of this situation and events
surrounding the draft bill will be discussed in more detail below.

However, before continuing, it is important to note some of the critiques of the
biosafety system and the larger governance of biotechnology in Kenya. First is an
issue of legal authority. Many commentators have noted that existing laws do not
provide the adequate legal authority for to support the biosafety system (Interview
41; Jaffe, 2006; Odame et al., 2003a; Traynor & Macharia, 2003). The second critique
revolves around scientific capacity. Kenya generally suffers from a lack of scientific
capacity to enforce the current interim biosafety system (Jaffe, 2006; Odame et al.,

13Recently, after the research period, the biosafety policy has apparently been approved by the
Government (Ogodo, 2006).
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2003a; Paarlberg, 2000). Lack of scientific capacity is one reason why the VR sweet
potato took so long to be imported. Another reason for this delay is the actual
application process where Cohen and Paarlberg argue a lack of “producer acceptance”
more than biosafety concerns slowed the approval (Cohen & Paarlberg, 2004:1565).
This is related to the third critique of the biosafety system, namely that the system
is too precautionary or that it includes “[p]olicies intended to slow the spread of GM
crops and foods for various reasons” (Paarlberg, 2000:4). Despite the recent spate
of approvals, precautionary policies still ‘hinder investments’ (Cohen & Paarlberg,
2004). Countering Cohen and Paarlberg, Odame argues that the biosafety system
is not too precautionary, but too promotional of GM crops (Odame et al., 2003b).
For Odame, the approval to import the transgenic sweet potato came just a few
months after the biosafety guidelines were issued, leaving critics to question how much
the research agenda and research organisations were driving biosafety developments.
Finally, the Kenyan system of biosafety has been critiqued for not being adequately
participatory (Glover, 2003; Jaffe, 2006; Paarlberg, 2000; Traynor & Macharia, 2003).
As stated above, the current interim system does not provide any opportunities for
publics to comment on applications. Furthermore, in the establishment of the system,
participation was solely about provision of information (Glover, 2003). I return to these
critiques in Chapter 5.

3.4 Cast of characters

In this section, I introduce all the actors that play roles in the empirical narratives
ahead to give a general sense of the world of biotechnology and NGOs in Kenya. The
section introduces many acronyms. The creation of new acronyms, and corresponding
creation of new organisations and projects, is endemic of development, especially
where biotechnology is involved. Thus, the listing and descriptions of organisations
here is a reflexive ethnographic examination of the phenomenon of organisational
proliferation. The introduction of the cast of characters also serves as the final part of
the methodology. It justifies which actors were chosen for the study, mainly based on
issues of access and the level of activity of the actors.

I begin by first introducing the kinds of roles that NGOs play in biotechnology
and biosafety in Kenya. I then introduce the two main coalitions of NGOs that play
the lead roles in the empirical narratives ahead. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the first
coalition is centred around two organisations: International Service for the Acquisition
of Agri-biotech Applications, Afri-Centre (ISAAA) and the Agricultural Biotechnology
Stakeholders Forum (ABSF). The second coalition is called the KEnya GMO COncern
coalition (KEGCO). I conclude the section by introducing the supporting actors which
play more minor roles in the empirical narratives.
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Roles of NGOs

The work of NGOs engaging with biotechnology in Kenya generally falls into three
areas:

1. Biotechnology projects: NGOs work as co-ordinators of specific biotechnology
projects which involve both GM and non-GM technologies, such as the VR sweet
potato project or the tissue culture banana project (cf. §3.3). Co-ordinating
projects generally involves communicating with and managing project partners
and other actors (such as the Kenya Agricultural Research Institute, donors, local
farmers). Other NGOs resist these projects; they campaign against projects and
work to delay and prevent the commercial release of these technologies. This kind
of work generally involves lobbying the Government and planning and carrying
out media strategies.

2. Biosafety: As the biosafety system is still being developed in Kenya (cf. §3.3),
NGOs have influenced and continue to try to influence the development of this
system. This involves activities usually classified as information dissemination,
training and organising workshops for Government officials, scientists and broader
publics. Attempts to influence biosafety development can also involve more direct
lobbying or direct assistance in the drafting of legal instruments such as laws and
policies.

3. Food aid imports: Part of the biosafety system involves approval of imports of
biotechnological products meant for direct human consumption.14 This area of
biosafety is also still being developed in Kenya. Food aid imports have received
media attention because countries such as Zambia, Zimbabwe and Malawi first
rejected and then accepted GM food aid during times of famine. NGOs in Kenya
also try to influence Kenya’s policies in this area. This is not a constant focus
of work for either of the coalitions of NGOs, but it flares up at times during the
research period.

In general, Kenya has seen more NGOs producing and promoting agricultural
biotechnologies, than resisting them. The history of NGOs engaging with biotechnology
goes back at least to 1993 with the Netherlands programme which formed an
NGO to implement biotechnology development. Many representatives of NGOs
have prominently received attention in the international media, making statements
promoting biotechnology in Africa (Wambugu, 1999). As I explain below, the history
of NGOs resisting biotechnologies and actively campaigning against them is much more
recent, with the genesis of this movement occurring during the research period.

14An initial decision can be made by a state about whether or not GM food aid should be allowed in
the country and which agency or actors should certifying and enforce such a decision.
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The ISAAA/ABSF coalition

There are two NGOs that play the lead roles in the first empirical narrative (Chapter 4):
the International Service for the Acquisition and Application of Agri-biotech, Afri-
Centre (ISAAA) and the African Biotechnology Stakeholders Forum (ABSF). ISAAA
and ABSF work very closely together and analysis of the two groups is interwoven
in the chapter ahead. These two NGOs are at the heart of one large network which
promotes and produces biotechnologies.

The upper half of Table 3.5 lists the organisations involved in this network, the
main actors from the NGOs, and the types of work that the NGOs do (cf. the roles
listed above).15 I contacted these NGOs via snowball sampling (cf. §1.3) starting with
existing contacts of colleagues.

The sampling technique produced a relatively exhaustive sample. In most cases,
the organisations listed in Table 3.5 were quite small. Most have only three to five staff
members working in their Nairobi offices.16 For all the NGOs, only one or two staff
members worked with biotechnology issues. I generally spoke with all of these actors.17

ISAAA Varying missions

The International Service for the Acquisition and Application of Agri-biotech (ISAAA)
was founded in 1992 with the inauguration of its now headquarters, ISAAA Ameri-
Center, located at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York, USA. In 1992, ISAAA
also opened its EuroCenter hosted at the John Innes Centre, Norwich, UK. ISAAA
SEAsiaCenter was opened in the Philippines in 1998, hosted at the International Rice
Research Institute. ISAAA is sponsored by a number of international foundations,
development agencies of several North American and European countries, and multi-
national corporations. Table 3.6 is a list of ISAAA’s donors. The shear size of this
list and the geographic spread of donors is testimony to the large and global scale
at which ISAAA works. Also important, is that prominent donors include not only
foundations (e.g. the Rockefeller Foundation), but bilateral aid agencies (e.g. United
States Agency for International Development) and biotechnology companies themselves
(e.g. the Monsanto Company).

ISAAA is perhaps best known internationally for its annual publication of the global
status of GM crops, a tabulation of the total area of the globe currently being used to
cultivate GM crops (see for example Clive, 2006). Despite that these figures are almost
constantly claimed to be exaggerated by groups such as Greenpeace (Greenpeace, 2006),
they are widely referenced.

15This table can thus be used as a quick reference when reading the empirical narratives ahead.
16The exceptions to this are Action Aid and ITDG which each have 15-20 staff members based in
Nairobi. See below.
17Exceptions are when actors refused to speak with me, as mentioned below.



Table 3.5: NGOs in the research

ISAAA/ABSF coalition

Organisation Actors Description Role in the research

ISAAA MK International Service for the
Acquisition of Agri-biotech
Applications, Afri-center

Centre of network; Develops
biotechnologies and conducts biosafety
work

ABSF JO
NO

African Biotechnology
Stakeholders Forum

Centre of network; Conduct smainly
biosafety work (some GM food import
work)

Allies of ABSF/ISAAA

AATF FN
ET

African Agricultural
Technology Foundation

Facilitates development of
technologies, specialising in IPR

AHarvest FW Africa Harvest Biotech
Foundation International

Develops technologies (TC bananas)

BTA Biotechnology Trust Africa Develops biotechnologies and conducts
biosafety work

KEGCO coalition

ITDG TA
EK

Intermediate Technology
Development Group

Conducts biosafety work as part of its
food security programme

PELUM ZM Participatory Ecological Land
Use Management

A coalition of NGOs which conducts
biosafety work

Action
Aid

AW Action Aid Kenya Conducts biosafety work as part of its
food security programme

KESSFF MS Kenya Small-Scale Farmers
Forum

Works closely with PELUM on
biosafety work

Ecoterra Global Society for Ecology
and sound Economy

Conducts biosafety work

Allies of KEGCO

CIN SO
DM

Consumer Information
Network

Works on biotechnology as related to
consumer issues; Member of the
Kenyan National Biosafety Committee

ILEG NM Institute for Law and
Environmental Governance

Legal environmental NGO whose
Executive Director personally works on
biosafety issues



Table 3.6: Organisations providing financial support to ISAAA

Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research

AgrEvo Company, Germany

Agricultural Biotechnology Support Project II, USA

Atlantic Philanthropic Service, USA

Australian Agency for International Development

Bayer CropScience Company, Germany

Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council, UK

Bundesministerium fur wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit, Germany

Common Fund for Commodities, the Netherlands

CropLife Asia

CropLife International

Danish International Development Agency

Department of Agriculture, Philippines

DuPont Company, USA

Farm Africa, UK

Fondazione Bussolera Branca, Italy

Gatsby Charitable Foundation, UK

Gemeinschaft fur Technische Zusammenarbeit, Germany

Hitachi Foundation, Japan/USA

International Academy of the Environment, Switzerland

International Development Research Centre, Canada

Mahyco Research Foundation, India

McKnight Foundation, USA

Ministry of Environment and Forest, India

Monsanto Company, USA

Monsanto Fund, USA

National Agriculture and Fishery Council, Philippines

Nestle Company, Switzerland

Novartis Seeds Company, Switzerland

Philippine Council for Agriculture, Forestry and Natural Resources

Pioneer Hi-Bred International Company, USA

Regional Center for Graduate Study and Research in Agriculture, Philippines

Stockholm Environment Institute, Sweden

Swedish International Development Agency, Sweden

Swiss Agency for Development and Co-operation, Switzerland

Syngenta Company, Switzerland

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines through The Office of the President

The Rabobank, the Netherlands

The Rockefeller Foundation, USA

United Nations Environment Programme

United States Agency for International Development, Philippines

United States Agency for International Development, USA

United States Department of Agriculture

United States Grains Council

Source: (ISAAA, 2006)
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This research focuses specifically on ISAAA AfriCenter which was founded in 1994
in Harare, Zimbabwe and then shortly thereafter moved to its present home within
the International Potato Center satellite office at the International Livestock Research
Institute in Nairobi, Kenya. ISAAA AfriCenter is thus a continental arm of an
international organisation. Its geographical remit is the whole of the African continent.
However, because ISAAA is based in Kenya, it works primarily in that country and
secondarily in neighbouring East African countries.

ISAAA’s mission is to

contribute to poverty alleviation, by increasing crop productivity and
income generation, particularly for resource-poor farmers, and to bring
about a safer environment and more sustainable agricultural development
(ISAAA, 2006).

In supplement to ISAAA’s mission statement above, ISAAA’s website states:

ISAAA believes that this mission can be best achieved by facilitating
the transfer of appropriate crop biotechnology applications to developing
countries and by strengthening the capacity to evaluate, regulate, and
deploy these new technologies (ISAAA, 2006).

There is thus some formal acknowledgement that technology transfer is a primary
goal for ISAAA. This statement is not in the ‘Mission Statement’ section of the website,
but slightly more concealed within the ‘Technology Transfer Dossier’ section of the
website. Technology transfer is, therefore, not the foremost official mission that ISAAA
puts at the front of its public image. That mission is clearly poverty reduction or
livelihood improvements. This implies that there could be some tension between these
aspects of ISAAA’s mission in the field offices, at the everyday level of operation.
Indeed, this is explored in the findings below.

In general, ISAAA’s work can be described as producing and promoting specific
biotechnologies, as well as conducting biosafety work (cf. items one and two in the roles
of NGOs above). ISAAA’s main biotechnology projects include: the above-mentioned
development of a virus-resistant sweet potato (see Qaim, 1999), a tissue culture banana
project (Wambugu & Kiome, 2001), and a tissue culture trees project. This last project
was just beginning during the research period, and thus is not featured in the empirical
narrative ahead.

As mentioned above, the sweet potato project began in 1991. The research began
on the tail of recent reporting in Kenyan and international media that focused on the
unsuccessful results of the sweet potato field trials (mentioned above) (Gathura, 2004;
New Scientist, 2004). ISAAA was thus awaiting future transformations of sweet potato
and future field trials.

ISAAA began working with tissue culture bananas in 1996. The project and
associated network specifically examined here is entitled, ‘The benefits of biotechnology
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for small-scale banana producers in Kenya’ (Wambugu & Kiome, 2001). The project
is funded by Rockefeller Foundation and International Development Research Centre
of Canada. When the project started, the TC technique was already being used for
bananas by researchers at Jomo Kenyatta University (Interview 1). However, only
KARI is an official partner in the project. At the time of research, ISAAA had
facilitated several seasons of TC banana harvests. ISAAA works closely with several
community-based organisations to distribute banana plantlets. These include church
groups like the Catholic Diocese in Embu (a town about 120 km north of Nairobi), and
some organisations that ISAAA itself helped create expressly for this purpose, such
as the Marangu’a Highridge Banana Growers Association (90 km north of Nairobi).
During the research, ISAAA was evaluating the TC banana project and considering
how it could be scaled up.

In terms of biosafety work, ISAAA (together with ABSF) also conduct trainings and
workshops for ministers, and members of the Kenyan Parliament about biotechnology.
ISAAA had already cosponsored several of these workshops before the research period
began. These workshops fed into the development of the draft Biosafety Bill and joint
biosafety/biotechnology policy. ISAAA (again with ABSF) collaborates on an online
Biotechnology Information Center to undertake general information dissemination
about biotechnology (Interview 24).

The staff of ISAAA are mostly trained scientists and are generally Kenyan and
female. The three main actors in the research are former and current staff members.
The current director at the time of research was SK. FW was director previous to SK
and FW is is now director of AHarvest. MK is a Senior Programme Officer and a key
participant in this research.

The ISAAA office consists of a few small rooms tucked into the corner of the
International Livestock Research Institute in Uthiru, approximately 11 km West of
Nairobi. Typical office life during the time of research consists mostly of report writing
and preparation of presentations for meetings, workshops and conferences. In addition
to ABSF, ISAAA staff actively communicate with with actors from KARI, actors from
international agricultural research centres, Members of Parliament, and staff from the
National Council of Science and Technology (more on these actors below). Almost all of
my interactions with ISAAA staff were interrupted by phone calls and people dropping
into the office. Most of these interruptions were said to be from farmers growing TC
bananas or interested in growing TC trees.

ABSF Emphasising the ‘non’

The African Biotechnology Stakeholders Forum was Founded in 2000 by Rockefeller
Foundation and ABSF has received additional support from the Monsanto Company.
ABSF is an organisation, who according to its mission statement, might be better
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described by what it is not:

The African Biotechnology Stakeholders Forum (ABSF) is a not-for-
profit, non-political and non-sectarian association providing a platform for
sharing, debating and understanding all issues pertaining to biotechnology
in agriculture, health, industry and environment (ABSF, 2007)

In the words of ABSF, they offer

accurate and balanced information to decision-makers, media, producers
and consumers on national and international biotechnology and biosafety
developments and application (ABSF, 2007)

The emphasis on “not-for-profit, non-political and non-sectarian” combined with
the desire to provide “accurate and balanced” information make bold statements about
the political and technological neutrality of ABSF. According to ABSF’s official public
image, it strives to be a forum that includes anyone who could be considered a
‘stakeholder’ in the development of agricultural biotechnology in Africa. Inclusion
and neutrality are themes that are explored in the findings below.

The mission of ABSF is to:

create an innovative and enabling biotechnology environment in Africa
through education, enhanced understanding and awareness creation on all
aspects of biotechnology, biosafety and intellectual property rights (ABSF,
2007)

ABSF is also an international organisation whose remit spans the African continent,
but again because they are based in Kenya, most of their work to date has been in that
country.

ABSF does not work on any specific biotechnology development projects, although
ABSF’s work is closely linked with the technological work of ISAAA (as discussed
below). ABSF mainly conducts biosafety policy and advocacy work, and engage with
GM food importation policy to some extent (items two and three in the listed roles of
NGOs above).

At the time of research, ABSF had already conducted two rounds of biotechnology
awareness and training for Members of the Kenyan Parliament and other Government
officials involved in legislating and regulating technologies. ABSF had also already
begun a series of biotechnology trainings for Kenyan journalists. Other venues where
ABSF have run biotechnology trainings include agricultural shows and select colleges
and schools (Interview 3,7). As mentioned above, ABSF work closely with ISAAA on
the joint Biotechnology Information Center and on several jointly sponsored workshops
feeding into the Biosafety Bill and the joint biosafety/biotechnology policy.

Like ISAAA, the key staff of ABSF are also mostly trained scientists, Kenyan
and female. The staff are mostly tenured Professors at the University of Nairobi and
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continue to conduct research, teach and supervise students there. The two key actors in
the empirical narrative are JO and NO, respectively the former and current Executive
Directors of ABSF.

ABSF’s offices are located on the campus of the KARI National Agricultural
Research Laboratory, in Kabete, a few kilometres west of Nairobi city centre. ABSF
regularly contact many of the same actors as ISAAA but focus more on Members of
Parliament, officials from the National Council of Science and Technology. ABSF’s
everyday work consists largely of preparing for their workshops and trainings. This
includes making logistical arrangements, as well as preparing printed materials.

Allies of ISSAA and ABSF

The upper half of Table 3.5 also lists allies, or the other NGOs that are part of the
ISAAA/ABSF network. I briefly describe these three NGOs here along with why they
did not play a more prominent role in the research.

African Agricultural Technology Foundation (AATF) was founded in 2003 with
support of the Rockefeller Foundation. The mission of AATF

is to increase the productivity of sub-Saharan Africa’s resource-poor farmers
by facilitating the transfer, delivery and uptake of appropriate proprietary
agricultural technologies, thus contributing to higher incomes and greater
food security (AATF, 2005).

AATF is thus similar to ISAAA and ABSF in that its core mission is about increasing
productivity for the benefit of resource-poor farmers in Africa. AATF, however
is particularly focused on negotiating intellectual property rights (IPR) so that
‘proprietary’ technologies can be transferred to Africa. AATF is also based on the
International Livestock Research Institute campus and is thus geographically close to
ISAAA. Despite similarity in mission and geographic proximity, ISAAA and ABSF do
not work together frequently (Interview 21).

AATF does not play a larger role in this research because it was young and still and
in its inception phases during the study.18 However, a key research participant was FN,
a Regulatory Matters Specialist for AATF who formerly worked for KARI and then
KEPHIS before moving to AATF.

Africa Harvest Biotech Foundation International (AHarvest) was founded in 2002
by FW when she left ISAAA to form Africa Harvest (see above). The website of A
Harvest states:

Africa Harvest’s vision is to fight hunger, malnutrition and poverty targeting
the rural communities in Africa. The Foundations mission to use science and

18It has grown since study, received money from the Food and Agriculture Organisation to start up a
biotechnology forum, very similar to ABSF (Odhiambo, 2006).
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technology - especially biotechnology - to work for the poor to achieve food
security, economic well-being and sustainable rural community development
(AHarvet, 2007)

AHarvest is thus very similar to ISAAA in terms of its mission.
During the time period of the study, Africa Harvest was still quite young and was

generally working on the same technology projects as ISAAA (mainly tissue culture
bananas).19 Africa Harvest also proved much more difficult to access than ISAAA. For
these reasons Africa Harvest only plays a minor role in this research.

Biotechnology Trust Africa (BTA) is the oldest biotechnology NGO working in
Kenya. BTA is connected to DGIS Netherlands project (see biosafety regulations
above) which began in 1993. BTA’s mission is to:

To promote the development application of biotechnology through the
interactive bottom-up approach, to improve agricultural production, health
services, industry, policy and encourage sustainable environmental practices
in Africa (BTA, 2007).

Again, BTA has a very similar mission to ISAAA. Staff of BTA overlap with ABSF
and ISAAA, but BTA was not active in the NGO sector during the study.

The KEGCO coaltion

The KEnya GMO COncern Coalition (KEGCO) is the focus of the second empirical
narrative (Chapter 5). KEGCO is a coalition of NGOs which formed in 2004 to
campaign against the research, development and use of GM technologies in Kenya. Data
collection on KEGCO started after data collection for ABSF/ISAAA.20 However, data
collection with ISAAA/ABSF network continued along side data collection on KEGCO,
mainly because KEGCO explicitly recognised ABSF and ISAAA as opponents of the
KEGCO coalition.

KEGCO was thus just forming during the research period. KEGCO mainly conduct
biosafety work and engage to some extent with GM food aid imports (items two
and three in the roles of NGOs above). KEGCO generally attempt to lobby the
Government. They do not engage directly with organisations that are co-ordinating
specific biotechnology projects, but they do comment on some biotechnology projects.21

All of the organisations in KEGCO work on biotechnology as a secondary issue
to the other work that they do (most NGOs in KEGCO frame their main focus

19However, since the time of the study, Africa Harvest has grown quite significantly. Most prominently,
they just received 16.9 million USD from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation for work on a GM
sorghum project (AHarvet, 2007).
20See the introduction of Chapter 5 for how I discovered and began to research KEGCO.
21KEGCO’s reasons for not campaigning against specific biotechnology projects are covered in the
Chapter 5.
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as environmental or livelihood/food security work). Therefore, there are no actors
that are working on biotechnology full-time in KEGCO (except one, TA, who is
introduced below). KEGCO’s engagements with biotechnology generally happen when
the coalition meets and organises media events. During the period of the research,
meetings became much more frequent (as discussed below). KEGCO received the
largest amount of media coverage by organising a press conference where farmers read
a declaration against the use of GM technologies in Kenya (KESSFF, 2004). KEGCO
thus also works closely with select farmers groups and community-based organisations,
and have aided in the creation and registration of some of these organisations.

KEGCO has no official mission statement or website. It is unclear exactly how
many NGOs were part of KEGCO during the research, but the following five main
actors wand two allies of KEGCO participated in the research to varying degrees (these
NGOs are listed in the bottom half of Table 3.5).

ITDG

Intermediate Technology Development Group (ITDG)22 is an international NGO based
in the UK. The Nairobi office is the headquarters for operations in East Africa. ITDG
was founded in 1966 “by the radical economist Dr EF Schumacher to prove that
his philosophy of ‘Small is Beautiful’ could bring real and sustainable improvements
to people’s lives” (Practical Action, 2007). Further elaborating on ITDG’s mission,
their website states: “With our commitment to poverty reduction, environmental
conservation and technology choice we think Practical Action is uniquely placed to
contribute to a world free of poverty” (Practical Action, 2007). Like other NGOs in
the ISAAA/ABSF coalition, ITDG’s primary goal is poverty reduction.

The main actors from ITDG in the study are EK and TA. EK is a Project Manager.
TA is a key leader of KEGCO. She works for the Gaia Foundation, based in the UK,
but was in Kenya during the research period working with ITDG (more on this in
Chapter 5).

The everyday work and office life of ITDG is quite different than that of ISAAA or
ABSF. Almost as soon as I walked into the offices of ITDG on State House Crescent
in Nairobi, I noticed a contrast in atmosphere and a difference in the way in which I
was received in these offices compared to my previous experiences at ISAAA, ABSF
and allies. Here at ITDG, things seemed more frantic; more people were running
around the office (although I later learned that most of these staff were not working on
biotechnology issues) (Interview 14). I also initially felt less welcome here than in the
offices of ISAAA or ABSF.

22Since the research period, ITDG has changed its name to Practical Action.
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PELUM

Participatory Ecological Land Use Management (PELUM) is a coalition of NGOs.23

According to PELUM’s website, the “PELUM Association is a regional network of
160 civil society organisations in East, central and southern Africa, which is working
towards sustainable agriculture, food security, and sustainable community development
in the region” (PELUM, 2006). PELUM was founded in 1995 and works in ten different
countries.

ZM is the main research participant from PELUM. He is the Country Desk Co-
ordinator for PELUM Kenya. PELUM Kenya has 32 member organisations and is
based in Thika (40 km northeast of Nairobi) (Interview 17). PELUM’s mission is again
similar to other NGOs previously introduced. PELUM is

passionate about equity, people-driven development and integrity of cre-
ation working towards sustainable local community empowerment, food
security and prosperity by facilitating learning networking and advocacy
(PELUM website)

It is unclear exactly where PELUM acquires its funding, but ZM stated that
PELUM shares funding with other organisations such as ITDG (Interview 17).

Action Aid Kenya

Action Aid is an international NGO based in the Johannesburg and working worldwide.
Action Aid has been working in Kenya since 1972. During the research period, Action
Aid was in the process of relocating their Africa regional office to Nairobi (this process
began in late 2004). The Action Aid office is on Waiyaki Way, just outside of the city
centre in Nairobi.

The mission of Action Aid Kenya (hereafter just Action Aid) is “to work with poor
and marginalised people to eradicate poverty by overcoming the injustice and inequity
that cause it” (Action Aid, 2007). Action Aid further states:

Employing a rights based approach, Action Aid Kenya works in partnership
with Community Based Organisations (CBOs), NGOs, academic and
research institutions in the fight against poverty. The organisation also
works closely with the government of Kenya, donors and the private sector
to mobilise and harness resources to eradicate poverty. . . [Action Aid] puts
particular emphasis on increasing women’s empowerment and securing their
rights in all of its work (Action Aid, 2007).

In this statement, Action Aid utilises several dominant development discourses about
rights, gender and partnership.

23Because PELUM is part of KEGCO, KEGCO is really a coalition of coalitions.
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Action Aid is mainly funded through direct public donations of Europeans (65%)
and also partly funded through donors and funding agencies (35%) (Action Aid, 2007).
AW, the main participant in this research, only recently began her post as Food
Security Programme Co-ordinator. Furthermore, biotechnology issues are generally
new to Action Aid (Interview 18).

KESSFF

Kenya Small Scale Farmers Forum (KESSFF) is the Kenyan branch of the Eastern and
Southern African Farmers Forum. This organisation’s history goes back to the 2002
Johannesburg Summit on Sustainable Development, where the organisation was formed
at a parallel event to the main summit (PELUM, 2006). The Eastern and Southern
African Farmers Forum is in turn part of a larger network of NGOs that represents
small scale farmers in over 19 countries.

KESSFF does not have its own mission statements, rather it shares the mission of
the Eastern and Southern African Farmers Forum:

To create national, regional and international dynamic alliances and
advocate for policy, practice and attitude change that reflects the need,
aspiration, and development of small-scale farmers in east and southern
Africa (PELUM, 2006)

Other aspects of KESSFF’s stated, objectives, values, aims and strategies are important
for the empirical narrative that follows. Firstly, KESSFF works specifically with
“policies and practices” at national and international level (PELUM, 2006). KESSFF
explicitly state that they are “involved in the GMOs campaign to influence biosafety
framework” (PELUM, 2006). KESSFF strives to raise “awareness about the potential
and capacity to defend needs” and rights of farmers which involves “[i]nformation
generation, sifting, sharing and dissemination” (PELUM, 2006). KESSFF advocates
collectivity, networking with “like-minded farmer organisations” and values ‘mutual
trust’ and ‘transparency’ in these interactions, and also generally values ‘ecological
sustainability’ (PELUM, 2006).

KESSFF is very young, it registered as an NGO in Kenya in 2004. This may be one
reason why KESSFF works very closely with PELUM. For instance, KESSFF shares a
mailing address and website with PELUM. MS is the head of KESSFF and the main
participant in this research. Finally, it is important to note that KESSFF, as a group
that represents farmers, is seen as a new competitor for the Kenya National Farmers
Union which has a much longer history of representing farmers in Kenya (Interview 14,
29).

Ecoterra

The the Global Society for Ecology and sound Economy (Ecoterra) is
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an independent, international civil society organisation. . . registered as non-
governmental organisation. . . working as a humanitarian agency. . . as well
as in development, if it is respecting traditional values of tribal peoples,
their right to self-determination and works for better sustainability. We are
committed to work for our common future, a better today and tomorrow
on earth (TERRA) (Ecoterra, 2007).

Ecoterra is an international NGO based in Germany. They are the only NGO that
is a member of KEGCO, but not a member of PELUM. Ecoterra is generally seen as
very secretive and even paranoid (Interview 14). Ecoterra refused to be interviewed
for this research, despite multiple requests and recommendations from other member
of KEGCO. Ecoterra was the only actor active in KEGCO that would not speak with
me.

Allies of KEGCO

The allies of KEGCO play a more active role in this research than the allies of ISAAA
and ABSF. The two main allies of KEGCO are Consumer International Network, Kenya
and the Institute for Law and Environmental Governance (also listed in the bottom
half of Table 3.5).

Consumer International Network, Kenya (hereafter just CIN) “is a national
consumer organisation, founded and registered in Kenya” that has been operating for
about ten years (Interview 20). CIN, is a full member of Consumer International, a
coalition of consumer groups based in UK. The main mission of CIN is “to protect
consumer rights and to promote consumer responsibility” (Interview 14). According to
CIN, they

work on a number of issues, as you know consumer issues are very, very
broad, our bias is on food, trade, health and we also do a few things on
utilities particularly water (Interview 20).

CIN has over 3000 members across Kenya and has offices in the Karianbangi area of
Nairobi and in Mombassa. Out of all of the KEGCO members and allies, CIN is the
only NGO that is part of the National Biosafety Committee (see Table 3.4). SO, the
Director, and DM, a Project officer, are the two main participants in this research.
DM is the main link to KEGCO. She attends some KEGCO meetings and is in regular
contact with other actors from KEGCO.

The Institute for Law and Environmental Governance (ILEG) was founded in
2002 and “is a not-for-profit environmental organisation” (Interview 19). ILEG are
a legal NGO whose work includes: advocacy, training for lawyers and legal officials,
environmental rights awareness work. ILEG receives support from the World Resources
Institute in Washington, DC and Canadian International Development Agency. ILEG
have eight staff in Nairobi. OM, the Executive Director, is the main actor in the
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research from ILEG. ILEG engage with biotechnology and GM issues mainly through
the personal work of OM and not through any of the organisation’s formal projects
or programmes. ILEG is more loosely tied to KEGCO than CIN. OM knows of
KEGCO, and KEGCO actors know of ILEG, but KEGCO actors have only had limited
interactions with OM.

Supporting Actors

Many other non-NGO actors participated in the research to provide additional views
about the two main NGO coalitions. Table 3.4 lists the supporting actors that
participated in the research, along with the organisations that they represent, and
the type of work that they do.24 The organisations fall into the following categories:
international agricultural research centres, national agricultural research centres,
universities, governmental bodies, intergovernmental bodies, and the media. Many
of these organisations were mentioned in the section on agricultural research above.

A few specific things should be noted about Table 3.4. ICIPE, is an important
actor because although they conduct research on insects, some of their work directly
involves agricultural biotechnology (e.g. ICIPE has conducted research about stem
borer resistance to Bt toxins produced by GM insect resistant maize). Furthermore,
ICIPE’s non-GM system for controlling stem boers and striga is lauded by anti-GM
activists and compared to the Insect Resistant Maize for Africa (IRMA) project of
CIMMYT. ICIPE and particularly, EO, the Head of Biology and Molecular Biology,
are seen as having ‘balanced’ scientific views about GM by the media (Interview 4).
EO also participates in an international biosafety development project, The GMO
Guidelines Project (SDC, 2004). CIMMYT is important because it is the institutional
home of the IRMA project, which was the main project applying for import permits
from the Kenyan biosafety system during the research period. Because of their work
with GM, CIMMYT is seen as an enemy of KEGCO (Interview 14).

There are a few categories of actors that are missing in the cast of characters. First
are actors from the national private sector. Although I tried to find actors from this
category to participate in the research, the national private sector is largely not active
in developing GM technologies (Interview 1, 4, 6). However, one private sector actor,
Genetics technologies, Ltd, does work to produce and distribute TC banana plantlets.
Unfortunately, I could not gain access to this group.

The most important category of actors has not yet been mentioned – farmers.
Accessing farmers that were engaging with biotechnologies proved difficult for several
reasons. Firstly, because no GM biotechnologies are commercialised as yet in Kenya,
very few farmers are engaging in debates about these technologies, or have heard of
them at all. Secondly, where farmers had heard about GM technologies or where

24This table again can be used as a compendium for the case studies ahead.
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they were using less advanced biotechnologies, such as tissue culture, my only access
point to these farmers was through the NGOs with which I was working. This was
a potential source of bias in my data, as NGOs only tended to put me into contact
with farmers that they worked with regularly, and who shared the same opinions about
biotechnology. Thirdly, even when I was able to access somewhat independent farmers,
issues of language and culture created difficulty. I had to work through translators who
were often the wealthiest of farmers in the communities which I visited. Nonetheless,
farmers’ voices still contributed to the research in the empirical narratives, to which I
now turn.



Table 3.7: Main supporting actors in the research

International Agricultural Research

Organisation Actors Description Role in research

ICIPE EO International Centre of Insect
Physiology and Ecology;
Based in Nairobi, but not a
member of the CGIAR

Developed a non-GM technique to
manage stem borers (cf. IRMA below);
EO works on a regional biosafety
project, The GMO Guidelines Project

CIMMYT SM International Centre for the
Improvement of Maize and
Wheat; A CGIAR centre
based in Nairobi

CIMMYT runs the IRMA project which
uses GM techniques to control stem
borers; SM, the head of IRMA, attends
biosafety meetings and workshops

National Agricultural Research

KARI FN Kenya Agricultural Research
Institute

National research partners in all GM
research projects

Inter-Governmental Agencies

UNEP-
GEF

CG United Nations Environment
Program-Global Environment
Facility

UNEP-GEF has supported several
projects to develop and implement
biosafety fameworks in Kenya

National Government Agencies

NCST/NBC HM National Council of Science
and Technology/National
Biosafety Committee

NBC is responsible for oversight of the
biosafety system, including approval of
applications, and co-ordinates agencies
that enforce regulations

KEPHIS FN Kenya Plant Health
Inspectorate Services

KEPHIS issues permits for importation
of GM materials, issues biosafety
certifications for facilities where GM
research occurs and enforces
certifications

Academic

UoN PM University of Nairobi PM, from the Faculty of Law was
involved in drafting the biosafety policy
and law; Members of the faculty of
science sit on the biosafety committee

Media

Daily
Nation

NM One of Kenya’s main daily
newspapers

NM is the science editor and a regular
commentator on agricultural
biotechnology
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Having established the methodological and theoretical framework and the contexts in
which the study is taking place, the empirical investigation can now be presented. This
chapter represents the first half of that investigation. The chapter explores a network
of non-governmental organisations which produces and promotes biotechnologies in
Kenya. At the centre of the network are two organisations, the International Service
for the Acquisition and Agri-biotech Applications, AfriCenter (ISAAA) and the
Agricultural Biotechnology Stakeholders Forum (ABSF). The chapter represents an
organisational-level case study of these two NGOs, looking backward at the founding
visions and histories of the organisations, examining the array of the organisations’
current activities and projects, and looking forward to the future work of the two
organisations. Specific topics covered include how the NGOs engage with two specific
biotechnology projects (VR sweet potato and TC bananas), with the biosafety system,
and with food imports.

The chapter provides one set of answers to the research questions under Objective 1
(see §1.2): what relationships between science and technology (S&T) and development
are manifested in the everyday work of non-governmental organisations engaging with
ag-biotech in Kenya? In what ways are they manifested? As explained in the
methodology section (§1.3) and Figure 1.1, the research questions are answered by
first uncovering values about technology and development that support the discourses
and actions of ISAAA and ABSF. Three main types of values are discussed: values
about technological determinism, values about a right to knowledge, and values about
participation.1 The values are grouped into patterns, or discursive processes, which
operate at specific scales (international, national, local and transcending), in specific
contexts (specific patterns of people, nature and capital) and create specific results
(technology production and advocacy). For each discursive process, I briefly describe
the values supporting the process. I then present the archetypical argument used
in most instances of the process, highlighting the contexts, scale and results. This
issummarised in a box inset into the text. The argument is then supported and refined
via examples from the data.

The chapter is organised into three main sections and a conclusion. The sections
move chronologically. First, discursive processes used in the founding of the two
organisations are discussed. The next section examines processes from the growth

1These values are defined, illustrated and linked to the literature throughout the chapter.
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and early expansion stages of each organisation, including motivations behind their
initial projects. Finally, discursive processes from how the organisations became
institutionalised are discussed, which involve specific themes of evaluation and success.
At the end of each of these sections, I discuss how the discourses are often combined
by actors. I also show how all the discourses, and combinations of discourses, generate
momentum and a sense of inevitability for the work of the NGOs. Via this momentum,
the discursive processes serve to drive the progression of the organisations (through
founding, growth and institutionalisation) and drive the progression of the network
within which the NGOs are embedded.

The conclusion and final section examines all the discourses and the values
underpinning them as a whole. This reveals how, throughout all the NGOs’ work
and organisational progression, the values about technology and development that lie
underneath the discourses and actions of the NGOs are conflicting. Conflict generally
arises from the top-down deterministic values about technology colliding with bottom-
up participatory values about development. Conflicts are managed through everyday
work, and through the establishment and progression of the organisations and their
surrounding network. It is the interaction between these two simultaneous ways of
managing conflict that leads to the manifestation of relationships between technology
and development. For ISAAA and ABSF, the relationship between technology and
development manifested in their everyday work is one where development is ‘done’ via
technology. Technology is the dominant motivation for founding the organisations, for
undertaking projects, and the dominant metric for evaluation and success. Importantly,
these relationships remain somewhat fluid in everyday work and are often revised.
However, the generation of momentum and progression of the network serves to cover
the conflicts arising in everyday work of the NGOs. This intensifies and cements
the relationships between technology and development. Relationships escalate to the
point where producing and diffusing technology becomes almost synonymous with
development.

4.1 Founding: Creating technological alliances

A myriad of values about science, technology and development emerge from analysis
of the data acquired about the founding of ABSF and ISAAA. The main discursive
processes discussed here are about the progression of science and technology, informa-
tion dissemination, combating actors from outside of Africa, and about demystifying
complex biotechnologies for Kenyan publics.
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The surge of science

Values:
S&T will and should progress

and flow to Africa

Progress of S&T is exciting

Co-operate to make sure S&T
progresses

Scale:
International

Context:
Big, networked science

International capital

Food insecurity not necessary

Results:
Proliferation of networks

Technology development

Scientific capacity

Pro-biotech advocacy

One of the most dominant discursive processes that
ISAAA and ABSF use is about the ‘surge of science’ or
technological determinism (cf. §2.2) (Williams & Edge,
1996). This determinism surfaces in many guises, all of
which stem from a linear view of the relationship between
science, technology and social benefit. For instance, a
primary value is that: ‘Science and technology will move
forward and progress down a pre-set path that leaves
little, or no, room for social intervention’. Along with
this value are other related values: ‘The progression
of science and technology is accelerating, especially
since the advent of genetic modification’; and, ‘This
progression of S&T is exciting.’ Implicit is also usually
a value that ‘Science and technology will flow in a
linear fashion from international contexts (i.e. developed
countries) to more local contexts (i.e. developing countries, or communities within these
countries). These values are mobilised many times in the founding narratives of ABSF
and ISAAA.

Usually the values are assembled in processes which proceed along the following
lines.2 The flows of science are quickly surging along; networks are forming, meetings
and trainings are occurring that span the globe. Because science is progressing and this
progression is exciting, it is essential to be ‘plugged into’ these networks, moving with
the flows of science. Often the argument is taken even further, it is not only essential,
it is impossible or extremely difficult not to join the networks, or to move against the
flow. This inevitability takes attention away from human actors (e.g. the founders
of NGOs) and places attention on science. The context and results of this discursive
process create a self-amplifying cycle. Scientists, scientific training and institutions
are networked together on a global scale, infused with capital (from the public and
private sector) to produce more excitement and advocacy for science, leading to more
networking and so on (see inset box).

To see how this family of discourses work in practice, examine two similar stories
about the founding of the African Biotechnology Stakeholders Forum. These accounts
are largely based on the interviews with the former and current Executive Directors of
ABSF (JO and NO respectively).

2I use metaphors here related to the motion of water, such as ‘flowing’ and ‘surging.’ This terminology
is used because it is a helpful illustration and because it comes out of the language used by some
participants. See below.
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Starting with the science

JO is a trained scientist, holding BSc and PhD degrees in biochemistry from the
University of Nairobi and Hokkaido University. JO’s story of the founding of ABSF
starts in 1995 with two men, JO and a colleague, called John, from Kenya Agricultural
Research Institute, attending a biotechnology training course in Queensland University,
Australia.

It was very interesting then just to see how the science was moving and
trying to address several issues. So when we came back, John was working
at KARI [Kenya Agricultural Research Institute] and I was working at the
University [of Nairobi]. We had quite a bit of great ideas of how to start
some biotech projects here and see. By then KARI had already been funded
by USAID and was working in partnership with organisations like Monsanto
and the rest, on different product development mechanisms (my emphasis,
Interview 3).

Here JO flags scientific progress and excitement about ‘the science’ – his desire
to start biotechnology projects – indicating that one of the core values providing the
impetus for ABSF was a belief in and enthusiasm about the advance of science and
technology. JO and his colleague were plugged into various scientific networks that
were forming and evolving, including the above-mentioned training conference. The
international scale on which this mechanism functions is apparent. KARI and USAID
have already been developing specific technologies, co-operating across the Atlantic.
JO and his colleague are travelling to Australia. Overall, JO gives science agency “the
science was moving” (Interview, 3). Science is clearly a necessary input here, and
therefore the people (scientists) are also important. However, the science itself and the
technologies it produces are the main focus.

NO’s story follows a similar line. She is also a trained and practising scientist,
holding a PhD in biochemistry from University of Nairobi. In 2000, NO was Director
of the Kenya Industrial Property Office (KIPO), on the board of trustees of the
CIMMYT, and also the Chairperson of the NGO Biotechnology Trust Africa (BTA)
(§3.4). Through her position at CIMMYT, she became involved in pest resistance for
maize:

What happened was that I happened to be a board member of CIMMYT.
And we were discussing advanced technologies for maize at one time. And
the situation of how to control insect pests came up and there was, on the
board, a gentleman from Novartis. . . So I was in a meeting where it was
being, sort of discussed as to whether the time was opportune to have a
project to actually see whether, you know, the transfer of a gene that could
make maize resistant to insect pests would improve productivity or not
(Interview 6)
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Similar to JO, NO was plugged into scientific networks. Like JO, NO explicitly
mentions the important influence of private sector scientific research (e.g. Novartis,
now Syngenta) in these networks. The international scale is again clear; this meeting
was happening under the aegis of an international public sector research centre and was
attended by a representative from a multi-national corporation. In this story, science
and technology have moved forward, it was then a question of whether or not the
timing was right for technology to flow from other countries into Kenya to create social
benefit, here expressed as “productivity”.

Science is not flowing

The founding of ISAAA, although it took place several years before ABSF, has many
similarities with the story of ABSF. For instance ideas about ‘starting with the science’
are used in analogous, but slightly different ways. My interactions with MK, a field
manager at ISAAA, illustrate this.

MK is also a trained scientist, although perhaps a more interdisciplinary one,
holding a PhD in Environmental Studies. At the beginning of my first interview with
MK, I asked her to give a brief historical introduction to how ISAAA was founded. Her
first response was this narrative:

There are a number of technologies that are being developed, especially the
proprietary technologies, but there was no mechanism, no proper mechanism
of getting them to the end users, or even more difficult was the process of
moving them from the private sector to the public sector for the benefit of
the end users (My emphasis, Interview 1)

Similar to the stories about ABSF provided by JO and NO, MK’s story is about
technologies being developed. This story, however, then moves to a specific notion
about taking technologies from the private sector in developed countries and trying
to bring them into developing countries. The notion of “proprietary” highlights the
importance of intellectual property rights (IPR), and how these are seen as a barrier
to transferring technologies to developing countries 3

In addition, then, to values about science moving along and the development of
networks and technologies, this argument about transferring proprietary technologies
is also underwritten by other related values. Clearly implicit here is a value that
‘Technology should be allowed to flow everywhere, including developing countries and
the public sector’. These values combine and are assembled here as such: S&T are
progressing and should be able to flow everywhere. S&T are not flowing to developing

3Indeed these types of arguments are echoed in other NGOs and initiatives across sectors (see §2.2),
for example the Gates Foundation’s Grand Challenges in Global Health initiative (Gates Foundation,
2005). The sole mission of the African Agricultural Technology Foundation (see §3.4), is to negotiate
IPR to assist in transferring advanced biotechnologies into Africa (Interview 2, 21).
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countries. Therefore some sort of (organisational) intervention is needed. Some
“mechanism” (Interview 1) needs to be formed.

Preferred interventions usually involve some kind of partnership between the public
and private sector (the so-called public-private partnership or PPP, see §2.2). One
reason for the ascendancy of PPPs in current development practice, brought out in the
story of ISAAA, is that PPPs are nominally based on a value of co-operation:

The public has some good things that it can offer, the private sector has also
some good things it can offer but, unless the two work together, especially
in this realm of biotechnology, it is very difficult for public institutions to
move a product until the end, until we reach a level of what you would call
minimum basic facilities being available (my emphasis, Interview 1.)

Some organisational body must facilitate a PPP. ISAAA was founded to be such
an organisation (Interview 1). So the overall story here is one of ‘misfortune’,
S&T is not flowing to developing countries, combined with a proposed solution that
not only counters this misfortune, but does so in such a way that is collaborative
and participatory. Here the solution involves the private sector helping the public
sector to develop “minimum basic facilities”. Note the scale here is also very
international, partnerships exist between developed and developing countries from
different continents. In terms of results, ‘starting with the science’ for ABSF produced
mainly advocacy, whereas the results of this mechanism for ISAAA are more about
technology production, or the scientific capacity to facilitate this development.

According to MK, ISAAA was therefore founded to “target the resource-challenged
farmers and find out exactly under what conditions they can benefit from high-level
technologies” (Interview 1). This statement implies that the S&T, particularly “high-
level (bio)technologies”, are the starting point for the formation of ISAAA. Similar to
ABSF, ISAAA appears to be founded under a technology transfer paradigm (the same
paradigm of the Green Revolution see §2.2). MK’s statement also implies, however,
that these technologies can and will lead to benefits for “resource-challenged farmers”,
a view that might be called a livelihood or food security paradigm (see §2.1). How
these two paradigms interact in the formation of ISAAA is specifically explored next.

Food security, a false start

In the introduction above (Chapter 3), ISAAA’s formal mission of livelihood improve-
ment/poverty reductions was juxtaposed to their focus on technology transfer. In
my interviews with MK, her understanding of ISAAA’s mission is clear. She gives a
statement of ISAAA’s mission that echoes the main line of the organisation:

In terms of mission, ISAAA’s mission is mainly to help alleviate poverty
and increase rural incomes through transferring appropriate technologies
responsibly and in a sustainable environment. So its aim mainly is to help
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enhance livelihoods by ensuring that the farmers can benefit from what
they are producing (Interview 1)

Already in this statement poverty alleviation oscillates with technology transfer. First
the mission is described as poverty alleviation through technology transfer, but in the
end ISAAA’s mission is to “enhance livelihoods”.

Shortly after that introduction, MK began to discuss how ISAAA does its work and
the conversation moved specifically to the discussion of transferring technologies. The
following exchange took place between MK and myself:

MK: The main technologies that we look for are those that are biotech
based, agri-biotech based. But, before we recommend any country to take
up such kind of a product or technology, we also provide the services to
investigate and find out whether there are other conventional methods
of intervention, and until we are convinced that the only viable way to
intervene in a problem is through biotechnology, then we recommend that
technology. That is why our projects have been quite few, because if there
are other ways that a problem can be solved then we don’t rush into
biotechnology because we realise that okay it’s an expensive process, it’s
something that requires certain infrastructure, policies to be developed to
guide the process of deployment and this has been quite scarce in developing
countries like Kenya.

MH: Have you then started a lot of projects where you might have gone in
thinking perhaps biotechnology would be suitable but then ended up just
giving other advice or other recommendations or other techniques? Have
there been projects like that?

MK: Not quite (Interview 1).

From this exchange, it follows that either, (1) every community, district or area
where ISAAA has worked was evaluated to see if “conventional methods of intervention”
would have been a fit, and then the decision was made that conventional methods were
not a fit. Therefore no non-biotechnology projects have been undertaken by ISAAA.
Or more likely, (2) this kind of evaluation is not really done or is not taken seriously.

Though this type of discourse, we see some kind of negotiation between the
stated mission of poverty reduction and the more subtle, but perhaps more influential
mission of technology transfer. This is somewhat different than the ABSF story where
excitement about science and technology are the more explicit motivators. For ISAAA,
reducing poverty and food insecurity is stated explicitly. But importantly, when this
mission is operationalised at the level of everyday work, the argument about increasing
food security amounts to a false start. On the ground in the field, ISAAA still starts
with the science. All their projects start with the idea of producing or transferring
biotechnologies.
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Still, one can tell that this creates tension for MK. Through all of my interaction and
interviews with her and through discussing her personal motivations, she repeatedly
informed me that she took up her post at ISAAA and continues to be motivated by
the fact that she both wants to help farmers and believes the approach of ISAAA is a
good way of doing this (Interviews 1,22,24). For instance, the above exchange was a
very nervous moment in the interview and I could tell it made MK defensive. Without
another word from me, she jumped right into a defence of flagship biotechnology project
of ISAAA, the virus-resistant (VR) sweet potato project (see §3.3 and §3.4). This
in itself is noteworthy. I did not mention or even imply that the argument about
conventional technologies never being recommended would apply to the VR potato
project. Ironically, I actually knew very little about the VR project at the time of
the interview; my ignorance was methodologically convenient. But the fact that MK
jumped right into a defence of the project, implies that the above exchange might be
one valid criticism of the project (i.e. that the project started with advanced science and
technology and no conventional methods were considered). The VR project is discussed
more in the next two sections on growth of the organisations and on institutionalisation.
For now, I return to further mechanisms that stem from organisational founding.

Information dissemination

Values:
All have right to know about

S&T

Scale:
International

Context:
Big science, big capital

Results:
Pro-biotech advocacy

Related to the surge of science mechanisms, is a
mechanism about information dissemination. Here the
same base values are present about the advancement
of and excitement about science and technology. The
subsequent corollary to these main values is that
‘Everyone has the right to knowledge about the
advancement of science and technology’ (see inset box).
As we shall see, this kind of value statement taps into
an Associational School view of civil society (§2.1) where NGOs facilitate citizens
right to knowledge and also taps into ideas about public understanding of science
(§2.2). Thus, it is an imperative for the founders of these NGOs to spread the word
about the technologies that are being developed, and even more of an imperative
if the technologies have already been developed, forcing dissemination to happen
retrospectively.

Such an information dissemination mechanism is seen in the founding of ABSF. As
indicated, in 1995 advanced biotechnology projects were already underway in Kenya,
projects that were in need of information dissemination. JO continues his story:

we sat together and discussed biotech information dissemination process,
which we thought were quite crucial in the country because by then in
fact there were efforts to bring the KARI sweet potato that had been
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developed in partnership with organisations like Monsanto into the country
[into Kenya, from the USA where it was being developed]. . . The issues
were becoming quite critical, and the information dissemination process
was uncoordinated (Interview 3)

The fact that the projects were already underway creates a strong retrospective
motivation for information dissemination, motivation that was made even stronger
by the fact that any current dissemination efforts were “uncoordinated”. The fact
that “the issues were becoming quite critical” shows how information dissemination is
thought to be closely linked with the successful transfer of a technology.

Again NO’s story moves along in parallel to the story of JO. After the decision
was made that it might be right to start moving ahead on the above-mentioned
biotechnology-based maize project, information dissemination was the next logical step:

So, when this came about we decided that it was better to have some
information to the public so that they’re aware and not hijacked by activists
before they understand what it’s all about. . . (my emphasis, Interview 6)

The notion of making the public “aware” harkens back to the value that everyone
should have access to information about the latest S&T. However, NO’s story here
(and to some extent JO’s story as well) moves past pure information dissemination for
the sake of spreading awareness. There are clearly further values at work here beyond
the ‘right to know’ about science and technology. NO’s discussion of being ‘hijacked by
activist’ implies a value that is not just related to beliefs about the nature of science
and technology, but also related to beliefs about the nature of development.

Combating outsiders

Values:
Development should be local

S&T are neutral

Scale:
National and International

Context:
Selected science

Physical outsiders not necessary

Results:
Response to critics

Pro-biotech advocacy

The reference to the public being “hijacked by activists”
is a prime example of a third family of discursive
processes about ‘combating outsiders’. These processes
put an organisation primarily in a defensive posture.
As such, they are used by an organisation as a means
to speak to its critics. In this case, critics are those
not in favour of developing advanced biotechnologies in
Africa, namely European NGOs, pitting civil society
organisations operating at different scales and in different
regions against each other.

Localism

Discourses about combating outsiders are mainly underwritten by a geographic-based
value about development (see inset box). That is, ‘Development should be informed and
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carried out by ‘locals” (§2.1). A direct correlation exists between geographic proximity
to where the development is happening and authority to make decisions about that
development. Authority is usually derived from a connection made between geographic
proximity and knowledge of needs or priorities of local people (§2.1 especially the section
on participatory directories). The closer one is to development, the more one knows
about what is necessary to ‘do’ that development. The argument usually proceeds as
follows: European NGOs are European. We are an African NGO and thus have more
knowledge about Africa and authority to make decisions about Africa’s development.

For an example, let us return to the story of ABSF. In JO’s opinion, information
dissemination was not a neutral task. It had a clear defensive posture to combat the
outside influence of European NGOs, “organisations that are normally keen on sending
out alarming statements which overwhelm the consumer” (Interview 3). Similar to
how the technologies were already developed, information dissemination had apparently
already happened on the part of the international European NGOs: “And, already in
the media there was a lot of activism, negative activism, about it [biotechnology]” (my
emphasis, Interview 6). The information dissemination efforts of ABSF were therefore
a battle in an information war. As would be expected in such a war, there is an
oppositional mentality between the founders of ABSF and European NGOs:

at that time there were already a lot of biotech issues being reported in
the papers, and of course being discussed, I would say that by then the
information was emanating more from outside the country. These were
either international journalists or international radicals, which were talking
negatively about biotech and biotech development (my emphasis, Interview
3)

JO implicates two types of actors here, both of which he implies do not have
authority to influence development, “international journalists” and “international
radicals”. This last category is a pseudonym for international European NGOs.
Note that both of these categories involve “international”, used here as a pejorative
descriptor. These are actors outside in geographic proximity and therefore have no
authority regarding the way development should move forward. The sentiment is that
they are “radicals”, we are not.

Other ABSF staff members make similar arguments. NO states: “we have a feeling
that groups in Europe have been taking unfair advantage of our people” (My emphasis,
Interview 6). In an earlier interview another ABSF staff member, LS, he stated that
there are feelings of “negative attitudes about biotechnology” coming from Northern
European media and activist groups (Interview 5). In both cases it is again the
outsiders, European NGOs and media, that are perpetrated here. This strong defensive
position by several ABSF staff members implies that these European NGOs strongly
influence the people of Kenya. Who exactly are these outside groups and how are they
achieving such influence?
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European NGOs and GM food aid

I put this exact question to NO. Because the NGO Greenpeace is a group that was
specifically implicated as having influence on the Kenyan people by LS (Interview 5),
I asked NO what kind of presence Greenpeace or other ‘anti-biotech’ NGOs had in
Kenya:

Greenpeace? Not in Kenya. I think in Kenya you don’t get so much pressure
from these groups as you do maybe in south and African countries. Those
countries which refused to allow maize in, because there was GM [genetically
modified] maize [within the food aid], like Malawi and Zambia (Interview
4)

Here NO refers to decisions by governments of several Southern African countries
not to allow genetically modified (GM) food aid into their countries in 2001/2002.
According to NO, this made these Southern African countries more prominent targets
for groups like Greenpeace compared to Kenya.

At the time of my interviews with NO and JO, and still today, ABSF cite the fact
that Kenya did accept unrestricted food aid from the USA in the form of maize and
soy in 2001. ABSF use this as an argument that Kenya accepts GM food aid4 because
surely some proportion of the 2001 US food aid was genetically modified, most likely
a significant portion. Unpacking this argument yields an interesting contradiction.
Because Kenya accepted the import of an advanced biotechnology, it did not receive the
bombardment of global attention that Southern African countries received. Accepting
a GM technology thus kept Kenya ‘under the radar’. Ironically, this kept anti-GM
European NGOs, who are usually keen to work in African countries that are developing
GM products, out of Kenya. Absence of these anti-GM groups could be a contributing
factor for why Kenya was chosen as one of the first sights for development of GM
technologies in Africa.

To triangulate this finding about the lack of anti-biotech European NGOs operating
in Kenya, I also discussed the topic with the then Science Editor of the Daily Nation
newspaper, NM. I asked NM if he could identify any anti-biotech NGOs, European or
otherwise, operating in Kenya:

I’d say more or less, its more of an individual thing than an NGO
thing because its. . . individuals that have taken a stand. . . even within
organisations that promote biotech, there are still individuals who tell you:
no I don’t think it [biotech] is right, so its more of an individual thing
(Interview 4)

4The story of GM food aid and Kenya is a complicated one. The reality of whether or not Kenya has
ever accepted GM food aid will most likely never be known. To simplify for the argument here, I only
present ABSF’s opinion that Kenya accepted food aid from the USA in 2001, some of which was likely
GM. I return to confusion about GM food aid during the timeframe of this study in the next chapter.
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The conclusion of this line of argumentation is this – with relatively few anti-biotech
groups operating on the ground in Kenya (or none at all),5 the agency of these European
NGOs mentioned by ABSF becomes an interesting issue. How exactly are these anti-
biotech NGOs influencing or “hijacking” the people of Kenya if they are not on the
ground working in Kenya? In the absence of such NGOs and the absence of national
media writing anti-biotech stories (also discussed in Interview 4), the international
media is left as the sole vehicle for influencing the people of Kenya (cf. Interview
5 above). How exactly the international media might have been accomplishing this
was not flushed out by any of my respondents, other than the vague notion that
biotechnology received bad ‘PR’ from the Southern African food aid crisis in 2001/2002.

This discussion of agency of European NGOs and the international media, therefore,
highlights the nature of the combating outsiders processes. I would argue that the
international media were not somehow elusively exerting a great influence on the people
of Kenya, spreading negative stories about biotechnology. Instead, the rhetoric about
combating outsiders largely is a discursive process that leverages any negative coverage
that there might be in the international media (perhaps even falsely exaggerating
the amount of coverage) and turns this coverage into positive motivation in favour
of developing biotechnologies.

Scientific neutrality

Having established why outsiders need to be combated and who these outsiders are, it
seems reasonable to ask how one should combat them. A staring point is a quotation
from NO used above. Note the additional lines included here:

we have a feeling that groups in Europe have been taking unfair advantage
of our people Especially, not taking balanced messages to them. And then
leaving it to them to take a choice (my emphasis, Interview 6).

This quote from NO is poignant in that it uses a discourse of ‘balanced messages,’
harkening back to ABSF’s stated mission about being a balanced forum to discuss
biotechnology (§3.4). The argument is clearly that a fair choice cannot be made when
it is made based on unbalanced information. Through this statement, NO flags the
proposed and preferred method to combat outsiders, providing ‘balanced’ information.
This is a powerful response. It not only relates back to values about the nature
of development (remember the motivation for combating outsiders was a value that
development should be locally informed), the preferred method to combat outsiders
also returns to a value about the nature of science.

This value, another variant of technological determinism (§2.2) might be termed
‘scientific neutrality’. It can generally be stated as such: ‘Due to the nature of

5The KEGCO network had not formed yet.[need to check this]
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science and scientific consensus, the nature of scientific information is balanced and
free of outside influence’. The argument is extended: ‘Our (ABSF’s) information
is based on science, and therefore is more correct and balanced than information
based on the ‘politics’ of NGOs’. This sheds more light on information dissemination
discussed above. The information battle reduces to information from science versus
misinformation from European NGO groups.

JO gives an example:

there was a lot of misinformation emanating from the different reporting
organisations—some NGOs who are taking on board these negative reports
(my emphasis, Interview 3)

Here the accurate information provided by ABSF is pitted against ‘misinformation’
provided by European NGOs. Furthermore, being political is a ‘dirty word’ here used
against ABSF’s critics. Political groups can only provide misinformation: “There was
a lot of politics. . . So that there needed to be some kind of correct information going
to the stakeholders” (Interview 6). This again connects back to ABSF’s stated mission
of claiming to be apolitical and basically value-free (§3.4). In discussion of the next
discursive process below, I further argue that for ABSF, balanced information equals
scientific information.

Mysterious science and technology

Values:
S&T complex

S&T asocial

Scale:
Transcending

Context:
Science as demystifier (still)

Science to demystify

Results:
Technology acceptance

Pro-biotech advocacy

Thus far values about science and technology that have
surfaced in the founding of ISAAA and ABSF have
been about scientific progress and the neutrality of S&T.
One other prominent value about science that emerges
as a corollary is that: ‘Through the progression of
technologies, they are becoming more complex’; and
specifically, ‘Advanced biosciences and related high-level
biotechnologies are inherently complex and complicated’.
Discourses about demystifying science and technology
also involve a value about right to knowledge seen in
information dissemination (see inset box). The values are assembled to argue that
biotechnologies seem ‘mysterious’ or strange to most African farmers and ‘the public’.
However the technologies can be ‘demystified’ or made familiar to the public and
farmers, who will then, therefore, accept the technologies.

The process of science as asocial

Demystification for ABSF works in several different ways. Firstly, the process of science
itself needs to be demystified:
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we have to de-mystify to them [farmers and the public] what is the difference
between GM and non-GM crops, and what do they represent in terms of
the science development stages (Interview 3)

Here values of technological determinism creep back into the story (science will
advance, and GM is just the latest advance, the next step). This demystification can
thus also be seen as a justification or defence of GM. GM should not be seen as strange
or mysterious, it is just the next logical step of science.

What is glossed over by ABSF is that any kind of demystification, even though JO
describes it as progression of asocial processes, implies that social processes are taking
place. JO goes on:

we also organise workshops where we demystify issues of science and
technology. . . The whole role is to ensure that they [Kenyan farmers and
the Kenyan public] do not get mixed information, I mean information
which does not have the appropriate facts about the science (my emphasis,
Interview 3)

Values based on technological determinism generally work to take ‘the social’
out of science (science will progress without opportunity for social input) and by
extension, therefore, take social aspects out of science communication (§2.2). However,
‘appropriate’ is a critical term here. Deeming something appropriate implies a
choice; if something is appropriate then it can be held up to some alternative that
is inappropriate. Judging appropriateness therefore involves a social process. That
process in this case is probably some kind of consensus among scientists or decision-
makers. But who are these people? Who decides what the appropriate facts about the
science are?

NO makes a similar argument:

Because when you go and call farmers to talk about GMOs they might, you
know, be a bit confused. There are so many things that are confusing, not
just for farmers for everybody about GMOs. And the messages that are
going out need to be sorted out and understood clearly (Interview 6)

NO’s sentiments echo that a social process of selection and summary must take
place when communicating science. Who is doing the sorting and understanding of the
messages that are being delivered to farmers, and also importantly, to the ‘everybody’
referred to here? By referring to farmers NO highlights that this mechanism works on
the scale of farmers and local communities. Though, I would argue that this mechanism
involves transcending scales; knowledge about S&T that is developed internationally
is acquired, then “sorted” and then delivered at a local level. There is an analogous
linear transfer of information (from international to national and local contexts) that
accompanies linear deterministic models of technology development (cf. §4.1 about
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international technology transfer). It appears that ABSF perform a linear information
transfer that compliments the linear technology transfer performed by ISAAA.

Science as still

In a specific example of how the advocacy of ABSF and the technology development
of ISAAA are tightly interwoven, JO goes on to illustrate how individual technologies
are demystified by discussing two of the projects of ISAAA:

if we talk about something like sweet potato resistant to a virus, we need to
tell the farmers that under natural conditions they basically eat the virus,
because the virus is in the wild and infects the potato all the time. If it is a
question of Bt, we need to tell the farmers that when they harvest some of
their crops, and these are like farm crops, say something like ground nut or
sweet potato, when they are fruity and they are in their farms and eat it,
basically they nibble a bit of soil and they definitely must be taking some Bt
with them, because the Bt spores stay in the soil. And so we must explain
to them that in terms of exposure, they have been exposed to the products
of these [technologies]. So, when the Bt gene is inserted into a crop, they
should understand that if it was safe when they took it naturally, what
about if it is inserted into a crop and it just expresses a protein which will
kill insects. And also the fact that proteins are digested. If you take some
protein there is no way this protein is going to pass your gut without being
broken (Interview 3)

Whilst this may not seem it (given the complexity and use of problematic terms like
“Bt” “genes” and even “proteins” that farmers will likely have difficulty understanding),
this is explicitly an example of a demystification of the science:

So we must de-mystify to them these issues, which are not explained. . . And
also we need to explain to them that these toxins, like BT toxins, they
basically act on insects, mainly lepidoptera, and the protein sequence is
such that it would not survive even the acidity, and digestibility of the
mammalian system (Interview 3).

Although it was probably not his intention, JO does quite a good job of showing
just how difficult demystifying science can be.

Perhaps more interesting is how JO uses science to distil science in this demysti-
fication mechanism. He draws on additional science, albeit science that is meant to
be more ‘basic’, to demystify more advanced science. Science is thus a context, or
an input, at more than one stage in this process. First one needs some science to
demystify, in this case an insect-resistant or virus-resistant GM crop. This science is
what will be distilled. It is not a coincidence that the science to be demystified is also
science that is politically charged. Secondly one needs a still, or other science to use as
the ‘demystifyer’ of the original science, in this case human physiology. Note that this
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science is less politically charged. When demystification is thus broken down, there is
some circularity of argument; science demystifies science.

The most important point from this specific example is that the science that JO
chose to present to demystify the two GM technologies (the science that acts as the
still) is only a subset of all the science that could possibly be presented, and not a
complete picture as JO seems to be implying. From the disciplinary view of JO (mainly
biochemistry and molecular biology), this is a rather complete picture. It addresses
exposure to both the Bt bacteria itself and also to the protein that the gene taken
from the bacteria expresses when that gene is inserted into the genome of a crop. An
ecologist would perhaps have different science, different studies about possible risks to
broader ecosystems, or studies about the long term effectiveness of the crop linked to
the speed of insect resistance to the crop (§2.2 especially the section on democratising
technologies and particularly Sarewitz, 2004). Surely environmental safety and long-
term effectiveness would be concerns for farmers, but no ‘facts’ are presented about
these topics. Some might argue that for technology X, an ‘overwhelming number’ of
studies were done to show safety about environmental factor Y. How many studies
show that a given technology is ‘safe’ or ‘unsafe’ in this or that way, is not of concern
for my argument. The argument is simply that a choice is being made about what
science to present and this involves some kind of social process. The scientific pool of
total information relevant to a given GM technology is untenably deep for “everybody”
(Interview 6), even scientists that are well-educated in one or several disciplines. The
social processes behind demystification lie in selecting what information one pulls
from the pool and how one condenses that information, deeming some science as
“appropriate” or “sorting” information, to use JO and NO’s terminology.

There is clearly a value judgement within the demystification of ABSF. ‘Appropriate
facts’ are not about right or wrong, but about presenting facts that support the
value one has placed on biotechnologies. Similar to (Ferguson, 1994) (cf. §2.1),
demystification of science appears to distil the politics out of science. However
demystification is really just covering up the politics, or the value judgements that
come pre-packaged inside these biotechnology-based projects.

The demystification mechanism can also be seen as an example of the deficit model
of public understanding of science (§2.2). The arguments from JO and NO above
follow a typical deficit model argument: farmers do not know enough about the science
(because the science is mysterious to them); if they had the knowledge that we scientists
possess farmers will make the choice to adopt advanced biotechnologies; therefore,
ABSF need to demystify the science for the farmers and there will be no resistance to
technology adoption:

In Africa most people are farmers, or they grew up in the farm, so we need to
make them understand that they have been exposed in one way or another
to the plant pathogen that is being controlled (my emphasis, Interview 3)
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Two things stand out from this quote. First is that demystification here is almost
forcing an understanding upon the farmers, to “make them understand”. Consistent
with the deficit model, if the public can be made to understand the science they
would not question decisions made on their behalf based on the science. Secondly,
demystification here is rolled up with another kind of discursive process that is used
to combat outsiders. about the location or context within which S&T is used, where
Africa is presented as a different context for the development and use of biotechnology,
different usually implies different than the EU and US, as discussed below.

The discourses together and momentum

Table 4.1 lists all the discursive processes discussed above that are used in the founding
of ABSF and ISAAA. The table states the values behind the processes, making note of
where processes involve values about science and technology, where they involve values
about development and where they involve both. The scale on which the processes
operate along with the contexts and results of the processes are also listed.

Inspection of the table shows that the discursive processes are clearly inter-related,
and quite often actors combine discourses. For example, JO explicitly discusses the
‘context’ of debates about biotechnology in the US and EU compared to the context
of debates about biotechnology in Africa. This discourse combines arguments about
countering misinformation from Europe with arguments about food security and with
the progression of technology:

The context of debate on biotech issues, looking at the EU continent and
the American continent, was actually different. The content of debate was
more on trade and drug related issues [in the EU and US], as opposed to the
priority of providing food to the people [in Africa]. The priority of providing
food to the people forms the basis of the African consideration of the science
of biotechnology. While in the European and the American debate context,
it was a competition of what sort of trade issues are we concerned with.
Are we going to be over-influenced by this kind of technology when we do
not have the capability of actually producing our food without deploying
the technology? (my emphasis, Interview 3)

The context of the debate in Europe is a source, perhaps even the source of the
political ‘misinformation’ discussed above and this context has direct implications for
food security in Africa. A stark discursive mechanism about why biotechnology is so
important in Africa is created through this discourse.

In JO’s view, Africa is different. In the USA and EU biotechnology reduces to
a political issue about trade (see the section on biotechnology in §2.2). In Africa
biotechnology is about food security (i.e. development). In the North, biotechnologies
are not needed to increase food production, so actors in this context have become
“over-influenced” by the technologies and the situation has become political. In Africa,
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there is no, or very little, risk of being over-influenced by the technologies (i.e. of the
technologies becoming political) because there is no way of producing enough food for
Africa without the technologies. In JO’s opinion agriculture in Africa has problems
that can only be overcome by using biotechnology:

In Africa the debate is for enhancing natural products because definitely
we have less or inhibited agricultural production due to many different
problems, which are not realised in the different continents. The pest
problem, the drug problem, the crop disease problems, and even if you
look at animal production, the animal diseases are tremendous (Interview
3)

Africa has different problems than the North. (JO seems to be implying that the
biotechnologies developed in North are almost not necessary at all).

This is a powerful framing of the debate where many values are becoming merged.
Biotechnology becomes necessarily merged with Africa eliminating the agricultural
problems of Africa. So any debates about whether or not to adopt biotechnology
become about whether or not to enable Africa to solve her own problems. Here the
solution to problems occurs through “enhancing natural products”, which naturalises
the progression of technology. Who could be against solving Africa’s problems,
especially solving them using enhancements of something natural?

Another example of combining discursive processes is the merger of issues about the
existence of ‘outsider’ European NGOs with the neutral mission of ABSF. Similarly to
NO, JO also states that there are few anti-biotech NGOs operating on the ground in
Kenya (Interview 3). However, ABSF is meant to be inclusive of any groups, regardless
of their position about biotechnology (§3.4). ABSF therefore is:

A forum for biotech stakeholders that would include both those with
opposing views and those with what you can call, those who are proponents
of biotech as a tool for development. . . Of course, naturally, you would
expect that, considering Africa and its development programmes, those with
opposing views, organisations with opposing views, are not very prominent
(Interview 3)

JO again links biotechnology directly with development through this discursive
device. Effectively JO is arguing that any groups who oppose using biotechnology
for development are opposed to development, and who could ever be opposed to
development?

Scale is explicitly used by the NGOs as at tool to combine and fuse discourses (see
the scales column in Table 4.1). For instance, ABSF ‘scale up’ their argument about
European NGOs and the international media:

And so you would say that, essentially, this [distribution of misinformation
by NGOs and the media] was leading to the development of mistrust of
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science and technology, and its role in development. We didn’t think that
this was a positive trend with regard to science development in Africa, and
it was then that we held meetings (Interview 6)

Similar to the scientific neutrality mechanism, science and technology are portrayed
as value free in this discourse; they should be trusted to play a beneficial role in
development. Biotechnologies become linked to the relationship between science and
technology and Africa’s development on a continental scale.

The combination and scaling up of discourses, illustrates how the discursive
processes create a sense of inevitability and give ISAAA and ABSF’s work momentum.
Each discursive process focuses on certain aspects of technology and development. Each
one mobilises and merges values about technology and development to link ISAAA and
ABSF’s work into current technological and development practices. For instance, by
situating their work within a frame of technological determinism, the NGOs create
inevitability – our work is part of science and technology, and science and technology
will progress, therefore our work must and will continue. The view that certain
science and technologies are not flowing to developing countries, because of the dams
of intellectual property rights, for instance, creates more of a mandate for ISAAA and
ABSF to do their work and remove the obstacles stopping the flow of technology, by
forming public-private partnerships.

In addition to technological practices, inevitability is also specifically created by
linking the organisations with trends in development practices that already have
established momentum. Similar to Mosse (2005a), ISAAA and ABSF ‘translate’ their
actions into language of development policy (cf. §2.1). This is especially true for
values mobilised about participation and rights to knowledge. Adopting the value
that development should be locally lead for example, translates ABSF and ISAAA’s
work into language that resonates with strong ‘participatory’ trends that have been
influencing development practice for decades (§2.1).

In the case of ISAAA and ABSF it was the Rockefeller Foundation—one of the
main donors that bankrolled the Green Revolution (§2.2)—that was the chief donor
that supported the founding of both organisations. Rockefeller was the audience that
recognised this inevitability and momentum. In the NGOs’ own words, Rockefeller
“came to our aid” (Interview 6). The foundation provided the funding for the
organisations to be founded and thus connected or ‘enrolled’ the organisations into
networks containing other NGOs, donors and development organisations (see §2.1
especially Mosse, 2005a). Rockefeller thus took the founders of ABSF and ISAAA
out of a position of distress. The founders had inevitability and momentum on their
sides, but no money.

Through the creation of these two organisations, ABSF and ISAAA were poised to
became the hub of a network. The next section explores the discursive processes used
when ISAAA and ABSF discuss how their network was established and grew.
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4.2 Growth: Technology expands

ABSF and ISAAA continue to mobilise many values about science, technology and
development as they grew and expanded. This section examines the early growth
period, of ABSF and ISAAA. It mainly focuses on motivations for initial (flagship)
projects. ABSF’s initial work basically amounts to two rounds of ‘training’ for
government ministers and officials (cf. §3.4). ISAAA’s initial work was embarking
on the virus-resistant sweet potato project and the start of the tissue culture banana
project (cf. §3.4). The motivation for taking on these projects and initial actions are
covered here. How these projects are evaluated and how success is determined are
covered in the next section on institutionalisation. The analysis in this section mainly
explores variants on the surge of science family of discourses, and how values about
science and technology collide with new values about development through specific
projects and initiatives.

Awareness equals persuasion

Values:
S&T progressing

All have right to know about
S&T

Context of S&T important

Scale:
National and international

Context:
Big science, capital

Unanticipated technological
events

Results:
Not technologies

Response to critics

Pro-biotech advocacy

The initial projects of ISAAA and the initial training
activities of ABSF both involved a large component of
‘raising awareness’ about biotechnologies. Similar to
information dissemination discourses in the last section,
awareness-raising discourses are predicated on values
about science and technology progressing forward, and
everyone having a right to know about this progression
(see inset box). However, also like the information
dissemination and demystification activities discussed
above, spreading awareness is not neutral. It is done
to further the interests of the NGOs, interests based
on the judgements about biotechnology that they have
already made. Awareness therefore has many uses for
both ISAAA and ABSF.

Training and awareness

Picking up the story of ABSF after its formation, the organisation entered fully into
an awareness-raising mode, with a goal of reaching all actors that have a stake in
biotechnologies (Interview 6). These activities follow the line of the mission statements
of ABSF discussed above (§3.4):

ABSF provides a forum that brings together all groups and individuals
with a stake in biotechnology to debate and dialogue issues surrounding
biotechnology (ABSF, 2007)
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The terminology such as “debate and dialogue” implies openness and inclusion. The
approach of ABSF is to generate this “debate and dialogue” by running training and
seminar programmes at a national level in Kenya.

ABSF training programmes occurred in two rounds. The first round started in 2000,
working with government officials from the administration of former President Daniel
Arap Moi. ABSF conducted training and education for relevant ministers and Members
of Parliament. Echoing values of a ‘right to knowledge’, this first wave of interaction
with ministers was classified as an effort of ‘awareness’ as seen in the following exchange:

MH: You’ve done almost three years of training with ministers before.
What’s the, sort of, motivation?

NO: . . . The motivation was that we were likely to be dealing with GMOs
quite soon. . . The other motivation is, is that the government is on board.

MH: OK. So before perhaps the government wasn’t on board as much
and you were still doing the training, but not as much

NO: We were. . . doing the awareness, now we are doing the training

MH: So, now there’s more a sense of imminence as well?

NO: Yes. Yes. So that people know what they’re dealing with and how to
deal with it. Awareness was what we were creating, now is the real training
(Interview 6)

The goal for the first round was to “create” awareness, which effectively meant
getting “the government on board”. I would argue that awareness therefore becomes
a pseudonym for persuasion in the first round of ABSF programme for ministers;
awareness equates to convincing the government that advanced biotechnologies will
be beneficial for Kenya.

Also seen in the above exchange, the goal of the second round of ABSF programming
was to train ministers about how to regulate biotechnologies. NO goes on to say that
one cannot separate training from awareness; even when one is doing training one must
be doing some awareness (Interview 6). If awareness generally equates to persuasion,
this implies that ABSF was likely still encountering resistance to GM technologies in
their later round of training.

The other main training series that ABSF ran during the study period was training
for journalists (Interviews 3, 5, 6). The argument that awareness equals persuasion for
ABSF appears to also hold regarding these trainings. In an interview conducted with
a journalist he states:

I know the kind of training they [ABSF] offer is to really tell journalist
that they should be aware and they should create public awareness for
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biotech products. . . That’s mostly what they do, is a promotional kind of
thing, I know people who have attended the training, I don’t think it’s very
objective. They won’t tell you about both sides of the coin, but they’ll tell
you about how this country needs biotech crops, this country needs this,
we are being left behind, so I don’t think they are very objective in their
training. (Interview 4).

This is a clear and somewhat scathing critique of the claimed neutrality of ABSF’s
training programmes that was echoed by the other journalist with whom I spoke
(Interview 8).

ABSF’s awareness raising efforts and journalism training are therefore further
examples of the deficit model of public understanding of science (§2.2). Here the
targeted publics are government MPs, ministers and journalists. Again, the argument
is that if they have the correct information, then they will choose to accept the
technologies. The deficit model could have a knock-on effect and spread to wider
publics via journalism trainings and the stories journalists produce. Although from
my interviews with journalists (e.g. Interviews 4 and 8), it seems that journalists
are becoming more aware of the pro-biotech leaning of ABSF’s trainings, so fewer
journalists may be persuaded to take part in the future.

Retrospective awareness

Whereas ABSF’s initial work involved training, ISAAA’s initial project was the VR
sweet potato (cf. §3.4). By the time of the research period (2004-2005), the VR sweet
potato project of ISAAA was already well under way. As mentioned above, recent
coverage in national and international media reported that the field trials of the crop
were largely unsuccessful; the potatoes were not able to resist local strains of viruses
(see Chapter 3 especially Gathura, 2004; New Scientist, 2004).

ISAAA therefore entered into a mode of raising awareness regarding the VR sweet
potato project. However, this awareness was defensive in nature, an attempt to counter
the negative global media attention which ISAAA was receiving.

The strategy of ISAAA was to selectively and retrospectively change their original
motivations for the project and spread awareness about these new motivations. In the
language of sociology of expectations, ISAAA is ‘retrospecting’ its past expectations
(cf. the sociology of expectations in §2.2). These discourses are not solely based on the
value that everyone should know about advances in science and technology. Here, as
one might expect given the publicised failure of the sweet potato trials, there is a more
selective and specific message that ISAAA wants to disseminate, one that must take
into account limitations of the technologies. Values about the progression of science and
technology are thus present, but toned down: ‘Science and technology are progressing
and flowing to Kenya, but they can take longer to flow than one might have thought’.
The process of technology development is thus slightly less deterministic. A hint of
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broader context of technology is brought back into the discourse, context that was
missing in processes utilised in founding, where excitement about products was strongly
present. ISAAA takes attention away from the apparent failure of the technological
product by focusing the discussion on processes and not products:

The sweet potato is not with the farmers, not at all. It is not with the
farmers, and we have not even anticipated that the product is going to be
with the farmers until maybe after 5, 6 years of thorough testing, finding
out how it adopts with the ecological systems in Kenya, then establishing
the food safety aspects of the potato, and then releasing it to the farmers.
But the awareness that was done earlier I would say was the one that gave
the wrong perception that there’s really a product (my, emphasis, Interview
1)

Essentially, MK is arguing that the earlier awareness backfired. This deserves to be
unpacked. Who was doing this earlier awareness? The timing is such that the transfer
of the sweet potato into Kenya and the failed field trials (2000-2004) overlaps with the
first round of awareness by ABSF (2000-2003). Given this overlapping time period and
the close connection between ISAAA and ABSF, the awareness that backfired is, at
least in part, the exact awareness efforts of ABSF discussed in the previous section.

It is also important to ask about the nature of this earlier awareness to which
MK refers. The earlier awareness was more product-based because focusing on specific
technologies helped ISAAA and ABSF gain the attention of donors and enabled the two
organisations to be founded, as discussed above. In some ways then, ISAAA constructed
their own failure by not adopting less linear and deterministic values about technology
development from the outset (cf. Harsh, 2005a).

It is not simply a matter of ISAAA being naive and holding technologically
deterministic values. ISAAA were most likely constrained and influenced by other
members of the broader science-donor-recipient NGO system (see §2.1 especially Tvedt,
2006). Perhaps it is therefore more accurate to argue that this broader system
constructed its own failure. Unfortunately, I was not able to conduct any interviews
with the Rockefeller Foundation (the main donor that provided the funding for the
founding of ABSF and ISAAA). Further, if I had conducted such interviews, the data
might have been retrospectively biased due to the time that had passed between the
founding of ABSF and ISAAA and the research period. If I could have conducted
interviews with Rockefeller before ISAAA and ABSF were founded (i.e. the early
1990s), I might have been able to ascertain how receptive they would have been
if ISAAA and ABSF had adopted more systemic and process-oriented values about
technology development from the start. Thus from my data alone, it is impossible to
tell the exact role of the donor in this process.6 However, it is clear from my data that

6I return to the role of the broader system in Chapter 6.
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technological determinism served ISAAA and ABSF well by bringing them attention
and putting them into the position of ‘distress’ from which the donor rescued them as
previously discussed.

Because of the amount of initial awareness and the international scale on which it
occurred, selective retrospective awareness must also necessarily operate on a broad
international scale to counter the initial awareness. This represented a challenge for
ISAAA during the research period that MK saw as further hindered by “anti-biotech
groups”:

And then of course we’ve suffered quite a lot with the anti-biotech groups,
because they take up that and they want to show that Kenyans are being
forced into products that are not really necessary and so on (Interview 3).

Anti-biotech groups are again perpetrated, as in the stories of founding. Again, as
argued above, the agency of these groups on the NGO actors and publics in Kenya is
hard to pin down at best.

The defensive strategy for selective retrospective awareness also reveals the
motivations of ISAAA’s projects more clearly. Through reconciling the fact that the
VR project did not produce a product with the fact that much awareness was done
promoting that there would be a product, it becomes apparent that technology, more
specifically the desire to produce and use biotechnologies, is the clear starting point
and motivation for ISAAA and its projects:

The other mistake that was there, I wouldn’t really call it a mistake because
the main reason that the project was started was to try and transfer a GM
product to Kenya (my emphasis, Interview 1).

In this statement, the motivation for ISAAA is solely about technology transfer with
no hint at all of decreasing food security or improving livelihoods. As the sweet potato
project illustrates, discourses about selective retrospective awareness effectively create
more systemic revisions of the original motivation for the project. This does explicitly
link ISAAA’s work with a broader conception of technological change described in
systems and network theories (§2.2). In this case, though, the revised motivations are
barely more systemic, shifting attention away from products and towards processes.
The revisions crucially still stop short of addressing any actual improvements in the
lives of farmers.

During the time of the research, ISAAA and ABSF were beginning to repeat
these same processes of selective retrospective awareness for the tissue culture bananas
project (§3.4). Again there was linear planning, starting with developing the product
(clean, disease-free banana plantlets). Production of clean planting material was
the first priority for ISAAA. Production shows another way that ISAAA change the
motivations for projects. ISAAA focus on TC as a technology because it has a history
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in Kenya (Interview 1). Actors such as EK at Jomo Kenyatta have been researching
TC since at least the 1990s. Framing TC in terms of this history provides a motivation
to use the technology. Yet when it come to production, ISAAA did not work with EK
and existing capacity, but instead chose to work with GTL and develop new capacity.
It is unclear exactly why this was. Perhaps at first EK did not have capability to
produce large amounts of plantlets, although she later did. Or maybe there was ‘bad
blood’ between EK and MK. Either way the focus on existing capacity in motivation
juxtaposed against only a fleeting effort to utilise this capacity shows how ISAAA
revised its motivations to focus on production of technologies.

The product (clean planting material) was produced and disseminated to farmers,
but marketing was not thought about ahead of time as seen in this exchange with NO,
from ABSF:

MH: So, do you have a way of trying to, sort of follow-up absorption all
the way to the phase of did the crops [bananas] get to the market?

NO: Right, that’s what’s going to happen now. At the beginning we didn’t.
At the beginning we thought, here we have a good technology, we can go and
tell farmers to just produce, you know, see their crop productivity increase.
But then we did not move quickly enough to the marketing level. And, we
had instances of a glut building up very quickly. Because, you know some
of these crops you can produce a lot in a short time, for instance bananas
(my emphasis, Interview 6)

The initial awareness/information dissemination done with farmers was about
a product that would increase productivity. NO refers to the product reaching
farmers and alludes that productivity is increasing.7 Now, however, broader contexts
of technologies are retrospectively brought into the story. In this case it is the role of
markets, a crucial step in helping farmers improve livelihoods for a crop where farmers
are meant to have excess productivity. By not considering markets from the outset, the
revised motivations for projects again stop short of any real livelihood improvements.
I return to similar arguments about sweet potatoes and bananas in the next section on
institutionalisation, after I present additional processes from the initial growth phases
of ISAAA and ABSF.

7Yield increases from tissue culture in bananas are debated. See Smith (2004). This is also taken up
further in the next section that addresses evaluation.
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At the top and bottom

Values:
Development should be local

S&T moving forward

Scale:
National and local

Context:
Technologies in motion

National political developments

Results:
Response to critics

Pro-biotech advocacy

Previous discussions about information dissemination
and raising awareness allude to how ISAAA and ABSF
work directly with farmers. When discussing the growth
and expansion of their organisation, ‘participation’ is
a recurring theme. This section presents a family of
discursive processes that occur in the motivation for the
initial work of ABSF and ISAAA, where values about
participation in development converge with values about
technology (see inset box). Discourses generally involve
references to actors according to ‘level’ where farmers are
at the ‘bottom’ level and national actors are at the ‘top’ level. Both of the processes
presented here are used defensively, to speak to the critics of these NGOs.

Fighting the flow

When discussing how farmers are involved in their work ABSF are clearly defensive.
They generally use certain discourses to justify why their awareness work started at the
top, with high-level decision-makers. The main discourse for doing this are discourses
about working against the flow of technological progression. These discourses are
based on values about science and technology and about development. For example,
‘Development should be bottom-up and participatory, starting with the farmers’.
However, the discourses are also related to the progression of science and technology.
Values about the steady linear flow of science and technology from international
contexts to national contexts are also present. These two values are combined in
a discursive process that is assembled as such: of course development should be
bottom-up, but the science is already in motion and moving too fast to start at the
bottom. National decision-makers (i.e. future regulators) will be the first to encounter
technologies. Farmers are more downstream. So we have to start with decision-makers,
but we will work with farmers eventually.

It is clear that with their first and second round of training and awareness, ABSF
started from the ‘top’, with government officials:

We want to target them first, you know, so that we’re just assured that
they know what they’re talking about. We want to take them the message
first and then we’ll go down to the researchers themselves who are doing the
research right now. The research is ongoing. And then go on to extension
groups and the farmers (Interview 6)

It is only after officials were made aware and trained that ABSF moved to
researchers, then to extension then to farmers.
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This linear flow is inherently part of ABSF’s organisational structure and strategy
and corresponds to linear model of innovation (§2.2). My main interaction with NO
came as she was taking over the executive directorship of ABSF in April of 2004. During
the interview, NO read to me part of an organisational timeline that was sitting on her
desk. ABSF’s schedule at that point was to train Ministers again in June 2004. Then
ABSF would move onto NGOs and then extension workers and eventually farmers in
September (Interview 6). There is a very linear timeline here that corresponds with
the top-down nature of ABSF’s work.

ABSF’s focus on the top (i.e. high-level decision-makers) was supported closely
by ISAAA (Interview 22, 24). ISAAA cosponsored many of the ministerial training
meetings and seminars. Even when working with high-level policy makers, who are
one of the most educated of publics, ISAAA and ABSF encountered many roadblocks
that might delay them in moving onto further training with communities and farmers.
For instance the change of the Kenyan government after the 2002 election and the new
administration of President Mwai Kibaki was seen as a hindrance by ISAAA because
a large number of new ministers had to be trained (Interview 24). However, this is an
issue on which ABSF and ISAAA differ:

Of course, in between we’ve had a change of government. So the message
has spread even wider because the, some of the former MPs did not succeed
in coming back in the new government, but we had a continuity in that
most of those who were active in our former meetings were joined in the
position. And then now they’re the ones making the laws (Interview 6)

As opposed to ISAAA, ABSF contend that there has been enough continuity between
governments. Thus they see the change in government as clearly beneficial.

NO is very much aware of top-down strategy of ABSF. When the interview moved
to a direct discussion of their linear timeline, NO grew a bit defensive and interjected:

I know we started from the top and are moving to the bottom, but there
was a need to do that because the regulations had to be in place and the
lawmakers had to be educated quite fast. But there is a very urgent need
now for us to bring the farmers now into the discussions. And we’re putting
up a programme, ABSF, to start to go down to the farmers. (Interview 6)

Echoing the organisational motivations, discussed above, the motivation for who to
train first was prompted by the technology. The justification for the top-down approach
is urgency. The technologies were on the way and ABSF had to start creating awareness
or persuasion. It is only now, after the government is persuaded and the technologies
will be developed that farmers need to be brought into the discussion. NO goes on
to state that training needs to be done with farmers “so that farmers are aware what
they’re dealing with, once it gets to them” (Interview 6). Should not some training and
awareness be done with farmers before the technologies reach them? The next section
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examines this and other related questions by focusing specifically on the smallest scale
that awareness is done – the farm level.

Not our role, not our fault

ABSF used discourses about fighting against the progression of technologies to argue
why they started at the top with their awareness and participation efforts. ABSF also
use a related discourse to make the converse argument – why they did not start at the
bottom (at the level of communities and farmers) with their participation efforts. This
latter discourse is a justification for what could be construed as the lack of effectiveness
of participation efforts with farmers. The same values about science and technology
and development are present and assembled as such: Technologies are flowing to Kenya.
Development of these technologies should be informed by local communities. But other
groups are already doing this community work with farmers or will hopefully be doing
this work soon. It is not entirely our role to conduct these participation activities and
not entirely our fault if they do not happen. Participation at the farmers level is thus
hard to track down with conflicting reports about where and how it is happening.

For instance, JO states that:

community based organisations and all these, we train them based on the
locality of GM testing, GM crop testing. So, if we have say a sweet potato
being tested in an area, then that is where we invite the farmers and NGOs
and talk to them about the crops and the crop development and take them
for a tour (Interview 3).

Here again it is only after it has been decided to test the technology that farmers
should get involved, and only in areas where the testing is happening. Importantly, it
is also in these communities where resistance to technologies could happen. Remember
that both JO and NO are very aware of what has happened in Europe with
biotechnologies: that resistance to GM technologies is quite strong and led to activists
destroying test fields of GM crops. (cf. §2.2 especially Jasanoff, 2002). However, NO
claims that ABSF have not done any trainings surrounding GMOs with farmers:

MH: But you haven’t really been to the level of farmers as of yet? I mean
you haven’t been to do specific, your organisation hasn’t done community
level trainings?

NO: No, we haven’t, I would say we haven’t yet gone down and trained,
you know in GMOs. But in tissue culture and the simpler technologies,
technology we have.

This is in direct disagreement with the statement of JO above, where he says that ABSF
has worked with community based groups to train them about genetically modified
organisms.
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ABSF hold that the main way that farmers are reached are through other actors:

NO: I think in Kenya what has happened is that we have had very active
NGOs who themselves have undertaken to work from the bottom up with
the farmers to explain to them, you know, in their activities with them,
what biotechnology in general is, and what GMOs are. But I think there is
still a lot to be done at that level

MH: What NGOs would that be?

NO: Well, in Kenya we have a number, ISAAA, Biotechnology Trust Africa
it was here and has been operating with farmers for the last ten to twelve
years. Then one of the new ones is Africa Harvest. You know it’s coming
very strong recently. And then we have some new ones, marketing ones
at marketing level. These are mostly involved through the tissue culture
products. Taking them out to the farmers and working with them to
absorb the technology for increase in productivity. . . We have GTL [Genetic
Technologies Limited] which is a company (Interview 6)

It should be clear from all the discussion about that ISAAA is very much in favour
of using advanced biotechnologies in Africa broadly writ. Africa Harvest, enters the
story here and it is appropriate to say a few words about this organisation. The
founder and chief of Africa Harvest, FW, used to work for ISAAA. I could not interview
FW, however, from conversations with MK, it seems that FW left ISAAA because she
acquired capital to start her own NGO, showing the proliferation of disconnections
between NGOs. It is unclear how much AHarvest engages with farmers, but it if they
do, it is unlikely that the presentation of biotechnology is disinterested. The same
deterministic values about technology transferred across this de-linking. For example,
in a published statement, FW put forward that “In Africa GM could literally weed out
poverty” is also very much broadly ‘pro-biotech’ (Wambugu, 2000).

Therefore, with the possible exception of Biotechnology Trust Africa,8 all the groups
that NO states are working with farmers are not bringing the “balanced information”
that ABSF claims to be bringing (ABSF, 2007). Furthermore, the other community
groups that are working at a “marketing level”, also mentioned above by NO, are
only reaching farmers on a project-level basis, where awareness and engagement with
farmers take a back-seat to helping the technologies to be “absorb[ed]” by farmers.9

In a further effort to justify ABSF’s lack of direct farmer participation, ABSF are
also hopeful that other actors that have not been effectively working with farmers might
do so in the future:

8As noted above, BTA was not very active in Kenyan civil society during the research. Therefore
it was not possible to include them in this study or even ascertain their general attitudes towards
biotechnology.
9Technology absorption is discussed more in the next section on institutionalisation.
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I think KARI is going to come into it [working directly with farmers
regarding biotechnology] now that it’s been beefed up from financially from
the World Bank. . . Extension work is going to come back, you know strongly.
So, one hopes that there’ll be enough interaction with the farmers (Interview
6)

Giving responsibility to other NGOs and other actors in this way is a discourse to
distance ABSF from any criticisms about lack of farmer participation in biotechnology
development.

More momentum in expanding contexts

Table 4.2 summarises the discursive processes used in this section on the initial work
of ABSF and ISAAA. As in the discourses used in founding, the discursive processes
here are again inter-related and actors continue to combine the discourses in new ways.
For example, actors combine discursive processes to make further arguments about
the international context of biotechnology. Remember that international context was
important to differentiate Africa from ‘the North’ when discussing the founding of
ABSF and ISAAA (cf. the conclusion of §4.1). However, variations between national
contexts within Africa are played down when the NGOs look towards their future.
Kenya becomes an exemplar of how biotechnology should be developed in Africa. It is
a ‘obligatory passage point’ (Callon, 1986b) for the expansion of the work of ISAAA
and ABSF. Similar to how Ghana was a model for governance reform and South Africa
a model for reforming racism (see §2.1 especially Mohan, 2002), Kenya is the ideal
test case or keystone that holds a regional and continental biotechnology programme
together. This is seen in the following statement about the tissue culture banana
project:

and why we have used Kenya first is so that when you assure something
once, instead of going to all other countries, first test it, look at the
institutional issues, put them in place, work on it for a while then if it
works now you can encourage other neighbouring countries to take up, and
this is the way we have gone for the tissue culture banana (Interview 1)

ISAAA and ABSF have an African-wide remit. So if they can get their technology
and advocacy programmes to “work” in Kenya, then the programmes can be scaled up
and moved to other African countries. The statement shows how ISAAA is aware of
“institutional issues”, but at the same time plays down the difficulty that will likely
arise in moving a project into different national institutional arenas.

Like the previous combinations of discursive processes used in the founding of
ISAAA and ABSF, this discourse also explicitly generates momentum for ISAAA and
ABSF’s work. Here it is explicitly momentum to move the NGOs’ work into other
countries in the East African region. The more momentum that ABSF and ISAAA
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can create for their work, the better the position they will be in as they grow and
expand further. There are clear ramifications for the later work of ABSF and ISAAA
here. As this NGO network expands, the organisations are looking ahead towards
future work that will be more outwith Kenya.

Again similar to the last section on founding, all the discursive processes used in the
growth stage of ISAAA and ABSF generate momentum via technological progression
and by working to uphold the ‘pro-development’ image of the organisations. Even
when NGOs admit that participation did not happen to a great extent, the discourses
about fighting against the progression of technology and about blaming other actors
for the failure of participation, allow the two organisations to acknowledge that
development should include more participation with farmers. This takes attention
and blame away from ISAAA and ABSF and places it on other actors in the
network. Furthermore, spreading awareness to policy makers, retrospectively revising
motivations and justifying a lack of participation all intricately connect ISAAA and
ABSF into trends in development practice, while acting as defence against critics who
might think that ISAAA and ABSF are not connected into these practices. It should
be emphasised that these trends are about development and technological practices.
Particularly discourses that retrospectively revise motivations connect ISAAA and
ABSF into trends about creating ‘systems of innovation’ (§2.2). Although, it must
be kept in mind that these concepts have been co-opted by actors. Therefore, these
discourses take revised expectations and transform or translate them into organisational
momentum.

Especially in discussing regional momentum, it is clear that all of the discourses
discussed thus far have larger implications, outside of Kenya, if the projects of ABSF
and ISAAA “work”. Furthermore, the success of failure of projects have implications
for the future of ABSF and ISAAA as organisations. So what does it mean for a project
to “work” or be successful? This is the very important question that the next section
on the institutionalisation phase of ISAAA and ABSF explores.
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4.3 Institutionalisation: Technological success

This section explores discursive processes that surfaced in the institutionalisation phase
of the ABSF and ISAAA network. Institutionalisation involves some degree of self-
reflection: ‘What have we done, where have we gone and what does that mean for who
we are as an organisation’? The data shows how ISAAA and ABSF consciously engage
in this self-reflection occurs when ISAAA and ABSF discuss the processes of evaluating
the ‘success’ of their projects and of their organisations as wholes.

As a general theme, both NGOs largely stated that they were successful because
they did what they set out to do when they were founded. As with motivations
for founding and motivations for activities during the growth phase, the discussion
of success and evaluation during institutionalisation again highlights an issue about
retrospecting past expectations (§2.2). Because I was interacting with the NGOs
a few years after they were founded, the actors I spoke with likely (consciously or
unconsciously) revised the original motivations so that they were in line with the
activities already completed by the organisations. This kind of retrospective change
in motivations was already discussed for the sweet potato project. Ultimately this is
a methodological issue which amounts to the definition of success becoming somewhat
circular in logic (i.e. we set out to do x, and we did x so we are successful). There
are a few consequences of this: (1) The criteria for success are still important but
the values about technology and development present in the institutionalisation phase
when discussing success will be largely the same as those when discussing founding
and growth. Because of this, the sections below are less methodical about repeating
the same values and arguments. (2) Examining how success is determined, evaluated
and measured becomes even more important because it is a way to break the circular
argument about success. If the groups are able to justify and clarify their evaluation
techniques, the impact of their work will become more clear (i.e. we set out to do x,
we did x. And then the process of y is how we evaluated x and what x means).

Controlling public messages

Both ISAAA and ABSF, utilise a discourse whereby success equals spreading awareness,
or getting the word out:

One thing we have done so successfully is to explain the difference between
genetically modified, which is transgenic crop and a non-transgenic crop.
And, to us, we give them the understanding that one is just an advanced
stage of development of the other (Interview 3)

In this statement by ABSF we have the first example of circular logic when
discussing success. ABSF set out to “explain the difference” between GM and
non-GM crops, particularly emphasising the lack of difference (cf. the discussion on
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demystification above). While this statement of success does not illuminate any
new values that ABSF hold about science and technology or development (see inset
box), it does further cement that ABSF are underwritten by values of technological
determinism.

Values:
All have right to know about

S&T

Scale:
International

Context:
Scientific training

National media

Results:
Pro-biotech advocacy

The above statement also indicates that the exact
message that is disseminated certainly matters to ABSF
and ISAAA; ‘the’ word that one distributes to the
public is important. This is a recurring theme as the
organisations reflect on their past work and when they
discuss success. As discussed above, raising awareness
and disseminating information are activities that have
many uses for ABSF and ISAAA. When addressing the
specific theme of success, we also see awareness being
used as a means of controlling information:

So we are now able to at least scan the information that goes to the public,
not information that is over-claiming or information that is under, not
giving the full details of what is happening. And then you know the public
is not put in a kind of anticipation of a big thing (my emphasis, Interview
1)

Success in this statement from ISAAA is building up enough communicative
capacity to be able to “scan information”. Whilst getting information about
biotechnology to “the public” is presented as nominally positive here, controlling
what information is disseminated and managing expectations acts as a political tool,
an attempt to keep the opinions of publics in line with those of ISAAA regarding
biotechnology (cf. sociology of expectations in §2.2). MK adds, “and then we don’t
want to over-publicise the processes. We’d like the public to get just the information”
(emphasis in original, Interview 1), which again highlights how success for ISAAA
involves controlling the information dissemination process and thus attempting to
control the reaction of ‘the’ public.

Controlling information that reaches the public is a further example of the deficit
or linear model of public understanding of science (§2.2):

We would like to move with the public because again, you cannot do these
things in a cocoon, enclosed somewhere. We would like the public to move
with the progress of the technology (Interview 1)

Here “mov[ing] with the public” implies engagement. However, MK then argues
that ideally technologies would be developed first and then the public would be
consulted and informed after; “the public” would “move with the progress of the
technology”, directly combining discourses about the progression of technology with
discourses about right to knowledge. As a further example of how the public
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engagement activities of ISAAA echo the linear model, MK adds that ISAAA is
successful because, “whether positive or negative, at least the public is now sensitised
about GM technology” (Interview 1). The fact that “the public” has to be “sensitised”
implies that now publics have more information about biotechnology and therefore they
will hopefully agree with the position of ISAAA and ABSF that biotechnologies should
be widely developed and used in Kenya. This next time around, when the next GM
product is transferred into Kenya, the public hopefully will not react so harshly.

ABSF also attempt to control information that reaches publics. They take credit
for, and count as a success, the amount and nature of information about biotechnology
coming from within Kenya. Importantly, this was internally evaluated through a
media survey that ABSF conducted themselves: “So we look for several years and
it is very clear that currently biotech information is more positive but also emanating
more from within the reporters of the country” (Interview 3). Equating the presence
of more positive information about biotechnology in the media with more success is
dubious for an organisation that claims to present balanced information. More coverage
emanating from within the country could be a better metric of success. However, ABSF
is training Kenyan journalists to publish positive information about biotechnology, as
discussed above. Furthermore, ABSF acknowledge that outside media tends to speak
more negatively about biotechnology.

How is this type of success measured or evaluated? How do ISAAA and ABSF know
if they have got ‘the’ word out? Through all of my interactions with both organisations,
I was only able to obtain that evaluation of this type of success seems to be done by
informal hearsay within the network of which ABSF and ISAAA are the hub. For
instance when prominent members of the government make informal statements in
favour of developing biotechnologies, ABSF and ISAAA view this as a ‘success’ for their
awareness raising efforts. In one significant example, when the minister of Agriculture
endorsed GM technology in a media briefing, NO states that the work of ABSF is
gaining momentum, “particularly since we’ve heard that the minister has embraced
GMOs as a necessary technology for the country” (Interview 6).10

The actions of high-level government officials and policy makers also give another
indication of the scale at which ABSF and ISAAA have targeted their awareness work.
ABSF have been successful because:

ABSF also championed the development of biotech policy. This has
led to the understanding of the role of science and technology broadly
in Development Studies, and the benefits that might accrue due to the
deployment of some of these products [biotechnologies] as we said to the
people within the country [Kenya] (Interview 3)

10These types of informal declarations and lack of a formal national policy towards biotechnology are
covered in more detail in the next chapter.
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The high-level policy work of ABSF is scaled up and expanded even further. The
success of ABSF becomes relevant in the more academic realm of “understanding the
role of science and technology broadly in Development Studies”.

Technological uptake and capacity

Values:
S&T moving forward

Innovation system important

Scale:
International and Transcending

Context:
Technologies

Unanticipated technological
events

Results:
More technologies

Labs built, scientists trained

When discussing success, the most dominant family of
discursive processes used by ABSF and ISAAA are about
‘technological success’. Here there is another circularity
in the definition of success. Again the main value is that
science and technology (particularly biotechnologies) will
progress and should flow into Kenya. The additional
argument for this discursive process is that when science
and technology do progress and flow to Kenya, success
occurs (see inset box).

Success as uptake

Both ISAAA and ABSF argue that if a technology is being ‘absorbed’ then their
everyday work is a success. With reference to tissue culture bananas, NO states:

But, you see, the way we are seeing the absorption of improved technology,
like tissue culture, it’s being taken up. And I suppose the same will happen
when we come up with the genetically modified improved plant varieties.
The same absorption will come (Interview 6)

The notion of “absorption” is used in terms of something (a technological product)
going into a community or household. There is no discussion of two-way linkages as
in a systems of innovation or social networking approaches discuss (§2.2). There is no
notion of what happens (what processes occur) after the technologies are absorbed,
such as any kind of livelihood improvement. ISAAA make the same argument about
the TC banana project:

Looking at the banana projects, our target was to transfer a technology and
get farmers acquire materials that are superior. . . but we can tell for sure
that the technology is diffusing. That more and more farmers are asking
for tissue culture bananas (Interview 1)

MK uses the terminology of dissemination instead of absorption, but the message
is the same – if technologies reach farmers then projects are successful. MK also
makes a statement about a related way that success is both defined and measured.
Normally, at least in the beginning of projects, ISAAA approach communities and
farmers (Interviews 1, 10, 11, 12, 24). Therefore if farmers begin to ask for the
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technologies themselves, then the technologies are diffusing and consequently the
project is successful.

Evaluating technological uptake in a more precise manner, beyond just acknowl-
edging that farmers are beginning to ask for the technology, is difficult for ISAAA to
quantify as seen in the following exchange:

MK: When we started the project, we wanted to reach close to half a
million farmers.

MH: That was a quantitative sort of target?

MK: Yes. We still cannot tell whether we have reached that, but for sure
when you go to the countryside, you find that for one, if we have one
demonstration farmer here, we have been able, that one has been able to
reach out to and network to, with many others. But we need to quantify
that again (my emphasis, Interview 1)

At the time of the study (and beyond to the present date) ISAAA have not produced
any reports with quantitative data of how many farmers have adopted the tissue culture
technology or how banana yield has increased due to the technology. When pressed
on the issue, as in the above exchange, ISAAA, will only cite that they can see the
technologies spreading when they visit communities.

Success as capacity

In the previous section addressing organisational growth and motivations, I discussed
that sometimes technological products have failed to come to fruition, as in the
case of ISAAA’s sweet potato project. In this case, ISAAA revised its motivations
and implicitly spoke about broader processes and not solely about products. When
discussing success, ISAAA make this argument explicit and take it even further,
using a discursive process about scientific and technological capacity. The discourse
generally takes the following form: S&T products should and will flow into Kenya.
However, when they do not flow in the form of projects, other scientific things happen,
like building technological capacity and linking actors to build an innovative system.
Crucially, as above, the argument stops short of discussing linking farmers into an
innovative system or discussing livelihood improvements.

For VR sweet potato project of ISAAA, success equals building capacity for science
and technology in a traditional sense:

In terms of facilities, I would say that the sweet potato project also helped
in helping KARI to develop a biotransformation laboratory, I hope you will
be able to see it now. So we have a biotransformation laboratory. Then
quite a number of scientists have been trained (Interview 1)
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A straightforward definition of building technological capacity is used when dis-
cussing the success of the project; scientists were trained on more advanced techniques
(here biotransformation) and scientific facilities were built (here a biotransformation
laboratory). Similarly ‘building infrastructure’ is used as a synonym for this type of
capacity:

Then infrastructure-wise, I would say that we have achieved that milestone,
because we have an operational biotransformation laboratory that was not
there before. We have had several other trainings. . . three PhD students,
okay two of them are not working on the project any more. But in terms
of building capacity, we can say we have done that (Interview 1)

MK shows one of the problems with building this type of capacity – trained scientists
often leave the project or leave the country.

ISAAA also discuss success of the sweet potato project in terms of building capacity
in a broader sense, specifically building regulatory capacity:

. . . before the project started Kenya did not have any form of regulatory
systems that had been utilised to actually bring in a GM product, but
through the product scientists and policy-makers and regulators were able
to learn the whole process from the time the product comes, it came from
the US, to Kenya, how it is received, the roles of different partners like the
Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate Service, the role of the scientists in the
handling the GM product (Interview 1)

Here ISAAA and ABSF are becoming institutionalised literally by building
connections with other institutions. Kenyan institutions have evolved and connections
have been made between different institutional actors, contributing to the development
of the Kenyan regulatory system for biotechnologies. Contributing to this development
is another way that the sweet potato project was successful.

Other actors in the ISAAA/ABSF network confirmed and corroborated these
capacity-based definitions of success. For instance when asked generally about how
to judge the success of public-private partnerships in agriculture, a staff member of
AATF, ET, specifically brought up the sweet potato project:

By linking up and signing the contract with Monsanto, you were able to get
Monsanto to help you develop a package of biosafety tests, to test the food
safety and environmental safety of such a product. And Monsanto can then
share with our scientists the knowledge that they have about this. That’s
again a measure of success (Interview 2)
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Again, ET focuses on building linkages with different types of actors, across sectors
as a definition of success (i.e. forming the system of innovation §2.2).11

Building capacity, both traditional and institutional capacity is important and is
an accomplishment. However, there are several problematic aspects of using capacity
building in this way as a main metric for success: (1) This type of capacity sits as
second prize; it is a revision of the original product-oriented goal of the project; and,
(2) There is still no mention of livelihood as a measure of success. It appears that
forming innovative linkages are valued over improving livelihoods. 12

It is striking how closely the same argument holds in discussion of success regarding
the tissue culture banana project. First success is cited as capacity in the traditional
sense of training of scientists:

In terms of improving the capacity and the knowledge base, we also
targeted to train a number of scientists, which we have. The project has
trained. . . four senior scientists who were included in the banana project,
they have been able to. . . go to several other advanced laboratories in South
Africa, in Uganda (Interview 1)

Then broader innovative linkages are brought into why the project was successful:

So we made the linkage and we worked together with the farmers, and
the farmer groups established demonstration trials at the farm level and at
the station level, and we found that the first round was really successful
(Interview 1)

Various different actors were joined together including community groups, farmers
and staff at agricultural stations. Social networks were identified that could be used
for technology dissemination. For instance, ISAAA worked directly with community
groups, such as the Embu Diocese, to distribute TC plantlets. ISAAA even helped
create other community networks, like the Murang’a farmers collective, and built
linkages between KARI and the groups to disseminate planting materials (Interviews
1, 10, 11 and 12).

The institutional success of tissue culture project is taken to even broader contexts
than the sweet potato project. Success for the TC project is connected with spreading
the model throughout the East African region:

We have been. . . exposing, at least selling out the model to other countries.
We can now say that Tanzania, Ethiopia and to some extent Uganda, have

11However by focusing on this specific linkage, ET draws attention to a criticism of the ISAAA project.
Monsanto has been criticised for its perhaps overly influential role in the development of Kenyan
regulatory system for biotechnology (Odame et al., 2003b). The Kenyan regulatory and biosafety
system is covered more extensively in the next chapter.
12The argument about valuing linkages over livelihoods made here is similar to that made in (Harsh &
Smith, 2007).
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all taken up the tissue culture technology as a commercial enterprise. The
sharing, the objective of sharing the technology with other countries in
the region, has actually taken place. Malawi is also starting. Malawi has
approached us, we have been facilitating to activate a small tissue culture
lab that they have. Ethiopia, they already have some materials that they
imported from Kenya through us, and we are also facilitating the process
of hardening the materials and taking them to the farmers. So we could
say that, in terms of sub-regional outreach, we have achieved (Interview 1)

Context of technology development is expressly broadened in this mechanism about
success as capacity, even more so than in using awareness to retrospectively revise the
motivations for the sweet potato and banana projects discussed above. But despite
this broadening, it seems fair to ask: Where has the language of livelihood and food
security gone that was so at the forefront of formal mission statement of ISAAA?
Success appears to be a fluid concept that can be framed and reframed (cf. §2.1 and
§2.2). Examining discourses of reframing further illuminates how ABSF and ISAAA
do this reframing.

Reframing roles

Values:
Development like scientific

experiment

Development can be broken
down

Scale:
International

Context:
Unexpected technological

events

Results:
Pro-biotech advocacy

ISAAA use an explicit reframing discursive mechanism
when discussing success, particularly of the sweet potato
project. The responsibilities of ISAAA within the project
team are reframed; the division of labour is redrawn
so that success for ISAAA can occur. ISAAA is thus
shifting the boundaries about what roles it was meant
to play, cordoning-off the parts of the project that
occurred, from those that have yet to occur, or may
never occur. Science, particularly scientific language
plays a key role in this redrawing of boundaries (see
§2.1 and §2.2 especially Gieryn, 1983). Values underlying
this reframing mechanism therefore combine development with the deterministic and
mechanistic values about the nature of science and technology: ‘Development is like
a scientific experiment. Development can be broken down into constituent parts’ (see
inset box).

For example, after claiming that the sweet potato project was not a “failure”,
ISAAA distance themselves from any blame that might be placed for the parts of the
project that were less than successful, namely the fact that the crop was not resistant
to viruses:

and even ISAAA’s role in this particular project was mainly to look for
support for funding, for resources and since the company that owned the
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genes that were used on the sweet potato was a friend to ISAAA, and that
is Monsanto (Interview 1)

The responsibilities of ISAAA are reframed when MK argues here that their role
was more about finding funding and resources (from ‘friend’ Monsanto).

The language that ISAAA use is important because, as argued in the methodology
and literature review (§1.3 and §2.1), language in and of itself, helps reframe success.
For ISAAA, success is specifically phrased scientifically:

and really I wouldn’t, I don’t want to call it [the sweet potato project] a
total failure. I would say that it was a good scientific success story. . . So the
whole process helped, it has helped increase our knowledge and streamline
operations on the way to handle GM technology (my emphasis, Interview
1)

Using science as a descriptor and metric is useful for ISAAA for specificity and
precision. MK implies that science is about gaining knowledge. The sweet potato
project was a success because it allowed for specific scientific knowledge to be gained,
knowledge about how to handle GM technology. This discourse resonates with
a managerialism or corporatism where an increase in knowledge can ‘streamline’
operations in a knowledge market (cf. the managerial aspects of the rise of NGOs
in §2.1 and Roberts et al., 2005).

ISAAA also use scientific discourse to expand the portion of the project that they
view as successful to the national level and beyond:

So what we have been going through, at least what Kenya has been going
through, is a scientific process of identifying the issues and the modalities
of transferring a genetically modified product into a developing country
(Interview 1)

ISAAA have been leading not just Kenya, but Kenya as an example of a developing
country, in the “scientific process” of transferring a GM product from the North to the
South. Like ABSF do with their policy and awareness work, ISAAA are ‘scaling up’
their success.

Momentum: From success to institutionalisation

The processes used in the institutionalisation phase of ISAAA and ABSF are
summarised in Table 4.3. Generally, science and technology are used to demarcate
successful work from unsuccessful work for both ISAAA and ABSF. Evaluation
techniques for all the different processes were informal, non-quantifiable and somewhat
anecdotal.

When looked at together, all the discourses about evaluating success continue
to link ISAAA and ABSF into trends in technological and development practices.
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Building a system of innovation becomes a normative tool, which is precisely what
the literature on NIS says that a system of innovation is not (§2.2). Particularly
for ISAAA discussing a system of innovation is more about ‘ticking the box’ about
the latest technological practice and generating momentum, than about building two-
way linkages and institutional learning. Furthermore, discourses about engagement
with publics, even though the engagement is linear, one-way and involves controlling
information, still satisfies the normative requirement that NGOs must engage with or
represent publics (cf. the Associational School and comparative advantage models in
§2.1). As with the previous two sections on founding and growth, the processes in this
section thus give ISAAA and ABSF organisational momentum.

Momentum is the specific goal when actors from ISAAA/ABSF combine discourses
about evaluation and success and explicitly address institutionalisation. Explicit
discourses about institutionalisation are unambiguously about internal organisational
success and organisational and network progression. The straightforward argument
that ISAAA and ABSF make about institutionalisation is the following: We are
successful because technologies are being produced and absorbed. Because of this
success, we are becoming institutionalised. Institutionalisation is generally measured
in several ways: financial metrics, ‘being sought out’ by other actors in the network,
and by intimately inter-linking with high-level actors.

For ABSF, money is an important measure of institutionalisation. For instance,
when asked directly about how ABSF judges success, JO mentioned that the continued
support of donors to fund their work is one measure of success. He also specifically
stated: “We would say that, one, is that ABSF has money to bring a balanced
reporting” (Interview 3). JO is referring to funding the journalist training programme
that can generate more positive journalism to counter the perceived large amounts of
negative journalism emanating from Europe that were discussed above.

ABSF also refer to the level of debate and an increased interest in biotechnology
amongst MPs and high-level government officials as a measure of success:

It shows that there is interest, genuine interest and, as I said when you
mention the level of debate, as it compared to the beginning and the end.
Then we know there is impact in our program (Interview 6)

While increased debate sounds positive, it is equated with a general “keenness” for
biotechnology of top-level decision-makers (Interview 6). Increasing levels of debate are
another pseudonym for persuasion. However, these interactions with the Government
cement ABSF as an institution by forming strong linkages within the network between
ABSF, ISAAA and high-level officials.

Recall that ISAAA used the fact that farmers sought ISAAA out and asked for
technologies as a measure of their success. ABSF also see success as being sought by
others:
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Now we are not only being asked to disseminate information through KARI,
I mean for KARI programmes as ASARECA, which is the Association for
Strengthening Agricultural Research in Eastern and Central Africa. All
those have asked us to do the information dissemination programme for
them (Interview 3)

ABSF is becoming ‘plugged into’ larger and larger networks, expanding its work
to international scales and generating more advocacy for biotechnologies. More and
more actors are asking ABSF to conduct information dissemination for projects. ABSF
specifically link being sought with institutionalisation:

We started off as an organisation that went out to seek groups to address,
but that has changed. . . for we are an organisation that is being sought,
people are looking for us to provide information to them. That to me is
a major yardstick of a measurement of what have you become. Have you
become recognised, have you become institutionalised? Along with that, it is
not only that the government or different organisation or groups, even the
NGO, even the donors, asking us, “we would like to know about this, can
you organise it” (my emphasis, Interview 3)

ABSF have switched modes, from seeking to being sought, from a fledging and
growing organisation to a fully institutionalised organisation within a network of other
NGOs and partners in the Kenyan Government. ISAAA and ABSF have become fully
enrolled into development networks (cf. Callon, 1986b).
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4.4 Development via technology

Throughout the entire narrative presented in this chapter, the work of the organisations
steadily progresses. Technologies, such as TC bananas are produced and distributed to
farmers. Research on the VR sweet potato continues, in spite of past failed trials. Both
ISAAA and ABSF advocate for and promote these products through training, spreading
awareness and disseminating information. Values about technology and development—
mainly values about technological determinism, rights to knowledge and participation—
are essential in supporting this work. Each of the three previous sections (§4.1 on
founding, §4.2 on growth, and §4.3 on institutionalisation) ended with a discussion of
how the values mobilised by ABSF and ISAAA also helped drive the organisations and
the network forward. There were bumps along the road (for instance sometimes actors
were disconnected, such as when AHarvest split from ISAAA) but the end result is a
strongly embedded coalition of NGOs.

How can we now make arguments about technology and development relationships
based on these stories about values and discourses creating momentum and inevitabil-
ity? We must examine what processes are happening simultaneously alongside the
creation of momentum. To begin, let us examine all the values about technology and
development that lie underneath the discourses and actions of the NGOs as a whole.

Uncovering conflicts

Inspecting Table 4.1, Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 shows that a significant number of values
about technology and development accumulate throughout the narrative. Examining
all these values together reveals how the values are often conflicting. Deterministic and
top-down values about technology butt directly against the bottom-up participatory
values about development also held by the NGOs.

For example, when examining the discursive processes used in the data about the
founding of ABSF and ISAAA (§4.1), the core values held about science, technology
and development seem to clash. Working on an international scale, for instance, is
seen as desirable in terms of science because it gives credibility and adds to the
inevitability of scientific progression (as seen in discourses about the progression or
surge of science and technology). However, operating internationally is not desirable
in terms of development (as seen in discourses emphasising localism and combating
outsiders). Perhaps more important are overlapping and conflicting values about the
social contexts where science is created and used. Sometimes the NGOs remove the
social context from science (discourses about the progression of science), or try to cover
up the social context (as in demystification discourses). Whereas other times the social
context of the technologies is used to judge the merit of the technologies (such as in
discourses about the ‘context’ of the biotechnology debate that differentiate between
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the EU/US and Africa). In all the discourses about founding, complex and conflicting
aspects of technology and development are fused together.

In the section on growth (§4.2), we again see conflicting values about science
and technology and development. For instance, in the discourses about training
and awareness with decision-makers, broader social contexts of technology production
are rarely considered. These discourses are about informing decision-makers about
the benefits of technology products. However, when products are not delivered and
new awareness must be done that retrospectively revises motivations, slightly broader
contexts are brought back into the messages that these NGOs are trying to spread.
Processes (such as marketing) begin to be discussed and not products alone. In
ABSF’s justifications for the lack of farmer participation (discourses about struggling
against the progression of technology and about starting awareness work with high-level
decision-makers) we see direct conflicting values between bottom-up ‘participatory’
development and top-down scientific development.

Conflicting values again emerge in the discourses about institutionalisation and
evaluating success (§4.3). The production of science and technology is seen as more
systemic in discourses about success as scientific capacity; connections are fluid between
actors and institutions. Yet in discourses about reframing ISAAA’s role in development
projects and retrospectively partitioning responsibilities within the project, the process
of technology production and development is cut up into separate discrete parts. The
data about the lack of specific evaluation techniques makes the conflicts in values come
more to the forefront. It is difficult to impossible to evaluate work that has inconsistent
goals stemming from conflicting values about technology and development. Evaluation
remains anecdotal and informal.

Having exposed these fundamental conflicts between technology and development,
one must examine how these conflicts are managed by the NGOs. Conflicts between
technology and development are simultaneously managed though the everyday work of
the NGOs and through organisational and network progression.

Conflict management

When the NGOs manage conflict in values about technology and development that
accumulate in their everyday work, they privilege technology over development, but
they constantly revise what they mean by technology and development, thus keeping
the connection between technology and development somewhat fluid.

To begin seeing this method of conflict management, examine how the NGOs
use discourses that are primarily about how development should be ‘bottom-up’,
drawing on values about participation and rights to knowledge. These values are
present in the mission statements of the NGOs, to help them frame their work as
‘development’. Their work is about decreasing food insecurity, bettering livelihoods,
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protecting environments, through participation and by engaging with stakeholders.
When one drills down to the level of the everyday activities however, values about
participation and rights to knowledge take on a more top-down and technological
flavour. Information dissemination and awareness activities in the training and seminar
programmes run by ISAAA and ABSF, were nominally about participation and right
to knowledge, but also contained strong elements of persuading audiences to be in
favour of biotechnology. Importantly, ABSF and ISAAA revise what they mean by
participation. These revisions tend to enter into the discourses of the NGOs when
they are in a defensive mode. For instance, when ABSF is justifying why they started
with national government actors in their awareness efforts, they are acknowledging
that participation should be bottom-up and involve farmers. But in light of fast
moving technologies that are about to enter Kenya, participation is reframed. The
most important actors that must participate are not farmers at ‘the bottom’ but much
higher-level government actors. Any participatory work beyond high-level decision-
makers was left to other NGOs, such as ISAAA, that were also more prone to count
success as controlling information than as conducting more contextual engagement with
publics.

The same kind of conflict management strategy can also be clearly seen in the
discourses that are mainly about science and technology used by ABSF and ISAAA. In
this case, when one explores the lowest common denominator of everyday work of these
two NGOs, an asocial science and technology dominate. ISAAA starts all of its projects
with a specific biotechnology in mind. The whole founding of ABSF was spurred by
technological developments. Overall, the most dominant values mobilised by ABSF and
ISAAA were values about technological determinism, which take the social context out
of the progression of science and technology. Importantly various social contexts of
science and technology (be it international, institutional or otherwise) do come into
the discourses of NGOs, as discussed above. This keeps the connections between
technology and development fluid. Again, it is when the NGOs are in a defensive
posture that technology is reframed and social context comes into their discourses, as in
when the NGOs are defending themselves against European NGOs, or when products
were not delivered and the NGOs must retrospectively revise their motivations and
their definitions of success.

The fact that both broader more contextual revisions about science and technology,
and less bottom-up revisions of participation, are mainly linked with the defensive
mode of NGOs is telling for the relationships between technology and development
that these NGOs manifest. Broader technological goals and and more bottom-
up participation seem to sit as second place compared to technological artefacts,
showing the primacy of technology in the work of the NGOs. A relationship between
technology and development certainly emerges where development occurs via the
production of technological products and processes. Indeed it is the discourses about
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evaluating success that are some of most telling processes for the relationship between
science and technology and development. ISAAA is more prone to count success
as technological absorption rather than trying to evaluate livelihood improvements
supposedly linked to technological absorption. Success clearly equals producing
technologies and technological capacities.

I must reiterate that in this relationship where development is done via technology,
the point is not simply that technology is the only motivation for the NGOs or that the
NGOs are not motivated by improving the lives of farmers at all. The argument is that
in everyday work, values about technology do dominate, but it is just as important to
emphasise that there is also a fluidity in the values about technology and development.
This fluidity leaves room for actors, especially on an individual basis, to be motivated
by a variety of desires, including a desire to improve the livelihoods of farmers.13

Fluidity, however, disappears in the second way conflict is managed—through
organisational and network progression. Stability is the focus here. At the end
of each section (on founding, growth and institutionalisation) I examined how each
discourse creates inevitability and momentum for ISAAA and ABSF. This is important
for conflict management because accumulation of momentum, while driving the
organisations and their network forward, covers conflicts between technology and
development; it is the organisational effects that are the focus. Each discursive
process draws attention to certain aspects of the complex relationship between
technology and development, aspects that create a sense of inevitability and link
the NGOs into current trends of development and technoscientific practice that
have established momentum. Crucially, the data show that in order to accomplish
this, values underneath the mechanisms collide and conflict. However, conflicting
values underneath the mechanisms remain hidden in the accumulation of momentum.
Momentum and inevitability are directed inwardly and create organisational results
for the NGOs. They fuel the organisations, and the network of which they are the
hub, to create stability. At small scales, as well as at large scales, each discursive
process effectively takes conflicts between values about technology and development
and transforms or translates them into organisational momentum.

Examining how these two processes of conflict management interact throughout
the entire narrative exposes the dominant relationship between technology and
development. In Section 4.1, the sum of inevitability and momentum allowed ABSF
and ISAAA to ‘defend’ themselves against European civil society and enabled the
organisations to be founded. Once the organisations were created, the fluid conflicting
values on which they were founded became somewhat covered up or ‘black-boxed’
inside the organisational structure. However, Section 4.2 still showed further discourses
where values conflict within the NGOs’ early projects and activities. Again the

13I return more to this ‘room to manoeuvre’ (cf. Hilhorst, 2003) in the discussion of agency in Chapter 6.
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discourses created momentum, the result is that the organisations were able to grow
and begin to think about expanding their work into countries outwith Kenya (cf.
the Kenya as a ‘keystone state’ discourse). Value conflicts were hardest to resolve
in Section 4.3, because evaluating the success of work that is based on conflicting
values is very difficult. However, the individual mechanisms still created momentum
and specifically allowed ISAAA, ABSF and their surrounding network to be fortified
and institutionalised, further covering up value conflicts between technology and
development. From founding through institutionalisation, the methods of conflict
management not only expose a relationship where development is done via technology,
but show how this relationship becomes both less fluid and intensified. As the NGOs
become further entrenched, as the network progresses, conflicts are covered even more
and relationships escalate and cement to the point technology even almost equals
development in the final discourses about success and institutionalisation.

Emergence of new relationships

The arguments about NGOs doing development via technology presented in this chapter
largely draw on data that was collected in the first half of the research period. A singular
event then triggered a shift that changed the research, and hinted to me that there
might be new and different kinds of NGO interactions with biotechnology emerging in
Kenya.

In the fall of 2004, I received an email sent out over the news and information
service of the European NGO Network on Genetic Engineering, an anti-GM mailing
list run out of Germany. I was quite shocked to see that this email was titled ‘Biosafety
Bill endangers Kenya’ (see GENET, 2004). The email detailed a group of NGOs who
were ‘concerned’ about the prospects of GM development in Kenya.14 This group of
NGOs appeared to be just the kind of on-the-ground civil society resistance that did
not exist, at least according to everyone from the ISAAA and ABSF network to whom I
had spoken previously in the spring of the same year (See Combating outsiders above).
The press release served as my initial introduction to resistance to biotechnology in
Kenya, and the coalition of NGOs discussed in the release became the second case
study for this thesis.

14The NGOs listed in the press release were groups mentioned in the context chapter: KESFF, PELUM,
ITDG, Action Aid, Ecoterra. One additional group was mentioned, Southern and Eastern African
Trade Information and Negotiations Institute who are based in Zimbabwe and thus could not be
contacted.
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This chapter examines the KEnya Genetically modified organisms COncern coalition
(KEGCO), a network of NGOs that are actively resisting the production of biotech-
nologies in Kenya. The topics that this chapter covers are slightly different than the last
chapter. Whereas that chapter focused more on research and production of technologies
and less on biotechnology/biosafety policy work, this chapter is complementary. It
focuses more on policy and regulatory issues surrounding biotechnology and less on
development of specific technologies. As mentioned above, the chapter should also be
read as chronologically building on the last chapter.

The chapter provides a second set of answers to the main research questions
under Objective 1 (§1.2). Values about technology and development that support
the discourses and actions of KEGCO are uncovered first. The same three basic
types of values found in the last chapter also emerge in KEGCO’s work: values
about technological determinism, values about a right to knowledge, and values about
participation. Values are once again presented in terms of the patterns or discursive
processes in which they are used by actors, and the specific scales, contexts and results
of the processes are highlighted.

KEGCO’s youth and the nature of its work make the structure of this chapter
slightly different than the last chapter. As noted in the context chapter (§3.4) KEGCO
was less than a year old during the research period. This makes the organisational
progression of KEGCO more compressed than that of ISAAA and ABSF. I was
still able to obtain data about KEGCO’s mission and vision (founding), their early
work (growth) and their reflection on their work and progression (institutionalisation).
The chapter is organised into three sections corresponding to these three stages of
organisational progression. However, the three sections of this chapter overlap more
than the previous chapter. Also as a result of being younger, KEGCO has simply
done less work. Furthermore, the nature of KEGCO’s work involves more of a focus
on interaction, or lack of interaction, with other actors. This makes data collected
from these third-party actors more important.1 Because KEGCO’s work expressly
involves the development of the biosafety system in Kenya, government agencies and
regulators are key third-party actors in KEGCO’s narrative, as are other actors and
have contributed to and commented on biosafety, such as Kenyan scientists, academics
and the media. ISAAA, ABSF and members of their network also appear in this

1Accessing KEGCO was also difficult so I often had to rely on third-party actors more.
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narrative, through their interaction with and commentary on KEGCO. Importantly,
this means that the discursive processes analysed throughout all three sections of this
chapter are not just the discourses of KEGCO, but the discourses of third-party actors
interacting with KEGCO.

At the end of each of the three sections, I discuss how the discourses are
often combined by actors (both KEGCO and other actors). I then show how, for
KEGCO, all the discourses, and combinations of discourses, generate antagonism, or
a sense of struggle against a dominant opponent—organisations that are producing
biotechnologies or perceived as aiding in the production of biotechnologies. This
evolving sense of antagonism drives the work of KEGCO onward, but at the same
time has negative repercussions for KEGCO’s organisational progression.

The conclusion and final section examines all the discourses and the values
underpinning them as a whole. The conflicts between values about technology and
development that underpin the work of KEGCO are very apparent because of KEGCO’s
antagonistic nature. Stark conflicts arise from the top-down deterministic values about
technology colliding with bottom-up participatory values about development. Similar
to the last chapter, I again argue that conflicts are managed through everyday work, and
through the establishment and progression of the organisations and their surrounding
network. It is the interaction between these two simultaneous ways of managing
conflict that leads to the manifestation of relationships between biotechnology and
development. For KEGCO, the relationship between technology and development
manifested in their everyday work is one where development is in opposition to
biotechnology. Science and technology, more generally, represent gateways that largely
prevent the members of KEGCO from even entering into debates about development.
Importantly, these relationships remain somewhat fluid in everyday work and are
often revised. However, the generation of antagonism and repeated un-constructive
interaction with perceived opponents serves to multiply the conflicts arising in everyday
work of the NGOs. This intensifies and cements the relationships between technology
and development. Relationships escalate to the point where science and technology
represent the antithesis of development.

5.1 Founding: Biosafety battlegrounds

This section explores values that surface in the data about how KEGCO was founded.
It presents stories of criticisms about biotechnology developments and the development
of the biosafety system in Kenya. Underneath these stories, there is a myriad of values
about technology and development.
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Urgency

Values:
S&T will progress

Social consequences of S&T
(GM) are set

Scale:
National and international

Context:
Technologies and biosafety in

motion

Discourses about seeds and
health

Results:
Anti-biotech advocacy

TA, who works with the Intermediate Technology
Development Group (ITDG), a core member of KEGCO,
(cf. §3.4), is one of the key actors in the story of
KEGCO’s founding. When I asked about why and how
KEGCO was founded, TA, a European, explained to me
what brought her to Kenya (Interviews 14, 28). She was
employed by the Gaia Foundation in the UK where she
was, among other duties, serving as the Advocacy Officer
on genetic modification and intellectual property rights
for the Africa Biodiversity Network, an organisation
partnering with Gaia Foundation. Gaia has also been
a long-time supporter of the Green Belt Movement, long before its head, Wangari
Mathai, was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 2004. Through this work, TA had
already worked on biotechnology issues before coming to Kenya. However, it was the
urgency of the current ‘situation’ in Kenya that led her to take a leave from her work
at Gaia and brought her to Nairobi.

The situation refers both to the progression of technologies and to regulatory
or biosafety developments in Kenya. KEGCO, and specifically TA, view the rate
of development of advanced biotechnologies, particularly genetically modified (GM)
technologies, in Kenya as intense: “The situation with biotechnology is urgent here in
Kenya” (Interview 14). Furthermore, the Biosafety Bill that was about to be tabled
in Parliament (cf. §3.3) particularly enabled Kenya as a “gateway” for biotechnology
(Interview 14). Here was my first introduction to a group of values prevalent in all of
KEGCO’s work: ‘There is an urgent need to do something about GM biotechnology
entering Africa; efforts are needed now and in Kenya’.

This urgency is created by KEGCO by adopting values about technological
determinism (§2.2). KEGCO is effectively arguing the following: Biotechnologies
are progressing down a pre-set path, a path that is now leading to Kenya and will
lead beyond Kenya into other parts of Africa. Furthermore, for KEGCO, the social
consequences of technologies are fixed, another tenet of technological determinism
(see inset box). There is no doubt that KEGCO believe that biotechnology will
have negative social consequences for Kenyan farmers. Importantly, though, it is the
underlying perceived inevitability of technology progression and the perceived certainty
of social consequences that provide the urgency for action.

Before discussing those negative social consequences of biotechnology perceived by
KEGCO, I need to make two points of clarification. First, the extent of technological
deterministic values that lie under KEGCO’s work varies across the organisations
making up KEGCO and their allies. For instance, the institute for Law and
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Environmental Governance (ILEG, one of KEGCO’s allies, but not a member of the
KEGCO coalition see §3.4), do not adopt as strong of a determinate stance. OM from
ILEG states:

I do appreciate that we cannot stagnate. . . I mean scientific developments
have to keep on going. But all we are saying is that it is not science at
the cost, at all costs. You have to look at how you deal with the science.
You have to look at all the other consequences of the science that you are
engaging. Yeah. It is not just the end product, it is also the process that
leads you to, that counts (Interview 19)

OM’s focus on processes and not just products make his views much less
deterministic, even though discourses about not stagnating science still give credence
to ideas about a pre-set pathway of technological development. Given ILEG’s position
as an ally, but not a core member of KEGCO, this illustrates that the further one is
from the core of KEGCO, the less extreme one’s values are.2

Secondly, KEGCO do not feel that all technology, or all biotechnologies will have
negative social consequences for Kenya. The NGO PELUM (Participatory Ecological
Land Use Management, a core member of KEGCO, see §3.4) for instance, stated that
it is just genetically modified products that they see as problematic (Interview 17).
In fact, ZM form PELUM specifically mentioned that he has “no objections” to tissue
culture bananas (despite some of the ways they have failed to help livelihoods discussed
in the last chapter). This is interesting given that the following perceived negative social
consequences of GM are based on a broader livelihood view of development (§2.1).

Rhetoric of seeds

Narratives about seeds combine several discourses, several objections and perceived
negative social consequences to GM technology, into one more powerful livelihood story
that serves as a strong motivation for why KEGCO must exist. Seeds are the specific
and tangible technological artefacts that represent the movement and progression of
GM technology into Kenya and Africa (cf. the dependency critique of the Green
Revolution in §2.2) KEGCO actors use the following discourses are all related to seeds:

• GM seeds are expensive, they will cost farmers more per year due to intellectual
property rights;

• Seeds obtained from GM plants will not germinate in the next year because of
Genetic Use Restriction, or ‘terminator technology’;

• Biodiversity will be threatened because of GM seeds;

2This is true for other values not just those based on technological determinism, as I argue below.
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• The seeds will force farmers to lose their indigenous seeds and change their
farming practices;

• The environment will be damaged because of chemicals that must be used along
with the GM seeds.

Specifically, ITDG argue that “seed safety is an issue” for biodiversity (Interview
14). They cite hybrid technologies, such as those used in the Green Revolution (§2.2)
as an example: “In hybrid maize, farmers lost varieties. And now Kenya seed company
dictates prices” (Interview 14). Along the same lines, PELUM states that GM crops
can never coexist with non-GM crops and this will cause farmers to lose their local
varieties:

For example I know for sure that GMO crops and non-GMO crops can never
coexist. Because the insects, the bee and the wind, the GMOs and the non-
GMOs will mix, you will not know which ones are which after some time.
And what will happen is that the farmers will lose their local breeds. . . they
always go back to them [local breeds], they have grown them over many
years, they have profitability, so they can reuse them—they are a fallback
(Interview 17).

The Kenya Small-scale Farmers Forum (KESSFF, another core member of the
KEGCO coalition, see §3.4) like PELUM draws attention to indigenous seeds:

We are getting [hearing], “Oh, it’s going to bring relief to the farmers.
They will have big crops and all that.” And all these crazy, crazy things.
So we as farmers think that our indigenous seeds should not get lost. . . Our
indigenous seeds will be spoiled, destroyed. Our indigenous seeds will go
into extinction. (Interview 15)

Action Aid Kenya (another core member of KEGCO, §3.4) claims that the current
research projects in Kenya are developing terminator technology, despite claims to the
contrary by all current biotechnology partnerships operating in Kenya: “But we know
for sure that the kind of the seeds that they are coming up with are the terminator”
(Interview 18). ILEG too thinks that most of the seeds produced will utilise Genetic
Use Restriction Technologies and thus will cost farmers more because: “you have to
keep on going back to these people to buy seeds and this kind of stuff. . . our farmers
are being asked to take up things that. . . [are] too expensive for them” (Interview 19).
Similarly, in the words of PELUM a farmer “has to keep on buying the seeds from the
company, in order to keep on paying the royalties to the owner of the seed” (Interview
17).

Finally, PELUM adds a concern about chemicals connected to GM seeds:

The other thing is. The GM seeds don’t just come like that. . . They come
up with other chemicals. They are not only promoting their GM seeds,
they are promoting their chemicals (Interview 17).
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Awareness equals dissuasion

Values:
Right to knowledge

Participation

Scale:
National

Context:
Technologies and biosafety in

motion

Discourses about financial
motivations

Results:
Anti-biotech advocacy

Because of the urgency created by these impending
and fixed negative social consequences of GMOs,
KEGCO feel that they need to raise awareness about
biotechnological developments. Raising awareness is
a strong motivation for KEGCO’s existence. The
argument behind the discursive process of awareness is
that given the imminent progression of GM technology,
everyone has the right to know about technology
progression (see inset box). Values about technological
determinism are thus combined with development values
about a right to knowledge (cf. associational view of civil
society §2.1). Thus, similarly to ISAAA/ABSF, KEGCO also feel that they have
a duty to inform people, particularly other NGOs and farmers, about technology
developments.

Part of this motivation to raise awareness is about the workings of the technology
itself. ZM from PELUM makes an argument about farmers not knowing much, or
nothing at all, about biotechnology and this motivated the first step in their work:

The first thing that we wanted was to create awareness. You see because it
was a new thing, we could not start campaigning about GMOs, because
nobody was familiar in the first place. So. . . we wanted to do some
workshops in the country, workshops for farmers and NGO workers. . . the
founders of the coalition wanted to create awareness, so that now even
farmers they know about GMOs from a point of awareness. . . Do you know
what is a happening, do you know what is a GMO? What is the difference
between GE [genetically-engineered] technology and [other] biotechnology?
(Interview 17)

PELUM even states that they invited members of KARI to these workshops to explain
the technology (Interview 17).

This is a similar argument to ISAAA/ABSF about how the technology ‘works’ and
how it is or is not different from non-GM technologies. The mention of campaigning here
highlights how awareness-raising for KEGCO is also similar to that of ISAAA/ABSF
in that raising awareness is not neutral and creates persuasion.

However, how awareness creates persuasion for KEGCO is slightly different than
how it creates awareness for ISAAA/ANSF. Consumer Information Network (CIN,
who is an ally of KEGCO, but not a formal member see §3.4), as an example of most
KEGCO actors, illustrates this. CIN expresses that a motivation for their work is
wide-spread ignorance that technologies are even being developed, not ignorance about
how they technically work: “Our first concern was that so many things were happening
that we really didn’t know about” (Interview 20). The awareness work of KESSFF,
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Action Aid and PELUM had similar goals to that of CIN. When MS from KESSFF
discusses how KESSFF arranged farmer interactions with KARI, he states:

We have met their [KARI’s] people. . . We have good farmers going to see
what’s happening and going to hear what they are telling about it [GM-
based biotechnology]. When they make an informed choice its better than
just hearsay, yeah, and then they can make their choice. . . whether they
want to eat GMOs and grow horns and grow whatever, that’s up to them.
But they will do that as an informed choice, right (Interview 15)

This quotation is emblematic of KESSFF’s discourse which is often filled with
expressions like “eat GMOs and grow horns” that are generally half jokes and half
out of ignorance about health effects of technology (See above). Significantly, MS
argues that after KESSFF have worked with farmers, farmers will be able to make an
“informed choice” about biotechnology and not a choice based on hearsay. Juxtaposing
informed choice over hearsay positions KEGCO within an Associational School model
of civil society (§2.1). However, KESSFF often use hearsay in their own discourses,
often in the same breath as discussing informed choice as above. How could one choose
to adopt a GM technology when they might “grow horns”? The goal of allowing farmers
to make an ‘informed choice’ for KESSFF is to ensure that farmers do not adopt GMOs.
Informed choice operates like the information dissemination of ISAAA and ABSF form
the last chapter. It is a seemingly neutral and morally positive discursive mechanism
that is aimed at converting publics to ones own point of view.

Action Aid and other KEGCO actors do not even mention informed choice. The
starting point of their argument is simply that farmers do not know much about
biotechnology and this motivates their awareness efforts:

They don’t have a deep awareness of the issues and they don’t know what
interests drive them. What are the financial interests? We don’t know who
their donors are here? What happens most of the time, people tend to
speak up on behalf of their money (Interview 18)

Action Aid wants to compel farmers to examine the motivation of technology
developers. However the only way that farmers can access this type of information
is through an intermediary like Action Aid.

It is not just farmers who are largely ignorant about biotechnology issues. It is
other NGOs as well. When I asked AW if she knew of other NGOs that were in favour
of developing GM technologies she gives this statement:

The ones I know are totally on the fence. They are not so clear because they
don’t know the issues. It just depends on their level of understanding of
genetically modified technology. Lots of the people, their understanding is
still very limited. . . I had a chat with one of them [a representative from
another civil society organisation]. And he said that he doesn’t mind
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biotechnology, as long as it is helping to improve the food security in
the country. In fact that is what most people know. If it is something
that is going to enhance the food security situation in the country, then
they welcome GM – from the face value perceptions. But if you go deep
down into the nitty gritty of the initiation of these technologies into the
country and even the. . . biosafety regulation bill, you’ll find that when you
discuss it with them deeply, they really don’t know much. They don’t
know the repercussions of having such a Biosafety Bill for the country or
the repercussions of accepting generally genetically modified seeds or those
biotechnologies (my emphasis, Interview 18).

Here the argument is that people are “on the fence” about GMOs because they are
ignorant. They think GM will help improve food security, but they have not looked
deep into the “nitty gritty” details of the technologies and the regulatory system. When
KEGCO show them those details, they will see the implications of this technology and
reject it.

Right up until rejecting technology this argument is analogous to the argument
by ISAAA and ABSF. Remember in the demystification process (§4.1), it was nitty
gritty technical details that would get farmers to accept technologies. Here the nitty
gritty details are “financial interests” behind technology transfer, or the “the initiation
of these technologies into the country” and how these technologies interact with the
regulatory system. Action Aid, like ABSF (§4.1) even use specific discourses about a
lack of information about these details: “Because what seems to be lacking is actually
information. And we can fill that information gap. That is the problem” (Interview
18). KEGCO is an organisational entity that was created to solve the problem of an
information gap.

Again like ABSF, the media also enter into this discourse of awareness. KEGCO
want to ‘create’ a more balanced media (cf. the media training done by ABSF §4.2).
KEGCO have very limited resources, which is a constraint. However, during the
research period TA did begin running training sessions for journalists. These were
aimed specifically at countering the ‘pro-biotech’ journalist trainings run by ABSF
(Interview 14).

Us versus Them

Countering the work of ABSF is one example of how KEGCO’s work is filled with an
oppositional mentality, or instances of ‘Us versus Them’ discourses. These discursive
processes play a key role in the founding of KEGCO. The main values that lie
underneath these discourse are about participation as the ideal way that development
should be done (see inset box). The very beginning of my first interaction with TA
illustrates the oppositional mentality.
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TA made me ensure her that I would not share any information about KEGCO
with any of the other NGOs with whom I was working (Interview 14). She specifically
mentioned ISAAA and ABSF. She especially did not want these organisations receiving
any of the ‘insider’ information that she shared with me. Later in the same conversation
she asked a second time for similar assurance that I would keep any information that
she told me from ISAAA. This stood in sharp contrast to my experiences at ISAAA and
ABSF where participants were generally apathetic when I assured them confidentiality,
or were even enthusiastic and encouraged me to tell other NGOs about their work
(Interview 1, 3, 6).

Values:
Development should be

participatory and co-operative

Scale:
National and international

Context:
Perceived friends

Perceived enemies (spies)

Ideologies

Lack of resources

Results:
Response to critics

Proliferation of coalitions

Anti-biotech advocacy

This was my first direct exposure to KEGCO’s ‘Us
versus Them’ mentality. ‘Us’ and ‘Them’ are, at least in
the first instance, quite specifically defined. ‘Us’ equates
directly to KEGCO and its allies. ‘Them’ equates to
groups developing biotechnologies such as ISAAA and
ABSF .

Secrecy is a key aspect of these oppositional
discourses, as the multiple requests for confidentiality
above illustrated. ITDG’s behaviour throughout the
research period continued to exude secrecy. For instance,
only a select group of people knew that TA was in Kenya
(Interview 14) and TA wanted to maintain the secrecy
about her presence in Kenya. Even though I emphasised that I would not reveal
information to other groups and that I have been an activist in the past, I still had to
sit outside and wait while KEGCO members met behind closed doors (e.g. I had to
wait in another room in a bar while TA, EK, ZM and others had a meeting before I
could interview ZM).

Secrecy is truly pervasive in KEGCO’s work. The reason for this secrecy is that
KEGCO are explicitly afraid that if actors who are researching and producing GM-
based biotechnologies (such as ISAAA, ABSF and their allies) find out about the
activities of KEGCO, these actors might “over-react” (Interview 14). For instance
KEGCO claim that Monsanto representatives in Kenya found out about a media event
that KEGCO was holding. KEGCO accuse Monsanto of trying to prevent KEGCO
from obtaining media coverage of this event: “Monsanto were turning journalists away
[from the event]” (Interview 14). KEGCO and KESSFF in particular are ready for and
expect more of such behaviour from technology developers:

And of course we are also bracing ourselves. Out there, we know we wont
have it easy. Because these people once they hear us going against their
side, they will definitely be finding us, following us, and so we are bracing
ourselves, we know that. Well, when you go to war [laughs] and the war
today is not the bow and arrow, no, no. So, anything that comes we shall
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take. . . The worst thing would be to put me in jail. [laughs]. . . that’s the
fighting course (Interview 15).

Another fear that fuels secrecy in KEGCO is illustrated by AW, a staff member of
Action Aid in this vignette about the presence of ‘spies’ within a previous coalition of
NGOs that pre-dates KEGCO:

But even the initial group of civil society organisations that was formed, ac-
tually they did not prepare themselves squarely. . . So that when they came
around the table there were the proponents and the opponents. . . Anytime
we [those opposed to the use of GM technologies] trusted them [those more
in favour of the technologies] they acted against us. . . when they were not
around the table. . . That is why we had to disband that group and form
another group. Now we came up with KEGCO (Interview 18)

AW states that these groups were only coming to the table “to spy” (Interview
18). No one told me directly who these spies were. When I pushed, most claimed that
they did not know (Interviews 17, 18, 28) and would ask me to ask someone else. It
is unclear if this spying and disbanding happened more than once. It seems, though,
that a result of oppositional discourses is a general sense of distrust within the KEGCO
coalition. Distrust makes the bonds that hold the coalition together somewhat fragile,
which results in a proliferation of (short-lived) coalitions.

These kinds of stories of spies and discourses about Monsanto often lead KEGCO
to define another meaning of ‘Them’ in Us versus Them. This is a more broadly and
ideologically defined meaning to include multi-national corporations in general, (and the
Monsanto Corporation specifically), bilateral donors (especially USAID) and at times
anyone seen to be part of a global capitalist system. Through these discourses, KEGCO
are inherently connecting technology, particularly advanced biotechnology, with the
growth of neoliberal economic policies or capitalism, and a wealth of resources more
generally. This kind of anti-capitalist ideology is a key context for these oppositional
discursive processes. It is a context that ties KEGCO into to previous global discourses
about biotechnology and neoliberalism in global activist networks (see §2.2 especially
Shiva, 1991). The discursive mechanism, then functions to classify and establish
polarised ‘camps’ of actors, with KEGCO and other like-minded activist groups in
one camp and ISAAA, ABSF and allies (or friends in the words of ISAAA see §4.3)
Monsanto and USAID in the other camp. The result of repeated oppositional discourses
is further polarisation between these camps.

Especially against this broader ‘Them’ KEGCO see themselves as the under-funded
underdogs. Action Aid states that, “civil society groups don’t come out strongly
[against biotechnology] because of a lack of resources” (Interview 18). Another key
part of the context for this discourse then is a general lack of resources. Thus KEGCO
members have to work together as a way to be most effective with the limited resources
available.
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Despite the need for resources, KEGCO will not work with some NGOs because
KEGCO see them as too secretive or conspiratorial themselves. An example is the
Global Society for ECOlogy and sound ECOnomy (ECOTERRA is a core member
of the KEGCO coalition, see §3.4. Remember that PELUM itself is a coalition of
organisations (§3.4). Most of the members of KEGCO are also members of PELUM.
However, ECOTERRA is not a member of PELUM. According to ZM, the head of
PELUM, ECOTERRA “are not very open. . . I think they are somehow on the extreme”
(Interview 17). On the other hand, an NGO cannot be too conservative or it would be
at risk of KEGCO classifying it as a member of the opposition camp. An example here
is CIN (who remember is not a formal member of KEGCO). CIN feel there might be
some animosity on behalf of KEGCO towards them because CIN sits on the National
Biosafety Committee (see Figure 3.4). SO from CIN states: “owing to the way we
work, we might be accused of being moderate or not being progressive. . . sort of being
on the government’s side” (Interview 20). There seems to be a trade-off within KEGCO
between wanting to match politics of potential partners and needing the added resources
that more partners bring.

Given the selectivity of who can participate in KEGCO, and KEGCO’s own
secretive and even conspiratorial behaviour, it seems disingenuous when members of
KEGCO, such as KESSFF, state that transparency is an explicit goal of their work (§3.4
and Interview 15). Yet the desire to expose and make the actions of the oppositional
camp transparent and more participatory are key motivations for KEGCO’s founding.

Exclusion in biosafety

Values:
Development should be

participatory and transparent

Scale:
National

Context:
Opaque biosafety system

Results:
Frustration

Anti-biotech advocacy

KEGCO is specifically trying to make the biosafety
system in Kenya more participatory and transparent.
Two reasons for why biosafety is the specific target for
KEGCO emerge in the data. First, because of the above-
mentioned general lack of resources, KEGCO does not
have the ability to campaign and advocate against all of
the specific individual GM technologies being developed
in Kenya, such as sweet potato, maize, cotton and
cassava (Interview 14, 15, 17, 18). The biosafety system
represents one target that can affect approvals of all technologies. Lobbying the
government to make the biosafety more precautionary is thus a wise usage of time
and energy for KEGCO. Secondly, KEGCO felt that the presentation of the Biosafety
Bill in Parliament was imminent (cf. §3.3), which also contributes to making biosafety
the focus for KEGCO (cf. urgency above).

KEGCO’s basic argument is that civil society and farmers have not been adequately
involved in the biosafety process in Kenya. They thus mobilise values about
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participation in development in discourses about biosafety (see inset box). Significantly,
KEGCO also feel that they cannot find out why the development of the Biosafety Bill
has not been more participatory because the system has not been set up in a transparent
manner.

My first interactions with KEGCO were filled with conversations about this lack of
participation and transparency in the development of biosafety in Kenya. ITDG stated
that there are “no strong institutions to include civil society in biosafety process. KARI
has a programme to engage with farmers [which is pro-GM], but there is no programme
in Kenya to fund civil society to look at the other side” (Interview 14). MO from
KESSFF also vehemently declares that farmers have not been involved enough in the
development of the biosafety system, as illustrated in the following exchange:

MH: So really in your opinion you don’t think farmers have had a say at all?

MS: Never, never, never.

MH: Up to this point?

MS: No, no, no. (Interview 15)

Action Aid independently corroborated this claim of KESSFF:

You find that the process [of participation in drafting the Biosafety Bill]
is not quite consultative, because most of the farmers, even the ones that
Action Aid work with at the grassroots level, they are not informed. They
are not even aware that there is a Biosafety Bill being developed. In so like
for instance, the Kenya Small-Scale Farmers Forum, they are very much
against that bill, the Biosafety Bill (Interview 18)

In KEGCO’s view, the constitution of the National Biosafety Committee (NBC) is
the institutional representation of this lack of NGO and farmer interests. For KEGCO,
the NBC does not contain NGOs and farmers groups capable of representing small-
scale farmers (see Table 3.4). ITDG states that there are “no NGOs on biosafety
committee. Civil society has really been excluded”. (Interview 14). More specifically,
it is “food-security based”, livelihood-based and environmental NGOs, such as those
that are part of KEGCO, who have been excluded (Interview 14). For instance ABSF
and Biotechnology Trust Africa (see BTA in §3.4) sit on the NBC, but KEGCO do
not feel that these groups represent the food-security or livelihood concerns. CIN,
one of KEGCO’s allies, also sits on the NBC. While KEGCO acknowledges that CIN is
generally not in favour of GM technologies, KEGCO argues that it focuses on consumers
and food safety and does not focus on food security and livelihood issues of farmers.
As far as KEGCO is concerned for food security NGOs, “at the official level, there
is no mechanism to involve civil society. . . It is only through personal inroads that
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NGOs have been able to get involved” (Interview 14). The story is similar for farmers
organisations. KEGCO, particularly KESSFF argue that the Kenya National Farmers
Union, the farmers organisation that sits on the NBC, does not represent the concerns
of small-scale farmers that KESSFF does represent.

It should be made clear at this point, that KEGCO’s claims stand in contrast to
the official position of the National Council of Science and Technology (NCST, the
institutional home of the NBC), which holds that the NBC does contain voices to
represent the issues which KEGCO advocates. For instance in terms of small-scale
farmers, an anonymous official at NCST admits that “small-scale farmers were not
there back in 2000” when the NBC was young, but that the Kenya National Farmers
Union does represent small-scale farmers because they have offices in every district of
Kenya (Interview 23).3

A salient point here is not just that KEGCO perceive a lack of farmer and NGO
participation in the biosafety system, but that there is no clear justification for why
farmers and NGOs are excluded. The lack of participation is mysterious to KEGCO. A
motivation for KEGCO is thus to try to find out or expose why they have been left out
of the biosafety process. KEGCO argue that the biosafety system is not transparent,
and thus they cannot easily find out what is going on.

Part of this lack of transparency is inherent in the way which the biosafety system
was established. For instance KEGCO are frustrated because the NBC does not make
the minutes of its meetings public (Interview 14). When I spoke to HM, the head of
the NBC, I asked him why the NBC does not do this. He first replied that they are
going through a process of acquiring the “capacity to filter information” to release to
the public (Interview 29). When I asked why they do not have this capacity and when
he thought they would have it, HM became slightly defensive and replied: “Why I’ve
told you, it’s a process. Maybe the BCH, the International [Biosafety] Clearing House
Mechanism [a UN programme], is going to assist us to do filtering” (Interview 29).

Even given the limitations of the way the biosafety system was established, NCST
could act in a more transparent and co-operative manner. Various organisations
within KEGCO wrote to HM requesting appointments to meet with him to discuss the
biosafety system and Biosafety Bill and never received a reply. CIN gives an opinion
about NCST that is in line with KEGCO as a whole:

We have written to him [HM from NCST] several times and cautioned him.
We don’t get responses from him. . . And all they were doing was all shrouded
in mystery. . . The whole issue of communications from their side, on the side
of the developers of the bill has not been very, very friendly (my emphasis,
Interview 20).

3I return more to NCST’s responses to KEGCO below as KEGCO continues it’s investigation as it
grows.
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ITDG concur and state that it is “hard to find out what is going on. . . The whole
biosafety process has been very secretive” (Interview 14) The discourses of mystery
and secrecy imply that KEGCO feel the lack of transparency on the part of NCST is
intentional.

Specifically, many actors have had trouble obtaining a copy of the draft Biosafety
Bill. Action Aid is one of these actors and insists that the draft bill “should be a public
document” (Interview 18). SO from CIN similarly states:

They way things are here, is that at times these things are not published,
at times, it is very difficult to lay a hand on it [the draft bill]. Unless you
get it from the ministry or the people who are drafting it, its not a public
document which you can get from the government press or the government
printers (Interview 20).

During my interview with HM, I asked HM directly for a copy and was also refused.
HM stated it was “too early” to give out copies of the bill, even though the bill at that
point had been through several drafts (Interview 29).

HM, as the head of the NBC and thus the official gateway into all issues concerning
biosafety, is seen as particularly opaque (Interview 14, 18). To triangulate and
corroborate this claim, I spoke with PM, a law professor at the University of Nairobi and
a former member of the legal task force for biosafety (part of the implementation phase
of UNE-GEF programme see BSandBT). According to PM, “He [HM] always speaks
very cryptically. . . I mean, I like people that talk straight. HM never sees anything as
it is” (Interview 31). And echoing what the other NGOs said about getting copies of
documents, PM has also sent her students to try to get copies of the draft bill and
other documents and states that:

There’s no transparency. He [HM] will not give you anything. . . I really
wonder, if they are the people that are suppose to insure public participa-
tion. . . . You’ve got HM, the epitome of secrecy (my emphasis, Interview
31).

Again, discourses about cryptic speech and the epitome of secrecy imply that HM in
intentionally not sharing information, and not just not communicating because of a
lack of ‘capacity’ as he claims.

NCST’s lack of transparency thus thwarted the efforts of KEGCO to try to get a
response to their initial concerns about biosafety development not being participatory
or to try to get the latest copies of the draft bill. The lack of transparency becomes
as important as the accusations themselves as a motivation for setting up KEGCO
as an oppositional alliance. Focusing on biosafety thus provides clear and tangible
opponents, the National Council for Science and Technology, the National Biosafety
Committee, and HM, but also the Government of Kenya more generally.4 According to

4This is explored more in the next section.
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the associational view, this positions KEGCO in the archetypical role for civil society
of keeping state in check (§2.1).

The discourses together and antagonism

Table 5.1 lists the mechanisms, values, scale, input and outputs of all the mechanisms
used in the founding of KEGCO. It is clear that the discourses are inter-related. Actors
from KEGCO (like those from ABSF and ISAAA) also combine discourses.

For instance, one way that discourses are combined is by specifically discussing the
context of biotechnology in Africa and Africa’s ‘needs’ for biotechnology. Remember
that similar comparison of contexts of biotechnology where made by ISAAA and ABSF
comparing Africa and the US/EU (§4.1). For KEGCO, discourses about needs work in
a similar way, although mobilised to produce the opposite result. ISAAA and ABSF
focused on crop productivity to enhance food security in Africa. Whereas KEGCO
argue, that there is a different need for biotechnology in Africa compared to the US
or EU—there is no need at all. In other words, for KEGCO, biotechnology not only is
not the answer to crop productivity, but crop productivity is not the problem. Lack
of infrastructure and water, for instance, are more tangible problems. ‘Empowerment’
and ‘ownership’ should be the focus of any work with farmers. Discourses about the
context or need of biotechnology for KEGCO are therefore underlined by stronger
values about the way development should be done than previously seen in the data.
Discourses of empowerment and ownership imply that development should be more
than participatory and tie KEGCO into discourses about rights (cf. the discussion
about NGOs in §2.1).

For instance, Action Aid say that infrastructure is a key issue: “Because most of
the time they [farmers] are constrained by issues like. . . poor infrastructure which adds
to the cost of production when they have to transport their goods from one point to the
market” (Interview 18). Action Aid also often speak about the control of production:
“How do we make people to be the owner of their production? How do we make the
small-scale farmers own the productive ability? Control and ownership. Access to and
control of productive capability [are critical]” (Interview 18).

When it comes to any intervention in the lives of poor farmers, TA similarly suggests
one should ask:

How appropriate is it [the proposed intervention]? You know, does it
empower farmer control? Does it sustain seed security? Is it safe for the
environment? I think it wouldn’t be too difficult to come up with a good
index to test every new technology that comes in technology that comes in.
To be honest on some of the indexes that I like, GM would fail.

TA is perhaps overly optimistic about the ease of designing such an index that
would be applicable in many contexts, but she focuses on how technology should enable
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control and security. CIN connects into similar but grander discourses of autonomy
when it argues that crop productivity is only a problem because foreign crops have
been pushed on Kenya since colonisation:

Our main focus at the beginning was the, we don’t even need the technology
[GM biotechnologies], that was our starting point, that we don’t even need
the technology. We don’t really see it at all as an issue when you talk of
increasing yield. Because the way the problem has developed is that we had
our own indigenous crops, and there has been a shift—colonisation. These
people have brought maize and all that. These are not even our foods,
we used to consume millet, sorghum, cassava and all these sorts of things.
And then we were introduced to them and then the maize was not able
to perform in our climatic conditions and then there has been attempt to
increase the yields and so on. And now they are even moving us from the
maize to rice and we know that we won’t be able to grow rice in this kind
of climate (Interview 20).

As a final example of how KEGCO view the main problems of farmers, EK combines
several discourses together with the following statement:

And if we know that there are several other problems, there other needs
like there are issues of water. In fact many farmers we have talked to if
you give us water, we’ll kiss away hunger. . . So why is this one thing [GM
biotechnology] being pushed, and without information? Why the hurry of
making the law that pushes introduction and doesn’t question (Interview
15)

Here EK speaks of a lack of information about biotechnology. Moreover, biotechnology
and the Biosafety Bill are also being directly held up in contrast to the real needs of
farmers, like water.

Thus, KEGCO is framing debates about biotechnology by mobilising these broader
values about the wider contexts of problems facing farmers in Africa. Whereas ABSF
frame debates in such a way that biotechnology is directly connected to Africa’s
development, KEGCO frame debates in such a way that biotechnology is not just
in conflict with Africa’s development.

Much like ISAAA and ABSF, the values mobilised by KEGCO do work for the
progression and formation of their network. Whereas ISAAA/ABSF use trends in
technological and development practice to create momentum and inevitability, KEGCO
use ideology to create a sense of antagonism that is linked to the development of the
KEGCO coalition.5 Ideology can especially be seen in oppositional discourses (Us versus

5KEGCO are also somewhat linking into trends in development practices to create momentum for their
work as ISAAA and ABSF do. However, to the extent that this is the case, I am arguing that this
is better described KEGCO using a range of antagonism to drive their coalition onward as discussed
below. This is especially clear given the discussion of KEGCO’s audience below.
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Them) and combination discourses about the context of the biotechnology debate in
Africa (above).

Here, and as the chapter progresses, I use antagonism to mean a range of
oppositional attitudes that vary from constructive to destructive. On one end of the
spectrum is antagonism in the sense of Greek root, antagōnizesthai, meaning ‘struggle
against’ (McKean, 2005) which is used constructively by KEGCO, it helps KEGCO
come together as a coalition. Ideology creates a sense of shared struggle against the
actors and organisations creating these biotechnologies and biosafety processes. Each
discourse above contributes to the accumulation of this sense of shared struggle. The
technologies are coming, we have to fight them or the lives and environments of farmers
will be negatively and permanently impacted because of terminator technologies
and intellectual property rights (urgency). We must inform people about the real
motivations of the opposition, of technology developers, which is to spread technologies
into African markets (awareness). We must secretly work together and pool resources
(Us versus Them) to fight the spread of neoliberal policies represented in biotechnology.
These ideologies and discourses are stories moving through networks (Shrum, 2000).
The actors are members of international coalitions where these discourses circulate via
workshops, the Internet and email distribution lists. KEGCO are able to match the
values of their work with the values present in these stories.

While antagonism creates a sense of shared struggle that is productive for KEGCO’s
founding, general antagonistic attitudes, also create trust issues within the coalition.
For instance, trust is an issue in discourses about who is a spy and who has the right
politics. This sense of antagonism is destructive for the formation and cohesion of the
coalition. It drives the organisations apart. The exigencies and circumstances described
in the discourses above represent an equilibrium or balance between the constructive
and destructive effects of antagonistic attitudes.

Because antagonism both works to drive the formation of KEGCO, and also works
to divide it, KEGCO’s founding is more complicated and than the story of ISAAA and
ABSF’s founding. KEGCO has no donor to fund them, they express a lack of resources.
The Rockefeller foundation is the audience for the momentum which ISAAA/ABSF
created, but who is the audience for this sense of shared struggle that KEGCO have
created? To some extent, the NGOs form their own collective audience for themselves,
to create a collective sense of struggle. PELUM states that working on biotechnology
and forming KEGCO “was a collective move” (Interview 17). Because of the lack of
a donor or third-party audience to recognise KEGCO, it remains unclear from the
data exactly when KEGCO became founded. Some actors reported that KEGCO
first started forming in January of 2004 (Interview 18). However, TA stated that
KEGCO actors did not begin meeting frequently until much later in the summer and
fall (Interview 14). I would argue that it is the biosafety efforts of KEGCO that led
to its founding in the sense that these efforts led to more collective activity. The
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Biosafety Bill provides a tangible target and tangible enemy (NCST). It allows for
accumulation of a shared sense of struggle against an opposition so that KEGCO can
overcome the trust issues within the coalition. This is evidenced in the much more
frequent meetings and interactions between KEGCO and its allies once the biosafety
work began (Interview 14).

It is important to highlight the interactivity of actors that creates the situation
of KEGCO’s founding. The antagonism might originate in circumstances, ideas and
discourses of KEGCO actors, but it is not only them who are involved in the evolution of
these discourses. When KEGCO initially try to investigate their felt exclusion from the
biosafety process, they are frustrated by a poorly set up and un-transparent system,
and then further frustrated by the opaque actions of NCST and HM in particular.
The story of the founding of KEGCO thus sets up a cycle. KEGCO actors have
criticisms of biosafety so they try to investigate, but become frustrated. Given their
lack of resources, it is antagonism in terms of shared struggle that drives their work
and fuel investigations onward. However antagonism also generates conspiratorial and
trust issues. NCST then feeds these conspiratorial attitudes by not acting in an open
manner in response to letters and requests, which creates more criticism and frustration
for KEGCO, and the cycle continues. The next sections show that this is a dangerous
and detrimental pattern to have established.
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5.2 Growth: Investigation and infiltration

KEGCO’s growth phase can be characterised as investigating the system of approving
biotechnologies and trying to infiltrate this system. KEGCO are trying to investigate
the biosafety system to understand how it was founded, who influenced its founding and
who might still be influencing it. They attempt to expose this in media. KEGCO’s
discourses are ideological and they struggle to provide evidence for their claims. I
compare KEGCO’s account of technological approvals to the insider perspectives of
actors that were taking part in the development of the system. KEGCO are also
trying to access the biosafety system so that they themselves can influence that system.
KEGCO have an answer to why they cannot get more access to the system and I again
compare KEGCO’s reasons for this with the account of regulators and other actors
involved in the biosafety system. It is important to emphasise disconnections between
KEGCO and other actors in KEGCO’s growth phase. KEGCO do not know about or
cannot access many of the inside actors with which I spoke. This section thus presents
discursive mechanisms used by several different actors, inside and outside of KEGCO.
It provides several actor perspectives, several accounts about ‘what really happened’
in the development of the biosafety system in Kenya.

Push and goodwill

Values:
Development should be local

Scale:
National and international

Context:
Ideologies of international

capitalism

Lack of knowledge and
resources

Results:
More ideology

No tangible criticism

In the quote from EK above about the broader
context of debate on biotechnology, he mentioned
GM biotechnologies “being pushed” (Interview 14).
When discussing their investigations into the creation
of the biosafety system, KEGCO continue to use
discourses about national and international actors
‘pushing technologies’. In addition, KEGCO use
discourses about their newly identified enemy, the NCST
and national government in general, exhibiting political
‘goodwill’ towards biotechnologies. These discourses
allow KEGCO to mobilise values about technology and
development, such as: ‘Development and discussions about it should be at the national
or local levels’ and specifically ‘Biotechnology and biosafety developments should not
be influenced by international actors’ (see inset box).

As discussed above, ideologies run through the everyday work of KEGCO and fuel
that work onward. This is true for when KEGCO discusses pushing technologies and
how this push is connected to development of the biosafety system in Kenya. For
instance, when I asked MS from KESSFF about what challenges KESSFF now faces
in their work, he discussed multinational companies:
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We don’t believe a word they [multinationals] are telling us. We don’t
believe a word they talk. But we think one time this is being destructive,
and we think why should we be continued being played? (Interview 15)

Here farmers are “being played” by companies. KESSFF does not offer any evidence
of how farmers are being played, and it might be difficult to do so at this point as no
GM crops are commercialised in Kenya. This discourse solely functions to use ideology
to create conflict between KESSFF’s work and the work of technology developers.

Other international actors are also implicated as playing farmers and pushing
technologies upon them. The slave masters are not just multi-national companies,
but bilateral donors. Chief among them is the United States Agency for International
Development (USAID). PELUM discusses the role of USAID in developing biosafety
systems in Kenya and sees the role of the US as coercive: “The US is pushing GMOs,
funding biosafety” (Interview 17).

There is a significant issue here because KEGCO is not clear on whether or not
USAID helped fund the biosafety process in Kenya (Interview 14 and 28). As discussed
in Chapter 3, USAID at least funded ABSP versions I and II and PBS which all
contributed to developing biosafety regulations in Kenya. KEGCO is trying to find out
about what is happening here. They are trying to investigate and even asked me for
details. They are clearly not aware of the details of these programmes, and they do
not know how to find out any further details. The result is that instead of engaging
with specific details of such programmes, KEGCO’s critique of USAID’s involvement
in biosafety remains in high-level ideological discourses.

Furthermore, Action Aid argue that acceptance of GMOs, and thus the development
of a permissive regulatory system, is specifically linked to receiving aid from institutions
like the IMF and the World Bank as well as the involvement of USAID (§3.3):

Like for instance, you know that Kenya has been denied aid for a long
time. We have been almost ten years without aid from the IMF and the
World Bank. For us to be given this aid, which was virtually extended to us
recently I think one of the conditions here is acceptance of the genetically
modified organisms. And also from donors like the Americans, the USAID,
some of the programmes that they support, especially supporting initiatives
like genetically-engineered crops into the country (Interview 18).

AW did not offer any proof or specific examples of this. Given, Action Aid’s lack
of resources (Interview 18), AW probably does not have the ability to investigate these
accusations. The resultant discourse again seems merely ideological, but it serves as a
powerful motivation within KEGCO and its allies.

Moving away from international actors, in KEGCO’s view there is also a technolog-
ical push in Kenya on behalf of a nexus formed by the national government, parastatal
researchers, and regulatory actors. HM, the co-ordinator of the NBC, does not do
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much to dispute this claim when he states: “We have the political goodwill, it’s there”
(Interview 29 cf. the letter from former President Moi to Bill Clinton in §3.3). KEGCO
most likely focus on this political goodwill because it is in the media spotlight. It is
not happening behind closed doors of NBC meeting which KEGCO cannot access.

For KEGCO, governmental ‘goodwill’ translates directly into government forcing
GM biotechnologies onto the country. For CIN the government in general and Ministry
of Agriculture specifically are “pro-biotech”:

Now the Ministry of Agriculture generally, I would say that our government
is very much, what I would say is pro-biotech. Our current minister who
is, unfortunately, I would so not very much informed on this issue. He is
so much supportive of this technology. . . But the current government, right
from the president, the minister for agriculture and his scientists are so
much sort of pro, in trying to sell this (Interview 20)

Lack of information again enters the discourse and is the reason why the Minister
of Agriculture is in favour of developing GM biotechnologies. CIN focuses less on
regulators and more on the perceived national ‘pro-biotech’ alliance of the President,
his ministers, and KARI scientists.

Action Aid similarly argues that there is too much influence of KARI within
Ministry of Agriculture. KARI develops technologies and thus, according to Action Aid,
should have some separation from the Ministry of Agriculture. Closeness between KARI
and the ministry encourages agricultural problems to be examined as technological
problems. One could argue that this defines the agricultural system of innovation vary
narrowly, without any social components (cf. §2.2). However Action Aid make the
argument differently:

AW: I think. . . [we have been] mislead by the director of Agriculture, the
director of agriculture is a KARI man and he has never developed himself
from KARI. He thinks, eats, sleeps, KARI

MH: And there needs to be some separation between KARI and the
ministry of Agriculture?

AW: You know, KARI doesn’t have a mind of its own. Most of its research
is sponsored by external donors. Almost everything is Monsanto (Interview
18)

External funding sources, and specifically Monsanto, are implicated again with an
ideological metaphor of being the “mind” of KARI.

The role of capital is important when KEGCO and its allies discuss the pushing of
technologies. CIN states:

I think they [NCST] got some money and at that time [when the biosafety
system was just forming] there was maybe, also a lot of money coming to
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support these biotechnologies, so some of the government departments and,
also individuals, were also fighting to lead. . . on biotech (Interview 20)

Capital is seen as driving the development of biotechnology and biosafety in Kenya.
Values about constructive participation and co-operation are put into contrast with
capital here. Capital leads to un-constructive behaviour and infighting.

The media is key to the work KEGCO do here. Certain critics within the media
share KEGCO’s sentiment about the Government pushing technologies. NM from the
Daily Nation states: “The government is forcing things down our throat” (Interview
26). Furthermore, KEGCO’s strategy is to expose this pushing of technology through
the media. A specific example from ITDG about confusion over GM food aid illustrates
this. Although this is about food aid, it illustrates KEGCO’s opinion that high-
level government officials are pro-GM. The Assistant Minister for Special Programmes
(within the Office of the President) said that Kenya’s current policy is to accept
GM food aid. The Nation newspaper covered this story. However, the Minister of
Agriculture released a statement stating that Kenya does not accept GM food aid only
a few weeks before the Assistant Minister for Special Programmes made his statement.
The Ministry of Agriculture holds that KEPHIS monitors all imports and food aid
has to be certified as ‘GM free’ or at least containing less GM content than some low
tolerance limit (Interview 14). This was verified by FN who was in charge of food
aid at KEPHIS at the time (Interview 41). KEGCO put out a press release about
this discrepancy and their release was not covered by the Nation or any other media
outlet. ITDG have specifically tried to approach the Minister of Agriculture about this
multiple times and have never received a response. Much like NCST, the Minister is
“exclusive” (Interview 14).

In all of the discussion of technology push and political goodwill, KEGCO is on the
outside of the inner workings of biotechnology and biosafety decisions. KEGCO do not
have resources or knowledge to access the inner workings of the National Biosafety
committee or even to get media coverage for their campaign. I now present two
perspectives from third-party actors who are very much inside the biosafety system.

Overlapping actors

The first perspective comes from SM, from the Insect Resistant Maize for Africa project
(IRMA). I was led to SM because, although all the members of KEGCO and their allies
generally say that they do not engage in campaigning against specific biotechnology
projects, they do explicitly criticise the IRMA project as part of their discourse against
the development of biotechnology (Interview 15).6 IRMA, for their part, are aware of
some of the KEGCO actors. SM is especially aware of MS of KESSFF. MS has been

6KEGCO state that there is no real need for Bt maize in Kenya (Interview 15).
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quoted speaking out against biotechnology several times in the media. In the media
analysis which IRMA conduct, MS, and KESSFF were responsible for most of the
stories that were classified as speaking ‘negatively’ about biotechnology (Interview 40).
As a result of this, IRMA sees KESSFF as an actor standing in the way of their goal
of developing Bt maize in Kenya.7

Values:
S&T are neutral

Development decisions should
be unbiased

Scale:
National

Context:
Hats - Actors playing multiple

roles

Results:
Discouragement of wider

participation

Concealed pro-biotech advocacy

When discussing biosafety, IRMA mobilise values
about science and technology and the neutrality of
scientific or expert advice. SM has been involved in the
development of biosafety in Kenya. For instance, SM
states:

Just recently, when I was defending the
application to test [Bt maize] in the field, I
think I took part very much in designing the
new application forms which will be part of
annexes of the bill of the policy (Interview
40)

This is more than a redesigned or reformatted form. SM helped by reforming the
process of “putting up an actual application. So that as they [NCST] make decisions,
as they review the form, they can see what it means to be in a new logistical form than
in the old one” (Interview 40). SM helped shape how NCST views and thinks about its
review process and thus helped to revamp the application and decision-making process.

Here SM knows that his involvement in biosafety could be construed as an applicant
influencing the application process. SM states that he and other colleagues from IRMA
have been involved in biosafety

as individuals not as IRMA. . . because of working with the two institutions
KARI and CIMMYT, we tend to wear different hats. I have been invited, I
think, when. . . the development of the bill and the policies [were discussed],
as an individual. We go there and are there with SG or the late BO
[representatives from KARI] and others. So, we may be representing
different institutions but we don’t go there wearing the IRMA hat. But
we have contributed as individuals (emphasis in original, Interview 40)

SM’s defence of his involvement is that he is not participating on behalf of IRMA but
on behalf of KARI and CIMMYT. But both of these institutions are still promoters and
developers of technology. Both apply for permits and rely on successful applications
to do the work that they do. Even if the ‘hat’ that one wears is different, it is the
same actor underneath the hat. This discourse covers up and obscures where value

7SM and IRMA have an oppositional discourse of their own, similar to that of KEGCO, cf. Us versus
Them.
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judgements about biotechnology have been made. SM states specifically that he is not
influencing the system:

Yes I agree we have not gone there wearing the IRMA hat. We are not
activists, remember that we are a project within an institution. So we
cannot go there as an activist, the way PELUM or the way Action Aid can
go there. We go there as individuals and participate in that (Interview 40)

Here SM refers to other members of KEGCO, specifically PELUM and Action Aid
as activists. There are two interrelated points to take from this vignette. First of
all, NCST listen to SM and colleagues more and give them more access than groups
like PELUM. SM and colleagues are able to get the ear of NCST because they are
scientists and make specific contributions in scientific parlance (Pielke Jr. (cf. §2.2
especially 2004); Sarewitz (cf. §2.2 especially 2004)). Secondly, I would argue that SM
in an activist too in the sense that IRMA’s work depends on favourable reviews of
applications by NCST. The result of this kind of discourse is pro-biotech advocacy,
despite the fact that it is trying to be covered up as neutral scientific or expert advice.

UNEP could play the same role that SM is playing, reviewing draft Biosafety Bills
or application processes. CG the director of the UNEP biosafety programmes for
anglophone Africa states:

Kenya can bring out this draft law and ask UNEP, “we want a second
opinion on our laws, can you look for some expert for us, to look at our law
and give us a second opinion” And then if that second opinion is given back
to Kenya and Kenya decides what it thinks is good for it (Interview 30).

According to CG this is exactly UNEP’s role is, but countries have to ask UNEP
to do so and NCST has never asked for such help.

The story of another actor, FN, shows that the roles that one plays (the hats that
one wears) in the biosafety and biotechnology system, can also be overlapping through
career progression. FN was a scientist at KARI working on several biotechnology
projects (including the VR sweet potato project) and then moved to KEPHIS where
he was in charge of biosafety. He then moved to an NGO, the African Agricultural
Technology Foundation (see §3.4). I asked FN if any of the permits for the flurry of
GM approvals in 2003 (cotton, cassava and Bt maize seeds) came across his desk:

Nearly all! You know what happened when I was working in KARI we
would approach KEPHIS and other regulatory agents to allow us to bring
in materials for research and because they were not seeing, looking at things
the way we do. Even when we say we want to bring in materials just to work
on and destroy. They say no, you want to make Kenya a GMO country.
So that [laughs] would drag on and on. And now when I was the person
in charge of making that decision I think that I was useful to the research
community. I mean we, during that one year the applications that had
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stayed with the regulatory systems for about three years were able to be
cleared. I was able to okay, the importation of the BT maize that is now
being tested.

FN approved Bt maize seeds, Bt cotton and transgenic cassava. This is a telling
influence on the biosafety system as a whole, especially because FN states that there
is no separation between KEPHIS and the NBC:

Actually KEPHIS - like when it comes to transgenics or GMOs you cannot
draw a line between what KEPHIS does and what NBC does. They actual
decision is done at NBC, on which KEPHIS sits and has its input (Interview
41)

FN had a great amount of power as the main approver of technology. Therefore
the perspective he brought to the job is important:

And my ideas—you see I think as a former researcher working actually
on some of the projects that KARI was trying to push through the
system. . . those were some of my projects when I was there working at
KARI. So I was fairly liberal. . . . if all KARI wanted was to bring in
cassava. . . and hold it in a screen house, in a contained facility where we
will do our research within two months. This cassava may not flour within
that period. We will have finished testing and showing that it works or it
doesn’t work. I thought there was really no risk at all. Yeah, and I thought
that scientist needed to test these things and prove for themselves whether
they work or they don’t work for Africa so, so I was really I’m really for
scientist being allowed to do their tests.

FN’s justification for approving technologies is similar to that of SM for getting
involved in the biosafety system. Both justifications are based on the scientific expertise
of the actors. In the case of FN, the justification is framed as being able to have a
science-based approach to decision-making:

And therefore if they were to advice policy makers it is based-on science as
they usually say science-based approach. So I thought that KARI or any
other person wishing to do research and showing that they have capacity
to contain the GMO, through risk assessment analysis should be allowed to
test it. And then send this information to the National Biosafety committee
so that people can then decide. Say yes this is what we found based on this,
it works or it doesn’t work.

FN’s story is emblematic of the development of biosafety and biotechnology in
Kenya. FN played multiple and overlapping roles at the different stages of his career.
A scientist becomes a regulator and then works for an NGO and all the while having
significant influence of the founding and operations of the biosafety system. Expertise
circulates, but the robustness or objectivity of the system becomes questioned.
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Constructing stakeholders

Values:
Development (stakeholders)

should be co-operative

Development (stakeholders)
should be local

S&T are international

Scale:
National and international

Context:
Conflicting responses about

entering biosafety

Conflicting characteristics of
stakeholders

Results:
Responses to critics

Further polarisation

Pro-biotech advocacy

The previous two sections detail KEGCO’s critique of
approvals of technologies and compared them with inside
stories of SM and FN. In addition to trying to explore
how technologies get approved, part of KEGCO’s initial
work is also a simultaneous effort to get inside and
influence the biosafety system. KEGCO tries to gain
access to the NBC for itself and for the farmers with
which it works. As mentioned above, KEGCO received
no responses to their requests to meet with NCST.
There is generally no communication between NCST
and KEGCO. In this section, I compare the reasons for
this lack of communication put forward by NCST and
those put forward by KEGCO. I investigate the claims
of NCST and KEGCO by examining discourses about
‘stakeholders’. Who is a stakeholder and what determines whether or not these
stakeholders are entering the biosafety process?

The discourses here are about participation. Development should be participatory.
Stakeholders should be local. Stakeholders should work together and co-operate.
However, values about are S&T also present here. Stakeholders must be fluent in S&T.
These discourses are accusatory. Each side accuses the other of not being participatory
and co-operative (see inset box).

The context here is provided by conflicting accounts of how NGOs enter biosafety
and conflicting or impossible characteristics that actors must possess to become
stakeholders. The result of these discursive processes is pro-biotech advocacy, as only
pro-biotech groups can gain access to the biosafety system. The discourses also serve as
responses to each other as critics. Most importantly, the discourses generate a further
polarisation between NCST and KEGCO.

Gatekeepers and mandates

When NCST discusses why they have not worked with NGOs, such as those in KEGCO,
NCST adopt an unhelpful and confusing stance: KEGCO need to figure out on their
own how to get involved in biosafety. NCST argue that they do not have resources
to work with every NGO or farmers group (Interview 29). Precisely because of this,
co-ordination, co-operation and representation are key values underpinning NCST’s
discourses. NCST are projecting these values on NGOs, saying that NGOs should
be co-operative and work together. This creates a defence and answer to KEGCO or
other critics of NCST: ‘Any lack of communication between NGOs and NCST is not
NCST’s fault, it is the fault of the NGOs. NCST is not being uncooperative, the NGOs
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are. The NGOs need to work together and co-ordinate themselves before approaching
NCST’.

For instance, various farmers groups must work through the one farmers group that
sits on the biosafety committee, the Kenya National Farmers Union:

HM: So when we talk of Kenya National Farmers Union (KNFU) and
they don’t agree themselves, they have other splinter groups, also farmers,
it’s among them to sort out their differences. When it comes to farmers,
KNFU. . . are the ones who are supposed to tell other farmers with dissenting
voices what we are discussing. In fact, we have been telling KNFU, “If
you’re not representing all the farmers, small and large, you should tell us,
because we either retain you or. . . [replace you] with those dissenting voices.
Because it is your work to get them together and discuss, whatever issues
you bring to this committee.” KNFU is representing all the farmers, on a
consensus voice.

MH: So it’s up to them to make sure that they work it out?

HM: Yes, because when they come for the meetings, they come to represent
all the farmers. So if there are some farmers who are against or who are
pro, it’s for them to discuss and to come up with a stand, one stand (my
emphasis, Interview 27).

It is not just that farmers must co-ordinate themselves before approaching NCST,
they also must develop one stance on biotechnology. HM is referring to KESFF as
one of the “splinter groups” that do not agree with KNFU and KNFU’s stance on
biotechnology. KESFF specifically formed because it did not feel that KNFU represents
small-scale farmers who are not in favour of biotechnology (Interview 15). The creation
of KESFF represents the kind of organisational proliferation created by oppositional
mentality (cf. Us versus Them) and is an important context for NCST’s discourses. To
NCST, organisational proliferation is evidence to blame farmers groups for not working
together.

HM makes an analogous argument about other NGOs, where the National
Environment Management Authority (NEMA) should act for NGOs as KNFU acts
for farmers. NEMA should be the one to ‘sort out’ the NGOs:

MH: So NEMA, it would be the channel for NGOs to get into the biosafety
committee?

HM: Yes, as far as environmental issues are concerned. (Interview 29)

However, confusingly, HM also states that the NGOs should co-ordinate through
ABSF and BTA:
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You see like NGOs, we normally deal with BTA and ABSF. So they are
the ones who are supposed now to be the co-ordinator of the other NGOs,
because we cannot put all the NGOs on board (Interview 29)

ABSF are hardly unbiased co-ordinators (cf. Chapter 4). So to claim that ABSF is the
gatekeeper of other NGOs is a dubious statement.

Despite the various NGO co-ordinators, NCST’s knowledge of a given NGO and
their mandate remains important factor in determining with which NGOs NCST will
work and include on the NBC. When I asked HM why specific NGOs from KEGCO
were not on the NBC, I discovered that NCST has a confusing stance about knowing the
mandates of NGOs. First, NCST argues that they do not know Action Aid’s mandate:

I know Action Aid, but I never, I’ve never contacted . . . them as far as
biotechnology is concerned. . . In fact, I know this Action Aid, but I don’t
know their mandate. I know there’s Plan International, I don’t know
their mandate. . . Because I don’t know whether they’ve got a branch or
a department or unit which deals with biotechnology (Interview 29)

However, when discussing their refusal to make minutes public (cf. exclusion in
biosafety above), one of the reasons the minutes are not public is because NCST says
that any given groups only need certain information. In this case NCST argue that
they know mandates of NGOs and they know what information to give to each group:
“We know what [information] Action Aid needs” (Interview 29).

Mixed responses about knowing mandates and multiple co-ordinators for NGOs
shows that no matter how co-operative and co-ordinated NGOs are, they still may
have difficulty accessing the biosafety system.

Science and roadblocks

From KEGCO’s perspective, there are many roadblocks that prevent them from getting
inside the Kenyan biosafety system, and NCST is to blame for creating most of those
roadblocks. In KEGCO’s view, the first and most important roadblock preventing
KEGCO from participating in biosafety discussions is science itself. Just as scientific
expertise allowed SM from IRMA and FN from AATF easily into the biosafety process,
lack of scientific expertise is one of the things keeping KEGCO out of biosafety. These
discourses are about science and broader social values being in conflict. Science prevents
KEGCO from doing the local development work that it wants to do.

The accounts of CIN are the most telling actor here. Out of KEGCO and its allies,
CIN is the only organisation that has been able to get a seat on the NBC. CIN thus has
a privileged vantage point about what it takes to become a stakeholder in the biosafety
process. CIN, as a consumer group, see biotechnology as food for consumers and “food
is not only about scientific laws” (Interview 20). Taking this broader stance has not
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been easy for CIN. A focus on science and technology have made it difficult for them
to enter into the discussion:

So it [biosafety] is so much seen as a scientific issue and making a
breakthrough on this was not easy. . . You know what our position is. . . other
issues which are not science [should] also to be included in all the discussion,
all the other legitimate factors, not only to look at the technology from a
purely scientific level, but also to how people receive it. . . (my emphasis,
Interview 20)

CIN go further to argue that NCST only wants to include scientists on the NBC and
that this science focus is another factor contributing to NCST’s lack of transparency
and opaque behaviour:

And all they [NCST] were doing was all shrouded in mystery because they
are scientists and they look for. . . the top scientists in the country, and they
have this council and they are looking at science and technology issues,
which to us was really not the issue here. It was slightly more than that
(Interview 20).

Discussions of science cover up the food and consumer issues that CIN want to discuss.
Further showing how science and technology are gateways into biosafety, CIN

was only eventually able to participate in biosafety because they possessed research
expertise. An anonymous regulator states this by saying:

CIN was the only group that had an understanding. We couldn’t take
everyone. We interviewed six consumer groups and SO from CIN said ‘You
give us the question and we will do the research’ (Anonymous regulator).

Having an understanding, in this case, meant having the capacity to do the consumer
research that the regulator needed. CIN was able to translate their consumer concerns
into social research.

Except for CIN, none of the NGOs in KEGCO or their allies have been able to
surmount these scientific and technological roadblocks. TA from ITDG states, “they
[the NBC] think it [biosafety] is the domain of scientists and a few in government”
implying that science is a barricade that prevents KEGCO from participating in the
biosafety process (Interview 14). NCST’s strict focus on science is a significant factor
that keeps the KEGCO NGOs from doing the everyday ‘development’ work that they
want to do; it has prevented them from voicing their concerns to the NCST.

In addition to science and technology, there are several other roadblocks to becoming
a stakeholder. For example, scale is a key stakeholder characteristic. According to
CIN, “Some NGOs are so international, maybe government doesn’t see them as local”
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(Interview 20).8 To be a stakeholder then, one must be conversant in the parlance of
science, but also be emerged in local issues and local communities. Related to scale,
then, is audience. The audience of an NGO is another critical characteristic of being
a stakeholder, according to anonymous source at NCST: “it’s about who you will pass
your message to” (anonymous, Interview 23). The audience must be local.

CIN goes on to say that it takes investment, which means that it takes time to
become a stakeholder: “It takes some investment. What is a stakeholder? [One must
be]. . . consistent, make some efforts. . . in workshops, in the press” (Interview 20). The
media again enter the picture as important actors in determining who is a stakeholder.
However, being invested represents a dilemma for potential stakeholders. Actors need
to attend workshops to be stakeholders, but only stakeholders get invited to workshops.

To triangulate data about stakeholders, I conducted further interviews with ISAAA,
as ISAAA was a cosponsor of biosafety workshops. Similar to ideas about being
invested, MK states that being a stakeholder is about contributing positive insights
and not disabling the discussion:

Participation and stakeholder are words used to derail development, in
my opinion. What is a stakeholder? One who is affected and effects the
process?. . . everyone is affected, everyone is a stakeholder in this sense. But
stakeholders contribute positively in terms of insights (Interview 24)

MK argues that participation of stakeholders is only beneficial as long as it does not
slow down development.

Reviewing these characteristics, it seems that being a stakeholder is not only
difficult, but is not an autonomous act. Already it is clear that it depends on
other, third-party actors. One must obtaining coverage in media and identify a local
audience, for instance. But even after that, who arbitrates, who judges which actors
are established, invested and which are not?

The Nairobi biotech mafia

I argue that becoming a stakeholder is an act of co-construction (MacKenzie &
Wajcman, 1999) between potential stakeholders and third-parties, and often-times
third-parties have more to do with constructing stakeholders than the potential
stakeholders themselves.

In order to take part in the biosafety development process, a potential stakeholder
must obviously find out about meetings and workshops. This is the first way that

8Despite this, as I argued above in the previous chapter (see combating outsiders §4.1) all the non-
governmental actors are international to some degree. Even CIN got its start in biosafety by attending
international conferences (Interview 20), in a story that echoes that of JO from ABSF going off to
conferences and coming back to Kenya to start working on biotechnology issues (see starting with the
science §4.1).
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third-party actors are critical. Some third-party has to tell potential stakeholders
about events or potential stakeholders have to ask some third-party. This is not trivial
for the NGOs involved, as CIN who has managed to do this concurs:

I would say that having been following sort of like the developments of this
things and how the difficulty of getting involved, attending the meetings
and trying to monitor the development of this thing. Most of the NGOs
who are now talking were really not there. And they have not been there
(Interview 20)

KEGCO actors have not been invited and did not even know about workshops. For
example, PELUM was not invited, ZM has never heard of any stakeholders meetings
(Interview 17). ILEG was never invited to any meetings either, didn’t know about any
consultation: “I didn’t know. Totally, I didn’t know about any consultation at all. I
had no knowledge” (Interview 19). ILEG see themselves as a natural fit within a broad
definition of civil society:

We’d be a natural fit. You see we have a working relationship with the
law society of Kenya. So one would imagine, again with a broad definition
of civil society, the law society of Kenya is a member of that civil society
(Interview 19).

Action Aid go further and suggest why they have not been invited: “We were
not invited. Of course we were not invited because being of our position. Their
approach to these things is quite selective” (Interview 18). Action Aid argue that there
is another explicit way that third-parties construct stakeholders—that civil society is
‘mapped’ by NCST. For Action Aid, mapping is about what position one has regarding
biotechnology:

They go by the civil society club that one is in. Because even if they are
relevant, there is a civil society mapping on this issue of biotechnology or
biosafety itself. You find that their are civil society organisation who are
‘for’ it. I don’t know for what reason. Maybe perhaps the bulk of their
finances come from the companies that produce biotechnology (Interview
18)

Here Action Aid is again talking about financial motivations, similar to ideological
arguments that they used above.

Importantly, though, Action Aid suggests that the mapping is not about relevant
working areas or mandates of NGOs. CIN takes a softer approach. CIN is not sure
whether excluding KEGCO “was intentional or whether [it was NCST]. . . just not seeing
this [biotechnology] as their [KEGCO’s] working area” (Interview 20).

Through these kinds of mapping and inviting processes, third-parties, play an
influential role in deciding who a stakeholder is and who a stakeholder is not. PM,
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who remember has been intimately involved in biosafety, agrees that the those actors
in charge of inviting have power. She goes so far as to say that the sphere of influence
shaping biosafety and biotechnology policy is dangerously closed, like a mafia:

They are very. . . It’s a mafia. . . have you heard that term, the biotech mafia
in Nairobi? It’s a very, very closed club. . . And I think the operating
principal is - the fewer people you have the better (emphasis in original,
Interview 31)

The mafia discourse is strong indeed. It perhaps gives too much credence to the those
doing the inviting.

My argument is not that being a stakeholder has nothing to do with the
characteristics of that potential stakeholder. ‘Stakeholderness’ is co-constructed, not
totally constructed by third-parties. Obviously the potential stakeholders themselves
have something to do with becoming a stakeholder. The following quotation from
CIN sums up how both KEGCO and NCST contribute to KEGCO not becoming a
stakeholder:

Maybe the government was so selective on who they invite, I don’t know,
maybe people did not create for some sort of public outcry or something that
would identify them with being active and interested in this kind of work so
as to have the government or the people organising this thing involve them,
I don’t know. But in terms of fighting from within [the NBC] and being
able to articulate a position, I think we have missed them in the house. We
have missed them from inside the house (Interview 20)

Not becoming a stakeholder is detrimental for the work of KEGCO, and it’s allies.
It is also for the progression of the coalition, as seen when looking at all the discourses
in KEGCO’s growth phase.

More antagonism

Table 5.2 details all of the discursive processes used in this section on KEGCO’s growth.
Like the previous section, these discourses are interrelated. However, remember that it
is not just KEGCO that is using these discourses.

In the discourses used about how technologies move through the biosafety system,
KEGCO’s position that biotechnologies are pushed by international actors with the
help of the political goodwill of the national government must be contrasted with
the discourses about actors playing multiple and overlapping roles in the system. All
of these discourses are based on values that pro-biotechnology advocacy should be
kept out of the biosafety system, but this argument is made by different actors with
different consequences. KEGCO, sitting outside of the NBC, are only able to use
ideology to produce big internationally and nationally-scaled criticisms of biosafety in
Kenya. Ideology causes them to be off-target, compared to the insider accounts of
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actors intimately involved in developing the biosafety system. The stories of SM and
FN are stories about applicants tangibly shaping the application process by playing
overlapping scientific roles.

A pattern similar to that seen in KEGCO’s founding starts to emerge here, with
ideological discourses or stories moving through the KEGCO network and creating
antagonism that drives KEGCO forward (Shrum, 2000). KEGCO’s lack of resources,
prevents them from accessing more information about the biosafety system and keeps
their critique ideological and off target. However, ideological critiques also creates
antagonism that propels KEGCO forward.

The various discourses about stakeholders used by KEGCO and NCST complete
the cycle. In the discourses about multiple NGO co-ordinators and NCST is mobilising
values about development that they feel KEGCO should possess. KEGCO should
work together, co-operate and co-ordinate in their development work. NCST takes
on a ‘you should work it out on your own’ attitude as a defensive stance against any
of its critics (specifically KEGCO) who say that biosafety is not participative. When
KEGCO discuss how one becomes a stakeholder, they make the opposite argument.
Here KEGCO actors, with varying degrees of ideology and cynicism, realise that they
are not in control of who is a stakeholder and who is not. KEGCO cannot work it out on
their own, as NCST suggests. Not being able to frame their concerns in strict scientific
and technological parlance keeps KEGCO out of biosafety discussions. Furthermore,
actors who classify and invite stakeholders to workshops are key actors because they
arbitrate if stakeholders possess the desired characteristics. NCST’s confusing stance
on whether or not they really know the mandate’s of stakeholders leaves them open
to the criticism of KEGCO, particularly of Action Aid—that NCST could be mapping
and choosing to include stakeholders based on pro/anti positions towards biotechnology.
This fuels KEGCO’s antagonism even further.

KEGCO cannot find an audience for their concerns with NCST. Similar to the
results of the cyclical argument in the last section, ideology is keeping KEGCO out
of the biosafety system and in their own camp. NCST’s actions make KEGCO more
ideological. Overlapping actors make the biosafety clique tighter and further distance
and alienate KEGCO. What started as a crack between KEGCO and NCST in the
story of KEGCO’s founding quickly becomes a wider gap. NCST and KEGCO are not
communicating, just brooding in their own camps.
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5.3 Institutionalisation: The legal arena

This section is about KEGCO’s institutionalisation phase. Similar to the last
chapter, institutionalisation draws on discourses that involve conscious self-reflection.
Discourses here come from the NGOs not only asking ‘what work have we done’, but
also asking ‘how does this affect who we are as an organisation’? Often these discourses
are about evaluation and success. Remember that KEGCO have only been active for
a year, so there are fewer explicit discourses about success. As evident above, KEGCO
usually focus on how they have not been successful thus far, for example, how they
have been unable to access the biosafety system.

There are two exceptions. One is generally about ‘participation’. KEGCO argue
that they are successful because they have worked in a participatory manner with
farmers and generating some recognition of this work in the media. KESSFF phrase
this in terms of making ‘organised noise’ (Interview 15).9 The main tangible outcome
of these efforts is press conference where farmers read a statement in opposition to the
use of GM technology in Kenya, the Thika declaration (KESSFF, 2004).

The second exception is the more dominant discourse about success and the main
topic of this section—investigating legal and policy aspects of biosafety. Here in the
legal arena, some of KEGCO feel some of their investigations have been successful.
KEGCO have discovered what they feel are damning flaws in the Biosafety Bill and to
a lesser extent the biosafety policy and strategy. I discuss the critique of KEGCO by
comparing it with actors inside the biosafety system. The results of their investigations,
and actions of NCST, have implications for how KEGCO discuss their future work, the
barriers to this work and consequently the institutionalisation of KEGCO.

Legal order: The biosafety bill

I begin with a discussion of KEGCO’s critique of the Biosafety Bill and compare it to
insider accounts.10 KEGCO focus on the bill because they believe that the Biosafety
Bill is about to be presented in Parliament, and has been in the local media.

The discursive mechanisms KEGCO use regarding the Biosafety Bill are under-
pinned by values about participation in development. Biotechnological developments,
like all development interventions, should be participatory, and representative. The
Biosafety Bill should provide for participation of stakeholders in decision-making
about biosafety. The bill should also ensure that development is co-operative in the
sense of ministries co-operating to regulate technologies. Discursive processes are
generally mobilised through various legal discourses related to the concept of order,

9Similarly to ISAAA and ABSF, the motivation for KEGCO to work closely with farmers is that the
failed extension system in Kenya has not engaged with farmers enough. KESSFF states that there
should be as many extension workers in Kenya as doctors (Interview, 15).
10Remember from Chapter 3 that the Biosafety Bill is awaiting to be put forward in Parliament.
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or a a system that provides legal authority and is clear about responsibility or redress
should that authority be violated. To a lesser extent, there are also values about
science and technological determinism in KEGCO’s discourses about the Biosafety Bill.
Here, KEGCO mobilise values about top-down and specialist science and technology
preventing wider participation in decision-making about biotechnology (see inset box).

Values:
Development should be

participatory & representative

Development should be
co-opertative

Technology is top-down

Scale:
National

Context:
Bad management of the

biosafety development process

Results:
Legal critique of Biosafety Bill

Less faith in science

Anti-biotech advocacy

The contexts within which legal discourses are
used are perceived actions of bad management on the
part of NCST. Specific actions include: not following
legal procedures, not co-ordinating well with ministries,
valuing political correctness over legal specificity in the
Biosafety Bill, and not being open to critique and
silencing dissenting voices. The results of these discursive
processes are a critique of the Biosafety Bill in legal
language that generates a strong anti-biotech advocacy
and further hostility towards biotechnology for KEGCO.

Authority

There are many issues about legal authority associated with the Biosafety Bill. As
mentioned in the context chapter, Kenya is currently a hybrid or interim system of
regulating biotechnology under existing laws or passing new laws. Since the Biosafety
Bill has not been made into law, from 1998 to the present, legal authority for the
current regulatory system can only come under the Science and Technology Act. In
the words of PM, from the University of Nairobi:

But you see, the initial conception was, that they would do it as regulations
and an existing statute. . . Ideally, there should be regulations, either under
the NEMA or under the Science and Technology Act (Interview 31)

PM flags the first of her concerns about legal authority within the current interim
system, which is procedural. If biotechnology will be regulated under existing laws,
the regulations must be officially and legally declared as coming under the remit of an
existing statute. In Kenya this is accomplished via a process of ‘Gazetting regulations’,
or publicly publishing them in the government Gazette. PM has investigated whether
or not the regulations have been Gazetted herself: “Yeah! But you see, I was telling him
[HM], ‘What is the Gazette Notice?’ There is no Gazette Notice. . . They haven’t done
it. . . It’s very jumbled and a shame” (Interview 31). PM believes that the regulations
were not Gazetted creating an official legal vacuum. This is not an insignificant concern.
According to PM: “they [NCST] could be taken to court. When I tell HM that, he just
thinks that I think too much as a lawyer” (Interview 31).
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Even if the regulations are Gazetted later, there is a second concern regarding legal
authority of the interim system. There is consensus that the Science and Technology
Act is too general to give give NBC/NCST legal regulatory authority. The law only
describes how NCST can give advice to the government about S&T and is therefore
too vague to give authority to make specific decisions about biotechnology development
(Interview 31, cf. §3.3 especially Jaffe, 2006; Traynor & Macharia, 2003; Wakhungu
& Wafula, 2004). Any company or research institute could violate the terms for
importation set out by NCST and KEPHIS and argue that NCST and KEPHIS has no
authority to punish the company or institute for doing so. Furthermore, the government
could be sued alleging all biotechnological approvals to date are illegal (Interview 31).11

Another aspect of legal authority is that legal in-fighting between institutions cannot
be broken up without some kind of regulatory authority, for instance if the Ministries
of Agriculture and Health had conflicting views on a given technology. An anonymous
regulator from NCST stated this could be an issue because there was already a lot on
infighting in trying to set up the system. It was difficult to get different Ministries and
agencies to co-operate (Interview 23).

KEGCO does not know the extent of the issues surrounding legal authority in
biosafety, KEGCO only know what they can hear and observe from outside the biosafety
system. They are generally not aware of the major critique of the system—that the
government could be sued for lack of authority as described above. CIN, do have some
idea about the situation. They state: “They [NCST] are doing certain things which are
not under any law, they were just making up guidelines and regulations, some internal
documents” (Interview 20).

KEGCO are aware however, of some of these secondary authority issues like those
around institutions not working together, and count this awareness as success. KEGCO
has observed that sometimes not all of the institutions are invited to events and
meetings that they should be. Usually the institutions that were not invited were ones
representing the environment, or other institutions that could be seen as more critical
towards GM. KEGCO’s view is that anyone who might be a biotechnological nay-
sayer is left out, which fuels KEGCO further. KEGCO also state that environmental
institutions (such as NEMA) do not even possess basic knowledge about GM. This
could be further contributing to their exclusion from events.

KEGCO’s statements about these matters comes in light of a biotechnology testing
greenhouse which was opened in 2004 (Daily Nation, 2004). This public event allowed

11This is not to imply that everything that has been done thus far in Kenya is without any legal
oversight. Once NCST makes the decision to allow importation, KEPHIS issues an import permit
that dictates how the material must be handled. KEPHIS has authority to enforce its permits and
inspection rules under the Seeds and Plants Varieties Act of 2002 (Republic of Kenya, 2002). However,
the arguments presented above are about the legal authority of NCST to make the initial decision
which allows KEPHIS to issue permits. The lack of authority here could potentially undercut the legal
authority of KEPHIS.
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them to investigate and access the biosafety system to some extent. For instance, Action
Aid, comments on the National Environmental Management Authority (NEMA), being
excluded greenhouse opening:

NEMA, I hear their office was also excluded. . . KARI was the one that
was running the show. The Minister of Agriculture, they only picked
the minister, the corporate director, the director of agriculture. But my
contact from the Ministry of Agriculture, [said] people are disgusted with
GM technology (Interview 18)

Similarly, according to KEGCO, KEPHIS was left out of the greenhouse opening
ceremony because they were not in favour of the greenhouse. KEPHIS was not invited,
and the whole thing was ‘stage-managed’ (Interview 18).

Although similar to the discourses of the anonymous regulator about the lack of
co-operation between ministries and agencies, KEGCO’s claims are largely hearsay.
The use of language like, “disgusted” and “stage-managed”, draws on values about co-
operation in development to create conspiratorial and ideological attitudes that appear
to drive KEGCO.

Redress

Even if the bill is passed, though, there are still many potential legal issues.12 Redress
and liability issues are the biggest concern for many actors, both KEGCO and actors
more inside the biosafety system. Actors generally describe redress and liability can
be described as answers to ‘what happens if’ questions. What happens if a technology
developer violates a regulation? What will the punishment be? Who will be responsible
for possible damages to the environment or biodiversity caused by the introduction of
GM crops? (Interview 18, 31)

CIN states that redress is currently not well-captured in the Biosafety Bill.
Furthermore, CIN express that KEGCO want the government to be totally liable for
any damages to the environment or consumers caused by GM crops. However, CIN do
not feel that the government should be totally liable:

we know that there are those who are pushing for this, liability scheme
where the government would be responsible if there was a problem. If there
were law suits and all that then the government, who would be the one
who approved it, would be responsible. We don’t agree with that, of course
(Interview 20)

12When and if the Biosafety Bill is passed, the National Biosafety Committee will become the
National Biosafety Framework and will have legal authority to make regulatory decisions and to settle
institutional disputes. There is another potential issue flagged by (Jaffe, 2006). Will the current
regulations become proper regulations and guidelines under the Biosafety Bill if it is passed into law?
(Jaffe, 2006). Given NCST’s failure to Gazette the previous regulations, authority still could be an
issue.
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One of KEGCO’s biggest stated successes is that they have worked to have the draft
Biosafety Bill reviewed by several lawyers and legal NGOs (Interview 17, 18, 28). ITDG
worked with African Centre for Biosafety (a South African NGO and self-proclaimed
“watchdog of the biotechnology industry”) to conduct a legal analysis of the Biosafety
Bill. The analysis concluded that there was not a strong framework of redress in the
Biosafety Bill (Interview 14). Additionally, Action Aid had a (perhaps more objective)
lawyer from the University of Nairobi review the bill who came to a similar conclusion
about the lack of a specific framework for liability and redress.

These critiques follow closely with PM, although she again goes further and knows
about the process of developing the bill and not just the bill itself. PM argues that
redress is not well-captured in the Biosafety Bill. Especially when it comes to redress,
the bill is ‘mild’:

The law just basically establishes administrative structures for dealing with
biosafety. . . And I was also a bit uncomfortable about some of the things
that were getting in there. It’s a pretty mild bill. . . It’s extremely, neither
hot nor cold. . . For me, it was sort of an anticlimax. . . Like when you say [for]
liability and redress, we’re going to use existing systems . . . What does that
mean?”. . . Don’t just say, use the same systems because we use Common
Law. Common Law doesn’t say much (my emphasis, Interview 31)

PM would prefer “a clause that, even tries to go beyond, just using the existing
systems” stating specific clauses that addressed liability issues that might arise from
contained trials, from field trials, from commercialisation et cetera (Interview 31).
Without these kinds of clauses, there is no point in having a new bill. PM states
that the motivation for these actions in terms of political correctness: “So I didn’t see
why we were being so politically correct, if you want”.

This issue with the mild bill then, is whether the bill is specific and strong,
containing legal “nuts and bolts”, or mild, meaning legally vague and “politically
correct” (Interview 31). Importantly this is not the same as saying that the bill itself
is too ‘pro’ or ‘anti’ biotechnology: “[My views] weren’t too precautionary, you know,
they were, sort of, not having a law that was just there. I mean, if you want to talk
about liability and redress, talk about the nuts and bolts” (Interview 31). However,
there was some of this pro versus anti conflict inside the legal task force that was
drafting the bill:

because people in the group were . . . some had very strong views against
and others very strong views for. But I think there was a sense, in which,
toning down the anti-views, was seen as a lot more important (Interview
31)

What having a mild bill does do though, is open up NCST to a critique of being
indirectly pro-biotech. PM states, “the danger that we have now is, that any person
will just say, ‘This is a just sneaking GM through the back door”’ (Interview 31).
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NCST is again making the biotechnology situation worse. PM believes that the
combination of secretive behaviour (see mysterious lack of participation above) and the
lack of legal specificity in aspects of the Biosafety Bill, will infuriate anti-biotechnology
NGOs: “And you see, this is what NGOs–many NGOs feel that genetically modified
organisms are being brought in over peoples heads, that. . . people don’t really. . . that
there’s no discussion” (Interview 31).

The lack of legal specificity in the bill also arises from the people involved in
the process of developing the bill. To illustrate this, PM shared a vignette about
determining the point person for the UNEP-GEF biosafety programme (cf. §3.3). CZ,
a staff member of NCST had worked on the application documents for the UNEP
implementation programme, and everyone expected the government to make her the
point person for UNEP within NCST. But, PM states:

That’s another political history. . . She [CZ] didn’t leave, she was just
hived off. . . She did the entire project proposal . . . For the implementing
phase. . . and then they just hoisted HM up there. . . I think for the longest
time UNEP-GEF, thought it was going to be CZ. But nation states have
the power to decide who [they want to choose] (Interview 31).

According to PM, the whole thing was “extremely flippant” and adds that capacity
was wasted:

and you know what? The sad thing is, we built capacity there. And that
capacity, I don’t think, is being used in the way that it should. Because
when you train someone you are building capacity, a network. You want to
utilise them and . . . it’s not going to happen (Interview 31)

So instead of CZ, HM became the point person, to the detriment of biosafety
development: “He’s about to retire. . . He doesn’t have what it takes, with due respect
to him. CZ had a lot more of the nuts and bolts” (Interview 31). With CZ in charge
the bill could have contained more legal specificity.

There is a very similar story with PM herself. In perhaps the worst example of
NCST’s opaque and mysterious behaviour, PM was effectively sacked, or “hived off”
from her position on the legal task-force. After working on the task-force and drafting
many documents:

I just started realising that meetings were happening and I didn’t know
they were happening. And I don’t know whether that was deliberate or
whether it was accidental. (Interview 31)

PM is still not sure why she was laid off, but has speculations that it is because she
was in favour of a strong and specific bill:

I am an intellectual, I write on liability and redress and I know that made
HM . . . pretty uncomfortable. . . I think that’s why I was laid off by the way
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. . . I asked too many questions. . . like for me, I know, the worry is you can’t
control me. You cannot control what I think and what I say and what
I write. And I think people get uncomfortable with that kind of debate
(Interview 31)

As a result of this action, the legal task-force lost all of PM’s expertise. PM was
cut off from engagement in biotechnology/biosafety policy.

Science and the bill

Science and technology play a critical role here inside the biosafety process. According
to PM, one of the government’s motivations for its actions, particularly its tendency
towards vague legal actions is to promote and not stifle science: “And you see, they
keep saying, ‘Science, science, science.’ But I really want to see the nuts and bolts”
(Interview 31). In other words, legal specificity does not necessarily translate into
stifling the flow of science and technology.

KEGCO make a similar argument about science in the Biosafety Bill, but again it
is less nuanced. For KEGCO it is scientific nature of the Biosafety Bill that excludes
non-scientific or ‘social’ issues which KEGCO would like to discuss:

the bill itself, the way it stands is so scientific. . . it is very narrow. It has
a very narrow scope. It is more inclined towards the scientific processes,
rather than looking at the social aspects of biotechnology. Because there
are clearly definite issues like food security issues (Interview 18)

These issues are seen in discourses about seeds (see above) such as biodiversity, and
changes in farming practices. PELUM is also critical of how the bill “is science-based”
and utilises only “scientific discourse“ (Interview 17). ILEG too is saying that scientists
are keeping others out:

It’s likely just a science thing. The people who drafted it [the Biosafety
Bill], I think they are thinking that. . . it’s like the total of the bill is ‘let
the scientists decide’. Yeah I think that is the total of the bill. Let the
scientists decide. If they say it is good, then it is good (Interview 19).

Here, it is scientist and issues that can be framed scientifically that can enter debates
about approving a biotechnology for importation, testing, or commercialisation.

To summarise the discourses about the Biosafety Bill, it is in the legal arena of
authority, liability and redress where KEGCO claim success and have come the closest
to the insider accounts. However, KEGCO still do not know all the possible legal
ramifications of the processes NCST has gone through. KEGCO is also missing the
subtlety of legal specificity and the subtle (but still significant) ways that science is
motivating the government. KEGCO are more in favour of using ‘pro- versus anti-’
and ‘science versus social’ types of discourses.
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Timing and guidance: Policy and startegy

Values:
Development should be

participatory

Scale:
National

Context:
Capital and lack of capital

Results:
Anti-biotech advocacy

The Biosafety Bill is meant to establish a system to say
yes or no to a specific biotechnology based on specific
criteria (granted it does not do this very well, as the
critiques above about redress for example illustrate).
However, the job of the bill is still to say yes or no, not to
guide choices about what biotechnological interventions
might be best for Kenya. Guidance comes in the policy
and strategy and in the actors implementing them (cf.
§3.3). Remember that Kenya opted for a joint biotechnology and biosafety policy and
strategy.13 Remember also that the policy has not been released, so decision-making to
date has not been officially guided by any policy. KEGCO also focus on the biosafety
policy and strategy as legal instruments, and count as success their ability to critique
them. However, KEGCO only discuss some of the issues.

The discourses that KEGCO use are about the timing and sequence of the policy,
bill and technological developments. The correct sequencing is required to provide
maximum participation. Unlike inside actors, KEGCO do not use discourses of
guiding or steering technologies. Actors inside the biosafety process mobilise values
about a desired neutrality in those participating in decisions to provide perceived best
guidance. Discourses about needs-assessment and priorities mobilise this neutrality,
as do discourses about a lack of institutional capability and vision. Values about
science and technology are also important here. Ideas about technological determinism
underlie discourses about needs assessment, in particular, technical matters are seen as
‘apolitical’ (see inset box).

The contexts for these discourses about guidance include a lack of resources and
institutional capacity on the part of many actors. KEGCO lack resources to get
inside the biosafety system. NCST lack the capital of human resources to develop
biosafety system and policy. Other actors were able to provide that capital. Some
actors attribute these shortages in resources to the fact that Kenya is one of the first
countries to participate in UNEP’s biosafety support programmes; Kenya is perceived
as a ‘guinea pig’ for biosafety and biotechnology policy. Therefore biosafety workshops
are disorganised, jumbled and un-participatory. Institutional issues prevent UNEP
from making workshops and needs assessment more participatory. Finally, lack of
resources also prevent NCST from having a vision and guiding technologies.

For KEGCO, discourses about the timing and sequence of biosafety events produce
anti-biotech advocacy, particularly a motivation to ‘scrap’ the Biosafety Bill and halt
technological development. However, KEGCO’s discourses do not engage with issues

13The policy is a statement of intent with biotechnology. The strategy is a statement about how to
realise that intent and the bill provides the legal backing to do so.
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about guiding technologies. KEGCO cannot access the biosafety system, so they do
not know details.

Sequence of events

Related to legal authority is a general argument about timing and the order of the
various legal instruments (the policy, strategy and bill or law) of biosafety. KEGCO’s
critique, in line with PM is that the policy and strategy should be developed first,
followed by the the bill and law, and then followed by technology development. The
order is clear to Action Aid:

But we don’t have a biosafety law in place. We don’t even have a biosafety
policy. Currently what is happening is that we are trying to develop
the policy and the law concurrently. So [we] lack. . . an informed position
because the policy is not yet developed. . . I realise that there is a problem
with that because I thought the policy should come first and inform the
legal aspects (Interview 18)

CIN similarly thinks the system is “time-barred”:

I mean it [the biosafety law] should have been there even before these people
started working on these things. . . the issues of the sweet potatoes, the issues
around cassava and now the greenhouse that has been opened and those
kind of things. If they are being done sort of without a proper regulatory
framework, then to us it is not right, and it is our feeling that the regulatory
framework and the mechanism can be able to handle these things should
have been there on day zero. Just before they made a step into it. So we
already are sort of time-barred (Interview 20)

ILEG echoes these concerns regarding the biosafety greenhouse: “And I was critical
of the opening of the KARI greenhouse. What I was saying was that, if you do not
have the law and the policy, how do you regulate that particular greenhouse” (Interview
19). PM is also in agreement: “You see for me, the way I have seen it . . . The way I’ve
seen this whole process, was. . . the policy and strategy being the impetus for the law”
(Interview 31).

NCST is even in agreement about the policy and strategy coming before the bill:

In Kenya, you should have a policy, and they are not on their own. . . It
is priorities which should be considered on biotechnology. . . Once you have
those strategies or those priorities you should come up with something to
legalise [them] (Interview 29)

NCST, however, does not state that these legal entities should be in place before
technologies are imported and developed.

KEGCO are not specific about why they believe these legal entities should be
sequenced as such and why they must be in place before technological developments
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occurs. They do not realise that it is in the policy and strategy—particularly which
actors are influencing the drafting and implementation of these documents—where the
biotechnology agenda is set. It is important to then ask: Who influenced the drafting of
the biotechnology/biosafety policy and strategy? How and where are decisions getting
made about what technologies to develop? KEGCO do not know much about the
answer to these questions, but again inside actors provide and important juxtaposition.

Colouring debates

Actors working closely with NCST on the development of biosafety and the biotech-
nology policy had a lot of influence according to PM. PM explained her thoughts
on the decision-making process inside NCST, especially in the early days of biosafety
development:

there was quite a lot of. . . actors, because, you know, I’m sure you’ve been
to NCST. . . and you’ve seen that it’s under-resourced, in terms of human
personnel. So a lot of when we say even NCST decided, it’s probably voices
that were within the NBC, that could see that vacuum and then came in
and acted. . . ABSF was keen. And naturally, also crucially involved in that
process. . . ABSF was very critical (my emphasis, Interview 31)

ABSF stepped into the vacuum.See14 NCST themselves admit that ABSF played
a crucial role in developing the Kenyan biotechnology policy:

Another NGO came up, called the ABSF, African Biotechnology Stakehold-
ers Forum. And they started now assisting, getting stakeholders here and
there. . . That was in 2001 early 2002. Then in July 2002, ABSF – I don’t
know whether they got some money - and they composed a small committee,
which drafted or came up with components or contents of policy. And that
was that (Interview 29)

The role of capital is apparent and important here. With this capital, ABSF was able
to influence the components of the biotechnology/biosafety policy.

ABSF’s influence goes even further. HM states how NO, the current Executive
Director of ABSF, worked to push through the revisions of the draft bill and organised
and invited stakeholders to meetings, again funded by capital from donors:

She is also very keen and she wants to have a follow up [meeting]. . . ABSF
went a step ahead, to gather the National Council and organised another
stakeholders meeting. They looked for outside income from donors and we
had another meeting in the August (Interview 29)

14See §4.2 on ABSF’s training and awareness with ministers and government.
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As is clear from the previous chapter, ABSF is hardly a disinterested party. In the
words of PM, “it’s like the double-edged sword, in the sense that. . . You see ABSF is
a pro-biotech lobby” (Interview 31). PM states that JO form ABSF was particularly
wielding this sword acting as both a technology promoter and regulator:

[JO] was then the head of ABSF.. But he was also the . . . the key UNEP
Co-ordinator in the UNEP-GEF Project. In the . . . Second Phase [the Im-
plementing Phase]. . . And that, of course, again, colours the debate . . . about
process of biosafety and biotechnology policy development, because you
have a very key pro-biotech person. . . doubling up as a regulator and also a
promoter (my emphasis, Interview 31)

Having a biotechnology promoter as the UNEP co-ordinator is problematic as the
job of the UNEP programme is to develop biosafety and biotechnology policy with
NCST. Debates about policy will be coloured, or biased. PM is mobilising values that
development is only really participatory when decision-makers strive to be unbiased.

It seems the closer one is to inner working of the NBC, the more one realises the
extent of ABSF’s influence on biosafety development. The core KEGCO actors do not
know the extent of ABSF’s influence. Only CIN knows a bit of that influence because
they have been involved with biosafety from the beginning and are officially members
of the NBC: “I must say, the NGOs that have been rather active [in biosafety] are the
pro NGOS such as the ABSF” (Interview 20).

Other actors had a chance to feed into the policy making process through workshops
(Interview 24, ABSF, PM). As I argued above, KEGCO claim that they have never been
invited to any workshops (cf. constructing stakeholders). PM uses a similar discourse in
terms of workshops that were held. Other actors that she feels are pro-biotech lobbies
were dominating the workshop:

we were supposed to be discussing the Kenyan policy but we were there
having commercials and what biotech can do for Africa, which of course,
then colours the debate (Interview 31)

Workshops are usually framed in terms of priority setting or needs assessment.

Needs and priorities

What were the needs assessment activities like that shaped the Kenyan biotechnology
policy? EO, a senior scientist at ICIPE, who participated in an international biosafety
initiatives15 feels that needs assessment should be broad. Needs assessment for
biotechnology is an opportunity for and cannot be separated from needs assessment
in agriculture in general:

15EO was involved in the GMO Guidelines project (SDC, 2004).
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We have to consider biotechnology as a tool amongst other tools that
are available to the farmer, so it’s a toolbox and your various tools and
biotechnology is there. (Interview 16)

However, EO also realises that this is a difficult position to take and most
scientists feel that needs assessment should only include assessing the problems that
biotechnologies could address like pests and viruses:

It was very controversial, amongst Scientists and others. And they would
say you are opening Pandora’s box now, you know. Because this is going
to be an endless discussion. (Interview 16)

This provides the backdrop for needs assessment for biotechnology in Kenya. The
main workshops and needs assessment activities were run via the UNEP programmes.
I asked CG, the head of UNEP for anglophone Africa based in Nairobi, who if
‘stakeholders’ were involved in needs-assessment. He replied:

Scientific stakeholders, yes. Because the technology is in the public domain
in terms of public research offices which are driven by countries. So a few
scientists get together and prioritise what they want to; which techniques
they want to tap. But ideally, there should be a broader sphere of priority
setting activities (Interview 30).

PM and CG feel that actors that were not scientists generally did not participate
effectively in UNEP parts I and II (CG and PM). According to CG and PM, a
combination of institutional effects and interests made broader participation even less
effective.

Kenya was a “guinea pig” for biosafety because it started the process before the
Cartagena (Interview 30). Kenya was part of UNEP’s pilot programme (cf. §3.3). This
led to the workshops and priority setting activities in Kenya to be “jumbled” according
to PM who attended most of them. For instance, PM states:

You should see the proceedings of the workshop that was called public
participation. . . it lacked direction, in terms of what was the essence of the
meeting. . . So you had all this AHarvest . . . making adverts of . . . of their
work. It was really a shame. I mean, that it ought to have been called
public participation” (Interview 31)

PM again refers to pro-biotech NGOs influencing the discussion.
I asked CG if UNEP could try to encourage workshops or the policy development

to be more participatory. However, UNEP cannot encourage any country to take on
a specific policy. How a country chooses to facilitate participation in workshops is a
policy decision and is thus outwith the remit of UNEP; “Can you imagine the UN
organisation. . . even trying to facilitate the policy for Kenya? You can’t, because that
is a Kenyan issue” (Interview 30).
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More generally, participation, and participation in biosafety specifically, is still
generally a novel and challenging area for UNEP: “I am sure you also admit that
the issue of public participation, even governance is a new issue” (Interview 30). Not
only is participation in biotechnology policy a novel and national issue, but it is a
particularly sensitive issue:

it is such a sensitive issue, immediately as a facilitating agent, [if] you tend
to drive a certain course, it is presumed you have an agenda. . . you are going
to run into problems after the few minutes you finish talking.

Finally, UNEP specifically cannot encourage participation because this is an emo-
tional and political area. UNEP can bend the rules and give specific recommendations
for scientific matters, such as risk assessment, but not for political matters like
participation:

UNEP has been involved in risk assessment workshops. UNEP has been
involved in issues of monitoring and technical issues. . . But in legal issues,
UNEP cannot be that involved, as this [participation] is a national issue and
human beings being what they are they tend to be more emotive towards
things like those, things like policies, but on the technical level they let go
(my emphasis, Interview 30)

CG separates parts of biotechnology policy that are technical from those that are social.
He argues that the technical is apolitical. But it is at the technical level that decisions
are getting made.

Given this, CG and PM feel it is doubtful that the policy and strategy were
formulated to contain real needs or national priorities:

So much as we were developing Regulations and Guidelines for Biosafety,
there was nothing like [that for] Biotechnology. . . They [the regulations and
guidelines] weren’t much of a policy, in terms of guidance, were they?
(Interview 31)

When the policy does come into play, who will be implementing it? Who is making
the decisions in the meantime, before the policy is finished? NCST.

Institutional faults

According to EO from ICIPE, any institution co-ordinating biotechnology at a national
level must know who to work with or have the “wisdom to know who to involve at the
appropriate time” (my emphasis, Interview 16). Does NCST have this wisdom?

EO says that NBC NCST should steer biotechnologies by interacting with IARCS
to suggest research that is a national priority:

because, my own thinking about this committee [the NBC] is that they
should actually play a practical role in stimulating [co-ordinating]. . . They
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should actually have been here when we [ICIPE] were starting. Saying hey,
why don’t you do this and not that? Why don’t you do it this way? This
is what is consider a priority don’t do nematodes, do this other one. You
know that type of thing (Interview 16)

Can the NBC/NCST guide or steer technologies? Sadly, PM thinks that they
cannot.

And applying new technologies in nascent economies? It requires thinking,
really outside the box. . . Being broad and also being proactive and even doing
things out of the ordinary (my emphasis, Interview 31)

PM argues that to effectively guide biotechnology, an institution needs to think ‘outside
the box’ entirely. This is even more true in a developing economy like Kenya.

However, PM also argues that NCST does not even have a box, much less the
capability to think outside of it.

Have you seen who works there? It’s lacklustre! I mean, you just see
a lacklustre institution. . . NCST doesn’t have what it takes to get these
things there. That, I think, is a tragedy. (emphasis in original, Interview
31).

NCST is not able to “steer” technologies PM states: “NCST, I don’t know that,
that . . . they can do that, even if they wanted to. They’re too stuck. . . You see, NCST
is a body that okays research. . . to give research permits (Interview 31). NCST is able
to allow research to be carried out, it is able to allow the flow of genetic materials into
the country for testing, but “NCST hasn’t done anything sort of path breaking, earth
shaking. Yeah. They’ve just been there” (Interview 31). They do not have “vision to
drive the kind of vehicle, that biotech is going to be.” (Interview 31).

The institutional context of NCST plays a significant role in this: “And in my
view, just the anchoring of biotechnology/biosafety in NCST, gives it a very jumbled
and slow start” (Interview 31). The Ministry of Education, Science and Technology
(the institutional home of NCST) cannot influence or network between ministries. The
Ministry was concerned with universal primary education during the research period,
not biotechnology (Interview 31).

So if NCST is not able to guide technologies and match them with farmer needs
where does that leave the current projects? How and where are they being guided?
FN from his experience in KARI states that the current projects were not guided by
needs. For instance in the sweet potato:

the initial project on sweet potatoes was more of a top down thing because
the sweet potato variety that was transformed had not been the one that
the farmers wanted. . . in fact, farmers - when you talk to them - farmers of
sweet potato will tell you there is a problem called the sweet potato weevil
that again is a more direct pest then the feathery virus (Interview 41)
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There were other more pressing issues than the viruses that were the focus of the GM
project that should be the focus of research.

The same is true of the Bt maize (the IRMA project):

The project I was working on was storage pests - has a higher priority then
than the Bt maize. Yeah, because they stem borers affect maize resulting in
yield losses that are about up to 15 percent. The storage pests affect already
harvested food (laughter) so they are direct threat to food security. . . So
when you go to a farmer and you say, “What’s your problem?” they will
talk about the that one.

FN’s bias here must be flagged. He of course thinks the project he worked on is more
important. Still it is evidence that needs are a discourse that give various scientists
credibility and do not match realities of farmers.

The discourses about who is influencing the policy process, determining needs and
making decisions show that KEGCO is missing out on a lot in terms of these critiques
of the policy process.

Resisting institutionalisation: Killing the biosafty bill

Let us examine all the discourses used by KEGCO and other actors that emerged in
the data about KEGCO’s institutionalisation phase (see Table 5.3). KEGCO count as
a success the work they have done to review the legal specifics of the Biosafety Bill, and
the bill is the main focus of their work. KEGCO’s account of authority and redress
in the Biosafety Bill matches relatively well with the accounts of actors inside the
biosafety system. KEGCO’s discourses, however, remain more ideological and not as
detailed and explicit as the accounts of PM. Similarly to KEGCO’s previous discourses,
ideology creates antagonism that drives KEGCO onward.

There is a larger discrepancy between KEGCO and inside actors in discourses about
guidance and the biosafety policy and strategy. KEGCO only use discourses about what
they view is the desired sequence of legal entities and technology development. They
stop short of discussing issues of guidance and steering. Unlike PM and CG, KEGCO
do not possess accounts of certain actors influencing the drafting of policy, the setting
of priorities or the assessment of needs. Furthermore, KEGCO do not discuss the
institutional challenges facing NCST that PM believes prevent NCST from having a
vision to guide biotechnologies.

What is KEGCO missing out on by not including discourses about guidance in their
critique of biosafety system and focusing more on the Biosafety Bill itself? Focusing
on the bill, the instrument that is meant to establish the procedures for technology
approval or rejection, does not draw any attention to the bigger issues of how it was, and
will be decided that biotechnology (and GM biotechnology) is the desired intervention.
KEGCO do not explicitly state why they do not focus on issues about decision-making.
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Given their repeated discourses about lack of resources and lack of access, KEGCO
most likely do not fully understand the importance of the biotechnology strategy and
policy. KEGCO could also be choosing to focus on the bill and not the policy because
news of the bill was prevalent in the media. Targeting the bill thus draws more media
attention. It makes a better campaign strategy and creates more antagonism.

KEGCO use specific discourses when looking forward to their future work regarding
the Biosafety Bill. KEGCO have their strategy set. Importantly, KEGCO’s discussion
of their strategy, and the challenges they face in implementing this strategy, explicitly
relate to the future of the coalition and the amount to which it will become
institutionalised. So what is KEGCO’s strategy, what do KEGCO plan to do with
their critique of the Biosafety Bill? In short, KEGCO want to have the current bill
thrown out and totally redrafted, they want to ‘kill the bill’:

We can actually stop it [the Biosafety Bill] even from being published.
Because the moment it is published that means that it only has seven days
before it is tabled in Parliament. So what we can do, we can kill it. . . because
we actually monitor that bill, the movement of that bill, how it moves to
the point at which it will be taken to Parliament. And hopefully we can
kill it before it goes to Parliament (Interview 18)

While this is the position of the main actors that are part of KEGCO (Action Aid,
ITDG, PELUM, and KESSFF), not all of KEGCO’s allies want to kill the bill. CIN is
aware of Action Aid’s view but takes a different stance:

But we know very well that some of the NGOs, some of our colleagues really
want the bill scrapped, they really don’t want to hear about it. And as far
as we are concerned, as far as the position where we are in is that we need a
regulation for these products. Our main issues are one we need regulation
which is to us paramount. . . (Interview 20)

CIN wants to work with the existing draft. CIN thinks it is better to have some bill
than no bill at all.

The comparison between CIN and Action Aid sheds some light on why do KEGCO
want to kill the bill. Several actors think KEGCO want to kill the bill more because
KEGCO has not been involved in the biosafety process, and less because of the content
of the bill. CIN states: “most of them that are calling of the scrapping of the bill
and throwing it away and starting again, I think that they have not been there in the
beginning” (Interview 20). Likewise, OM from ILEG feels that if certain NGOs have
not been involved since “the word go”, they might want to kill the bill. He uses an
analogy about the foundation of a building to make this point:

maybe they want to build a four story building, but the foundation can
only support two stories. And you have a problem with that. But you are
being asked, no no no, we are really about to finish this and we cannot be
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asked to demolish it and start all over again. I am afraid the civil society
is being put in that position where they are going to have to call for the
demolition of the whole structure. . . Civil society may very well call for the
killing of the bill (Interview 20)

An anonymous source inside NCST agrees with the sentiments of CIN and ILEG and
summarises this stance with a discourse of trust: “one needs trust from day one with
stakeholders or it wont work and this isn’t what happened in Kenya” (Anonymous
regulator).

Discourses about killing the bill and the motivation for killing the bill are telling
for the institutionalisation of KEGCO. Essentially, KEGCO have moved from using
discourses about not being able to access the biosafety system to not desiring to work
within the system at all. Whereas CIN want to work with the Government and “sit
down together and look at the bill” (Interview 20), KEGCO do not even want to enter
the discussion. KEGCO’s strategy seems to be one where they explicitly do not want to
work with the Government and other actors involved in drafting the bill. KEGCO does
not enroll in these networks and resists institutionalisation. The stories that KEGCO
circulate keep KEGCO antagonistic. KEGCO prefer to remain outside the networks
and attract media attention from that position. Calling for killing of the bill makes a
better media story than calling for modifications to the current bill.

The story of a new motion that was presented in Parliament during the research
period (see the prelude in §1.1) gives further evidence that KEGCO are in favour
of killing the bill for the sake of media attention. This new motion, presented on
7 December by, Davis Nakitare, a MP from Kitale, proposed a bill that calls for
an effective moratorium on all GM research in the country. Mr. Nakitare acted
independently of KEGCO. KEGCO did not know that Mr. Nakitare was going to table
the bill (Interview 28). After the bill was proposed, KEGCO contacted Mr. Nakitare
and aligned themselves with him. KEGCO then began to use the moratorium as
another motivation to kill the Biosafety Bill, sending press releases out to that effect
and distributing it globally over an email distribution list (Capital FM, 2005; East
African Standard, 2004).

KEGCO’s strategy of not wanting to work with other Government and other actors
creates the most destructive antagonism. Proponents of GM biotechnology are aware
of this strategy. For instance, when discussing who IRMA invites to its workshops SM
states:

We do invite them [anti-GMO groups]. But one frustrating thing is that
most of anti-GMO groups, I have established, they rarely want to come
and talk in public and this, this to me is disturbing. . . I am curious why?
(Interview 40)
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According to SM, the anti-groups would rather work on their and secretly seek an
audience in the national media or the Internet:

but what they do is. . . they sneak in articles in papers or spread things over
the Internet and even email. And I really do not know why, because if you
do not believe in a technology; say it and give the reasons (Interview 40).

SM mentions PELUM by name when discussing this secretive behaviour:

PELUM actually stands like this, the one group which can be against. But
try to get them to speak, they don’t want. They want to depend on those
emails in the shadows (Interview 40).

KEGCO’s strategy creates a destructive reaction of actors developing technologies. The
gap between KEGCO and its opposition widens into an impassible rift.

As well as provoking actors outside of KEGCO, the severely antagonistic actions
of KEGCO erodes KEGCO from the inside and is detrimental to its operations.
Discourses about the multiple sources of authority within KEGCO show how actors
within KEGCO have different priorities about who they should be working with and
thus jockey for control of the coalition. Action Aid sees themselves as the authoritative
actor within KEGCO. When I asked AW about accomplishments of KEGCO and
barriers to them she replied:

I think we haven’t done much. Because the problem actually, it looked like,
it was actually driven by Action Aid. And so we realised that, if Action Aid
doesn’t participate, effectively nothing can go off. . . They [KEGCO] want
Action Aid to do it all (Interview 14).

Action Aid’s authority comes from its perceived relationship with the Kenyan
Parliament, another audience: “Action Aid is a very respectable organisation in the
Parliament. . . So you realise that when we speak we are heard. . . The Action Aid logo
equals authenticity (Interview 18). CIN and ILEG express similar sentiments about
having authority because they have the ear of parliamentary committees or other
Government bodies. (Interviews 19 and 20). On the other and, ITDG and KESSFF
focus on their purported links with farmers as their critical source of authority: “If
farmers talk then the government will listen” (Interview 14).

Multiple sources of authority, multiple audiences, lead to KEGCO not working
well together. For instance, TA expressed some frustration over the fact that there
was no clear decision-making authority within the coalition: “The coalition needs co-
ordination” (Interview 14). Destructive antagonism encourages KEGCO to remain an
un-institutionalised and operationally challenged coalition.
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5.4 Development versus technology

Throughout the narrative the work of KEGCO progresses. KEGCO investigate the
biosafety system, write letters and contact the Government, raise awareness and run
workshops, train journalists, campaign in the media, and hire lawyers to review
the Biosafety Bill. Each of the three previous sections (§5.1, §5.2, §5.3) ended
with a discussion of how the values mobilised created antagonism which affected
the organisational progression of KEGCO and its network. This progression is by
no means smooth; there were more bumps along the road than the organisational
progression of ISAAA/ABSF in the last chapter. KEGCO is a fragile coalition that
resists institutionalisation.

How can we now make arguments about technology and development relationships
based on these stories about values and ideology creating antagonism? Like the last
chapter, we must examine what processes are happening simultaneously alongside the
creation of antagonism. To begin, let us examine all the values about technology and
development that lie underneath the discourses and actions of the NGOs as a whole.

Recounting conflicts

When reviewing the discursive processes in this chapter (see Table 5.1, Table 5.2 and
Table 5.3), the values about technology and development that lie underneath them
conflict. Because of the antagonistic nature of KEGCO, it is easier to see the conflict
here compared to ISAAA/ABSF. For KEGCO, the conflict is starkly framed in terms
of top-down, internationally-driven, capital-intensive technologies versus development
that should be bottom-up, locally-driven and participatory.

This conflict can clearly be seen in the discourses used by KEGCO in their founding
narrative (§5.1). Using discourses about urgency, KEGCO, draw on technological
deterministic values; GM biotechnologies are coming to Kenya (are progressing down a
pre-set path) and the social effects of these technologies are set (they will be extremely
detrimental to farmers). Discourses about seeds pit biotechnology against nature,
biodiversity, and the traditional practices and livelihoods of farmers. Against this
picture of international and inappropriate technologies, discourses about the mysterious
lack of participation in biosafety are based on values that all decisions about all
development interventions should be participatory and transparent. Civil society
and farmers should be involved in the biosafety process. In oppositional discourses
(Us versus Them) the conflict between technology and development are embodied
in specific actors. KEGCO and its allies represent local, participatory development.
NCST and its non-governmental and corporate allies represent top-down, capital-driven
biotechnologies.

There are also obvious conflicts between technology and development in the section
on growth (§5.2). International actors in favour of biotechnologies are seen as conspiring
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with the national Government and national agricultural research institutes in discourses
about pushing technologies and political good will. For KEGCO, these actions on the
part of the Government go against the development interests of farmers. We also
begin to see the exclusionary role of science in KEGCO’s discourses about becoming
a stakeholder. A lack of scientific competency is a large factor keeping KEGCO out
of discussions about biosafety. The different characteristics of becoming a stakeholder
therefore represent the conflict between technology and development. Stakeholders
must be fluent in international science, but also in touch with local communities.

The exclusionary roles of science and technology continue in discourses used
by KEGCO when they discuss their success and lack of success and reflect on
the progression of their coalition (§5.3). In discourses about authority, a lack of
knowledge about GM technology and pro-environment views in agencies such as NEMA
prevent intra-governmental co-operation and participation. The technical nature of the
Biosafety Bill itself is seen by KEGCO as preventing KEGCO from discussing broader
development issues related to biotechnology.

Having recounted these fundamental conflicts between technology and development,
one must examine how these conflicts are managed by the NGOs of KEGCO. Like
ISAAA and ABSF, conflicts between technology and development are simultaneously
managed by KEGCO though the everyday work of the NGOs and through organisa-
tional and network progression.

Conflict management

When the NGOs manage conflict in values about technology and development that
accumulate in their everyday work, they clearly present biotechnology as being in
opposition to development. In terms of fluidity, conflict management at the level of
everyday work is somewhat different for KEGCO compared to ISAAA and ABSF,
mainly because of the shorter time span of KEGCO. Whereas ISAAA and ABSF revise
what they mean by technology and development in their everyday work to keep the
connections between them somewhat fluid (see Conflict management in the conclusion
of Chapter 4), KEGCO has not existed for as long and therefore has had less time to
make such revisions. KEGCO do still make some revisions and maintain fluidity. For
KEGCO fluidity in values about technology and development is necessary because the
diversity of NGOs that make up KEGCO and its allies.

For example, KEGCO revise values about development. There are many revisions
of how participatory and transparent development should be. In KEGCO’s view,
development decisions in the Government-facilitated biosafety system must be widely
participatory and completely transparent. However, KEGCO actors allow themselves
to be exceptions to these values about participation and transparency to varying
degrees. Generally KEGCO allow their development work to be more secretive and
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opaque. There is, of course, a range of acceptable levels of secrecy. Ecoterra is seen as
too secretive and exclusive. CIN is perhaps not secretive enough as they feel KEGCO
look down on them for working with the Government. The important point is that
for the operational workings of KEGCO, at the level of meetings and media events
they plan, some lack of participation and lack of transparency is totally acceptable and
necessary to complete their work.

KEGCO also revise values about technology. The conflicts recounted above
between technology and development are dynamic. Science and technology are not
broadly demonised in the founding discourses of KEGCO. Not every technology or
biotechnology is seen as having negative social consequences for African farmers.
PELUM has no objection to TC bananas. ILEG does not want to stifle science. Science
and technology in this sense are seen in harmony with development. However, when
KEGCO are allocating blame for their exclusion from the biosafety process, for not
being able to access decision-makers and become stakeholders, KEGCO express that
the scientific nature of the biosafety system keeps them out, as discussed above.

The fluidity that does exist in managing conflicts at the level of everyday
work, disappears in the organisational and network developments of KEGCO. The
same ideology and antagonism that shapes the way the coalition and its network
develops, also multiplies conflicts between technology and development. Ideology
literally scales up the conflicts between technology and development. It creates
conflicts at the international level with discourses about international capital and
multi-national corporations circulating through KEGCO’s network (cf. stories moving
through networks in Shrum, 2000). The discursive processes of KEGCO generally take
conflicting values in their everyday work and turn them into more conflict generating
a range of antagonism that both drives KEGCO and undermines it.

Examining how these two processes of conflict management interact throughout
the entire narrative exposes the dominant relationship between technology and
development. In its founding, KEGCO’s perceived exclusion from biosafety was an
issue that created a critical amount of antagonism and a sense of shared struggle.
This allowed KEGCO to form, but also multiplied conflicts between technology and
development. Whereas PELUM and KESFFF invited and visited with KARI in
their early work, this willingness to work with technological developers disappears as
KEGCO grows. In KEGCO’s growth, KEGCO is not communicating with NCST
or technology developers. KEGCO is more frustrated and uses ideology to scale
up conflicts between technology and development even more. Discourses about the
Biosafety Bill and related legal issues multiply conflicts between technology and
development to the point where KEGCO are withdrawing, and resist working within
the established networks. KEGCO do not voice critiques about guiding or steering
technologies. They want to kill the Biosafety Bill, latch onto a moratorium to prevent
GM technologies from being developed at all. KEGCO no longer want to work with
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the Government or technology developers at all. The adversarial relationship between
technology and development becomes cemented and intensified throughout KEGCO’s
progression. As KEGCO are retreating into a more ideological world, technology
becomes almost totally antithetical to development. Conflicts between technology and
development are scaled up by ideology and antagonism to the point where they can
never be reconciled.



Summary of the investigation

The last two chapters provided answers to the first research questions (see §1.2): What
relationships between technology and development are manifested in the everyday work
of non-governmental organisations engaging with ag-biotech in Kenya? In what ways
are they manifested? The chapters argue that the work of the NGOs is underpinned by
conflicting values about technology and development. Managing these conflicts through
everyday work, and through the establishment and progression of networks, leads to
the manifestation of relationships between technology and development. Before moving
onto the other research objectives and questions, it is useful to review and summarise
this argument and compare how the argument is made in Chapters 4 and 5.

It is important to remember that, in the process of making the arguments above,
the actions and practices of the NGOs worked in conjunction with the NGO discourses;
the NGOs are rooted in their own political economy.16 I therefore begin with a
summary of the work of the NGOs. Throughout the two narratives, the NGOs engaged
with biotechnology projects, biosafety, and to a lesser extent, GM food imports (cf.
Roles of NGOs in §3.3). Research on NGO-coordinated projects involving genetic
modification continued (e.g. the VR sweet potato) despite roadblocks. Other GM
biotechnology projects received approvals to conduct further research (e.g. IRMA).
Non-GM biotechnologies were distributed to farmers (e.g. TC bananas). ISAAA
and ABSF continued to promote these technologies, through spreading awareness,
disseminating information, and training members of Parliament, government officials,
and the media. Meanwhile, KEGCO campaigned against GM technologies also through
spreading awareness, disseminating information and training the media. KEGCO
investigated the development of the biosafety system and tried to participate in it,
while ISAAA and ABSF both continued to participate in and shape the biosafety
system. The Biosafety Bill itself had not been presented in Parliament and remained
‘on hold’. KEGCO worked to try and have the current bill thrown out and a new bill
drafted. ISAAA and ABSF preferred to have the current bill presented in Parliament as
soon as possible. The national biotechnology policy had also not been approved.17 The
Government’s official strategy and stance on biotechnology and about GM food imports
remains unclear. Throughout all this, NGOs and coalitions of NGOs proliferated.

16I further expand on the political economic context of the NGOs and how it affects their actions in
the next chapter.
17The Biotechnology Policy has now been approved by the Government (Ogodo, 2006).
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Table 5.4: Typology of values about technology and development

Type Description Literature

Technological
determinism

Technology moves down a pre-set
path; Technology moves from
international to local; Social
consequences of technology are
set; Science and technology are
neutral; Science and technology
are complex

Linear model of innovation and
technological determinism (§2.2)

System and network critiques of linear
innovation (§2.2)

Right to
knowledge

Everyone has a right to knowledge
about things that will affect their
lives; NGOs and civil society have
a duty to inform the public,
making farmers and citizens
aware;

Associational school model of civil society
(§2.1)

Comparative advantage of NGOs (§2.1)

Two-way communication in NIS (§2.2)

Public understanding/deficit model (§2.2)

Risk/uncertainty surrounding new
technologies (§2.2)

Particiation Development should be
locally-informed and co-operative;
People express needs through
participation

Associational school model of civil society
(§2.1)

Comparative advantage of NGOs (§2.1)

Critiques of participation in development
(§2.1)

User needs in systems and networks (§2.2)

Public understanding/deficit model (§2.2)

There was a lot of push and pull among coalitions and between coalitions. Both
ISAAA/ABSF and KEGCO spent a lot of time, money and energy on their work.

The data presented in Chapters 4 and 5 show how in the course of doing this work
and talking about it—through actions and discourses—the NGOs manifested many
values about technology and development. Both ISAAA/ABSF and KEGCO drew on
similar values about technology and development. The values can be grouped into
three basic types: technological determinism, right to knowledge, and participation.
Table 5.4 summarises the three types of values and reviews the connections between
the values and the literature (i.e. Chapter 2) that were made throughout Chapters 4
and 5 .

The data showed how these values were usually grouped together in specific patterns
or, discursive processes. ISAAA/ABSF and KEGCO again use similar discursive
processes. The discursive processes presented in the chapters can be grouped into
four categories: the progression of technology, non-participation, awareness, and
partitioning and classifying actors. Table 5.5 lists the categories, the main types of
values that underpin them, and the instances from the chapters.18

18I discuss each of these categories in greater detail in the next chapter.
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Table 5.5: Categories of discursive processes

Category Values Instances

Technological
progress

Technological determinism The surge of science (§4.1)

Technological uptake and capacity (§4.3)

Urgency (§5.1)

Lack of
participation

Participation Exclusion in biosafety (§5.1)

Legal order (§5.3)

Timing and guidance (§5.3)

Awareness Right to knowledge Information dissemination (§4.1)

Mysterious science and technology (§4.1)

Awareness equals persuasion (§4.2)

Controlling public messages (§4.3)

Awareness equals dissuasion (§5.1)

Partitioning &
classifying
actors

Participation

Technological determinism

Combating outsiders (§4.1)

At the top and bottom (§4.2)

Reframing roles (§4.3)

Us versus Them (§5.1)

Push and goodwill (§5.2)

Overlapping actors (§5.2)

Constructing stakeholders (§5.2)

The chapters detailed how each discursive process operated at a given scale
(international, national, local and transcending) and in a given context (given
circumstances or combinations of people, nature and capital) to produce results for
the NGOs (technology production, advocacy and responses to critics). The discursive
processes thus showed how values about technology and development support the efforts
of the NGOs and help them get their work done. For example, discourses about
demystifying S&T (§4.1) combine values about technological determinism with values
about a right to knowledge to produce pro-biotechnology advocacy.

In addition, Chapters 4 and 5 (specifically the conclusions of §4.1-§4.3 and §5.1-§5.3)
argued that the discursive processes also effect organisational and network progression
by creating momentum for ISAAA/ABSF, and creating antagonism for KEGCO.
ISAAA/ABSF created momentum and inevitability for their work by drawing on
development and technological practices, for instance framing their work in terms of
public-private partnerships, capacity, and systems of innovation. KEGCO created
antagonism by using ideology, framing their work in terms of loss of indigenous
agriculture, biodiversity caused by the global spread of neoliberalism. Additional
and stronger driving forces were created when the discursive processes are combined
and explicit discourses about larger contexts are drawn upon, framing debates about
the need for biotechnology in Africa. For ISAAA/ABSF, creation of momentum and
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inevitability was similar to actor network theory arguments (ANT) (Callon, 1986b;
Latour, 1986) used in the new ethnography of development policy and practice (Mosse,
2005a), specifically where actors are ‘translating’ their work into the language of
development policy. For KEGCO, the creation of antagonism via ideology did not
involve specific policies per se and is more akin to a ‘story’ (e.g. stories of indigenous
agriculture) moving through a network (Shrum, 2000).

Throughout organisational progression, momentum or antagonism accumulated to
produce some amount of stability that allows the organisations to be founded, grow
and institutionalise to varying degrees. In the language of ANT, this accumulation
of momentum allowed ISAAA/ABSF to ‘enrol’ into development networks (cf. Mosse,
2005a). ISAAA and ABSF had a smoother road of organisational progression and
network development than KEGCO, but organisations in the ISAAAA/ABSF coalition
still split and proliferated. On the other hand, KEGCO had difficulty progressing as
a coalition because antagonism both drove the coalition, but also created a lack of
trust and other detrimental organisational effects. KEGCO resisted institutionalising
or formally joining networks. They had multiple audiences and multiple sources of
authority.

These are the stories of organisational progression told in in §4.1-§4.3 for ISAAA
and ABSF and in §5.1-§5.3 for KEGCO. In the concluding sections to each chapter
the values underpinning the discursive processes used throughout each chapter were
examined as wholes. This examination, or accumulation, of values showed that
throughout all the work and organisational progression of the NGOs, the values
about technology and development that lie underneath the discourses and actions
of the NGOs were conflicting. Tension and incompatibility between values about
technology and development are exposed. This conflict generally came from the top-
down deterministic values about technology colliding with bottom-up participatory
values about development. See Uncovering conflicts in §4.4 and Recounting conflicts in
§5.4.

By examining how conflict is simultaneously managed through everyday work
and through organisational progression, arguments were made about technology and
development relationships. Examining which values were more influential in guiding
everyday work yields a fluid reconciling and changing combinations of values about
technology and development, but established some sort of general relationship between
technology and development. For ISAAA/ABSF the relationship between technology
and development was one where development is done via technology. Technology
was the dominant motivation for founding, for projects and the dominant metric
for evaluation and success. However, ISAAA/ABSF made revisions to how this
relationship works. For example, they revised what technology means, first associating
technology with products and then with capacity et cetera. For KEGCO the
relationship between technology and development was one where development and
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technology are oppositional. However, KEGCO also made revisions. For example, it
was not all biotechnologies that KEGCO campaigns against, only GM technologies.
For both NGO coalitions there were negotiations at the level of everyday work (cf. the
negotiation of rule in New directions, new critiques §2.1).

Along with conflict management through everyday work, the generation of mo-
mentum/antagonism and the progression of the organisations and their networks
simultaneously contributed to conflict management. The conflicts between technology
and development were covered up by ISAAA/ABSF’s focus on development and
technological practices to generate momentum and inevitability. Conflicts were
exaggerated by KEGCO’s use of ideology and creation of antagonism. Just as
the specific framings of debates (combinations of discourses) about the need for
biotechnology in Africa generated more of a driving force for the network, they also
acted to cover and multiply conflict even more than the discursive processes alone. The
progression of the network then, acted to intensify and cement technology/development
relationships. For ISAAA/ABSF, technology/development relationships escalated to
the point where technology becomes almost synonymous with development. For
KEGCO technology became almost completely antithetical to development.





Discussion





6 Analysis

In addressing the first research objective and describing what technology and de-
velopment relationships are manifested in the everyday work of NGOs, Chapter 4
and Chapter 5 also began to implicitly address the second and third research
objectives: to understand and to assess those relationships. I discussed processes of
institutionalisation and resistance to institutionalisation, more for how these processes
create, and organisationally cement, relationships between technology and development
inherent in NGO work. These processes, however, clearly also have implications for
understanding why NGOs manifest the technology/development relationships that they
do. I also focused on conflict management and specific framings of the debate about
biotechnology in Africa for the same reason (i.e. how they help create and cement
technology development relationships). Similarly though, these debate framings and
conflict management strategies have implications for the assessment of individual and
social consequences of technology/development relationships. This chapter unpacks
and explores these issues more thoroughly by concentrating on the second and third
research objectives.

By focusing on the remaining research objectives, this chapter has three inter-
related functions. Firstly, it continues the comparison between the two empirical
narratives begun in the summary of the investigation. Through this comparison,
the chapter begins to make larger arguments about civil society and agricultural
biotechnology in Kenya.1 The second related function of this chapter is to expand
and contextualise the previous analysis as stated in the methodology. Here the chapter
especially follows Burawoy and Hess (Burawoy, 1991; Hess, 2001). The chapter tries
to look at structural issues and open up the ‘rainbow coloured’ boxes of power (Hess,
1997), or strives to find the macro in the micro (Burawoy, 1998). Hess (2001) and
Burawoy (1998) also argue that good ethnography should contribute to theory, a task
that this chapter also takes on.

The chapter has four sections. The first two sections expand and contextualise the
previous analyses about organisational progression and institutionalisation presented
in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 by examining the NGOs in terms of agency. First, I re-
emphasise several ideas from the literature review to present the theoretical approach

1In other words, this chapter puts forward some tentative answers to the larger questions presented in
Chapter 3 about why has Kenya become a regional leader in biotechnology and what do NGOs have
to do with this.
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which I take to explicitly address the ‘situated’ agency of NGOs. Situated here refers
to examining civil society as a political-economic arena and NGOs as social interfaces
where communities, markets and governance act on and through actors. (See New
approaches in §2.1). The approach involves revisiting the themes which were highlighted
from recent DS and STS literatures—the importance of discourses, the scale of analyses,
boundaries between actors, and constructions of success and failure (§2.1 and §2.2)—
and explicitly connecting these themes with the two case studies.

In the next section, I illustrate how this approach works by looking at each of
the categories of discursive processes presented in the summary of the investigation
(technological progression, lack of participation, awareness, and partitioning and
classifying actors, see Table 5.5). I argue that each type of discourse allows NGOs to
yield and capture agency at different scales: to be constrained and bolstered by, as well
as to constitute, the political economic arena of civil society. Through the examination
of agency, the first two sections speak to the second research objective and provide an
understanding of the relationships between technology and development manifested in
the everyday work of the NGOs.

The third section transitions between understanding and assessing technology and
development relationships. Based on evidence from all four categories of discourses, I
argue that NGOs generally capture agency and make themselves constituent of the
arena of civil society at the national and sub-national level, where they construct
science and technology as either a close ally or a detrimental roadblock to development.
Drawing on the co-production of knowledge and social order (see §2.2), I argue that
at these sub-national scales, technical and political orders are merging in civil society
space. NGOs are, perhaps somewhat covertly, doing jobs usually reserved for states,
markets and communities. NGOs have thus played a key role in Kenya becoming a
regional leader in biotechnology.

In the fourth section I look at further implications of the merger of technical and
political orders in Kenyan civil society space. I expand upon the previous analyses
about how NGOs frame debates and management. The conflict management strategies
of both NGO networks do not allow for debates about the conflicting values inherent in
the production and use of agricultural biotechnologies in a developing country such as
Kenya. Drawing on work about the democratisation of S&T (Kinchy & Kleinman, 2005;
Pielke Jr., 2004; Sarewitz, 2004), I argue that science and technology are closing off
instead of opening up options for debate. Consequently, the work of the NGOs, which
represents the only real opportunity to steer or guide biotechnologies in Kenya, does
not do so. Furthermore, in light of the merger of technological and political ordering,
the lack of steering technologies has bigger implications. Farmers are missing out on
an opportunity to make decisions that affect their livelihoods, opportunities that are
also scarce given Kenya’s dysfunctional extension system and weak local networks of
farmers organisations.
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6.1 Towards a techno-civil approach

To explain the specific approach used here to explore agency2 of NGOs engaging with
biotechnology, and to conceptualise something broader than the everyday analysis
presented in Chapters 4 and 5, it is important to reiterate a few points and draw
a few theoretical threads together from Chapter 2. The approach to agency here can
be referred to as ‘techno-civil’, in that it draws on ideas from the social analyses of
technology and civil society from both STS and DS.

Firstly, I want to review some of the ideas presented about the nature of civil
society and NGOs as social spaces, as presented in the first half of Chapter 2
(§2.1), and specifically in new approaches to ethnography of NGOs, civil society and
development policy and practice. Civil society is viewed as the spaces where NGOs,
like the ones in the present study, work, and is a political economic arena where
markets, governance, and communities interact. The work of Hyden is particularly
important here, specifically his argument that NGOs both compete within this arena
and constitute an arena of civil society (Hyden, 1997). I do not want to give the
concept of civil society too much theoretical weight, as Cohen & Arato (1992) are
accused of doing this in the review by Weaver (1993). Therefore, I focus on civil
society as an arena or space.3 The data presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 show
how NGOs proliferate and populate this arena.4 Hilhorst’s actor-oriented approach to
NGOs is similarly pertinent because it argues that the structures that act on NGOs, act
through people (Hilhorst, 2003).5 Seeing NGOs as working within fluid structures that
still exert force, resonates with frameworks that address agency from STS, particularly
Actor Network Theory (§2.2) (Rip, 2005).

The terms ‘communities’, ‘markets’, and ‘governance’ are used for specific reasons. I
refer to governance and not states to allow for more complex state-society relationships,
following several recent approaches (Laclau and Mouffe, 1985 in Mohan, 2002; Migdal
et al., 1994). Here, governance refers to decision-making within or co-ordinated by
states, but also refers to decision-making co-ordinated by the following actors: sub-
state bodies, such as provincial or district-level authorities; parastatal actors, such as
the Kenya Agricultural Research Institute; and, transnational and intergovernmental
actors, like the European Union, the United Nations (specifically the United Nations
Environment Program), the World Bank or the International Monetary Fund.6

2Agency, as addressed in Chapter 2, is viewed as capability to act in a given specific context.
3The approach here resonates with the technology development arenas approach of (Jørgensen, 1999).
4Proliferation of NGOs, of networks and of coalitions was a result of discursive processes such as those
about the surge of science and discourses about Us versus Them. See §4.1 and §5.1.
5Hilhorst’s conception of NGOs as social interfaces or meeting points of various discourses is also
important here. See the discussion of discourses below.
6Governance is a contested and contentious concept with roots and uses in both the North and South.
The use of governance here is basically a shorthand for negotiational decision-making. See Harsh
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Similarly, I discuss markets (specifically in the plural) to address the exchange of goods
and capital at multiple levels: local markets in a village or district; national markets;
regional (i.e. East African) markets; and even international markets and capital, such
as NGOs competing within donor markets. I also use communities (again specifically in
the plural) to address multiplicity of the different farmers groups and community-based
organisations with which the NGOs in this study interact.

The next ideas that are important to re-emphasise from the literature review are the
themes that came out of new approaches to ethnography of development in addressing
agency of NGOs (see 2.1), that are also echoed in the STS work on co-production and
democratisation of science and technology: the importance of discourses, the scale of
analysis, boundaries between actors, and the construction of success and failure. It
should be clear from Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 that these themes emerged in the data.
Part of the approach to exploring agency is to bring out the themes more explicitly.

In putting these themes together with ideas about civil society and NGOs as
arenas and interfaces, the approach here is to examine how the discourses about S&T
and development facilitate the NGOs’ capturing and yielding of agency at different
scales.7 Specifically I examine the four categories of discursive processes listed in
Table 5.5: the progression of technology, non-participation, awareness, and partitioning
and classifying actors. In general, the discourses used by the NGOs construct meanings
of S&T and to a lesser extent development, which influence when the NGOs yield and
capture agency. Technology acts as the fulcrum for agency at different scales. As we
shall see, particularly in the fourth category of discursive processes where values about
S&T directly clash with values about development, boundaries between actors and the
social uses of success and failure are important for the yielding and capturing of NGO
agency.

All of the discourses used by the NGOs thus ‘situate’ the NGOs within the social
and political economic space of civil society. They allow NGOs to both be constrained
or bolstered by an arena where governance, markets and communities are interacting,
and allow NGOs to make themselves constituent of that arena. As previous research on
development NGOs argues, NGOs can be constrained or bolstered by donor markets,
states and clients, such as by being accountable to communities and, importantly, also
to donors who place conditionalities on funds (see §2.1). However, NGOs also do jobs
that governance bodies, markets and communities usually do. As we shall see in the
next section, this can happen implicitly and go beyond the more public jobs of NGOs
such as service provision (cf. §2.1).

(2005b); Harsh & Smith (2007) for more on how this use is framed in the various roots and critiques
of governance.
7I am thus drawing on the work of Seckinelgin who argues that “NGO agency will be varied and
contingent” (Seckinelgin, 2006:716). As discussed in §2.1, it is important to ask: who is making the
claims that NGOs are relevant actors and in what contexts?
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6.2 Agency and the discursive processes

In this section I examine how the four categories of discursive processes that emerged
from Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 aid the NGOs in yielding and capturing agency. Table 5.5
lists the four categories, the values underpinning them and the instances from the
chapters.8,9

Technological progress

There are three main instances of discursive processes about technological progression.
Two are used by ISAAA/ABSF, and one by KEGCO:

• The surge of science (§4.1)

• Technological uptake and capacity (§4.3)

• Urgency (§5.1)

The discursive processes here are about biotechnologies coming and flowing into Kenya
and Africa more generally. This was the main story in the discourses of ISAAA/ABSF,
but I also showed how KEGCO find these discourses useful. All these discursive
processes are based on values about technological determinism: biotechnology is moving
quickly forward; the progression of technology is exciting; there is little room for social
intervention in this progression; where social intervention is possible, it is only serves
to enable technology to flow where it is not currently flowing, like developing countries.

Through discourses about technological progression, the NGOs use deterministic
values to both yield and capture agency at different scales. Firstly for ISAAA and
ABSF, the discourses based on technological determinism all serve to take agency
away from the NGOs. The NGOs yield agency to science, especially in discourses
about starting with the science and about science not flowing to developing countries
(§4.1). The motion of technologies progressing has significant agency in and of itself.
In essence, the NGOs are making the progression of S&T into a main actor with these
discourses; science and technology become the task-master for the everyday work of
the NGOs. The NGOs often portray themselves as powerless against this motion,
particularly in their founding narratives. Where the science is not flowing, for instance
to developing countries like Kenya, it should be allowed to flow. The attention is placed
on the technologies and the NGOs are only working to facilitate the flow of technologies.

8It must be noted that this categorisation is a simplification. As argued in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5,
the discourses of NGOs from both networks are complex and overlapping. For instance, some discourses
combine discursive processes and could be placed into multiple categories.
9This section mainly addresses the work of the NGOs themselves. Remember that in Chapter 5 some
of the discourses and actions discussed were those of third-party actors such as scientists, regulators,
commentators. These third-party actors are addressed more in the next two sections.
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With discourses about the urgency of their work, KEGCO similarly yield agency to the
progression of science and technology. The imminence of GM biotechnologies arriving
in Kenya creates a motivation for KEGCO’s anti-biotechnology and biosafety work.

Through these discourses, the NGOs are also yielding agency to the international
actors that they portray as driving the progression of technology. The discourses
fuse international markets and international governance. International private sector
actors sponsor technological projects and work closely with international agricultural
research centres (i.e. CGIAR centres), and with international (bilateral) governance,
in the form of bilateral aid agencies and donations from transnational governance (e.g.
KARI receiving donations from the World Bank). Thus, through these discourses
the NGOs are acted upon by this international technoscientific nexus of markets and
governance. ISAAA and ABSF are bolstered by resources from these international
actors, while at the same time they are also constrained in their actions by having
to be accountable to these international actors. KEGCO, on the other hand, portray
themselves as constrained by a lack of resources from international donors.

Important here, is scale. In this first instance, the NGOs are trying to span scales.
The work of ISAAA and ABSF is trying to link the international private sector directly
with local markets via public-private partnerships. For instance, when NGOs portray
success as technological uptake, technologies developed by American and European
companies must be distributed and sold locally to arrive in the hands and fields of
Kenyan farmers.

At the same time, discourses about technological progression also allow the NGOs
to act as markets and governance. The NGOs, particularly ISAAA and ABSF, are
performing roles that are traditionally left to the market and the state. For example,
the market is usually seen as one mechanism for getting technologies to farmers.10

Government extension workers are another method to deliver technologies to farmers,
as seen in the still prevalent Green Revolution model of agricultural development (§2.2).
Here ISAAA and ABSF are short-circuiting these more traditional pathways of taking
technologies to farmers. Their work strives to deliver technologies independently of
markets and extension. This gels with a multiple source of innovation or innovations
systems analysis (see §2.2 especially Clark et al., 2003). However, the interactions
between NGOs and state actors or those between NGOs and farmers are not totally
constructive. They are not two-way linkages. For instance, interactions do not
strengthen the state’s ability to effectively regulate or guide technologies.11

Scale must again be examined here. Focusing on the progression of technology
within Kenya and even lower in scale, within certain provinces and districts such as

10This is especially the model in developed countries and part of the motivation for forming public-
private partnerships in developing countries. See §2.2.
11I address guiding or steering technologies more below.
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ISAAA’s work in Murang’a or Embu, gives the NGOs agency. The NGOs open up
and focus on a scale where they can capture some agency. Discourses about success
as capacity building are key in this task. The NGOs need the capacity to open up
this national scale where they can work. Capacity, particularly an enabling biosafety
system, allows the NGOs to act as higher-tech national extension agents and bring
biotechnology to local markets or into community networks. Here, mobilising values
about the flow of technology situates technology as a partner in their everyday work.

Taken together then, through these discourses, the NGOs are yielding agency and
capturing agency for themselves. They are acted on (constrained and bolstered) by
international governance and markets, and replace certain roles usually performed
by the state and communities on national and local levels (e.g. acting as national
agricultural research, extension or as farmers groups). The NGOs both make
themselves constituent of the political economic arena of civil society and are influenced
by it.

Non-participation

There are three main instances of discursive processes about non-participation, which
are all mobilised by KEGCO:

• Exclusion in biosafety (§5.1)

• Legal order (§5.3)

• Timing and guidance (§5.3)

The discursive processes here are about biosafety development (and to a lesser
extent biotechnology developments) not proceeding in a participatory, transparent
and co-operative manner. Whereas technological progression is the main story in
ISAAA/ABSF’s discourses, non-participation is the main story in the discourses of
KEGCO. These discourses are based on values about participation, partnership, co-
operation and shared authority in development.

Similarly to what NGOs in both case studies strive to do through discourses about
technological progression, KEGCO are trying to capture agency at the national level
with non-participation discourses. Non-participation discourses usually do not directly
involve discourses about science and technology.12 Instead, these discourses are more
about creating constructions of development. Discourses about participation work
in a reciprocal way compared to technological progression. Through discussion of
participatory and bottom-up development, KEGCO is yielding agency to actors at

12Although there is some mention of S&T keeping the Biosafety Bill narrow in KEGCO’s discourses
about legal order (§5.3).
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the local level. Farmers, such as the small-scale farmers represented by KESSFF,
are the ones who should define development and whose needs should be represented
in biosafety processes and policies. The discourses create a kind of ‘developmental
determinism’. Local development must happen. KEGCO therefore exists to facilitate
this local development that must flow upwards into national processes, in much the
same way that ISAAA/ABSF facilitate technological progression into Kenya from an
international level.

For instance, development is made to be a local affair in discourses about small-
scale farmers being excluded from the development of the biosafety system. Similarly
KEGCO explicitly discuss ‘civil society’ being excluded from the National Biosafety
System. Drawing strongly on the associational view of civil society (§2.1), KEGCO
argue that civil society is meant to represent local interests and civil society should be
involved in biosafety. KEGCO are constructing themselves as civil society and thus as
representatives of the local. The Government must co-operate in a transparent way
with civil society.

KEGCO’s discourses within the legal arena work in the same way. Authority
must again be co-operative and participatory. Authority for biosafety should be
representative of local constituents and come through the parliamentary process.
The Government must be responsible for possible damages to local farmers or local
varieties caused by the introduction of GM crops. Policy, regulation and technological
development must happen in a way and in an order that allows local voices, acting via
KEGCO, to participate in processes.

By constructing development as necessarily local and participatory, KEGCO are
opening up a space to try to capture agency at the national level. The explicit mention
of civil society in the discourses here is connected to the next category of discursive
processes.

Awareness

There are five main instances of discursive processes about awareness. Four are used
by ISAAA and ABSF and one by KEGCO:

• Information dissemination (§4.1)

• Mysterious science and technology (§4.1)

• Awareness equals persuasion (§4.2)

• Controlling public messages (§4.3)

• Awareness equals dissuasion (§5.1)
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Theses discursive processes mobilise values about rights to knowledge combined
with the ‘main stories’ of each coalition. ISAAA and ABSF combine values about
technological progression with values about rights to knowledge. KEGCO combine
values about non-participation with vales about rights to knowledge. Similar to
discourses about technological progression, there are more instances of awareness in
ISAAA/ABSF’s discourses, but KEGCO also utilise awareness discourses to some
extent.

Through awareness discourses, both coalitions of NGOs are trying to capture agency
at the national to sub-national scales. Both coalitions are trying to cast themselves
as representatives of communities, as civil society. By framing their work as spreading
awareness and disseminating information about new technologies, the NGOs make their
work out to be like the work of farmers groups or extension.

For ISAAA and ABSF, awareness discourses are a corollary to technological
progression. Discourses about information dissemination and training again take
agency away from the NGOs at the international scale. Awareness is motivated by
the coming of biotechnologies. The NGOs yield agency to science, in an analogous way
to the arguments presented above. NGOs are constrained and bolstered by capital and
governance, but carve out national niche to act as extension or farmer educators.

Discourses about retrospectively revising the kind of awareness that ISAAA and
ABSF need to ‘raise’ somewhat differ. In these instances, discourses cast science as a bit
more social. Such revisions on the previous more deterministic progression on science
could be problematic for the NGOs. The NGOs portrayed themselves as servants of the
motion of science. However, when the science has not moved, when technologies such
as the VR sweet potato did not come as expected, the agency of science, its progression
and motion, could be questioned. In response to this crisis however, the NGOs only
slightly call the agency of science into question, saying that the progression of science
and technology will not produce products automatically. Mainly what the NGOs do, via
their discourses about retrospective awareness, is re-shape and recast their own work,
to preserve the agency of science. ISAAA and ABSF recast themselves as scientific
capacity-builders or innovation system-builders whose existence is necessary to allow
science to flow. Here, ideas from innovations systems are explicitly taking on normative
weight (cf. critiques of innovation systems in §2.2 especially Arocena & Sutz, 2000,
2003). Discourses about controlling public messages work in a similar way. NGOs
preserve the agency of technological progression by only allowing publics to access
information about when technologies have been developed and are moving forward.
The NGOs prefer to screen out information that could build technological expectations
that might not be fulfilled (see the sociology of expectations in §2.2 Borup et al., 2006).

With their own awareness discourses, KEGCO is also spreading awareness about
the workings of technologies via the workshops run for farmers by PELUM, KESSFF
and other partners. KEGCO is thus also partly yielding agency to the progression of
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international S&T to create urgency (as argued above). However, KEGCO’s discourses
more often raise awareness about perceived financial and other ideological, and even
conspiratorial, motivations of the Government and of technology developers. For
KEGCO, being motivated by capital prevents inclusiveness and makes biotechnology
and biosafety developments in Kenya not participatory, which leaves the voices of
small-scale farmers unheard. Both of these discursive strategies help KEGCO try
to capture agency at the national to sub-national levels. KEGCO, too, are trying to
cast themselves as extension workers and again as civil society actors that represent
the needs of farmers. But KEGCO is representing opposite needs of farmers to do the
opposite work compared to ISAAA and ABSF. KEGCO’s awareness is done to dissuade
farmers away from GM technology, rather than persuade them to use the technologies.

Discourses about de-mystifying science and technology used by ISAAA and ABSF
also have different implications for agency from the other awareness mechanisms.
S&T are portrayed as moving and are given agency as before, but here, advanced
biotechnologies are also portrayed as complex and mysterious. NGOs are still working
to facilitate the flow of science, but they do this via demystifying S&T and making
S&T seem less complex. Biotechnology is complex, but more basic science will simplify
biotechnology and lead to its acceptance. Whereas with discourses about technological
progression the NGOs yielded agency to science to show that their work was urgent
and inevitable, here the NGOs use and control science. At the local and national scale,
science (albeit more ‘basic science’) is an ally of ISAAA and ABSF. Using science
in this way gives the NGOs agency and power to control and frame debates. Before
discussing debate-framing in more detail, the implications for agency in the last group
of discourses must be presented.

Partitioning and classifying

Of the four categories of discursive processes that emerged from the data, discourses
on the themes of partitioning and classifying are the most common. There are seven
main instances of discursive processes in this category. The first three below are used
by ISAAA and ABSF and the last four by KEGCO:

• Combating outsiders (§4.1)

• At the top and bottom (§4.2)

• Reframing roles (§4.3)

• Us versus Them (§5.1)

• Push and goodwill (§5.2)

• Overlapping actors (§5.2)
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• Constructing stakeholders (§4.2)

These discourses draw on values about technological determinism and about partic-
ipation in development. This category of discourses is thus the most interesting
category, in that these are the discourses that are used by the NGOs when values
about technology and development collide. The discourses all surround the themes of
partitioning and classifying. In other words, the way in which all of these discourses
deal with conflict between these values about technology and development is to separate
and specify. Attention is drawn to how actors, the roles of actors, or even technology
and development themselves, can be classified and partitioned.

The most common discourses here are about classifying actors. This discursive
strategy has important implications for NGO agency. In general, discourses about
classifying actors give certain roles or characteristics to other actors to preserve agency
of the actor using the discourse.

For example, discourses about combating outsiders (used by ISAAA and ABSF) and
the oppositional ‘Us versus Them’ discourses (used by KEGCO) both draw boundaries
between actors. Both NGO coalitions are international in some way. However, both
coalitions accuse the other of being international ‘others’ that do not have legitimacy to
work on African development issues.13 ISAAA and ABSF argue that anti-biotechnology
NGOs are European and thus not relevant to Africa. KEGCO argues that pro-
biotechnology NGOs are allied with international capital and are thus not relevant
to Africa.

Both of these discourses represent a giving and taking of agency. With their
discourses about combating outsiders, ISAAA and ABSF are giving agency to
international, EU-based NGOs, claiming that theses NGOs are influencing Kenyans.
ISAAA and ABSF must respond. The work of ISAAA and ABSF work is a reaction
which gives them credibility, justification and agency to act. ISAAA and ABSF are
representing needs of communities. The NGOs are ‘like’ communities because the
NGOs are African and Kenyan. Huge spans of scales are collapsed through these
discourses which help ISAAA and ABSF capture agency on the scale of the African
continent down to local communities.

The oppositional ‘Us versus Them’ discourses of KEGCO are the reciprocal of
outsiders discourses. For KEGCO, the international oppositional camp has resources
and KEGCO do not. Again international is a disparaging adjective. KEGCO yields
agency to international capital and international scientists which are portrayed as
delivering technologies and influencing Kenyans. KEGCO argue that they are in line

13Remember that my data do not show that ISAAA and ABSF explicitly know about KEGCO’s
existence, but instead discuss anti-biotech NGOs in a general sense. KEGCO, on the other hand,
specifically discuss ISAAA and ABSF.
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with needs of local people because KEGCO has no ties to the private sector. KEGCO
are trying to capture agency on the national level.

Constructions of success and failure are crucially tied to discourses that partition
and classify actors. These discourses are used frequently when projects or other efforts
are seen as ‘unsuccessful’. I argued in Chapter 4 that projects that do not meet
expectations set out by an actor often highlight the conflicting values between values
held about technology and those held about development. Examples include: when
technologies do not come as planned, when participation does not occur, and when
actors cannot attend meetings and become stakeholders.

ABSF’s strategy for their training and awareness work and their discourses about
actors at the ‘top and bottom’ are a good illustration. Remember that these discourses
were justifications for the lack of ABSF’s participation with farmers. The first
justification, that ABSF had to focus on high-level Government decision-makers,
involves a similar yielding of agency to science as in technological progression. S&T
are moving too quickly to do participation with farmers, so ABSF had to facilitate
participation with actors at the top. The second justification for a lack of farmer
participation is that it is not the role of ABSF to ‘do’ the bottom-up work. This is
more important and unique. Whereas previous discourses depicted the NGOs as acting
as farmer educators, here ABSF is yielding agency back to other actors, arguing that
participation should be done by extension workers or other actors, such as KARI. ABSF
portray themselves as influenced by the political-economic arena of civil society on a
scale where they usually try to capture agency and make themselves constituent of the
arena of civil society. ABSF’s actions here are a good example of how the nature and
meaning of participation can change when actors perceive challenges. Participation
is ‘episodic’ (see Participatory trajectories in §2.1 especially Cheers & Luloff, 2001;
Hayward et al., 2004).

ISAAA’s discourses about reframing their role in the sweet potato project are
another example of the construction of success and failure. Here it is not participation
that has not occurred as planned, it is technologies that have not been developed as
planned. Discourses about reframing roles are similar to those about retrospective
awareness, in that the situation could call into question the progression of technology
that is a core value of the NGOs. By reframing their role in the project (as a mere
liaison with Monsanto) ISAAA changes itself and alters its work rather than alter
its deterministic values about S&T. These discourses give up some agency, and some
responsibility for the development project, but maintain the agency that ISAAA yields
to technological progression. Furthermore, development is literally partitioned in these
discourses. The development work of ISAAA can be broken down and discussed like
science.

When initiatives are seen as failing, KEGCO also use discourses that classify
and partition. KEGCO’s discourses about technological push and goodwill in the
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Government are fundamentally about unsuccessful participation. Small-scale farmers
are not participating in biosafety and biotechnology developments. Representatives
of international capital are working with the Government to push technologies onto
Kenyan farmers. Similar to the oppositional and awareness discourses used by KEGCO,
KEGCO yield agency to international actors so that they can get involved on national
and local scales and again constitute themselves as a civl society actor representing
farmers.

The discourses about constructing stakeholders show another instance of ‘failed’
participation. Here, we see discourses (including discourses of third-party actors)
specifically creating different accounts of a ‘state of affairs’, namely that the NGOs that
make up KEGCO are not participating in biosafety. Connected with this, discourses
are also specifically used by different actors to apportion blame for the state of affairs.14

For instance, through its discourses, the National Council of Science and Technology
(NCST) argues that it is not responsible for KEGCO being left out of discussions and
meetings about biosafety. With its stance that NGOs should co-ordinate themselves,
NCST partitions this role from its work and yields agency to the NGOs, especially
to ABSF who is the gatekeeper or co-ordinator of NGOs on the National Biosafety
Committee. This underlines the influence which ABSF has with NCST. As the co-
ordinator of NGOs, ABSF determines the representational makeup of a key national
decision-making body, a task that is usually performed by the state.15 Ironically, the
presence of ABSF on the NBC nominally lends legitimacy and credibility to the NBC—
ABSF is an NGO and ‘proxy representative for the marginal’ (see §2.1 especially Craig
& Porter, 2003:53)—but really makes the NBC more exclusive and less representative
of a variety of interests.

KEGCO’s discourses create a different account of why they have not been included
in biosafety developments. KEGCO argues that they cannot access the NBC because
gate-keeping actors, such as ABSF, do not allow the NGOs that make up KEGCO
to become stakeholders in biosafety. Furthermore, possessing all the characteristics
that actors must possess to become a stakeholder is difficult to impossible. Discourses
about the characteristics of a stakeholder serve to classify actors. Most importantly
here, is the scientific and technological fluency that potential stakeholders need to access
the National Biosafety Committee. At this national level, science and technology are
the gateways that prevent KEGCO from capturing agency. KEGCO is left out of
discussions about biosafety.

When discourses about S&T as gateways are compared to discourses about
overlapping actors used by scientists, a complimentary account about access to the
biosafety system can be seen. Whereas science prevents KEGCO from capturing agency

14These functions of discourses are discussed in the section on discourse analysis in §1.3.
15The topic of ABSF assuming roles usually performed by the state is covered more in the next section.
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at the national level, science facilitates agency for other actors. Science, particularly
the perceived neutrality of scientific expertise, allows actors who have vested interests
in developing technologies to gain access to the biosafety committee and influence its
decisions. The actors justify the overlapping roles they play with discourses which
classify themselves as acting in discrete and separate roles (wearing different hats,
being at different stages of a career etc.).

This whole discussion of partitioning and classifying actors, which led to exclusion
and inclusion in biosafety, shows that capital and scientific expertise are both valuable
resources in the ‘techno-civil’ arena within which the NGOs are working (cf. NGOs
as mediating expertise in §2.2). Capital and expertise have a reinforcing relationship.
NGOs (and other actors) with scientific expertise acquire resources, which allow them
to acquire more expertise and so on. Each iteration of the cycle allows certain NGOs
more access to the biosafety system while leaving others out. The new ethnographic
approaches in §2.1 showed how Associational School of civil society, can be critiqued
because its definition of pluralism is too simple, it does not envision ‘elite pluralism’
where the interests of the ‘resource-rich’ dominate (Hyden, 1997:9). For the actors in
this study, the resources are both capital and scientific expertise.

Bringing in some third-party actions and discourses here has helped illustrate trends
about how constructions of science and technology are related to NGO agency, and
how that agency is situated in the political economic arena within which the NGOs are
working. The next section looks at these trends more specifically.

6.3 Merger of technological and political orders

The discussion of agency in the last section provides some understanding of relation-
ships between technology and development manifested by the NGOs in this study.
This section aims to develop that understanding further and begins to discuss the
implications of the relationships.16 I begin by generalising about where and when NGOs
yield agency and capture agency.

NGOs generally capture agency at the national to sub-national scale and yield
agency at the international scale. Even within these scales, the situation is dynamic
and NGOs are only able to capture agency in certain spaces. Revisions of discourses
saw actors yielding agency in spaces where discourses previously helped to capture
agency. Furthermore, there is variation between the case studies. ISAAA and ABSF
have much more success in capturing agency at the national level than KEGCO.

Despite this variation, looking across all of the discursive processes discussed in
the last section, it is clear that constructions of science and technology are related to

16In order to accomplish this, this section and the next draw on more third-party discourses, especially
those presented in §5.3.
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NGO agency. At the international scale, both ISAAA/ABSF and KEGCO construct
an asocial science which fuels technological progression.17 Capital from international
corporations, coupled with capital from donor states, funds research on advanced
biotechnologies that are being rapidly transferred to Kenya and Africa more generally.
Both ISAAA/ABSF and KEGCO yield agency to science and to the international
actors driving it.

At the national and sub-national scale, NGO discourses about S&T generally
change. NGO discourses about S&T at this scale construct less deterministic versions
of S&T. The contexts of science and technology begin to come into NGO discourses.
Although, at these scales the social context of science and technology is still portrayed
as producing fixed consequences for farmers. Those consequences are positive for
ISAAA/ABSF and negative for KEGCO.

These constructions of science at the national level bring science and technology
closer to the NGOs and influence when and how NGOs can capture agency. All the
NGOs interact with science and technology everyday. ISAAA and ABSF construct
science to be an ally. These NGOs capture agency by using science as a tool to demystify
and spread awareness about GM biotechnology. On the other hand, KEGCO construct
science and technology as roadblocks to participation in the biosafety process. Science
and technology prevent KEGCO from capturing agency, from becoming stakeholders
and from voicing their concerns about the biosafety system and the Biosafety Bill in
particular.

Discourses about science and technology that involve fixed social consequences for
farmers also provide NGOs with a mandate to work at sub-national levels. Both
coalitions of NGOs create or work closely with local networks of farmers. ISAAA
created the Murang’a Banana Marketing collective and began working closely with the
Embu diocese, for example. KEGCO, and particularly PELUM, work very closely with
KESSFF.

In all the discursive processes discussed in the previous section, I argued that when
the NGOs capture agency, they do jobs usually reserved for governance actors, for
markets and for communities. Thus, the NGOs are sometimes able to make themselves
constituents of the political-economic arena of civil society at national and sub-national
scales. These acts of constitution are leading towards a merger of technological and
political orders in civil society space. They represent simultaneous adjustments in the
‘domains’ of science and technology and politics (Jasanoff, 2004:21).

This merger can be seen by first examining how the work of the NGOs relates
to political order and political authority. At the national level, ISAAA and ABSF
are crucial actors in developing the biosafety system and the associated policies and

17This convergence of discourses across both ISAAA/ABSF and KEGCO is a prime example of what
Tvedt’s ‘system speak’ or “language shared by all actors in the system irrespective of traditional
interests and values” (Tvedt, 2006:687). See New approaches in §2.1.
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laws. ISAAA and ABSF sponsor biosafety workshops and decide who is invited.
ABSF is an active member of the NBC. The discourses about how ABSF colours
debates within the NBC show how highly influential ABSF is in the biosafety system.
Distribution of resources is important here. ABSF has generally been able to
acquire resources from donors and is strongly institutionalised and professionalised
(see Chapter 4). NCST, on the other hand, generally suffers from a lack of resources
that contribute to its institutional hardships (see Institutional faults in §5.3). ABSF
has thus been able to assume some of the jobs of the state, such as taking the lead
on writing the biotechnology/biosafety policy. ABSF have become de facto regulators
of biotechnology. ISAAA and ABSF are thus influential in setting the terms of public
decision-making regarding biotechnology. KEGCO attempts to protest these terms
and the authority of ISAAA and ABSF to set them, but KEGCO cannot access the
biosafety system.

The work of the NGOs is also related to political orders on the sub-national level.
Both coalitions of NGOs are setting up networks of farmer representation. The NGOs
build and work closely with local networks and help construct competing stories of
farmers either needing or rejecting biotechnologies. Both NGOs cast themselves as
civil society, playing roles that civil society would play in political reform according
to an associational model: distributing information, stimulating participation, and
representing needs or interests (cf. From theories to practices in §2.1 especially
Diamond, 1994).

The very same work and same discourses that assist the NGOs in capturing agency
and creating political order, also simultaneously order technologies. The work of
ISAAA, ABSF and their allies that has allowed these NGOs to set the terms of decision-
making, also allows the stream of approvals to import and test GM technologies in
Kenya to continue. This is despite the fact that the Biosafety Bill and policy have
not been approved and the legal authority of the system has been called into question.
Also through the work of the NGOs, scientists are educated, regulators are trained and
capacity is built. Technical training and awareness with MPs, and other government
officials occurs. Journalists are trained by both KEGCO and ABSF. Biotechnologies,
not GM technologies but tissue culture, are distributed to farmers. ‘Technological
awareness’ is raised and scientific information is disseminated by both coalitions of
NGOs.

Through NGO engagements with biotechnology, technological and political orders
are simultaneously co-produced in Kenyan civil society space (cf. Jasanoff, 2004).
When NGOs assume the role of the state, the market, and communities through their
engagements with technology, they start to structure, stratify, rank, and order the
way people interact and define the terms of public action. Whereas NGOs have for
sometime been seen as doing the jobs of the state and the market (e.g. service delivery)
under a neoliberal model of privatisation and efficient development, these roles are
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more planned and visible. Here, when the NGOs in this study constitute the political-
economic arena, they assume spaces and roles that are less planned and less visible.

This argument does not imply, however, that the technological or political ordering
will continue as it has in the past. It is important to note that while the work of the
NGOs creates ordering, there is never order (Hilhorst, 2003). There is constantly a push
and pull between actors. The shear number of NGOs on all sides of the biotechnology
debate, and the amount of capital selectively funding NGO programmes, ensures that
there will always be disconnections between networks and projects and new ordering
that could emerge.

It is clear, though, that through their ability to influence and acquire the
authority of decision-making regarding biotechnologies, NGOs, especially those in the
ISAAA/ABSF network, have played a key role in Kenya becoming a regional leader
in terms of the number of biotechnology projects underway. The next section explores
further implications of co-production of technological and political orders in Kenya.

6.4 Debating values

It should be clear from the investigation Part II that the production and use of
agricultural biotechnology in developing countries, at least in Kenya, necessarily
involves conflicts between values about technology and development. Nowhere is this
perhaps more apparent than through examining NGOs where scales transcend, capital,
nature and people combine to make development, in whatever form, happen.

As stated in Chapter 1, I have avoided making direct statements about policy
reconstruction in this thesis. What I can say, though, is that the way that values are
mobilised by these two NGOs, and the way that conflicts between values are managed,
is directly related to policy. The conflict management strategies used by both coalitions
of NGOs do not provide helpful, feasible or workable routes for debates to occur. In the
end, decisions about which technologies to produce and deploy are about negotiating
these trade-offs in values. The cost of the conflict management strategies used by both
ISAAA/ABSF and KEGCO is dear because of neither strategy allows for space for
these negotiations to occur.

The work of ISAAA and ABSF manages conflicts by covering up conflicts and
instead focusing on trends in technological and development practices. ISAAA and
ABSF’s strategy for managing conflict is effectively to build a bridge that covers the
dynamic ebbs and flows of conflicting values that come with developing advanced
biotechnologies in Kenya. That bridge connects technology directly with development
in a tautological manner. ISAAA and ABSF’s conflict management strategy not
only prevents questioning of whether or not biotechnology is the best response
to a communities needs, but more importantly, prevents them from exploring the
complicated relationships between technology and development all together.
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For KEGCO, the situation is just as dire. When KEGCO’s work uses ideology
to multiply and exaggerate conflicting values, the space for honest debate is again
obfuscated at best, and usually disintegrated. If ISAAA and ABSF build a bridge over
the dynamic flow of value conflict, KEGCO flood the flows to create an ocean where any
sight of the original dynamics are lost. Technology and development live on separate
shores and there is again no way to explore or debate the complicated relationships
between them.

For both KEGCO and ISAAA and ABSF, bringing science and technology into
debates has closed down options instead of opening up more options. As discussed
in Section 2.2, Kinchy and Kleinman, Pielke and Sarewitz all argue that sometimes
bringing science and technology into debates about controversial social interventions
makes the controversy worse (Kinchy & Kleinman, 2005; Pielke Jr., 2004; Sarewitz,
2004). For complex and interdisciplinary problems, such as development biotechnology
in Kenya, scientific evidence can be found to support a variety of positions (see §4.1)
and debate over scientific issues prevents debate over underlying values. The lack of
value debates and the shutting down of options inherent in the conflict management
strategies of the NGOs are essentially threats to democracy. The combination of the
perceived neutrality and benevolence of technology and of civil society have allowed the
political and technological ordering in Kenya to happen without politics or debates. To
use Mosse’s terminology, “[m]ultiplicity of rationality and values [has been] overridden”
(Mosse, 2004:665) (see §2.1).

The fact that the work of both NGOs fails to open up a space for debating values
is also significant because the work of the NGOs does not contribute to the ability of
Kenya to strategically guide or steer technologies. The situation is even made even
worse by the paucity of formal institutional opportunities to steer technologies within
the Kenyan Government. The discourses about Kenya being a “guinea pig” for biosafety
development highlighted how national needs and priorities were largely not debated
and taken into account when developing the biotechnology strategy and policy (see
§5.3). Furthermore, the lack of institutional capability within NCST, pointed towards
a difficulty in implementing any strategy or policy.

This is not to say that spaces for these kind of value debates about biotechnology
do not currently exist at all in Kenya. Right now the spaces for this kind of debate
can occur at the interstices of overlapping networks, projects or initiatives. However,
opportunities to have such debates open and close at the blink of an eye.18

It is perhaps unfortunate then, that the work of the NGOs in this study does not

18During my field work I did not observe any exchanges between actors that would constitute this kind
of opportunity. I thought an opportunity might be the IRMA Stakeholders Meeting which I observed.
There was a variety of actors represented at the meeting. However, the only time for discussion with
everyone in the same room was pinched between speeches that had over-run and lunch, and desire for
food apparently overpowered that for debate.
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open up more spaces for value debates where technological options are openly explored.
This is most significant, of course, for Kenyan farmers, including those farmers
‘represented’ by the NGOs in the study. Farmers are missing out on opportunities
to democratise technological developments in the sense of having more opportunities
to make decisions that affect their lives (Sclove, 1995). Again the situation is perhaps
made worse because of the political-economic and institutional landscape of Kenya.
The fledging national extension system is generally not able to provide farmers with
more such opportunities (although emerging more systemic connections within the
general agricultural development system could be promising, see §3.2). Even more
broadly, the historical connection between a strong executive, the rural bureaucracy
and representatives of transnational capital, that has hindered farmer representation
and organisation since colonialism, has not only survived recent political transitions
(see §3.1), but appears to be surviving the agricultural transition to biotechnology in
Kenya as well.





7 Conclusion

This thesis aimed to describe, understand and assess relationships between science
and technology and development manifested in the everyday work of NGOs engaging
with agricultural biotechnology in Kenya. To explain these aims, the thesis began
by introducing the world of biotechnology and NGOs in Kenya. NGO engagements
with biotechnology in Kenya are numerous and diverse. They range from promotion
and production of biotechnologies to resisting and campaigning against technologies.
The diversity of interactions with biotechnologies, and the various connections between
nature, capital and people that they involve, highlight how biotechnologies are living
technologies or ’technologies of life’. Work involving biotechnologies in the context of
poor countries fundamentally engages with ideas about how people should develop and
live. Thus, through their own work with biotechnologies, NGOs are living technology
and development relationships everyday.

There is a primary tension in designing a study to explore relationships between
technology and development exhibited in the work of NGOs. The insider view
necessary to understand everyday relationships from the point of view of NGO staff
pulls against the need to take into account structural concerns that come from the
various networks within which NGOs are embedded. A qualitative constructivist study
that draws on ethnography and discourses analysis provides an actor-oriented view,
while a commitment to theoretically extend and contextualise the study can address
more macro-level concerns. Over 40 semi-structured interviews were conducted with
NGO staff, as well as with scientists, policy-makers, donors, journalists, academics,
and farmers to form two case studies. The first case is a network of NGOs that
produces and promotes biotechnologies centred centred on the International Service
for the Acquisition and Agri-biotech Applications, and the Agricultural Biotechnology
Stakeholders Forum. The second is a network of NGOs that resists and fights against
the production and use of genetically modified technologies in Kenya called the KEnya
Genetically modified organisms COncern coalition.

The theoretical grounding for the study came from select literatures broadly within
Science and Technology Studies and Development Studies. Perspectives on civil
society and NGOs, as social spaces, provide the frame within which technology and
development relationships are explored. Ideas about civil society travelled a long way
from their Enlightenment roots to arrive in development theory and practice. The still
prevalent view is that civil society stands between the state and communities, voicing
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their needs and keeping the power of the state in check. NGOs are seen by donors as the
organisational manifestations of civil society. In the spirit of neoliberal decentralisation
and liberal democracy, NGOs became dominant actors in development because of their
perceived comparative advantage over corrupt and undemocratic states. More recent
ethnographic work on NGOs, civil society, and development policy and practice calls
for a re-examination of development NGOs and a focus on their agency. A stronger
grounding in social and political theory, and a focus on the actual contexts of NGOs,
highlights the importance of discourses, of the scale of the analysis, of boundaries
between actors and of constructions of success and failure.

Like civil society, the dominant view of the relationships between science and
technology and agricultural development is historically rooted and can be seen in the
Green Revolution. The Green Revolution involved an international, hierarchical, linear
and deterministic conception of agricultural innovation and accompanying institutional
structure that still exists today. There is no room for NGOs to be involved in innovation
under this schema. New practices have emerged since the Green Revolution, alongside
the emergence of biotechnologies. Along with this, new systemic and networked views
of technical change have evolved, where NGOs can play active roles in linking actors
and generating scientific knowledge. Beyond innovation, NGO engagements with
biotechnology can potentially be seen as public engagement with S&T, as mediation
of expectations and expertise, and as sites of co-production of knowledge and social
order or sites for the democratisation of S&T. Similar themes, such as the importance
of discourses and boundaries, emerge in this literature, and generally a comparison
of STS and DS literature points to a possible rise of technological NGOs in current
development practice.

Many of the literatures reviewed point to the importance of context in any study of
technology or of NGOs.[james: ironic that the NGOs divorce themselves from context
through their work (disc and actions)] The historical political economic context of
Kenya is one where the state, allied with the bureaucracy and transnational capital,
had, and still has, strong control in both rural and urban settings. Particularly under
the former president, the state regime suffocated rural organising such as that done by
farmers groups. Farmers also currently receive little assistance from Kenya’s formal
extension system. The well established and heavily donor-funded agricultural research
system therefore remains largely disconnected from farmers. Also through donor
support, several genetically modified biotechnologies are being developed in Kenya,
along with a functional yet legally questionable biosafety system.

NGOs in Kenya work with biotechnologies by co-ordinating specific biotechnology
development projects and by engaging with the development of the biosafety system
which can include engaging with policy about GM food aid imports. ISAAA and ABSF,
the NGOs in the first case study, collectively engage with technological production,
including projects on tissue culture banana and virus-resistant sweet potato, and also
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engage with biosafety by closely working with the Government and by sponsoring
trainings and workshops. The NGOs that make up the second case study, those that
are part of KEGCO, engage mainly in biosafety by running trainings, workshops and
attempting to lobby the Government.

Many values about technology and development support the discourses and actions
of ABSF and ISAAA throughout their founding, growth and institutionalisation.
Values about technological determinism are the most dominant values, however, values
about the imperative of participation in development and values about rights to
knowledge are also prominent in the data. These values are assembled via discourses
that are mainly about the progression of technology; raising awareness; and about the
partitioning and classifying of actors and roles for actors, such as labelling certain actors
as insiders and others as outsiders. All of the discourses serve to create momentum for
the work of ISAAA and ABSF by connecting the NGOs into trends in technological
and development practices.

Underneath this momentum, however, lies conflict that comes from top-down
deterministic values about technological determinism butting against bottom-up values
about participation in development. In their everyday work, conflict is managed in
such a way that technology generally trumps development; ISAAA and ABSF exhibit
relationships where development is done via technology. However, the creation of
momentum that drives the progression of the organisations and of the network that
surrounds them, also covers conflict and cements and exaggerates relationships between
technology and development to the point where the production, dissemination and use
of biotechnology becomes almost synonymous with development.

The same basic values about technology and development also support the
discourses and actions of KEGCO throughout its founding, growth and institutionali-
sation. The main values used by KEGCO are about participation and not technological
determinism, but determinism, participation and awareness are all present in KEGCO’s
work. The values are also combined in similar discourses that include: technological
progression; raising awareness; as well as classifying actors, such as through oppositional
discourses that pit KEGCO against technology developers and regulators. The
discourses generally use ideology to produce a sense of antagonism that affects the
organisational progression of KEGCO.

KEGCO’s antagonistic nature, makes the conflicts between top-down values about
technology and bottom-up values about development easy to see. When NGOs in
KEGCO manage conflict in their everyday work, they manifest relationships where
technology is portrayed as in opposition to development. The creation of ideology
and antagonism, however, multiply and exaggerate conflicts between technology and
development to the point where technology becomes almost antithetical to development.
Antagonism also has a destructive effect on KEGCO’s organisational progression to
the point where KEGCO actively resists institutionalising and resists working with the
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Government and other NGOs.
It is necessary to expand and contextualise the analysis that yielded a description

of technology and development relationships in order to understand and assess the
implications of these relationships. Looking at the NGOs in this study in terms of
agency expands the previous analysis about (resistance to) institutionalisation of the
NGOs and provides some understanding of technology and development relationships
manifested by the NGOs. Through their discourses, the NGOs both yield and capture
agency at different scales; they are both constrained and bolstered by, as well as
constitute, the political economic arena of civil society.

NGOs generally capture agency and make themselves constituent of the arena of
civil society at the national and sub-national level, where they construct science and
technology as either a close ally or a detrimental roadblock to development. At these
levels, social and political orders are co-produced in Kenyan civil society. NGOs are
doing jobs usually reserved for states, markets and communities. Furthermore, the
conflict management strategies of both NGO networks do not allow for debates about
the conflicting values inherent in the production and use of agricultural biotechnologies
in a developing country such as Kenya. Consequently, opportunities for Kenya to
guide or steer biotechnologies, and opportunities for farmers to make decisions about
technologies that will affect their livelihoods are scarce.

Through the course of making the argument presented in this thesis, the thesis has
contributed to knowledge in three ways. First, it has argued that this decade could
be witnessing a rise in technology NGOs. Secondly, it has provided some evidence of
this rise and contributed to the historical record of the development of biotechnology in
Kenya by providing an ethnographic investigation of two coalitions of NGOs. Finally, it
has contributed to theory by answering calls to develop a way to explore the agency of
development NGOs, building on the ethnography of development and the co-production
of knowledge and social order.

It is this last contribution that is perhaps most important for future research. The
crossovers between Science and Technology Studies and Development Studies are still
too infrequent in the literature. Where they exist, they occur mostly in literature
about participation. Science and Technology Studies literatures on participation and
public engagement are rooted in highly developed national institutional contexts, where
states provide funding and support for participatory exercises that can be channelled
into technological decision-making. This makes literatures about participation and
engagement somewhat difficult to transfer to developing countries. Here state
institutions cannot necessarily support basic functional democracy, at the level of
practical interactions between the state and poor farmers, much less support the extra-
curricular democratic activities of public engagement.

The Science and Technology Studies frameworks of co-production and democrati-
sation of science and technology have also mostly been applied in the context of
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developed countries. However, the final contribution of this thesis shows that perhaps
co-production is more easily translated into the development context than frameworks
surrounding participation and engagement because co-production does not necessarily
rely as heavily on the existence of highly developed democratic institutions. Further
research that explores co-production as a crossover between Science and Technology
Studies and Development Studies could therefore be very fruitful.





Appendix List of Interviews

# Name Organisation Title Date

1 MK ISAAA Senior Programme Officer 6/4/04
2 ET AATF Interim Executive Director 7/4/04
3 JO BECA/ABSF Coordinator/Former

Chairman
8/4/04

4 NM Daily Nation Science Editor 9/4/04
5 LS ABSF Legal Counsel 13/4/04
6 NO ABSF Chairman 13/4/04
7 DO ABSF/Uni. Of Nairobi Lecturer 14/4/04
8 SM Biosafety News Reporter 14/4/04
9 PM Farmer Systems Kenya Executive Director 15/4/04

MK Farmer Systems Kenya Crop Scientist & Technical
Manager

15/4/04

PK Farmer Systems Kenya Coordinator Research
Programme

15/4/04

OO Farmer Systems Kenya Crop Scientist 15/4/04
10 VI Embu Diocese Development

and Education Programme
Director 16/4/04

11 JW Embu area farmer 16/4/04
JN Embu area farmer 16/4/04

12 SK Kamau Highridge Banana
Growers and Marketing
Organisation

Chairman 20/4/04

Local
farmers
(12)

Kamau Highridge Banana
Growers and Marketing
Organisation

20/4/04

13 NM (op. cit. Interview 4) 28/10/04
14 EK ITDG Project Manager 29/10/04

TA Gaia Foundation Information Officer 29/10/04
15 MS KESFF Chairman 29/10/04
16 EO ICIPE Head of Biology and

Molecular Biology
2/11/04

17 ZM PELUM Country Desk Coordinator 4/11/04
18 AW Action Aid Kenya Food Security Programme

Coordinator
5/11/04

19 OM ILEG Executive Director 8/11/04
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20 DM Consumer Information
Network

Project Officer 9/11/04

SO Consumer Information
Network

Director 9/11/04

21 FM AATF Projects Manager 24/11/04
22 MK (op. cit. Interview 1) 24/11/04
23 Anon. Kenya Ministry of Education

Science and Technology
29/11/04

24 MK (op. cit. Interview 1) 30/11/04
25 NM (op. cit. Interview 4) 9/12/04
26 IRMA Stakeholders Meeting:

Facilities Tour
9/12/04

27 IRMA Stakeholders Meeting:
Formal Meeting

9/12/04

28 TA (op. cit. interview 14) 10/12/04
29 HM National Council for Science

and Technology
Principal Science Secretary
& Head of Biological
Sciences Division

12/1/05

30 CG UNEP-GEF Regional Coordinator for
Africa

20/1/05

31 PM Uni. of Nairobi, Faculty of
Law

Senior Lecturer 1/2/05

32 MK (op. cit. Interview 1) 15/2/05
33 AM Farmer Systems Kenya Executive Director 15/2/05
34 CO Farmer Systems Kenya Crops Department 15/2/05

SM Farmer Systems Kenya Livestock Coordinator 15/2/05
JM Farmer Systems Kenya Livestock Coordinator 15/2/05

35 MM Farmer, Njoro Region 15/2/05
36 SN Farmer, Njoro Region 15/2/05
37 MK KARI Director, Njoro Station 15/2/05
38 AN KARI Social Economist 15/2/05
39 PK (op. cit. Interview 9)

40 SM CIMMYT Coordinator, IRMA 1/3/05
41 FN AATF formerly with KARI

and KEPHIS
Regulatory Matters
Specialist

2/3/05

42 HM AATF Technical Operations
Manager

2/3/05

43 GP Doyle Foundation Chair 3/3/05
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